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Foreword 

The Working Party on Multi-scale Modelling of Fuels and Structural Materials for Nuclear 
Systems (WPMM) has been established, under the auspices of the NEA Nuclear Science 
Committee (NSC), to review multi-scale models and simulations as validated predictive 
tools for fuels and structural materials needed in the design of nuclear systems, for fuel 
fabrication and for understanding performance. The WPMM’s objective is to promote the 
exchange of information on theoretical and computational methods, experimental 
validation, and other topics related to modelling and simulation of nuclear materials. 

The Expert Group on Structural Materials Modelling was established in 2009 to 
provide targeted critical reference reviews of the state-of-the-art concerning the use of 
multi-scale modelling to describe the changes induced by irradiation in structural nuclear 
materials. This expert group aims at reliably reproducing experimental data, while 
providing keys to understand and interpret existing experimental results, with a view to 
predicting the behaviour of structural nuclear materials under unexplored conditions and 
to support the choice and the development of new materials. 

The topic of the present volume is the development of physical multi-scale models, 
with their root in computational physics, to describe the changes produced in steels by 
neutron irradiation. This is performed to underpin structural integrity and lifetime 
assessments of nuclear power plant components, namely current nuclear reactor vessel 
and core structural materials internals. 
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Executive summary 

This report was produced by the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) Expert Group on 
Structural Materials Modelling. The mandate of this group, which was established in 2009, 
is to provide a critical review of the state-of-the-art concerning the use of the multi-scale 
modelling approach to describe the changes induced by irradiation in structural nuclear 
materials. 

The volume will therefore concentrate mainly on steels and associated materials, i.e. 
polycrystalline metals. Other materials that are widely used for nuclear applications such 
as graphite or glasses to contain nuclear waste will not be considered in this review. 

Since no single modelling technique can capture all the different aspects of what 
happens when structure materials are subjected to intense doses of radiation, the chapters 
in this state-of-the-art report form together a multi-scale approach to the understanding 
of this problem as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. A schematic illustration of the common models used in radiation damage studies and 
how they link time and length scales 

 

Thus the nanometre and sub-nanometre time scale Density Functional Theory (DFT) 
for electronic structure calculations, which is a quantum-mechanical method, can be used 
to determine such quantities as defect formation energies and defect migration barriers. 
Performing dynamics with these models is possible but limited to a few hundred atoms 
and picosecond time scales due to computational constraints. Nonetheless they have been 
used successfully to determine displacement energy thresholds (Ed) in some ceramic 
materials, albeit with a relatively small statistical sample. Thus as computing power 
continues to increase, one might expect that these methods will be used more often in the 
future for determination of Ed. The thresholds are important to help quantify radiation 
resistance and are essential inputs to Monte Carlo codes such as SRIM for predicting 
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depth profiles and radiation damage in materials over a larger length scale. This is one 
example of how fine scale models can be used to parameterise a coarser approach. 

Data from DFT can be also used in the development of classical interatomic 
potentials that are used in Molecular Dynamics (MD) studies or in Kinetic Monte Carlo 
(KMC) models. A good example of the use of DFT to help refine interatomic potentials 
is the interstitial dumbbell defect in BCC Fe. Most early potentials showed that the 〈111〉 
dumbbell was the preferred structure, in disagreement with the DFT results which 
showed 〈110〉 was favoured. This then led to more accurate interatomic potential 
development where the energetics of other defect structures determined from DFT, could 
be more accurately described. However the application of DFT to defect formation 
energies and diffusion barriers is not treated explicitly in this report. DFT codes such as 
SIESTA and VASP are under continual development and together with increased 
computing power are becoming standard tools for the investigation of structural material 
defect properties. It is expected that these models will be used much more in the future to 
study extended defects such as grain boundaries and dislocation loops as computing 
power continues to increase. 

Currently classical MD as a technique is limited to systems of nanometre scale for 
time scales of the order on nanoseconds-microseconds. It is therefore very good for 
investigating collision cascades induced by a fast neutron or an alpha particle colliding 
with an atom in the structural material, particularly with the advent of the Finnis-Sinclair 
and embedded atom method potentials for metals that were introduced in the 1980’s. 
These gave a much better description of the physical properties of structural materials.  

The first MD simulations of a collision cascade were performed by Vineyard’s group 
at Brookhaven in the 1960s where very small systems containing only 10’s of atoms were 
studied. Even today MD cascade simulations are generally carried out over nanometre 
length scales and their ballistic phase is generally over in the space of several picoseconds. 
The main reason for this time limitation is the scaling involved in the integration of 
Newton’s equations. Typically distances are given in Ångstroms, energies in eV, forces in 
eV/Å so that the integration time step for reasonable numerical accuracy is of the order 
of 1 femtosecond or less. Higher energy MD cascade simulations in metals were later 
(1970s) pioneered by Don Harrison’s group in Monterey, mainly to investigate sputtering 
phenomena before being taken up by workers in the nuclear field. 

To simulate 1 second of real time would require 1015 time steps where the forces on 
all the atoms in the system must be determined. This is clearly infeasible. Thus the models 
based on classical potentials can be used to parameterise dislocation dynamics or KMC 
models when it is too expensive to use DFT. They can also be used to determine 
diffusion coefficients for rate theory models. Luckily for structural materials, defect 
recombination and other such events happen relatively infrequently on the atomic time 
scale so that event driven KMC methods can be used. Such methods fall into two classes. 
The first class consists of those methods where all the transitions are pre-prescribed and 
given in an event table. The LAKIMOCA code is an example of this. The other method is 
where the transition barriers are calculated on-the-fly. This methodology is very 
computationally expensive and so far limited to small systems. It is not discussed in detail 
here but as a technique it is likely to grow in popularity as computing power continues to 
increase. 
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Other long time scale methods such as temperature accelerated dynamics have also 
been used to investigate the long time scale evolution of displacements cascades in nuclear 
materials.  

Because of the time scale limitations, dose effects are very difficult to analyse using 
MD but a combination of MD together with one of the long time scale techniques offers 
the best prospect for future quantitative atomistic models of the microstructure 
development under radiation dose effects. So far this subject is only in its infancy and is 
therefore not discussed in detail in the report. 

In concentrating on the latest methodologies it is sometimes easy to forget some of 
the early work in radiation damage modelling. The seminal work by Seitz and Brinkman 
contained sketches of the structure of what a typical collision cascade might look like, 
even postulating the displacement spike region and coining the phrase primary knock-on  
atom (PKA) for the first energetically displaced particle. Such cascade structures were 
subsequently verified by MD simulations, over a quarter of a century later. Even today a 
modified Kinchin-Pease formula first developed in the 1950s is used to determine the 
approximate number of defects produced in a collision cascade. 

Similarly the widely-used SRIM programme which has been very successful in the 
investigation of range profiles and damage cause by ion bombardment of surfaces has its 
origins in the work of the Danish school in the 1940s and 1950s where the concept of the 
screened Coulomb interaction potential was implemented to investigate analytically the 
penetration of energetic atomic particles in matter. Programmes such as SRIM, in 
conjunction with simple analytic formulae such as that by Kinchin and Pease, then allow 
the determination of the number of permanently displaced particles in a collision cascade 
to be calculated leading to the concept of dpa (displacements per atom) as a quantitative 
measure of the cumulative effects of irradiation. 

The SRIM programme works well for amorphous or polycrystalline materials but for 
crystalline materials channelling can take place. It could be argued that this was first 
discovered by computer when Mark Robinson at Oak Ridge left his binary collision code 
running overnight, only to discover the next day that the atom he had set in motion had 
hardly undergone any collisions and was merrily progressing down a channel in the crystal. 
The MARLOWE programme that developed from this became a leading binary collision 
code for the investigation of atomic collisions in crystalline structures. 

There will inevitably be some gaps in this report. For example the formation of inert 
gas bubbles, especially in structural materials, is not treated in detail in the report although 
Chapter 11 touches on this. Such helium is a by-product of nuclear reactions, which can 
also adversely affect long-term structural stability. This is also a problem in fusion where 
under certain circumstances it can form a porous material (fuzz) in tungsten. There is a 
huge experimental literature on He bubble formation in metals which modelling could 
help explain. Beside accumulation at grain boundaries, bubbles can also form within 
grains and it seems they reach a preferred size depending on temperature and the 
composition of the secondary elements in the steel. At small concentrations the He is 
highly mobile and wants to form clusters. As the clusters grow in size the strain induced 
in the lattice combined with an increase in energy barriers for the He to diffuse into the 
clusters, prevents further clustering. However, further modelling is required to clarify this 
effect. 
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Dislocation dynamics is also not treated in detail in the report, although Chapters 4 
and 5 touch on this. However the theory of dislocation dynamics provides a good link in 
the modelling between continuum elasticity theory and atomistic modelling. It might be 
expected that in the future atom probe and electron microscopy combined with 
dislocation dynamics modelling would throw more light on the role of dislocations in 
reactor structural materials. 

The report is laid out as follows. In Chapter 1 an introduction to structural materials 
for the different reactor types is given; why the particular materials are used, together with 
an introduction to the various issues that they face over the lifetime of the plant operation, 
including hardening, embrittlement, creep and swelling. 

In Chapter 2 the production of defects in an irradiation event is modelled in detail, 
through the use of classical MD with empirical potentials developed to describe the 
various material combinations, mainly applied to BCC and FCC structures. This allows 
the modelling of individual collision cascades and the defects that arise from them in the 
ballistic phase of a collision cascade where nuclear stopping dominates. Detailed models 
of electronic stopping are generally not considered in this chapter or in the overall report 
although there has been some recent progress in this direction, where MD models for the 
two-way transfer of energy between the electronic and ionic systems have been developed. 
So far such models require the use of some parameters, which are difficult to determine 
but linking them to ab initio models of electronic stopping should provide a useful avenue 
for future research.  

Chapter 3 considers the long-time evolution of defects using KMC where the starting 
point is the initial distribution of defects in the system. In this case the atomic system 
evolves on an event driven basis rather than being integrated in time. The probability for 
an event to occur can be determined either from ab initio methods, empirical potentials or 
experiment. By combining the KMC with a source of defects, after sufficient time 
evolution, simulating a radiation event, dose and dose rate effects can be modelled at the 
atomistic level. In many cases good agreement between more coarse grained models such 
as those based on rate theory can be achieved. It is likely that such methods will become 
more popular in the future as more sophisticated models for determining the transition 
events on-the-fly become computationally feasible. 

Chapters 4 and 5 describe techniques that can be used to model the segregation of 
defects. It is split into two parts. In the first part a discussion of the various models and 
mechanisms is given including rate theory, mean field and atomistic models. In the second 
part the use of rate theory to describe radiation-induced segregation to grain boundaries in 
reactor steels is described in detail. The parameters used in the model are explicitly given 
and it is shown that such segregation is critically dependent on the minor alloying 
elements. 

Chapters 6 and 7 are a comprehensive review of irradiation creep and swelling 
including many ideas from the early literature on this topic. It contains many semi-
empirical formulae that can be used to investigate creep and swelling. Unlike some of the 
other chapters it uses mainly theoretical ideas rather than computer simulation. In 
particular, data from experiments are used to determine parametric dependencies of 
irradiation swelling and creep, which are then correlated to the underlying microstructural 
evolution. 
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Chapter 8 investigates larger scale defects, such as cavities, dislocation loops, stacking 
fault tetrahedra and precipitates. It is shown how atomic scale modelling can be used in 
conjunction with dislocation dynamics models to understand how dislocations can 
interact with the larger scale defects. The chapter concentrates mostly on using empirical 
potentials for both static and dynamic simulation of interactions between moving 
dislocations and obstacles to their motion but a short review of the use of the coarser 
scale dislocation dynamics modelling is given and how the atomistic models could be used 
in their parameterisation.  

Chapters 9 and 10 discuss irradiation-induced embrittlement from a continuum 
viewpoint rather than detailed computer simulation. A number of fracture models and 
simple formulae used to describe reactor pressure vessel embrittlement are given, together 
with their advantages and limitations. This is a topic that seems ripe for further 
development, especially through linking to atomistic models to examine on a finer scale 
the processes of crack propagation and fracture. 

Finally, in Chapter 11 one of the least understood structural problems, that of 
irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC), is discussed. In this sense the topic 
is even more complicated than that discussed in Chapters 9 and 10 since it includes the 
extra effect of corrosion. Thus the subject has so many different aspects that are difficult 
to capture in simple models. In this chapter the different mechanisms leading to IASCC 
are described and some simple formulae for the growth of cracks are given and compared 
to experimental data on crack growth rates. However since no complete description of all 
the mechanisms involved have yet been found, this subject will provide a fertile research 
area for many years to come. 

The chapters in this report provide an overview of the current state-of-the-art in 
structural materials modelling in the context of nuclear reactors. They demonstrate the 
link between many of the different methodologies such as how numerical quantum 
mechanics can be used to parameterise interatomic potentials which in themselves can be 
used together with dislocation dynamics to access greater length scales. What is so far 
missing in the structural materials modelling area is a direct link between atomistic 
modelling with potentials and continuum models where an atomistic region is embedded 
in a continuum. There have been many attempts in this direction over the years with some 
success, for example, in the subject of indentation testing but so far they have not been 
widely applied in the area of creep and swelling. Linking length scales through such 
models should also be a fertile area of future research.  

The problem of linking time scales is rather more challenging. Linking nanometre 
sized length scales to reactor components of the size of centimetres requires a bridge of 
only seven orders of magnitude. However to link diffusion processes that can occur over 
years with molecular dynamics which is limited to microseconds at the most is rather 
more challenging. The last few years have seen many workshops focussed on such long 
time scale techniques where diffusive processes can be thought of as rare events 
compared to the frequency of phonon vibrations in a material. This subject itself has seen 
much progress driven by applications in other scientific areas such as the study of protein 
folding or chemical reactions. The nuclear community should be aware of such 
developments and the ever-increasing interdisciplinary nature of science and engineering 
provides both challenges and opportunities for future nuclear engineers. 
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Chapter 1. 

Introduction on steels used as structural materials in current nuclear 
power plants and related modelling issues 

L. Malerba 
Institute of Nuclear Materials Science, SCKCEN, Belgium 

1. Introduction 

Like all complex installations, nuclear power plants are built using a variety of materials. 
One can distinguish between two broad categories: structural and functional materials [1].  

• Structural materials are those that bear load or stress, whichever the origin 
(mechanical, thermal, vibrations, etc.). The key properties of materials in relation to 
bearing load without undergoing unacceptable shape or dimension changes are the 
mechanical properties: elastic modulus, yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, 
hardness, ductility, fracture toughness, fatigue, and creep resistance (for a simple 
introduction to these properties [2]. 

• Functional materials display physical or chemical properties of use for a specific 
purpose, e.g. optical, electrical, thermal, and often simply of protection against 
external agents or separation between different environments that should not come 
into contact; alternatively, they are meant to facilitate the performance of a given 
operation (the list of properties of possible relevance is too wide to be summarised 
here). 

Failure occurs when, due to unforeseen interference from external factors, or due to 
ageing, the material ceases to fulfil its structural or functional duty. 

In many cases the above distinction becomes blurred: some functional materials end 
up having necessarily also a structural function, while structural materials have often also 
functions other than just bearing load or stress. Taking examples of relevance for a 
nuclear power plant (which should become clearer after reading the following sections of 
this chapter), a reactor pressure vessel steel is a structural material with safety functions: 
one small hole in it, though perhaps not affecting its ability to bear the stresses caused by 
high internal pressure, is not acceptable because it causes leakage, thereby compromising 
its important safety function of protection against the release of radioactive substances. 
Fuel cladding, which has mainly the function of keeping the fuel pellets together, allowing 

http://www.srim.org/
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refuelling and preventing contact with the outside coolant, has also some structural 
functions owing to the development of internal pressure with time, that imposes minimal, 
but not to be overlooked, requirements on ductility. Even fuel, which is neither structural 
nor functional (although one could argue that it fulfils the function of burning to produce 
energy) has some inherent functional properties and some structural requirements, related 
to the possibility of refuelling or to its integrity (e.g. bear thermal stresses). 

This introductory chapter, and the whole volume, shall focus on structural materials, 
therefore restricting the scope to mechanical properties as well as dimensional and shape 
stability of materials. 

The selection and optimisation of a structural material and the design of the 
component built with it are dictated by their “fitness for purpose” [3], which include 
suitability for the environment and the application, including the requirement of 
minimising the probability of failure, mainly by loss of integrity, as well as change of shape 
which might eventually also lead to loss of integrity. The criteria used for material choice 
and component design are mainly based on considerations of inherent capability of the 
material to fulfil its duty, when shaped as in the component, based on its properties, 
taking into account the possibility of interference from external factors. Some 
interferences are obvious, others less. Good criteria should be robust also against the least 
obvious external factors and for this purpose safety margins are duly applied to design the 
component. However, materials are not quintessentially incorruptible: they undergo with 
time internal changes due to use that almost invariably degrade their properties. Material 
ageing is, especially in nuclear power plants, the most significant threat to the integrity of 
components. 

One of the main duties of materials engineers is to be able to foresee timely when, 
due to ageing, the material is no longer capable of fulfilling its duty, under any kind of 
external interference. This implies knowing what happens to the material and how its 
properties change while in operation. This knowledge is generally obtained by testing the 
material or the component under relevant conditions, and then by monitoring it during 
operation. Knowledge is then crystallised in models, that can be more or less detailed, 
specific or general, empirical or theoretical, or a mixture of both. Tests and monitoring 
are necessary to verify up to what extent models are followed in each specific case. In turn, 
models are needed to interpolate or extrapolate to conditions under which tests cannot be 
performed. Since materials in operation cannot be in general continuously tested, models 
are necessary to plan the maintenance and the inspection of the component and to 
foresee its lifetime. 

Several significant ageing issues have affected nuclear power plants around the world 
along their history of operation (e.g. [4]). Most of them were not anticipated at the design 
stage and, by potentially threatening materials’ integrity, have led for caution to costly 
interventions and replacements (though practically never to early shutdown). Many did 
not concern the nuclear components but the conventional ones. Fatigue, stress corrosion 
and delayed cracking due to either hydrogen or high temperature (high for the type of 
steel used) are the main issues. These are difficult issues to tackle in their own right but 
are not specific of the nuclear environment (although they may be affected by this 
environment, e.g. fatigue in pipes), so (with one partial exception, stress-corrosion 
cracking) they will not be addressed in the present volume.  
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By far the most threatening factor determining degradation in nuclear materials is that, 
in the reactor core, they are subjected to an intense field of irradiation, mainly energetic 
neutrons and gamma rays coming from the self-sustaining fission reactions of uranium 
nuclei that carry an exceptionally high energy density. The amount of neutrons received 
by a material is termed fluence, measured in neutrons per unit area, or dose, measured in 
displacements per atom, dpa. Dpa is a quantity that cannot be measured experimentally 
and is dependent on the particular model chosen to calculate it, given the neutron 
spectrum and the flux, i.e. how many neutrons of a given energy enter the material per 
unit time and area. It has the main advantage of allowing comparison between different 
types of irradiation. For neutron irradiation, the standards for calculation are given e.g. in 
[5]. For ion irradiation a standard is to use the SRIM (srim.org) or the PHITS 
(phits.jaea.go.jp) Monte Carlo simulation codes. For the scientific basis of these codes, see 
e.g. [6,7]. 

The present volume focusses on how radiation effects affect the mechanical 
properties of current nuclear reactor vessel and core structural materials, excluding 
cladding. As will be seen, these are essentially two types of steels: low alloy bainitic steels 
and austenitic stainless steels1. 

There are five key materials degradation effects due to irradiation [8]: (1) radiation-
modified (induced or enhanced) solute segregation/precipitation, leading to local changes 
of composition with subsequent possible appearance of new, stable or metastable phases; 
(2) radiation hardening and embrittlement; (3) dimensional changes via void swelling 
and/or irradiation creep; (4) irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC); (5) 
helium embrittlement. The first effect reveals itself at the nano- or microscopic level and 
involves both nano/microstructural and microchemical changes, many of which are in 
fact at the origin of the other key issues. The second effect, radiation hardening and 
embrittlement, is mainly visible at “low” temperature, but in fact the concerned low 
temperature range corresponds in most cases, for steels, exactly to the operating 
temperature of current reactors: radiation embrittlement as a consequence of hardening, 
in the case of the reactor pressure vessel, is the most important factor that limits the 
lifetime of existing nuclear power plants [9,10]. The third effect, dimensional changes, is 
generally associated with a higher temperature than in current power reactors2, but it is 
now suspected to be potentially threatening also for existing plants, in those components 
that accumulate significant dose [11,12]. The fourth effect, IASCC, which involves 
presence of stresses and interaction with the aqueous coolant environment, is the most 
critical one for core components of existing nuclear power plants made of austenitic steels 
[10,13]. Finally the fifth effect, He embrittlement, is associated mainly with fusion neutron 
spectra and high dose and temperature; in reactor core components of current plants He 
production by transmutation can be high (up to 15 appm/dpa  – generally ~3-8 
appm/dpa - in PWR, comparable with up to 14 appm/dpa – generally ~3-10 appm/dpa - 
in fusion [14]), but He embrittlement by promotion of intergranular fracture is generally 

                                                           
1 In some reactor types Zr alloys are used not only as cladding, but also as structural materials (pressure tubes). 
However, Zr is not included in the present volume. In the 1960s, some reactors used austenitic steels as cladding. 
2 These are effects observed in fast reactors, of which at the moment only a few exist in the world, that operate at 
higher temperature and neutron flux and reach much higher fluence than ordinary power reactors (see Section 2). 

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/basic-ref/students/reactors.html
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not observed in the range of operation temperatures, although He production may have 
an effect to promote swelling. 

In the present volume, all the above effects are addressed from a modelling 
standpoint: nanostructural and microchemical evolution are addressed in Chapters 2-5; 
swelling and irradiation creep are the subject of Chapters 6 and 7; hardening and 
embrittlement are treated in Chapters 8, 9 and 10; finally IASCC is the focus of Chapter 11. 
Helium effects, however, are addressed only as example of nanostructural modifications, 
mainly related with swelling, without considering its potential consequences on mechanical 
properties. 

2. Brief description of main current nuclear reactor types 

In a nuclear plant, very much as in a conventional power plant, the reactor core is a 
source of heat for the production of steam and subsequent production of electricity via a 
steam turbine and a generator, with subsequent condensation of the steam to continue the 
cycle. The difference is that the burning of fossil fuels, which is a chemical reaction, is 
replaced by the nuclear reactions that occur in the uranium contained in the reactor core, 
which are two orders of magnitude more efficient in terms of energy density than 
combustion reactions. The nuclear fuel is cooled by the circulation of a fluid through a 
(generally pressurised) circuit. In essentially all nuclear power reactors currently in 
operation this fluid is water. 

The most diffuse reactor design worldwide is the pressurised water reactor (PWR), 
followed by the boiling water reactor (BWR). Together, these two designs, initially 
proposed by the USA, correspond to almost 90% of the installed nuclear electricity power 
in the world. They are jointly denoted as light water reactors (LWR). Heavy water3 
reactors (e.g. CANDU, CANadian Deuterium Uranium, of Canadian design) are the only 
other design that represents a non-negligible fraction of the share (6.4% of the installed 
power). Data are taken from [8]. All of these water-cooled reactors use mainly uranium 
dioxide (UO2) ceramic fuel pellets (~1 cm in diameter), stacked inside 3-4 m long 
zirconium alloy tubes (fuel cladding) that transfer nuclear heat to flowing water, while 
acting as primary barrier to avoid leakage of volatile (gaseous) nuclear fission by-products.  

In the PWR the water circulates through the core at high flow rate under a pressure of 
~130 bar, without ever changing phase to vapour. The core is contained in a pressurised 
vessel which is connected, generally through piping, to one or more steam generators (up 
to four circulation loops, forming the so-called primary circuit). Here is where steam for 
the turbine is produced in a secondary circuit, by extracting heat from the primary circuit 
hot water (~300°C, more precisely the operating temperatures may vary between 270 and 
330°C). To give an idea, the vessel is a massive structure of cylindrical shape, with a lower 
and an upper calotte. Its diameter, height and thickness can reach respectively 4 and 12 
meters, and 25 cm (for a description of typical vessels, see [15]). The Russian variant of 
the PWR design is denoted as water-water energy reactors (WWERs): in it, the vessel is 

                                                           
3 Heavy water is isotopically enriched water, in which most molecules contain deuterium (2H = D) instead of 
hydrogen (1H). This reduces the neutron absorption rate of water, allowing the use of natural uranium as fuel. The 
use of normal (light) water requires isotopic enrichment of uranium, up to a content of 235U of ~3-3.5%. 
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somewhat more compact and the walls are thinner, to comply with the need that the 
vessel must be transportable by land. PWR type units are also used for submarine 
propulsion.  

Figure 1. Frequently shown schematic diagram of (a) a PWR and (b) a BWR 

 
The heat transfer routes are also depicted: QH is the heat generated at high temperature, W is the energy extracted 
and QC the heat returned to the cold sink (that does not need to be see water, can be a river, a lake or a cooling tower) 

Source: USNRC website: http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/basic-ref/students/reactors.html). 

 

In the BWR, water does boil within the core, under the pressure of ~80 bar, at a 
temperature somewhat below 300°C: the steam is separated in the above region of the 
pressurised vessel and from there goes directly to the turbine. The vessel of a BWR is 
even larger than for a PWR. The process schemes of a PWR and a BWR are shown in Fig. 
1 a & b, respectively.  

The core of both the PWR and BWR, though different in the details, follows broadly 
similar design ideas. The zirconium alloy tubes with the fuel pellets inside (called fuel pins 
or fuel rods) are grouped into fuel assemblies that also contain control rods or blades. 
BWR assemblies are contained in channel boxes within which the water changes phase 
while flowing upward, whereas no channel separation exists in PWR and water can flow 
between assemblies. In both cases the core assemblies are contained inside a baffle-former 
assembly (PWR) or a core shroud (BWR) that guides the water through the core. The 
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different parts of all these components are kept together with bolts, springs, support pins 
and clips. Figure 2 shows how a PWR and BWR fuel assembly look like. 

Figure 2. Aspect of a BWR (left) and PWR (right) fuel assembly, showing the fuel pin and a 
number of other components (spacer grids, guide tubes, etc.) made of austenitic steels 

 
Source: P. Van Uffelen, R.J.M. Konings, C. Vitanza, J. Tulenko, "Analysis of Reactor Fuel Rod Behaviour", in: 
Handbook of Nuclear Engineering, D.G. Cacuci (Ed.), Springer Science & Business Media LLC 2010, pp. 1519-1627). 

In heavy-water cooled reactors, each fuel assembly uses a separate power tube in 
which coolant flows. In the CANDU design, heavy-water acts as both coolant and 
moderator4, while in the Russian version (RBMK) graphite is used as moderator. 

A few gas-cooled reactors that use CO2 as coolant still operate in the UK and consist of 
large graphite blocks used as moderator, into which fuel and coolant channels are opened; 
steam for the turbine flowing in a secondary system is produced in a generator from the 
primary circuit heat. Other reactor systems of which prototypes for power generation were 
built in the past, and which may be again used commercially in the future as so-called 
Generation IV reactors, are: (a) high-temperature gas-cooled reactors that use helium as 
coolant, with the possibility of direct power generation in a gas turbine; (b) fast breeder5 
reactors, that use fast neutron spectra by removing the moderator, i.e. using liquid metals as 
coolant instead of water. Sodium is essentially the only metal used for power generation so 
far, although lead is also considered for future reactors; He is also a possible coolant for a 
fast reactor. For more information on future reactor design, see e.g. [16].  

                                                           
4 The moderator is a material that slows down neutrons efficiently by letting them bounce elastically against its 
atomic nuclei, without absorbing them. The best moderators are heavy-water and graphite. Light (i.e. normal) water 
moderates but absorbs neutrons as well, thereby requiring uranium enrichment to increase the number of neutrons 
produced at source: this is why PWR and BWR use 3-3.5% enriched uranium. 
5 Breeder reactors can potentially produce more fuel (i.e. fissile nuclei) than they use, by making much more efficient 
use of the uranium isotopes: typically, in addition to inducing the fission of 235U, in these reactors neutrons also 
convert 238U into 239Pu, which is a fissile nucleus, as good to produce energy as 235U. 
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3. Main materials for nuclear power plant components 

The main pressure boundary components in LWRs, i.e. reactor pressure vessel (RPV), 
pressuriser, and steam generator shell, as well as turbine and condenser, are made of low-
carbon, low alloy ferritic (bainitic) steels. Also secondary circuit piping in PWR is made 
from steels of this type. Austenitic stainless steels dominate as core structural materials, as 
liners on the inside surface of the RPV and the pressuriser and for the primary circuit 
piping. Steam generator tubes are made of nickel-base alloys. Austenitic stainless steels 
and nickel-base alloys are selected because of their good resistance to water corrosion up 
to high temperature.  

General corrosion is a process of loss of metallic material via formation of superficial 
oxide layers from the oxidising species present in the water. Low corrosion rates are 
achieved in austenitic alloys by the formation of very stable chromium-containing oxide 
layers on the surface, which adhere very strongly to it and grow afterwards very slowly, 
thereby exerting an efficient protective function (passivation). Low alloy steels, on the 
other hand, are, like iron, easily corroded, i.e. surface layers of easily removable oxides 
(rust) are formed when in contact with water. Their formation and removal progressively 
thin the component walls: for this reason, for example, an austenitic steel liner is needed 
to protect the inner surface of the RPV and pressuriser from corrosion. Low-carbon, low 
alloy steels have, in turn, the advantage of relatively easy weldability through thick sections, 
which is important in large components, such as the pressurised vessel, that cannot be 
made of one single piece. Low alloy steels have also a significantly lower cost than 
austenitic steels (about a factor 4-5 [2]), which is of course an important point for large 
components such as vessel, pressuriser and steam generator.  

Heavy-water reactors, mainly of CANDU design, make extensive use of zirconium 
alloys not only for fuel cladding, but also for the power tubes, or channels that contain 
each fuel assembly. The choice of zirconium alloys is dictated in these reactors by the 
need to "spare neutrons" when using natural uranium as fuel. Zirconium indeed absorbs 
much fewer neutrons than iron, thereby allowing the nuclear reactions to self-sustain, 
even based on the limited amount of neutrons emitted by the small number of fission 
events that are produced by the ~0.6% 235U present in natural uranium. For more 
information on zirconium and its alloys for nuclear applications, see [17]. 

In future high temperature or fast breeder reactors, austenitic stainless steels and 
nickel-base alloys will still be used, but other materials are also envisaged, in view of the 
need to sustain higher temperature and/or higher neutron doses. For very high 
temperatures (ideally approaching 1000°C), ceramic materials such as silicon carbide 
composites (SiCf/SiC, i.e. silicon carbide fibres in a silicon carbide matrix) are considered 
as the only possibility. For more moderate, but still higher temperatures than in current 
reactors, as well as for the higher dose expected in fast breeder reactors, high-chromium 
ferritic/martensitic steels are primary candidates, especially in the oxide-dispersion 
strengthened version for cladding applications. 

In what follows, we focus on the two classes of steels used for structural purposes and 
mainly affected by irradiation in LWRs, namely low alloy ferritic (bainitic) steels used 
mainly for the RPV (almost ubiquitously denoted as RPV steels) and austenitic stainless 
steels used mainly for the internal core components. 
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3.1 Reactor pressure vessel steels 

As mentioned, the vessels of LWR, as well as other primary circuit components, are made 
of low alloy ferritic (bainitic) steels. As a recent and extensive source of information on 
these steels and components, one can consult documents on the topic released by the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), for example [18]. “Low alloy” refers to the 
fact that more than 95% of the composition of these steels is iron, in which other 
elements are found, either added on purpose or ended up there as a consequence of the 
manufacturing process. The carbon (C) content is low, <0.2-0.3wt%, i.e. these steels 
belong to the common low carbon steel category, typically used for large components: 
this low C content minimises cracking upon welding, while still giving some strength to 
the material, as compared to iron, by allowing carbide (globular cementite, Fe3C, but also 
acicular Mo2C carbides) formation upon thermal treatment. The microstructure obtained 
after normalisation (heating above the temperature where austenite is stable, followed by 
air-cooling) is bainite, an intermediate microstructure between the thermodynamically 
stable and ductile combination of pure ferrite and perlite obtained in annealed steels, and 
the hard but brittle martensite obtained by fast cooling (a good and easily readable source 
for metallurgical information is e.g. [19]). Bainite is essentially a complex form under 
which ferrite, that has a body-centred-cubic (BCC) crystal structure intermixed with 
cementite and other carbides, appears to optical microscope examination: this complexity 
provides a good compromise between the ductility of pure ferrite and the strength of 
martensite, in principle also without any need for further thermal treatments. However, 
RPV steels consist of tempered bainite, i.e. they do receive a subsequent tempering heat 
treatment to stabilise the microstructure; in this way bainite remains also stable upon 
welding.  

Chemical elements that are added on purpose and characterise RPV steels are, in 
B/PWR, molybdenum (Mo), nickel (Ni), manganese (Mn) and silicon (Si); in WWER 
steels, also chromium (Cr) and in some steels vanadium (V) are added on purpose. The 
addition of Mo and Mn, as well as Ni and Si (the latter below a certain limit), aims mainly 
at strengthening further the steel, given that the carbon content is low. Both Mn and Mo 
contribute to stabilising bainite versus martensite formation upon cooling, leading to a 
fully bainitic microstructure; Ni and Cr (the latter within limits) also partly contribute to 
the latter purpose. Mn provides refined grain size, too, and decreases the ductile-brittle 
transition temperature, or nil-ductility transition temperature (RTNDT

6 ) [20], while Si 
provides better casting fluidity. The addition of Cr and V in WWER is meant to provide 
higher strength, especially in terms of resistance to thermal ageing, because of the type of 
carbides that Cr and especially V form (M7C3 and M23C6 in the case of Cr, where M stands 
for metallic atom; VC in the case of vanadium). Higher strength is required amongst other 
things because the WWER RPV walls must be thinner than B/PWR. However, the need 
to make welding easier led, in the larger version of WWER (WWER 1000), to increase 
significantly the Ni content, with basically complete removal of V. Other elements 
typically found in RPV steels, the presence of which is unwanted and that should be 
therefore kept under control, are copper (Cu), phosphorus (P) and sulphur (S), as well as 

                                                           
6 Temperature below which the material does not show any ductility and behaves as brittle, i.e. when a crack is 
initiated it propagates completely and instantly through the specimen, which therefore breaks sharply without 
previous deformation. 
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traces of others, such as aluminium (Al), tin (Sn), nitrogen (N) and arsenic (As). Table 1 
shows indicatively the ranges of concentration of these elements in B/PWR and WWER 
vessel steels and the somehow most typical values. 

Table 1. Typical composition range of RPV steels (base metal) used in B/PWR (C < 0.3wt%) and 
WWER (C < 0.2wt%). In parenthesis the most typical value is indicated 

wt% Mo Ni Mn Si Cr V Cu P S 
B/PWR 0.4-0.7 

(~0.5) 
0.4-1.2 
(~0.7) 

0.5-1.6 
(~1.3) 

0.1-0.4 
(~0.2) 

< 0.25 < 0.05 < 0.2-0.3 
(~0.1) 

< 0.035 
(~0.01) 

< 0.04 

WWER 0.4-0.7 
(~0.5) 

0.3;1.9* 
 

0.3-1.3 
(~0.6) 

0.15-0.45 
(~0.2) 

1.2-2.5 
(~2.0) 

0.1-0.35 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 

*Either they contain little Ni (<0.4wt%), or they have relatively high Ni content (1.5-1.9wt%). 

The mechanical properties of these steels in the as-received form are obviously 
defined by their microstructure (bainitic or other), the corresponding distribution of 
carbides or other inclusions, and their chemical composition. To give an idea, the yield 
strength7 at 20°C is around 350 MPa in PWR and around 450 MPa in the stronger 
WWER steels, and decreases at 350°C to ~300 and ~400 MPa, respectively. The ultimate 
tensile strength 8  is around 550 MPa in all steels, while the nil-ductility transition 
temperature, RTNDT, is around 0°C, or somewhat below it. 

The compositions given in Table 1 correspond to RPV base metals, i.e. parts of the 
component produced with a given steel in the form of rolled plates (i.e. obtained by 
machining) or - increasingly more often - of forged rings (i.e. given ring shape by exerting 
compressive forces). In the regions where the material is welded, on the other hand, the 
composition changes because of the impurities coming from the weld wire; in particular, 
if not controlled, the concentration of elements that are unwanted already in the base 
metal, such as Cu and P, increases, as well as the content of Ni. Because of the heat 
applied when welding and because of the change of composition, the microstructure of a 
weld will also generally differ from the microstructure of the base metal. Moreover, in the 
regions adjacent to the weld, affected by heat during welding (heat affected zones, HAZ), 
the microstructure is likely to be altered, as well. For this reason and because of the weak 
point that in any case a weld represents, with time the vessel fabrication techniques have 
improved to minimise the amount of welds needed, in particular to avoid longitudinal 
welds, i.e. parallel to the vertical axis of the vessel and normal to the highest load, using 
mainly forged rings instead. Moreover, strict control of the chemical elements added via 
the weld wire has been enforced. However, welding and subsequent local changes of 
composition cannot be completely avoided and the existence of welds and HAZ, together 
with the difficulty of guaranteeing at industrial level the compositional homogeneity of 
large plates or forgings, leads to the fact that the heterogeneity of the material over the 
different parts of such large components must be accounted for, when evaluating its 
ability to maintain structural integrity. Microstructural parameters may also be significantly 

                                                           
7 The yield strength is the load that needs to be applied for the material to start to deform plastically, i.e. irreversibly; 
the yield point is the point on the load-displacement (stress-strain) curve above which deformation becomes 
irreversible. 
8 The ultimate tensile strength is the maximum uniaxial load that the material can withstand, once it has started to 
deform irreversibly. 
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different between the base metal and the weld; for example, the dislocation density9 may 
vary from ~1012-1013 m-2 in base metals, up to > 1014 m-2 in welds (as well as in WWER 
base steels); prior austenitic grains may vary in size between 10 and 40 µm, while the lath 
width is in the range 0.5-5 µm (larger sizes in welds). 

Together with the heterogeneities, fabrication cannot completely avoid the presence 
of defects, or flaws, in the form of microcracks. The structural integrity assessment must 
include the possibility of verifying that these cracks are not such as to endanger the 
integrity of the component when it is delivered (pre-service inspection, PSI), as well as the 
verification that fatigue and pressurised thermal shocks do not cause these cracks to grow 
by reaching their critical size and subsequently propagate over the years during operation, 
thereby threatening the integrity of the component (in-service inspections, ISI). There are 
precise programmes, criteria and procedures for the ISI, obviously concentrated on the 
most critical locations (beltline, welds, etc.), the details of which can vary from country to 
country. Besides visual inspection, extensive use is made of non-destructive examination 
(NDE) techniques, such as ultrasonic testing, acoustic emission monitoring, eddy current 
testing, radiography, dye-penetrant tests, etc. These aspects are extensively discussed in 
[18]. 

3.2 Austenitic stainless steels 

Most components located inside the vessel, in particular those constituting the core of the 
reactor that sustain the fuel pins and surround them, as well as primary circuit piping, are 
in constant contact with water and are for this reason made of austenitic stainless steels. 
Moreover, steels of this class are also used as liners for the inner wall of the vessel, the 
pressuriser and the steam generator, that are also constantly in contact with water. The 
reason for the choice of this material is quite obvious. On the one hand, these are steels 
that offer excellent mechanical properties, in particular high ductility, with low yield but 
high ultimate tensile strength and good fracture toughness over a wide range of 
temperatures; in particular, they are exempt from ductile-brittle transition, i.e. there is 
either no RTNDT, or it is lower than -200°C, so the material always exhibits ductile 
behaviour. On the other, they are especially conceived to resist water corrosion. The 
essential difference in composition with respect to low alloy steels used in the RPV is that 
they contain high amounts of Ni (~10%) and Cr (15-20%): the former stabilises the 
austenitic phase down to room temperature, which otherwise in pure Fe would only 
appear above 910°C, while the latter slows down the transformation to non-austenitic 
forms, thereby guaranteeing that this structure remains stable during operation. Austenite 
has a face-centred cubic (FCC) crystallographic structure as opposed to the BCC structure 
of other Fe alloy allotropic forms. This is what provides the high ductility, thanks to the 
fact that the FCC system offers more dislocation glide planes than the bcc one. Ductility 
is also enhanced by low amounts of C with respect to the quantity that could be dissolved 
in FCC iron. Furthermore, the large amount of Cr leads, as mentioned already, to the 

                                                           
9 Dislocations are planar defects that correspond to the insertion of additional atomic semi-planes or to the partial 
glide of atomic semi-planes with respect to one another. They are unavoidably produced during solidification and are 
the vehicles for irreversible (plastic) deformation in metals. 
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formation of a stable oxide layer10 on the surface in contact with water, that provides 
corrosion resistance by preventing further advancement of the oxidation reaction and is 
generally rapidly reformed if it breaks. Stainless steels with 16-18% Cr have very good 
resistance to corrosive environments from room temperature up to ~300°C and the 
protective Cr oxide layer remains stable up to 550-600°C. The main shortcoming with 
respect to low alloy steels is the significantly higher cost of the material and the more 
delicate procedure for the welding (even though this does not mean that these steels 
cannot be welded). The latter is related among other things to the higher coefficient of 
expansion and lower thermal conductivity of austenitic versus ferritic alloys that lead 
potentially to high distortions and residual stresses during the increase of temperature 
experienced when welding. Care has to be taken also to avoid that the temperature 
increase leads to Cr depletion, by forming either locally too thick chromium oxide layers, 
which impair corrosion resistance and need to be removed, or stable chromium carbides 
at grain boundaries. The latter effect, called sensitisation, is especially detrimental, as it 
increases the susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking which, as discussed below, is the 
main problem that affects these steels. For general information on austenitic steels, see e.g. 
[19]. 

Typical commercial steel grades used for core structures and primary piping in nuclear 
reactors are (following the AISI/SAE standard for nomenclature) 304 and 316, as well as, 
to a lesser extent, 321 and 347. 308 and 309 grades are used for the liner of the vessel and 
other similar functions. The indicative compositions of these grades are given in Table 2. 
Most often these steels are used in the solution-annealed (SA) condition, i.e. with the 
alloying elements fully dissolved in the parent austenite phase and little or no precipitation. 
An alternative condition often use in nuclear components is cold-worked (CW), that is, 
plastically strained at low temperature, with a subsequent change in the microstructure, 
especially dislocation density.  

The main difference between 304 and 316 is the presence in the latter of molybdenum, 
which increases amongst other things creep resistance (i.e. gives better high temperature 
strength), via formation of stable carbides, and provides better corrosion resistance 
(especially against pitting corrosion, in the presence of chlorides), while making the steel 
somewhat more expensive. Both these steels can be produced with low (L, <0.03%) or 
high (H, up to ~0.1%) carbon content: for nuclear applications, the low carbon versions 
(304L, 316L) are generally considered, in order to reduce the risk of sensitisation. High 
carbon, on the other hand, provides higher strength (the higher the C content, the higher 
the yield strength) and enhances the stability of austenite. The latter effects can however 
be also obtained, with less risk of sensitisation, by adding nitrogen (N), as in 304LN or 
316LN. The addition of Ti (321) or Nb (347) induces the formation of specially stable 
carbides, that remain largely inert during operation and provide, therefore, higher strength, 
extended to high temperature (improved creep strength), as well as reduced risk of 
sensitisation. Finally, 308 and 309 are actually welding fillers for austenitic steels and are 
therefore especially suitable to be applied as liners to protect the walls of vessels from 
water corrosion, without having to fulfil any structural function. 

                                                           
10 These are spinel-type oxides composed of a mixture of NiFe2O4, Fe3O4 and FeCr2O4. These are double-layer 
oxide films with the inner layer being a chromium-rich normal spinel (chromites), and the outer layer an inverse 
spinel magnetite/nickel ferrite (ferrites), the latter being formed by a metal cation dissolution/precipitation reaction. 
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Table 2. Typical composition range of austenitic steels used in nuclear reactors (300 AISI/SAE series)  

wt% Cr Ni Mo Ti Nb Mn Si C N 
304 18-20 

(18, 19) 
8-12 

(8,10) 
- - - 1-2 

(1.5) 
0.75 0.04-0.08 

<0.03 (L) 
<0.03 

<0.14 (LN) 
316 16-18 10-14 2-4 

(3) 
- - 2 0.75 0.04-0.08 

<0.03 (L) 
<0.03 

<0.14 (LN) 
321 17-19 9-13 - 0.2-0.4 - 1-2 0.75 0.04-0.08 <0.03 

347 17-19 9-13 -  0.4-0.8 1-2 0.75 0.04-0.08 <0.03 

308 19-21 10-12    2 1 0.08  
309 22-24 12-15    2 1 0.2  

L stands for low-carbon version; N for addition of nitrogen. 

The mechanical properties of austenitic steels for structural use in nuclear reactors at 
room temperature and in the SA condition are fairly homogeneous, irrespective of the 
composition (besides addition of C and N). The yield strength (0.2% offset) is 250-300 
MPa, while the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) can be as high as 600-700 MPa, and the 
total elongation exceeds largely 50%: large work-hardening (i.e. hardening during 
deformation, due to the creation of dislocations above yield point) is a distinct feature of 
this class of steels. Differences are seen in the variation of the mechanical properties with 
temperature. The yield strength of 316, which has better creep resistance than 304, 
declines to values around 150 MPa already at 500°C, remaining then almost unchanged up 
to ~650-750°C, while the UTS decreases in the same range of temperatures from 500 
MPa to values comparable with the yield strength. On the contrary, certain versions of 
347 may retain values of UTS as high as 200-300 MPa up to 800°C. Elongation is always 
>>50% at all temperatures for all these steels, which remain ductile down to -200°C. 

Higher strength, with detriment of elongation, can be given by cold working, 20% 
cold-worked (CW) 316 may have yield strengths of 600-700 MPa at room temperature, 
although the elongation reduces then to a few per cents; in turn, the material will retain a 
more stable strength with increasing temperature, still having reasonable elongation, that 
increases with temperature.  

Concerning the use of these steels both in BWR and PWR, 304 is the most common 
choice for relatively large components, such as shrouds (BWR) or baffle-former 
assemblies (PWR). PWR internals come in two basic types, welded and bolted. Bolts are 
generally made from harder steels, such as CW 316, although in some reactors SA 347 or 
even simply SA 304 bolts have been used. In WWER, on the other hand, typically 321 is 
used for baffle-former-barrels assemblies. 

As mentioned, the main problem of these steels is that, although resistant to water 
corrosion up to relatively high temperature, they are susceptible to stress corrosion 
cracking (IASCC). This is a type of failure that occurs in corrosive environments under 
stresses lower than the yield strength, either deliberately applied or as a result of residual 
stresses in fabricated components, especially close to joints (welds, bolts, etc.). It is, 
therefore, the result of a critical combination of material, environment and stress, which 
might arise through the variation of just one of the three parameters. For example, 
difficulty in water chemistry control during operation, or the presence of residual stresses 
as a consequence of inadequate welding procedure during fabrication, or variations in the 
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materials’ composition or microstructure, might produce the conditions for the 
appearance of IASCC. In turn, for a given material, provided that stresses and water 
chemistry are kept under appropriate control, the phenomenon can be avoided. 
Nevertheless, since the mechanisms triggering IASCC are still very imprecisely 
understood, this type of failure is very difficult to anticipate and to date in practice its 
appearance could only be minimised, but not completely avoided. The resulting crack is 
generally normal to the principal applied stress and propagates in a brittle-like way, i.e. 
with hardly any plastic deformation. It can be both transgranular (i.e. through grains) or 
intergranular (i.e. between grains), but the latter, a type of brittle fracture that is especially 
feared at engineering level, has been mainly observed in nuclear power plants. Thus, in 
connection with nuclear steels the main concern is intergranular stress-corrosion cracking, 
IGSCC. There is an important difference with respect to IGSCC between BWR and PWR. 
The closed primary circuit of the PWR results in very low levels of dissolved oxygen and 
in a more effective control of the water chemistry, with the possibility of dissolving 
hydrogen; in contrast, the open circuit of the BWR entails relatively high oxygen 
concentrations (200-300 parts per billion), while hydrogen cannot be retained because it 
partitions when the water boils. As a consequence, BWR materials are significantly more 
susceptible to IGSCC. On the other hand, also PWRs are affected by this problem, not 
only in the secondary circuit, but also in the primary, as a consequence of critical applied 
stresses and possibly also of materials choice. This is generally worse in BWR, where 
initially high carbon type of 304 or 316 steels were used (304H, 316H), which were 
especially prone to sensitisation on welding, i.e. formation of stable Cr carbides at grain 
boundaries. The reduction of carbon content proved beneficial in this respect, even 
though by no means was it sufficient to completely remove the problem of IGSCC. 
Similarly beneficial results are obtained using steels stabilised by Ti or Ni, such as 321 and 
347, respectively, because the formation of TiC or NbC carbides also prevents Cr-carbide 
precipitation at grain boundaries.  

It should be noted that IGSCC affects also other types of materials, namely nickel-
base alloys used in steam generator tubes, which for this reason had to be replaced in 
several plants, at a very high price. However, the present chapter and volume deal with 
the effects of irradiation, to which steam generators are not exposed. Irradiation has been 
clearly observed to have the effect of enhancing the susceptibility of austenitic steels to 
IGSCC, both in BWR and PWR. This phenomenon, called irradiation-assisted SCC 
(IASCC), currently amongst the least understood of the radiation effects happening in 
nuclear reactor structural materials, will be described in Section 4.2.3. 

Further information on austenitic steels in current and also future nuclear power 
plants, as well as on IGSCC, can be found in [8,13,14]. 

4. Radiation effects in nuclear steels 

4.1 Hardening and embrittlement of RPV steels 
The peculiarity of the RPV with respect to other LWR components made from low alloy 
steels is that, in the so-called beltline of the vessel that surrounds the reactor core, the 
material is subjected to a continuous neutron irradiation field during operation. Typically, 
the neutron flux received by the inner wall of the vessel at the beltline in PWR/WWER is 
on the order of 1010-1011 n⋅cm-2⋅s-1 (E > 1 MeV), leading to a lifetime (40 years) fluence of 
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1019-1020 n⋅cm-2 (E > 1 MeV).11 In displacements per atom (dpa), this corresponds to a 
dose-rate of 10-11-10-10 dpa/s, so the foreseen lifetime dose hardly reaches 0.1-0.15 dpa. 
Because of the need of land transport, WWER vessels are somewhat smaller and, 
therefore, their vessel walls are closer to the core and receive, as a consequence, flux and 
fluence on the upper bound given here, as compared to PWR. In contrast, BWR vessels, 
due to a design characterised by a larger distance between core and vessel wall, are much 
less affected by neutron irradiation; the flux and fluence seen by the RPV material are one 
to two orders of magnitude smaller than in PWR/WWER. 

The dose received by the beltline wall over the vessel lifetime is very small when 
compared to, for example, the one received by in-core components, which can reach tens 
of dpa (see Section 4.2), or the dose expected in future Generation IV or fusion systems, 
which in some components might abundantly exceed 100 dpa. Yet, it raises concerns 
because, as mentioned, at the temperature of operation of the RPV neutron irradiation 
leads to hardening (yield strength increase) and subsequent embrittlement, the RPV being 
a key component for the safety of the plant. Specifically, irradiation reduces the fracture 
toughness of the material, which is an index of its ability to delay fracture propagation. If 
the fracture toughness decreases, the steel becomes more prone to fast fracture, closer to 
the behaviour of a brittle material, so that its ability to maintain its integrity under both 
normal and especially off-normal load becomes progressively questionable. This problem 
is especially delicate for the vessel, because its replacement is not foreseen and its failure 
to fulfil the safety criteria in a structural integrity assessment might lead to the shutdown 
of the whole reactor unit. AIrradiation embrittlement of RPV steels is therefore one of 
the main concerns for nuclear power plants operators, who are required to guarantee that 
the material remains within safety margins in terms of fracture toughness during the 
whole lifetime of the plant [9,10]. 

In virtually all commercial nuclear power plants the in-service verification that the 
fracture toughness (or more generally the impact properties) of the RPV steel are within 
margins is needed to obtain the authorisation of the safety authorities to run further the 
plant, after demonstrating that there is no danger of vessel loss of integrity. This is 
performed via a systematic and specifically regulated surveillance programme. Such a 
programme has to be designed before starting operation, by locating on the inner wall of 
the vessel, at the height of the beltline, capsules that contain specimens ready to be tested, 
as shown in Figure 3. These capsules are periodically extracted and, since they receive 
higher flux and therefore fluence than the wall itself, they allow the properties of the steel 
to be sampled ahead of time. The implicit assumption is that the higher flux does not 
represent a determining factor that would influence significantly the level of irradiation 
embrittlement. The ratio between the fluence at the capsule and at the wall is called lead 
factor and provides a measure of the fraction of component lifetime that the capsule 
specimens are representative of. For example, if the capsule is extracted after 10 years of 
operation and the lead factor is 2.0, the samples are representative of the expected 
properties of the vessel material after 20 years of operation, i.e. 10 years later (about half 

                                                           
11 The beltline is defined as the “region adjacent to the reactor core that must be evaluated to account for the effects 
of radiation on fracture toughness”. The US NRC has used a neutron fluence value of 1x1017 n/cm2 E > 1 MeV) at 
the end-of-license (EOL) to define the extent of the RPV beltline [21]. 
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the typical design life-time). The samples in the capsule should include both base and weld 
metal and possibly also HAZ material; un-irradiated archive material should also be kept 
outside the capsules for comparison. The samples should fulfil the standards to perform 
certifiable tests, providing all data needed for the structural integrity assessment. The 
actual rules and standards applied may vary from country to country, as well as between 
B/PWR and WWER. However, in essence the parameter that is sought for is the increase, 
due to irradiation, of the temperature conventionally representative of the nil-ductility 
transition (∆RTNDT). In this way the fracture toughness change can be assessed and, based 
on the assumed flaw size (via NDE, see Section 3.1), one can determine the response of 
the vessel to a given pressure at a given temperature (pressure-temperature curve, PTC). 
But what is here said in a few lines is, in practical terms, far from simple: it requires 
establishing all standards for the tests to be performed, the way to extract from there the 
parameters needed, the knowledge of the correlation between properties obtained with 
one test and properties obtained with another test, or between tested properties and real 
properties, or at least with the properties needed for the assessment, and so on. An idea 
on the problems that need to be solved to face these issues is given in [18]. 

By testing specimens in surveillance capsules and applying all the standard procedures 
that follow, one can obtain a “vessel-specific” structural integrity assessment for a given 
fraction of its life-time. However, one also needs to be able to know, possibly in advance, 
whether a given material used in a given reactor behaves as should be expected or else 
presents signs of deviation from normal behaviour. In order to do so, one should know what 
“normal behaviour” is, i.e. one should be able to correlate the embrittlement measured in 
terms of ∆RTNDT with the variables that define the environment, including irradiation 
(mainly temperature, fluence and flux, but also neutron spectrum), and the steel (chemical 
composition, but also initial microstructure or type of material, plate, forging, weld, …). 
These correlations would provide the “trend” to be expected, so that one can check 
whether or not a material is behaving as expected. Based on data from surveillance, 
decommissioned plants, accelerated irradiation in materials test reactors and, up to a 
certain extent, also on some physical and/or mechanistic considerations, several empirical 
trend curves (ETC) have been developed in the last decades. (They are also called DDR: 
dose-damage relationships). These are supposed to be able to predict, within scatter, the 
embrittlement of RPV steels as a function of fluence. [9]. The elaboration of these curves 
is also required in order to correlate surveillance data with a high lead factor (i.e. from 
capsules that received a given dose at significantly higher flux than the one received by the 
vessel wall), or high-flux materials test reactor (MTR) data, with the actual behaviour of 
the vessel material in operation.  
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Figure 3. Drawing of surveillance capsules showing specimens for Charpy and fracture toughness 
tests (above), position of surveillance capsules on the cross-section of a PWR vessel (denoted by 

CH numbers) (below) 

 

 
Source: SCK•CEN 

The development of ETCs highlighted that some variables are clearly more important 
than others; for example the initial microstructure does not seem to be an issue, but the 
chemical composition, especially the amount of Cu, P, and Ni, and possibly also Mn, 
seem to play a crucial role, as well as irradiation temperature. Steels that contain relatively 
high amounts of Cu (~0.3wt%) exhibit higher levels of embrittlement than steels that 
contain negligible Cu (<<0.1wt%); the presence of high levels of Ni (> 1wt%), especially 
together with Cu, further enhances embrittlement. However, high Cu content leads to 
saturation of embrittlement at very low dose. In contrast, no clear saturation is observed, 
according to the latest data, when Cu is virtually absent and high contents or Ni and Mn 
are present instead. (Figure 4).  

Concerning temperature, the trend is that hardening would decrease linearly in the 
range 100-350°C [9]. Above this temperature range, hardening and embrittlement cease to 
be an issue and radiation hardening fast disappears for increasing irradiation temperature 
between 350 and 450°C. Furthermore, radiation damage is annealed by keeping the 
material for sufficient time at temperatures > 400°C, the higher the temperature the faster 
the recovery; so much so that annealing treatments are in some instances considered as a 
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(costly) measure for mitigation of embrittlement, without need to replace the component, 
in particular for WWER [22]. 

The effect of other extremely important variables, like flux, is still debated. It is 
unclear whether the embrittlement of a given material irradiated to a given fluence at a 
given temperature is the same or not if that fluence is reached with a different flux, i.e. 
over different times (Fig. 4 gives a pictorial idea of possible differences for high Cu RPV 
steels). This problem is key in view of deciding about the possibility of extending the 
lifetime of nuclear power plants, i.e. the lifetime of the vessel. As a matter of fact, in order 
to do so within safety requirements, one needs to be able to predict in a proven way the 
behaviour of the steel at higher fluence than initially foreseen, for which there is no 
operational experience (e.g. after 60 or 80 years of operation). Some indications of this 
type come from surveillance specimens with a high lead factor or extracted at an advanced 
fraction of the vessel lifetime, but data remain too scarce to be able to make safe high 
fluence predictions. These should take into account correctly all variables and, in addition, 
need to be correlated with the behaviour of the material at operational flux. Moreover, 
recent data of this type clearly suggest that existing ETCs worryingly underestimate the 
embrittlement to be expected at high fluence (see Figure 4). High fluences (for RPV 
standards) can be reached in high-flux MTRs in a short time (a few months) but the data 
obtained from there are only usable for prediction provided that it can be demonstrated 
that the effect of flux is clearly understood, so that one can correct the data accordingly. 
The scarcity of data, and the long time and high amount of resources required to 
overcome this scarcity, make the goal of mastering the flux effect elusive. It is in this 
framework of high fluence and flux effect, not yet fully mastered by the existing ETCs, where 
the development of models supported by physical understanding of the mechanisms 
responsible for the changes produced in the material by irradiation becomes important, to 
underpin structural integrity assessments beyond vessel design lifetime. 

Figure 4. Qualitative illustration of the shape of ETC for high Cu (~0.3%), low/high flux, and low 
Cu (<0.1%) as compared with recent data for low flux/low Cu at high fluence  

and corresponding emerging trend 

 
Low Cu RPV steels always contain Ni and Mn.  
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4.2 Irradiation and environment effects in austenitic steels 
Austenitic steels are used as structural materials for LWR and WWER core components, 
i.e. they are immersed in water and located very close to the fuel pins, therefore they 
receive substantially higher fluxes of neutrons and, as a consequence, higher fluences than 
RPV steels. A typical dose-rate received by core components is ~5⋅10-8 dpa/s in PWR and 
WWER12 and one order of magnitude less in BWR, where not only the vessel, but also the 
shrouds that enclose the core are located further away from the fuel pins than the baffle-
former assembly in PWR. This means that in PWR, in certain near-core locations, the 
material can accumulate several tens of dpa and over 40 years of lifetime even approach 
80-100 dpa. Moreover, the temperature maybe as high as 340°C and hot spots reaching 
400°C may be produced locally, due to heating by gamma irradiation, as a consequence of 
very close fuel elements. These conditions produce three main types of consequences, all 
of them potentially dangerous for the integrity of the components [12,14]: 

• Similarly to RPV steels, core reactor materials will become harder; moreover, even 
though in austenitic steels there is no problem of increase of RTNDT, because they 
do not undergo ductile-brittle transition, i.e. fractures are always ductile 13 , 
“embrittlement” appears in terms of loss of uniform elongation, i.e. the material 
breaks after progressively less deformation than before irradiation, without work-
hardening, approaching quasi-brittle behaviour. An important feature that 
accompanies this loss of ductility is the localisation of plastic deformation: when 
observed in the electron microscope, deformed specimens reveal the presence of 
clear bands in which the plastic strain can be up to an order of magnitude higher 
than in the rest of the material. 

• With increasing fluence volume and shape change, leading to progressive distortion. 
This is worrying because design separations and tolerances might not be sufficient 
to accommodate these changes, resulting in separation of parts or cracking at 
constrained joints, and therefore failure. The main causes of change of dimension 
are swelling and irradiation creep. 

• Sudden appearance of intergranular (brittle) cracks, due to the phenomenon known 
as irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking. , which stems from a combination 
of irradiation (with the above consequences), mechanical load and contact with 
water and is no doubt the main concern related to irradiation in austenitic steels in 
LWRs. It is a complex phenomenon, the susceptibility to which is most likely 
affected and determined by both previously listed radiation effects, (1) and (2), and 
possibly others, too. It has been observed first in BWR shrouds but it also affects 
for example the bolts that keep together the baffle-former assembly in PWR or 
WWER.  

An underlying process that might influence all three above-listed consequences of 
irradiation is radiation-induced segregation (RIS), i.e. the redistribution of chemical 
elements inside the material according to patterns that differ significantly from the initial 
one, potentially leading to the destabilisation of certain phases and the appearance of new 

                                                           
12 However, in some regions located especially close to the core, the dose rate may reach ~10-7 dpa/s. 
13 So long as the swelling level remains modest, see [12]. 
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ones, in all cases with subsequent, sometimes dramatic, changes in the macroscopic 
features of the steel.  

The complexity of radiation effects in austenitic steels is higher than in RPV steels, 
also due to the higher doses and temperature range they are subjected to, as well as to the 
fact that they are concentrated alloys, with more complex composition. There is, however, 
an important practical difference in impact between the problems that affect austenitic 
stainless steels in a nuclear reactor and RPV steels. The latter fulfils a fundamental safety 
function, so its integrity is of paramount importance and decides the lifetime of the plant, 
given that its replacement is not possible. In contrast, core components failure will impact 
mainly the efficiency of the plant, although of course any failure has also potential safety 
implications, in particular for professionally exposed workers. Furthermore, these 
components can be generally replaced, even though the operation is costly. Parts of them 
can in any case be extracted from the reactor during recharge, to be examined. This 
explains why no measure equivalent to the surveillance programme and safety integrity 
assessment of RPV steels is enforced in the case of core components. Yet, preventing 
failure in core components remains a primary issue for reactor operators, because of the 
huge economic impact that component replacements have. 

4.2.1 Mechanical property changes 

Neutron irradiation at the temperatures of operation of LWRs, i.e. < 350°C, causes in 
austenitic steels dramatic hardening, i.e. increase of yield strength, as well as reduction of 
elongation, as qualitatively shown in Figure 5. Hardening and loss of elongation are 
evident since the early stage of irradiation, at very low dpa, but clearly saturate at < 10 dpa. 
If irradiated at temperatures > 350°C, the saturation level to which yield strength 
increases (and elongation decreases) becomes significantly lower (higher), until no 
radiation hardening or loss of elongation occur anymore above 450-500°C. Saturation at 
~10 dpa occurs also for fracture toughness reduction (it decreases by about one order of 
magnitude, 400-500 kJ/m2 → 40-50 kJ/m2, after irradiation at ~400°C).  

Differently from the case of RPV steels, the significance of these effects depends 
much more on the initial microstructure than on the detailed composition, at least within 
the series 300 of austenitic steels typically used in nuclear power plants. Both the increase 
of yield strength and the loss of elongation at saturation are only modest in initially CW 
steels, but are dramatic in stainless austenitic (SA) steels. Table 3 gives a quantitative idea 
of the difference. However, it is interesting to note that, even though the change of 
property is more dramatic in the SA than in the CW steels, in absolute values if the SA 
and CW version of the same steel are irradiated at the same temperature and dose rate, 
they eventually saturate at the same level of yield strength and reduced elongation [12]. 
This remains true also at temperatures > 350°C, at which the increase of yield strength 
becomes more modest. In that case, CW steels might even soften during irradiation, until 
they reach the same absolute yield strength saturation level as irradiated SA steels [12]. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 6. Also the absolute value at saturation of the fracture toughness 
is largely independent of the initial value, i.e. there is convergence to the same level after 
irradiation. Departure from this convergence between SA and CW steels may, however, 
occur occasionally, because modes of deformation active in the CW steel are not active in 
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the SA steel (e.g. twinning): this depends mainly on composition, more precisely on 
stacking fault energy, which is a property influenced by composition14. 

Figure 5. Illustration of the change of shape of the stress-strain curve obtained in a tensile test on 
austenitic steels irradiated to increasing neutron dose at “low” temperature 

 
The material hardens spectacularly (yield point increase) and its elongation reduces increasingly. 

 
In the case of RPV steels, the effect of flux (dose-rate) on mechanical properties is 

still harshly debated. Part of the problem comes from the fact that, in the RPV case, data 
corresponding to relatively high dose at the very low flux received in operation are scarce, 
so any comparison with data for the same material irradiated at the same temperature, but 
different dose rate, will be statistically questionable. Moreover, the “high doses” of 
interest are in fact very low, so saturation, except when Cu content is “high”, is often not 
observed. In the case of austenitic steels the operational dose rate and dose in current 
reactors are much higher than in RPV steels, so much so that saturation is always reached; 
moreover, the use of this class of steels for fast breeder reactors produced a wealth of 
data for higher flux. This allows the effect of flux to be better known in the case of 
austenitic steels, namely data for exposure until saturation at different fluxes reveal a weak 
dependence of hardening on dose rate. This can be expressed as a power law with 
exponent ¼ [12].  

  

                                                           
14 The stacking fault energy, measured in energy per unit area, is the increase in the energy of the crystal due to the 
fact that the regular sequence of atomic planes corresponding to a given crystallographic structure is (locally) broken. 
This energy is generally low in FCC metals (with differences depending on the metal), but very high in bcc metals. 
This has important consequences on the mechanical behaviour of the two classes of metals. 
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Table 3. Hardening and loss of elongation in austenitic steels before and after irradiation 
depending on initial microstructure (from [14]) 

Type of steel Un-irradiated Irradiated 

Yield Strength 
(MPa) 

Uniform elongation 
(%) 

Yield Strength 
(MPa) 

YS increase 
(MPa) 

Uniform elongation 
(%) 

SA 250-300  50 800-1000 550-750 <10 

CW 600-700 <10% 800-1000 200-300 <10% 

 

Figure 6. Illustration of the evolution of the yield strength of austenitic steels with dose, 
depending on irradiation temperature and initial microstructure (SA vs CW) 

 
 

To conclude on the effect of irradiation on the mechanical behaviour of austenitic 
steels, the progressive loss of work-hardening with increasing dose leads the ultimate 
tensile strength to coincide with the yield strength, i.e. uniform elongation is suppressed 
and, as soon as the specimen starts deforming plastically (irreversibly), it starts necking (its 
cross section starts decreasing) and becomes less resistant to further deformation. From 
that moment on, lower and lower (engineering, i.e. calculated as constant cross-sectional 
specimen area) stress is sufficient to allow the deformation to proceed, with progressive 
thinning of the sample, until fracture occurs. When the radiation dose at which this 
happens is exceeded, the material starts to deform in a localised way. Examination under 
the electron microscope reveals that plastic deformation occurs constrained within narrow 
clear bands, so-called because they appear clearer with respect to the rest of the steel. 
These bands are generally parallel to each other (although families of them may cross each 
other), have a thickness of a few tens of nm at most and are separated by distances on the 
order of 1 µm. Their length spans the whole grain. The strain in the bands can be as high 
as 100%, much higher than in the rest of the material. This phenomenon, although not 
observed in RPV steels, is actually common to most steels and essentially to all pure 
metals [23]. It is considered that this phenomenon may promote intergranular fracture. 
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This would happen because of the high stresses that accumulate at the end of the band on 
the grain boundary (one should remember that inside the band the material is highly 
strained while almost no strain occurs outside), that may locally induce separation 
between grains. . 

Even though all these effects severely degrade the properties of the material, the fact 
that there is saturation after a certain level of dpa and that there are experimental data 
indicating the level of degradation that can be reached make these changes not especially 
worrying in themselves, as they can be foreseen and allowed for. Hardening and loss of 
elongation, especially plastic flow localisation, are mainly a concern as precursors of or 
contributors to IASCC, which is a cause of brittle inter-granular cracking that, to date, 
remains largely unpredictable (see Section 4.2.3). 

4.2.2 Dimensional changes 

The possibility that components shrink or grow in volume or get distorted in shape 
while in service is especially worrying from an engineering standpoint. If it happens, 
operations that imply that different parts must move with respect to one another 
(insertion/extraction of bars …) will be complicated or prevented. Moreover in the case 
of constrained immobile parts, either welded or bolted, stresses due to distortion will 
appear that may lead to cracking and therefore failure. These types of processes do take 
place under irradiation and can be classified in terms of being volume conservative or 
non-conservative, isotropic or anisotropic, stress-driven or not. Austenitic stainless steels 
are especially prone to: 

• swelling, which does not need stress to be triggered, is isotropic and is volume non-
conservative, and 

• irradiation creep, which is driven by stress but is anisotropic and is volume 
conservative.  

These two processes are actually not independent. Irradiation creep may appear under 
stress before swelling, or swelling may develop without creep in the absence of stress, but 
as soon as swelling appears the internal stresses caused by this process trigger creep, while 
the development of creep has an enhancing effect on swelling development. The 
combination of the two and the order in which they appear will change the type of 
distortion that is induced in the material [12]. 

An important point about irradiation creep and swelling is that these and especially 
the latter, differently from hardening and loss of elongation, do not saturate with increasing 
dose in austenitic steels; in contrast, their rate does saturate, i.e. at steady-state the 
deformation due to these processes proceeds indefinitely, but at constant speed. 

 Swelling 

Swelling in steels depends on irradiation dose in a characteristic way, illustrated in Figure 7. 
Up to a critical dose, dC, it increases at a relatively slow rate, remaining in practice almost 
negligible. This is the transient, or incubation, regime. Above dC, the swelling rate increases 
very quickly and reaches a steady-state value, 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠̇ , that remains thereafter constant, leading 
to unlimited volume increase. Based on available data, mainly from fast reactor irradiation but 
not only, 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠̇  in austenitic steels seems to be a constant, irrespective of the detailed 
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composition and microstructure of the steel or the irradiation conditions (dose-rate, 
temperature, etc.), equal to ~1%/dpa [12]. Interestingly, in ferritic/bainitic/martensitic 
steels, this constant steady-state swelling rate would be 5 times smaller, i.e. ~0.2%/dpa 
[24]. In contrast, dC depends crucially on not only steel crystallography (in 
ferritic/bainitic/martensitic steels dC is much higher, easily in excess of 100 dpa, while in 
austenitic steels it can reduce to 10 dpa), detailed composition (amount of Cr vs Ni, 
presence of impurities such as Si and P, …) and microstructure (presence of phases and 
carbides), but also on the material's history (SA vs CW), neutron spectrum (leading or not 
to He and H production via transmutation), temperature and, very importantly, dose-rate. 
Here is a summary of the effect of the different parameters on dC, according to [12]: 

• Composition: generally, an increase in Cr content shortens the transient, while an 
increase in Ni content, up to 40-60%, delays the onset of steady-state swelling (but 
higher Ni amounts reverse the tendency). The presence of minor alloying elements 
(concentration << 1%), especially Si and P, shortens the transient in low amounts 
but delays steady-state swelling in higher amounts. 

• Microstructure and material history: CW is a primary way to delay swelling, optimal 
results being obtained with 20-25% CW, although too high CW levels may be 
counter-productive. Ageing with the creation of phases, especially fully-formed 
carbides, increases significantly the susceptibility to swelling, which implies that C 
in solution plays a role to hinder swelling. 

• Neutron spectrum: Production of gaseous elements via transmutation, mainly He 
and H, is well-known to favour swelling; so, neutron spectra that produce higher 
transmutation rates will enhance it. 

• Irradiation temperature: Susceptibility to swelling increases at higher irradiation 
temperature, as well as in presence of any temperature gradient or if changes of 
temperature occurred during irradiation. 

• Dose rate: This effect was historically underrated, but is now believed to be crucial. 
In the last decade plenty of experimental studies revealed that lower dose rate 
shortens tremendously the transient to steady-state swelling. The lower the 
temperature, the stronger the swelling enhancement by decreasing the dose-rate. 

Besides affecting the dimension of components, swelling has quite dramatic effects on 
the mechanical properties. For values of swelling in excess of a few % not only the 
elongation, total and uniform, but also the yield strength and the ultimate tensile strength 
decrease sharply; i.e. the material suddenly becomes softer and more brittle at the same time [11], 
which is an unusual combination. The brittleness can be so extreme that, in fact, it is the 
main reason for avoiding swelling above 2-3%, even more than the change of shape. 
Citing [25]: “a new form of embrittlement associated with void swelling arises with 
increasing swelling above ~5 to 10%. Based on fast reactor data available to date, when 
~10% volume change is exceeded, the tearing modulus at PWR operating temperatures of 
Type 300-series stainless steels is dramatically reduced, producing severe embrittlement 
with little energy required to propagate any crack. Another origin of concern is differential 
swelling; i.e. the fact that parts that are in contact but are constructed from different steels 
may swell differently, thereby creating stress concentrations even after modest change of 
volume.  
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Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the evolution of the swelling of steels with dose: the final 
steady-state swelling rate, �̇�𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺, is roughly a material's constant, but the critical dose for the onset 

of steady-state swelling, dc, depends on several factors, the increase of which may shift dc to lower 
or higher values, as indicated 

 

Until recently, swelling was not considered an issue in LWRs. One reason for this was 
that swelling was perceived to exhibit a strong dependence on irradiation temperature. 
The so-called peak swelling temperature, i.e. the temperature at which swelling would 
reach a maximum, was experimentally found well above 400°C, while any change of 
volume under irradiation was found to vanish below ~350°C. This perception is now 
believed to be the result of the fact that most data came from experiments conducted in 
fast reactors [11]. These reactors are compact, so different specimens not only experience 
different irradiation doses, but are also simultaneously subjected to different dose-rates 
while being kept at different temperatures, higher than LWR operating temperature. The 
deconvolution of the separate role of each parameter is not obvious and the observed 
disappearance of swelling in specimens irradiated at the lowest temperatures conveyed the 
idea that LWRs would be immune to it. It is now known that, while a low irradiation 
temperature certainly hinders the onset of swelling, it is by no means true that swelling 
may not occur at the temperature of operation of LWRs. In addition, hot spots may be 
created in specific locations of the core barrel, where the temperature may approach 
400°C. Moreover, while in BWR the distance between core and shroud is such that the 
lifetime dose received by structural components remains low (5 dpa over 40 years), in 
PWR baffle-former assemblies the dose may be significant (80 dpa or more in 40 years) 
and even higher from the perspective of prolongation of the life of nuclear power plants. 
At the same time, the dose rate would be much lower than in fast reactors. Thus, low 
dose rates would shorten the transient to steady state swelling15, and high doses might lead 

                                                           
15 Under especially low dose rates (~2⋅10-9 dpa/s) at ~350°C swelling has been detected already after accumulating 
only 0.64 dpa [26]. 
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it to unacceptable levels. Finally, the production rate of He and H in LWRs is several tens 
of times higher than the rate typical of fast reactors, this being another factor that 
enhances swelling. 

For all these reasons, the correct assessment of the critical dose for steady-state 
swelling onset under LWR conditions of operation, for which only very limited 
experimental data are available, is an increasing concern. In this framework, deeper 
physical insight into the causes of swelling and its consequences and the subsequent 
development of models capable of predicting swelling onset is become increasingly 
important for safe and competitive management of nuclear power plants, especially in 
view of life extension. 

 Irradiation creep 

Thermal creep is a very well-known problem that affects components operating at high 
temperature for a long time (e.g. in steels above 500°C for several tens of thousands of 
hours). It corresponds to plastic (i.e. irreversible) deformation even if the load the 
component is subject to remains constant and below the nominal yield strength of the 
material (i.e. in principle only elastic, reversible, deformation should occur). Creep is 
anisotropic (it occurs in the direction of the principal load) and is volume conservative (i.e. 
if the material elongates in one direction it will shrink in the normal one). Thermal creep 
leads not only to change of shape, but also potentially to cracking. Irradiation creep is a 
similar phenomenon of sub-yield straining but it occurs under irradiation at any 
temperature, also well below 500°C, being in fact virtually temperature independent 
(paradoxically, it even exacerbates at very low temperature, e.g. close to room temperature 
[27]).  

Irradiation creep strain is observable since the early irradiation stages, although it 
needs relatively high doses to become evident: at ~10 dpa it may produce at any 
temperature (300°C and higher) strains comparable to those observed after the same 
amount of time is spent at 700°C, i.e. only at relatively high temperature does the 
irradiation creep contribution become negligible as compared to thermal creep [12]. After 
a short transient, in which the strain increases relatively fast versus time/dose, it reaches a 
constant (for the applied stress) strain rate. This strain rate scales linearly with the applied 
stress (on the contrary, thermal creep strain rate grows with stress according to a power 
law that may have a fairly large exponent). During this stage, the constant ratio between 
strain-rate and stress, sometimes called creep compliance seems to be a sort of material 
constant, like the steady-state swelling rate: it is independent of initial material state, 
temperature and dose rate [12]. Even though the issue is debated, it seems [12] that 
irradiation creep would not lead to cracking in the same way as thermal creep. As a matter 
of fact, irradiation creep can be seen as a process that results mainly in the removal of 
stresses via straining, with potentially harmful consequences but also, in some cases, 
beneficial effects, depending on the specific material, component and operating 
conditions.  

Generally irradiation creep straining starts to be measurable before swelling. However, 
as soon as swelling onset occurs, the internal stresses it causes enhance creep strain rate 
and rapidly (in terms of time/dose) the swelling-controlled component of irradiation 
creep becomes dominant. At that point, creep strain increases following the same pattern 
as swelling, also in terms of dependences. Yet, when swelling exceeds a certain amount (a 
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few per cent), its effect on creep vanishes and, from that moment on, irradiation creep 
straining virtually stops. The evolution of creep strain with dose including the effect of 
swelling is illustrated in Figure 8. 

Figure 8. Schematic illustration of the evolution of swelling and irradiation creep with dose, 
including their interconnection  

 

Qualitative interpretation of data from [12]. 

The most evident consequence of irradiation creep is the relaxation and removal of 
any preload and, combined with swelling, the creation of complex stress/strain histories 
to which components are subject in operation. The best example are 316L bolts which are 
tightened to keep baffle plates joined to former plates in a PWR core. If the bolt becomes 
looser due to irradiation creep, it will reduce the grip with risk of separation between 
baffle and former; at the same time, however, under irradiation the 304 plates will swell 
more than the 316 bolts, leading eventually to their reloading. As will be seen, these 
changing local stresses have an influence on the appearance of IASCC (see Section 4.2.3).  

Because of the still many aspects obscure for what concerns irradiation creep and its 
synergy with swelling and possible connection with IASCC onset, a better physical 
understanding of the fundamental processes and the concomitant development of 
physical models would be of high relevance for LWRs. 

4.2.3 Irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking 

IASCC is a particular case of inter-granular stress-corrosion cracking that affects austenitic 
steels in the core of light water reactors at temperatures between 270 and 340°C, leading 
to failure [13]. It is a form of corrosion, i.e. a process of loss of metallic material via 
formation of superficial oxide layers, because of the oxidising species present in the water. 
The initiation of the crack and its propagation are therefore connected with the rupture of 
the oxide layer and its capability (or not) of reforming and grow, and how. The fact that 
the contact with aqueous environment is necessary for cracking is revealed by the 
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observation of crack initiation always on the water side. Moreover, the crack is invariably 
found to be inter-granular, while only ductile, trans-granular cracks are observed in 
austenitic steels, both in as-received and in post-irradiation mechanical tests in inert 
environment; thus it is a different process from just cracking because of the application of 
stress. However, stress is clearly always a fundamental component of cracking, which 
explains why IASCC is observed almost exclusively near the welds of the BRW's core 
shroud, where residual stresses remain, or in PWR's baffle bolts, where the stress is due to 
the tightening of the bolt. These stresses are, however, lower than the yield strength and 
thus definitely much lower than the fracture strength, again pointing to the special nature 
of the cracking and to the need for other factors than just stress to explain it. Experiments 
in water on un-irradiated materials provide a framework useful to understand some of the 
factors that influence inter-granular stress corrosion cracking in the absence of irradiation. 
These show that there is a steep increase in cracking kinetics when the electrochemical (or 
corrosion) potential (ECP) of the water rises. The ECP increases with oxygen dissolution 
in the water and even more if impurities –chlorides, sulfates– that increase its conductivity 
are added, while it decreases with hydrogen dissolution in the water. Thus, what makes 
the BWR environment more favourable to give early IASCC is the higher ECP than in 
PWRs. Geometrical factors, such as crevices, may also influence local water chemistry and 
therefore ECP, making these locations more prone to IASCC. Nevertheless, IASCC is 
nowadays essentially as frequently observed in BWR and PWR core components. This 
happens because another, equally important factor, reaches a higher level in PWR that 
compensates for the low level of ECP; namely, neutron fluence is higher in PWRs. Thus 
the key feature of IASCC is that three factors must act simultaneously to produce it: stress, 
aqueous environment, and irradiation [13].  

Strictly speaking, IASCC should be evaluated in terms of factors that influence crack 
initiation (at which stress the crack is produced and after how long exposure to water and 
irradiation) and growth (how fast it propagates depending on the conditions). Crack 
initiation has been studied in constant load experiments [10], revealing that the triggering 
stress decreases with increasing irradiation dose and saturates to an average value of ~40% 
of the yield strength above 10 (BWR) and 30-40 (PWR) dpa; the time to initiation 
decreases with increasing dose and applied stress, depending also on water chemistry. The 
crack growth rate increases with dose and roughly saturates above 5 dpa (with large scatter) 
and the saturation level grows with the ECP. However, the difficulty of these studies 
makes that most data are given in terms of “susceptibility to IASCC”, i.e. probability of 
observing IASCC in slow strain rate tensile (SSRT) tests under given conditions. 
Susceptibility varies by definition between 0 and 100% and, generally, does so in a narrow 
range of values of the studied variable. For example, the susceptibility is observed to rise 
steeply when the ECP exceeds 100 mV (vs standard hydrogen electrode). A steep rise is 
also seen above fractions of dpa in BWR and a few dpa in PWR environment. These 
steep increases of susceptibility above a certain value, or the fact that the initiation stress 
saturates at about 40% of the yield strength, provide the impression that one can identify 
thresholds below which IASCC cannot be observed. This is a very convenient concept for 
engineering purposes, that suggests the opportunity of mapping operational conditions 
within which IASCC should not be expected, which is indeed what is attempted at 
industrial level. Physically, however, the threshold concept is not applicable, because one 
parameter can compensate for another, so in reality there is no threshold ECP, applied 
stress or fluence below which IASCC is absolutely impossible to be observed: the 
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existence of thresholds is valid only in statistical sense. Moreover, IASCC is also 
influenced by factors such as material composition, in particular in connection with the 
stacking fault energy (SFE) that the composition leads to, and materials history (CW or 
SA steel, sensitization – i.e. presence of Cr carbides at grain boundaries, …). 

This inherent difficulty to predict the conditions for the appearance of IASCC is 
further complicated by the fact that it is also hard to identify which, of the several effects 
of irradiation, is determinant to trigger IASCC. The expression itself, irradiation “assisted” 
SCC, is an implicit admission of ignorance: irradiation “assists”, “helps” intergranular 
stress-corrosion cracking; probably causes it, but not alone, i.e. IASCC is always due to a 
combination of several factors, of which none is dominant and all are necessary.16  

Irradiation causes at least three phenomena in the material that have been found to 
lead to an increase of IASCC susceptibility, namely: 

• Radiation-induced segregation, leading to Cr depletion at grain boundaries and 
surfaces; 

• Radiation-induced hardening; 

• Localisation of plastic deformation. 

To these, one should add first of all the influence of irradiation conditions, such as 
temperature and flux or even spectrum; secondly, the less conspicuous role of effects such 
as irradiation creep and swelling (see Section 4.2.2); and, finally but importantly, the fact 
that irradiation induces changes also in the water (radiolysis).  

The difficulty of identifying the dominant radiation effect to trigger IASCC (if any) is 
that again the IASCC susceptibility exhibits, in experimental studies, almost always a 
threshold-like behaviour, rising steeply above a certain value of fluence, until reaching 100%, 
while quantities such as radiation-induced hardening or radiation-induced segregation, for 
which also an apparent threshold for IASCC to appear may be found, grow fast at low 
fluences but then tend to saturate, and often do so before IASCC susceptibility rises. This 
is illustrated in a simplified way in Figure 9. So, no clear correlation between IASCC and 
specific factors can be empirically deduced; in particular, it becomes impossible to 
separate factors as in any single variable plot it appears that the susceptibility may vary 
between 0 and 100% also above the threshold. This is also illustrated in Figure 9. Deeper 
physical understanding is hence needed, with a view to developing models that go beyond 
the simple mapping of conditions where IASCC likeliness remains supposedly low, 
without really knowing why, to avoid unexpected failures.  

                                                           
16“Irradiation has a complex effect on SCC susceptibility. While radiation segregation and radiation hardening 
increase susceptibility, radiation creep relaxation of constant displacement loads (e.g., bolts and welds) tends to 
reduce susceptibility. For these reasons, SCC in BWR shrouds and PWR baffle bolts does not always correlate 
strongly with fluence. SCC can be interpreted and predicted only by accounting for the conjoint effects of multiple 
factors.” [28]. 
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Figure 9. Schematic illustration of the evolution with dose of IASCC susceptibility and of other 
effects of irradiation, such as radiation-induced hardening (RIH) or segregation (RIS), including 

representative distribution of experimental points: while RIH and RIS follow a clear law with 
dose, IASCC susceptibility may exhibit low values also above the supposed threshold 

(simplification and combination of figures from [13]) 

 

5. Modelling the behaviour of nuclear steels under irradiation 

The topic of the present volume is the development of physical multi-scale models, with 
their root in computational physics, to describe the changes produced in steels by neutron 
irradiation. This is done to underpin structural integrity and lifetime assessments of 
nuclear power plant components, namely RPV and internals. The principle of multi-scale 
modelling is that the physical description of the behaviour of a material requires the use of 
models that address the correct scale for the phenomenon at hand. It also requires that 
the information about the behaviour of the material at a certain scale is somehow 
transferred to the higher scale, so that the model at this higher level can be more accurate 
[29]. As a matter of fact, radiation effects are inherently a multi-scale problem and all 
macroscopic changes described in the previous section are the result of processes that 
occur at much lower scales.  

At their origin is the collision of neutrons with the nuclei of the atoms that compose 
the material. Besides changing the nuclear properties, if the impinging neutron carries 
enough energy it may kick the corresponding atom out of its lattice position and produce 
a sequence of atomic collisions and subsequent displacements inside the material, a 
process generally known as collision cascade, or displacement cascade. This process is 
repeated over and over in different points of the material while the irradiation goes. It 
lasts only a few picoseconds and affects a region of linear size not larger than a few tens 
of nanometres, but produces in that region a large amount of lattice point-defects, namely 
vacancies (missing atoms) and self-interstitials (atoms occupying an interstitial position in 
the lattice), both isolated and in clusters. Moreover, cascades produce ballistic mixing of 
atoms, with several possible effects, depending on the material, amongst which local loss 
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of crystallinity, destruction of pre-existing chemical order (if any), destruction of phases 
and, possibly, also destruction of previously produced defects. However, the relevance of 
the latter effects in metals, and in steels in particular, is limited. 

The defects produced in cascades are mobile according to specific atomic-level 
mechanisms; for example in metals interstitials are more mobile than vacancies. By 
diffusion within the material over time scales ranging from nanoseconds to years, they 
bring about several processes, until they are absorbed by extended pre-existing material 
defects that act as sinks (these are mainly dislocations and grain boundaries). These 
processes essentially consist of (i) formation of clusters of defects and (ii) transport of 
chemical elements.  

Clusters of defects can grow until they become visible in the electron microscope. A 
difference between vacancy and interstitial clusters is that the former can agglomerate 
both in two-dimensional and three-dimensional form, while the latter are constrained to 
be two-dimensional. Vacancies form cavities, which may be classified as voids or bubbles. 
The former are often crystallographically facetted and correspond to removed parts of the 
crystal that contain no atoms, whereas the latter tend to be smaller and are filled with 
atoms of gaseous elements, generally He and possibly H, thereby assuming a more 
spherical shape because of internal pressure; He clusters forming bubbles are considered 
to be the nuclei for voids. In contrast, interstitials form only dislocation loops, planar 
defects corresponding to platelets of point defects, delimited by a close dislocation line, 
because in the platelet there are extra atomic layers. Vacancies may also form dislocation 
loops (in this case atomic layers are removed), but vacancy loops are less frequently 
formed than interstitial loops in metals. In face-centred cubic crystals with low stacking 
fault energies, vacancies produce so-called stacking-fault tetrahedra, which are the result 
of the partial glide of a pyramidal portion of crystal along crystallographic planes, made 
possible by the agglomeration of vacancies into a planar structure that leaves space for the 
atomic rearrangement. Once grown, all these defects become in turn sinks for other lattice 
point-defects. 

The transport of chemical elements is due to the fact that under irradiation there is a 
large supersaturation of point defects. The subsequent redistribution of the corresponding 
atoms occurs according to a pattern that is dictated by a combination of thermodynamic 
driving forces that push the system towards equilibrium, with kinetic effects, that may 
delay or even counteract the evolution towards equilibrium. The latter, sustained by the 
continuous production of migrating defects, may indeed keep the material in a 
thermodynamically metastable state or produce locally the conditions for a different 
thermodynamic equilibrium to be reached, moving locally the system to a state that the 
nominal composition would not allow. This redistribution of chemical species is observed 
in terms of accumulation or depletion of certain elements in specific regions of the 
material. One mechanism causing this is that point-defects may bind with specific types of 
atoms. The gradient of defect concentration between bulk (where defects are produced) 
and sinks (where defects disappear) is a path down which the bound chemical elements 
will follow the transporting point defects (solute drag), so that their concentration at sinks 
increases. Even in the absence of drag, differences in the diffusional speed (diffusion 
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coefficient) between chemical species via exchange with vacancies 17  lead to the 
accumulation of the slowest species close to sinks (inverse Kirkendall effect). Since not 
only extended defects, but also radiation induced defects act as sinks, accumulation of 
chemical species may occur close to bubbles, voids or dislocation loops. Chemical species 
transport mechanisms are illustrated in Figure 10. 

Figure 10. Schematic illustration of the different possible mechanisms leading to chemical 
species redistribution 

 
Top-down: (i) both vacancies and self-interstitials produced in bulk migrate towards sinks; (ii) species A can be 
dragged by vacancies, so it will tend to accumulate at sinks; (iii) species B forms mixed dumbbells (two atoms sharing 
a lattice position, self-interstitial configuration in metals), so it will be dragged by self-interstitials to sinks; (iv) species C 
cannot be dragged by vacancies and is a fast diffuser in the opposite direction, so it will tend to move away from sinks 
(depletion at sinks); (v) species B is also not dragged by vacancies but is a slower diffuser than C, so it will remain 
closer to sinks (plus it is brought there by self-interstitials). 

Typically, clusters of redistributed solute atoms form and grow creating a separate 
phase, i.e. becoming precipitates, which might be stable from a classic thermodynamic 
point of view (radiation-enhanced) or might not (radiation-induced). Alternatively, if given 
chemical species simply accumulate or become depleted in the proximity of sinks, without 
forming separate phases, as described above, the process is known as radiation-induced 
segregation, which may but does not need to be also thermodynamically favoured. 
Segregation may in turn lead to produce, locally, the conditions for different stable 
thermodynamic phases to form (e.g. local ferritisation where Ni depletes, or formation of 
Ni and Si rich phases where the opposite occurs, in austenitic steels). The combination of 
diffusional atomic redistribution with ballistic mixing in cascades might also lead to 
destabilisation of phases. These processes are illustrated pictorially in Figure 11. 

                                                           
17 Note that in this case the chemical species will move away from the sinks towards which vacancies are heading. 
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Figure 11. Schematic illustration of examples of chemical species redistribution processes 
brought about by irradiation (symbols are as in Figure 10) 

 
The accumulation of C in the bulk may lead to exceeding the solubility limit with subsequent thermodynamics-driven 
precipitation (precipitationof C may also occur if initially C is in solid solution but should precipitate); the depletion of C 
at the sink (e.g. grain boundary) may lead to destabilisation of the matrix, if C is instrumental to keep its stability. 
Accumulation of A and B at the sink is called segregation; accumulation of A close to sink may lead to local A 
precipitation, if the solubility limit is locally exceeded.  

As a consequence of these changes, driven by atomic-level mechanisms, the 
properties of the irradiated material will not be the same as before irradiation. The 
presence of cavities, dislocation loops and precipitates, as well as segregation at 
dislocations, will obstruct dislocation motion when load is applied: the lower the 
temperature, the more effectively. Since dislocations are vehicles for irreversible 
deformation in metals, the material will become harder (more difficult to set dislocations 
into motion) and also more brittle (emission of dislocations from crack tips as means to 
arrest or delay crack propagation will be more difficult). This happens especially when the 
material is irradiated at low temperature, because these conditions lead to a higher density 
of surviving radiation defects. Embrittlement may also be caused by changes in the 
cohesion between grains as a consequence of (radiation-induced) segregation that alters 
the grain boundary chemistry, leading to a shift to inter-granular fracture instead of the 
normal transgranular fracture, when subjected to a load high enough to allow crack 
growth. Since this process leads to embrittlement without involving dislocations and 
radiation defects, it is referred to as non-hardening embrittlement and may occur also at 
high temperature. 

Some classes of radiation defects, especially dislocation loops, can be absorbed by 
impinging dislocations. When dislocation loops are the dominant radiation-induced 
nanostructural features, absorption of defects by dislocations during plastic deformation 
may result in the formation of bands devoided of defects parallel to the dislocation glide 
plane. These are the clear bands observed under the electronic microscope in deformed 
metals, especially in austenitic steels (see Section 4.2), for this reason called also 
dislocation channels. Plastic deformation becomes then localised in these series of narrow 
parallel bands. Usually, a band crosses an entire grain. The key point is that plastic 
deformation in a dislocation channel can be several times greater than in the matrix, 
leading to a series of generally deleterious consequences. The yield strength increase is 
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followed by a dramatic loss of work-hardening and reduction of elongation. As soon as 
the material starts to deform irreversibly, it meets little resistance to deformation inside 
the bands and rapidly fails, after very little uniform engineering strain (Figure 5), although 
it is suspected that in fact locally the material does retain some capability of strain 
hardening. Furthermore, the accumulation of dislocations at the grain boundary at the end 
of the band, if no transmission to the adjacent grain occurs, may lead to a local 
accumulation of stress and to the possible creation of microcracks there [30]. The latter is 
considered as an important process to promote intergranular mode of fracture when 
loaded, also in connection with IASCC. 

Microchemical modifications in regions close to grain boundaries or free surfaces due 
to RIS might also impede the formation of stable oxide layers in contact with water, 
thereby decreasing corrosion resistance; typically, Cr depletion is considered deleterious in 
this sense, because Cr-containing oxides are especially stable and effectively protect from 
further corrosion. The accumulation of voids implies that the removed atoms will be 
accumulated elsewhere, leading to swelling, i.e. increase of the volume of the piece of 
material. Finally, the anisotropic absorption of point-defects by dislocations and grain 
boundaries in a material under stress in the elastic regime will lead to irreversible 
deformation even though the applied stress is lower than the nominal yield strength, via 
mechanisms that my differ from generalized dislocation glide, producing deformation in 
the direction of the load, i.e. irradiation creep and so on. 

As can be seen, therefore, all the effects of irradiation described in section 4 from a 
macroscopic point of view are in fact manifestations of complex physical processes that 
involve atoms or agglomeration of atoms at the nanometric scale. Physical models and 
advanced physical modelling tools are thus expected to be able to help in the quantitative 
understanding of the mechanisms that lead to these effects, including evaluation of their 
kinetics and of the factors that may accelerate or hinder their occurrence, thanks to the 
fact that some modelling tools give access also to scales or mechanisms that cannot be 
studied experimentally. This understanding, that in any case can only be achieved if 
models are developed on adequate experimental studies, is expected to guide the 
elaboration of better correlations used in the procedures applied for structural integrity 
assessments or – if applicable - in the elaboration of design rules, or else of better maps 
that define the conditions for the occurrence or not of specific pernicious effects, by not 
only increasing our predictive capability, but possibly also allowing the anticipation of 
unexpected problems. 

5.1 Modelling of hardening and embrittlement in RPV steels 
As explained above, the understanding of the processes that lead to changes due to 
irradiation in the properties of low alloy bainitic steels, specifically the decrease of their 
fracture toughness, and the subsequent development of reliable quantitative models, is 
very important in view of underpinning the structural integrity assessment of RPV. Large 
research efforts are devoted worldwide to this issue, encompassing all aspects: 
experimental evaluation of the effect of environmental (fluence, flux, temperature, etc.) 
and metallurgical (mainly composition, but also manufacturing process) variables; 
extensive use of advanced microstructural examination techniques; evaluation of the 
mechanical behaviour and its rationalisation; and the development of ETCs. The 
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development of physical multi-scale models, which include experimental programmes on 
model alloys and is the focus of the present volume, is also part of this effort. 

Based on microstructural analysis of RPV steels and indications from early radiation 
damage, thermodynamic and dislocation models, the origin of hardening and 
embrittlement of RPV steels is currently understood in terms of three main contributions: 
(i) formation of matrix damage, interpreted in terms of small voids and dislocation loops 
(so small that they cannot be seen in the electron microscope, i.e. their size is below ~2 
nm); (ii) precipitation of Cu (insoluble in Fe), but also of Mn and Ni, together with Si and 
P, forming nanometric (2-4 nm) aggregates or solute clusters; (iii) segregation of P at grain 
boundaries leading to non-hardening embrittlement. By superposing semi-empirically 
terms corresponding to each of these processes, different "mechanistic" ETCs have been 
produced and re-elaborated over the years, based on both new data on which to fit the 
correlations and new insight on the role of one or another variable (see Fig. 4 as 
illustrative example). However, the attempt at improving these correlations led also to an 
ever more complex fauna of nanostructural features that are invoked to contribute to 
hardening and embrittlement, depending on temperature, flux, fluence and composition. 
There is not just matrix damage (MD), but stable and unstable MD, the latter having an 
effect mainly if flux is high and temperature low; there are not just precipitates, but Cu-
rich precipitates (CRP) as well as Mn-Ni-rich precipitates (MNP), the latter being 
favoured in low-Cu steels, when the Ni (and Mn) content is high, at low temperature and 
high fluence; and so on [31]. MNPs have been postulated to be the precursors of stable 
hardening phases that, above a certain fluence, would start to bloom, i.e. to form in large 
volume fractions (late blooming phases) [32]. Complexity is growing and even by 
exploiting in a combined fashion the most advanced microstructural examination 
techniques, such as atom probe tomography [3,34], high resolution transmission electron 
microscopy [35], small-angle neutron scattering [36], positron annihilation spectroscopy 
[37], and others, applied to both irradiated and irradiated-annealed specimens, it remains 
difficult to come up with a full rationalisation of the RPV embrittlement data and a 
proper understanding of the relevance of the different mechanisms and variables. For 
example, the nature of matrix damage in all of its postulated forms remains elusive, while 
the observation of late blooming phases is controversial. The most recent experimental 
observations and models suggest that matrix damage is likely not to be separate from 
precipitates, because the latter would be the consequence of the segregation of solute 
atoms on point-defect clusters (heterogeneous nucleation). The difficulty of rationalising 
data is due not only to the limitations and uncertainties of the experimental techniques, 
but also to the large scatter deriving from inhomogeneities in real steels, to the practical 
inaccessibility of certain irradiation conditions (e.g. low flux / high fluence) and to the 
difficulty (and the cost) of having the same material irradiated under conditions where 
only one variable is changed at a time, to be characterised with several techniques.  

Physical models are therefore called to give indications capable of casting some light 
on all the shaded areas of understanding that still linger. The multi-scale approach is 
expected to provide tools to explore, for example:   
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• how and up to what extent different fluxes lead to different nanostructural 
evolution and with what impact on mechanical properties, so as to have an 
appraisal of the validity of materials test reactors and surveillance data for high 
fluence effect prediction with respect to operation;  

• how large these differences would become when projected to high fluences, in 
order to assess the possibility of extending the life of vessels and therefore nuclear 
power plants beyond the initially envisaged time;  

• which, of all possible nanofeatures formed under irradiation that have been 
theorised or observed (matrix damage and precipitates in all their forms), are the 
main ones responsible for hardening and subsequent embrittlement and what is 
their thermal stability and actual mechanical effect. By knowing which 
compositions and conditions favour the formation of those features, one can 
identify potentially risky situations, including the consequences of inhomogeneities, 
as well as being able to devise more effective mitigation strategies. 

The above examples highlight the direction that multi-scale modelling developments 
should follow for RPV steels and emphasises the importance of pursuing this approach. 

5.2 Modelling irradiation and environmental effects in austenitic steels 
As explained above, the understanding of the processes that lead to changes due to 
irradiation in the properties of austenitic steels is important in order to avoid unexpected 
failures in core components that, even if with limited impact on safety, reduce the 
availability of the plant. The failed component will generally be replaceable, but its 
replacement is costly and will oblige to prolonged plant outage. A correct understanding 
should allow failure to be avoided and the elaboration of suitable replacement 
interventions.  

Radiation effects in austenitic steels are more complex and more diversified, although 
interconnected, than in RPV steels, mainly because of the higher neutron dose received 
and because of the simultaneous exposure to aqueous environment, as well as because of 
the somewhat higher temperature in some locations. Their underlying physics and the 
open questions that physical models are meant to address are separately described in the 
following subsections. 

5.2.1 Microstructural and microchemical evolution 

The microstructural examination of irradiated austenitic steels reveals high levels of 
complexity, with a strong influence of initial conditions, temperature, and variations of 
local chemical composition [14]. Electron microscope studies reveal that the main players 
in determining radiation hardening and loss of elongation are different families of defects, 
namely: “black dots” (so called because this is how they appear in the microscope), 
dislocation loops of interstitial nature, dislocation networks and also cavities that include 
both voids and bubbles. Interstitial dislocation loops may exist in two forms: faulted and 
unfaulted (i.e. perfect). Faulted loops are called Frank loops and are easily obtained as 
platelets of interstitials, by adding only one atomic layer, although this results in a stacking 
fault inside the loop. Since the stacking fault energy is low in austenitic steels, this 
situation is stable (while it would not be in a body-centred cubic structure, such as 
ferritic/martensitic or bainitic alloys). However, when the loops grow this configuration 
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becomes progressively more energetically untenable, so larger loops become more stable 
by unfaulting, i.e. by removing the stacking fault, thereby becoming perfect loops. A key 
difference between Frank loops and perfect loops is that the former are immobile, while 
the latter may glide along the direction normal to their habit plane. 

In all types of steels irradiated at <250°C, a high density of uniformly distributed 
black dots (2-4 nm) is detected already at low dose. In SA steels, large (10-50 nm) Frank 
loops appear as well at growing dose, but no dislocation network exists, although it may 
develop if dose grows further. In CW steels the initial dislocation network starts 
recovering under irradiation and, while this process continues, no Frank loops are 
observed. These start to form only when the dislocation network falls below a critical 
dislocation density, most likely because, so long as many dislocations exist, these 
effectively absorb interstitials, preventing the formation of loops. Note that, although it is 
most likely that black dots are nothing else than small Frank loops, there is no full 
consensus on this issue, in particular there is evidence that these defects could be a 
mixture of interstitial and vacancy type defects, the latter in the form of dislocation loops 
instead of cavities [38]. So here too, like in RPV steels, there remains an elusive part in the 
damage component that models are expected to help to remove. 

By irradiating at ~300-330°C the picture changes; no black dots are seen, but only 
large Frank loops and a dislocation network is present, also in SA steels, superposed on 
the initial one in the case of the CW steels. Note that the recovery of the dislocation 
network explains the initial softening observed at relatively high irradiation temperature 
versus dose, as exemplified in Figure 6. Furthermore, small cavities (He and maybe also H 
bubbles) start to appear, depending on the dose. Electron microscope examination has 
revealed the presence of small cavities, especially along grain boundaries, in specimens 
that received ~70 dpa at 330°C [39], with production of ~600 appm of He and 2500 
appm of H.  

Irradiation at higher temperature, > 330°C, results in the appearance of visible 
populations of cavities and dislocation networks, in addition to loops, since the earliest 
stages. Cavities become somehow the dominant feature. Below this temperature, the 
dominance of loops as nanostructural features results in frequent creation of dislocation 
channels and localised plastic deformation. Above it, swelling is considered to be the 
dominant radiation effect. 

In concomitance with the formation of loops and cavities, chemical species 
redistribution occurs. RIS leads in austenitic steels to Cr depletion and Ni enrichment 
close to all sinks, because the diffusion of Cr via vacancy mechanisms by exchange (no 
drag) is much faster than the diffusion of Ni. Mo is also depleted via a similar mechanism. 
Small atoms such as Si and P seem to be efficiently dragged by interstitials, so they also 
accumulate close to sinks. Ni atoms can be probably dragged to sinks by interstitials as 
well. A very clear proof of sink enrichment by Si, Ni and P under irradiation has been 
recently obtained by examining with atom probe austenitic alloys ion irradiated at 360°C 
[40] and 450°C [41], revealing clouds of Ni and Si close to dislocation lines and loops. 
Overall, this redistribution of atomic species leads to the local formation of Ni and Si (and 
to a lesser extent P) rich phases, for example the Ni3Si γ' phase that is abundantly formed 
in reactor-irradiated SA 316, or enrichment of existing phases in these elements (e.g. 
carbides), while removing these species from solution [12,14]. It should be noted that the 
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formation of Ni3Si is purely a radiation effect, as this phase would not form under thermal 
ageing, although it is puzzling that this phase appears in the bulk and not at grain 
boundaries, where the Si and Ni content is even higher [13]. Cr enrichment and Ni 
depletion in the bulk, if extreme, may cause ferritisation of the austenite away from voids, 
while Ni-Si-rich phases are typically observed to form close to voids. Cr depletion close to 
grain boundaries and surfaces will reduce the capability of the material to create protective 
oxide layers, because Cr oxides are the stable ones. RIS processes are especially efficient at 
higher temperature (>400-450°C) than LWRs operation, but they are also significantly 
active at lower temperature. 

Physical models are expected, in this framework, to contribute to: unravelling the 
nature of black dots; anticipating the kinetics of void formation and loop unfaulting, as 
well as the likeliness of new phase formation; foreseeing RIS and any non-homogeneous 
redistribution of chemical species, including formation of new phases or destabilization of 
existing ones, with a view to establishing a quantitative link with macroscopic radiation 
effects. The mechanisms behind these are illustrated in the sections below. 

5.2.2. Hardening, embrittlement and plastic strain localisation 

Even though the microstructural changes in austenitic steels are overall better known than 
in the case of RPV steels, because more easily detected via electron microscope 
examination, it remains not obvious how to identify which component of the damage 
plays the dominant role as cause of hardening. In particular, the dramatic hardening 
observed in SA steels (up to 5 times the un-irradiated value) is not straightforwardly 
correlated with the densities of defects detected by electron microscopy. In general, a 
simple dispersed barrier model [42] allows a good correlation with the loop population to 
be found [10,13]. However, this result is obtained by ascribing empirically to the loops a 
strength, as obstacles, that they should not have; more sophisticated approaches show the 
importance of specific dislocation/loop interaction mechanisms, involving mainly small 
defects [43]. Moreover, it is likely that the formation of secondary phases such as Ni3Si 
will also contribute to hardening, and that the different chemical composition around 
loops may have an effect on their strength as obstacles to dislocation motion. When also 
voids are considered, the relative importance of these contributions to hardening is not 
easily deconvoluted.  

In addition to this, the full mechanical behaviour under load after irradiation to 
sufficiently high dose will involve localisation of plastic deformation, especially if loop 
hardening is dominant, and so, because of the impingement of channels on grain 
boundaries, inter-granular crack initiation becomes likely to occur. This is a critical 
condition that is not easily predicted, either from the point of view of dislocation channel 
appearance, or from the point of view of its propagation and consequences. Physical 
modelling is expected here to provide substantial support to identify hardening and 
dislocation channelling mechanisms and to inform polycrystal models capable of 
anticipating potentially dangerous conditions, under realistic, multiaxial loads. 

5.2.3 Swelling and irradiation creep 

 Swelling 

Swelling is associated with the observation, via electron microscope examination, of 
massive formation of cavities, especially large voids, inside the material. This is why the 
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phenomenon that occurs in austenitic steels is more precisely denoted as void swelling. 
The increase in volume is due to the transfer of the material initially located inside the 
cavities to other locations. Any circumstance leading to efficient removal of interstitials 
from the bulk towards sinks, leaving behind an excess of vacancies, and to the nucleation 
and growth of voids, will favour swelling; in contrast, conditions that favour 
recombination of vacancies with interstitials or more efficient absorption of vacancies at 
sinks will counteract swelling.  

Three mechanisms can be proposed to explain why interstitials are more efficiently 
removed from the bulk than vacancies (biases): 

• diffusion bias: interstitials in metals are more mobile than vacancies, so they are 
more readily absorbed by sinks; 

• dislocation bias: the strain field created by an interstitial is more extended than the 
one created by a vacancy, so interstitials will be attractively interacting with 
dislocations from further away than vacancies and thus more efficiently absorbed; 

• production bias: interstitial clusters are produced in cascades in different quantities 
than vacancy clusters and are, if not faulted, more mobile, because they can glide 
normal to their habit plane. This one-dimensional motion is a very efficient way to 
remove interstitials from the bulk. 

The third bias, which operates only under cascade irradiation conditions, seems to be 
especially important in connection with the incubation dose of swelling. Microstructural 
examinations suggest that the two listed below are the microstructural conditions required 
to give rise to steady-state swelling [11,12]: 

• attainment of a quasi-equilibrium dislocation network, that does not vary anymore 
with time/dose (dislocation density ~3⋅1014 m-2). 

• creation of a glissile type of dislocation network, i.e. Frank loops should unfault 
and become perfect loops that can freely glide to sinks. 

Several of the factors affecting swelling susceptibility of austenitic steels mentioned in 
Section 4.2.2 can be rationalised with the above concepts in mind: 

• The effect of composition can generally be associated with the influence of specific 
chemical species on vacancy diffusion. Species that decrease the effective mobility of 
vacancies (assuming unchanged mobility of interstitials), like Cr in austenitic steels, 
will increase the diffusion bias and therefore favour swelling (less vacancies will be 
disappearing at sinks and their excess in the bulk will increase). The effect of Ni 
(fast diffuser) and other species on vacancy diffusion is non-monotonic, hence the 
effect will differ depending on the actual concentration. The occurrence of RIS and 
subsequent local change of chemical species concentrations will thus make the 
situation change in time and space during irradiation. 

• CW, by providing a high concentration of sinks, increases vacancy removal, so a 
priori decreases swelling susceptibility, although the result obtained will depend on 
the balance between interstitial and vacancy removal, i.e. on the actual biases. The 
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effect will be a delay of swelling, by removing more defects of both kind, rather 
than a suppression. 

• Gaseous elements favour cavity nucleation by stabilising small vacancy clusters. At 
the same time, they will decrease vacancy and vacancy cluster mobility, increasing 
the diffusion bias. Both effects favour swelling, even though the growth of voids 
will be slower. 

• High enough irradiation temperatures are needed for small vacancy clusters to 
become thermally unstable, thereby providing a source of single vacancies that 
make the growth of nucleated cavities effective at the expenses of smaller clusters, 
that otherwise would not coalesce. However, high temperature will also increase 
mobility and the removal of vacancies at sinks and very high temperatures will even 
make voids thermally unstable; the overall net effect will be a balance between 
these opposing tendencies. 

• Lower dose-rate will provide more time for nucleated cavities to grow at the 
expenses of small ones, before new cavities are nucleated, leading to lower densities 
but larger volume fractions, while allowing more efficient absorption of interstitials 
by sinks. The lower the temperature, the longer the time required for larger cavities 
to grow at the expenses of small ones because of lower diffusivity and lower 
emission, which explains why the lower the temperature the lower the dose-rate 
needs to be to have effective swelling. This is exactly the situation with LWRs 
which operate at low temperature, but also low dose-rate. However, what plays a 
major role here is not the growth of voids, but the growth of loops. Lower dose-
rates lead to the formation of less but larger Frank loops and larger loops will 
favourably unfault, leading earlier (in terms of dose) to a microstructure of gliding 
dislocations, that will determine the onset of swelling [44].  

Clearly, the key parameter that must be known to be able to accommodate swelling 
when designing or operating components is the critical dose above which the onset of 
steady-state swelling occurs, dc. From a fundamental point of view, it is also important and 
challenging to understand and explain in terms of physical mechanisms the non-saturating 
nature of swelling, i.e. the fact that, when steady-state is reached, it continues to develop 
indefinitely at constant rate, at least in steels.  

Even though conceptually the fundamental mechanisms responsible for swelling have 
been most likely all identified and their identification allows one to understand 
qualitatively the effect of different factors on delaying or anticipating dc, to date this 
parameter can only be predicted based on extensive experimental data that, because of the 
wide range of conditions that should be explored in terms of temperature, flux and 
fluence, are not easy to obtain. Moreover, the strong dependence of this parameter on 
initial material microstructure and composition means that empirical swelling rules are 
only valid for a specific type of material, with defined composition and microstructure. 
The expectation from physical models is that they should be able to include correctly all 
the important physical variables that play a role in swelling, so that the same model can be 
reliably transferred to conditions and compositions that cannot be explored 
experimentally, or to materials with different compositions and microstructure, including 
the possibility of allowing an assessment of the effects of local inhomogeneity and solute 
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redistribution on swelling onset. For example, this would allow fast reactor data, which 
are fairly abundant, to be extrapolated to LWR conditions. 

So, the expectation from physical models is that they should, ideally: 

• Describe the nanostructural evolution in the given material up to doses on the 
order of dC, as a function of steel composition, sink density (dislocations, grain 
boundaries), temperature, dose-rate; 

• Include the correct mechanism of onset of steady-state swelling, which should only 
become activated at dC; i.e. the model should correctly and spontaneously predict 
the value of dC; Spontaneously provide the correct 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠̇ , for the given material. The 
complexity of the problem, the large number of variables involved (especially 
evolving local composition and dislocation microstructure) and the high doses 
generally required to reach swelling steady-state (with subsequent high activation of 
the concerned materials) make the problem especially difficult and expensive to 
address. A very useful and deep discussion of the difficulty of developing swelling 
models, especially focused on the problem of the non-saturability of swelling, can 
be found in [45]. 

 Irradiation creep 

Of all irradiation effects, creep is probably one of the least understood. Several possible 
mechanisms exist whereby stress removal might be occurring, but there is no consensus 
on the dominant ones in each case. 

Qualitatively, the appearance of irradiation creep can be explained as follows. In the 
presence of tensile stress, dislocation loops will be preferentially oriented in the direction 
that minimises their energy, i.e. with the compressive region of the strain field oriented as 
the tensile strain, which means that their habit plane will be as close to being normal to 
the principal stress as the crystallographic orientation permits. By growing in this way until 
meeting the grain boundary, each loop will add atomic layers, all of them normal to the 
principal stress, thereby creating expansion in that direction (Figure 12). What, however, is 
not clear is whether loops are preferentially created (nucleated) in the favourable orientation 
(stress-induced preferential nucleation, SIPN), or only those that are in favourable 
orientation manage to grow, while those that are not preferentially oriented shrink (stress-
induced preferential absorption, SIPA).  

Stress is also assumed to polarise migrating point-defects, making their diffusion and 
absorption by sinks, especially dislocations, anisotropic. Specifically, vacancies will tend to 
be absorbed by dislocations that are squeezed by the applied stress, while interstitials will 
tend to be absorbed by dislocations that are pushed by the applied stress, leading to jog 
formation and dislocation climb and subsequent plastic deformation in accordance with 
the load, even if this is not sufficient to make dislocations glide (Figure 13a). The 
preferential climb of dislocation lines may also lead to the overcoming of obstacles and 
subsequent glide. At low temperature, when vacancies are immobile, climb will occur 
exclusively via interstitials, so always in the same direction, thereby exacerbating 
irradiation creep (Figure 13b).  
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Figure 12. Atomic configuration of a ½〈111〉 loop in BCC, showing the compressed region, where 
the additional atomic layer is (actually three extra layers) and the tensed region around the edge 
of the loop (left), schematic representation of the ideal orientation of loops to decrease the free 
energy of the system (centre), schematic illustration of the mechanism whereby an expanding 
loop that reaches a grain boundary produces an elongation in the direction of the load (right) 

 
 

Figure 13. Preferential and anisotropic absorption of vacancies (V) and interstitials (I) 
depending on the orientation of the dislocation with respect to load  

a)

 

b)  
 

 
Under normal conditions the climb direction will be isotropic. Under stress and under irradiation, interstitials will tend to 
be absorbed by dislocations that by doing so will climb along the direction of the load, while vacancies by dislocations 
that will climb normal to it. The result is shrinking and expansion according to the load (a) Preferential climb will also 
lead to dislocations get around obstacles that prevented glide, giving them the possibility to do so and leading to 
further deformation (b) . 

Source: E. Clouet. 
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In summary, irradiation creep is in essence the result of how stress influences the way 
point-defect clusters, especially interstitial clusters, are created and grow, as well as the 
way point-defects diffuse and are absorbed by sinks, mainly dislocation loops and lines. 
Preferential absorption of some defects versus others is also, as seen, the origin of 
swelling, hence the strong connection between the two phenomena. Early overviews on 
possible irradiation creep mechanisms can be found in [46]. 

Irrespective of the general qualitative understanding of the mechanisms responsible 
for irradiation creep, quantitatively it is far from simple to provide a correct estimate of 
the relative importance of each of them, even more in synergy with swelling. Moreover, 
these are inherently atomic-level processes that call for a physical modelling approach to 
be properly evaluated and then inserted in higher level models that are expected to allow 
the plastic creep strain to be properly predicted and included in the evaluation of 
macroscopic shape changes. A physical model predicting plastic deformation due to 
irradiation creep should thus be able to: 

• Describe the influence of a stress field on the nanostructure evolution under 
irradiation, including preferential nucleation and/or growth of loops and 
anisotropic diffusion and absorption, as well as the influence of stress below yield 
on the dislocation network, translating these changes into a plastic deformation 
contribution; 

• Allow the derivation of climb-driven dislocation mobility laws, as well as other 
plastic flow laws, to be used in continuum models of viscoplasticity, coupled to 
models describing nanostructural and dislocation network evolution under 
irradiation; 

• Take into account the synergistic interaction of irradiation creep with void swelling; 

• Enable the performance of finite element type simulation of the mechanical 
behaviour of components in operation, taking correctly into account irradiation 
creep effects. 

As progressive steps towards these objectives, physical models should enable: 

• The development and use of atomic-level simulation tools to assess the influence 
of a sub-yield applied stress field on stability and mobility of defects. This will allow 
the evaluation of the relative importance of irradiation creep mechanisms, such as 
SIPN, SIPA, and anisotropic diffusion and absorption, as well as a study of climb; 

• Development and use of dislocation-level simulation tools based on either discrete 
dislocations or dislocations densities, possibly coupled with nanostructure 
evolution tools, to investigate climb & glide mechanisms. This should allow the 
derivation of relevant dislocation mobility laws. 

5.2.4 Irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC) 

If irradiation creep is the least understood of the effects of irradiation, it is easy to guess 
that the understanding of IASCC - a process of creation of inter-granular cracks that 
depends not only on irradiation, but also on the applied stress (in this similarly to creep), 
as well as on the environment (contact with water) -remains to a large extent elusive. 
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The eluding nature of IASCC is due to the fact that, even though some factors are 
often dominant to increase the susceptibility to it, and the simultaneous presence of 
environment, stress and radiation effects is mandatory, there are almost invariably cases in 
which intergranular cracking is observed even when generally dominant variables take a 
very low value (see Section 4.2.3). In those cases some other variables reach a sufficiently 
high value to compensate for the lack of the normally dominant ones. In other words, 
IASCC is a continuous function of several variables that cannot be separated and all have 
more or less the same importance. Thus, predicting the combination of levels of factors 
that will lead to the appearance of intergranular cracking under conditions of stress-
corrosion and irradiation is extremely challenging and, in practice, statistical approaches 
are often adopted. 

The radiation effects that are thought to influence IASCC susceptibility are: radiation 
induced segregation, radiation defect production and subsequent macroscopic effects, 
such as radiation hardening and localised deformation, as well as increased stress from 
differential swelling. The effect of irradiation creep can be tricky: residual stress relaxation 
at welds or bolts will decrease IASCC susceptibility, but eventually the strain produced 
might assist the production of intergranular cracks. The latter might be the reason why the 
dependence of IASCC on fluence is complex: increasing fluence leads to hardening and 
localisation of deformation, as well as stress accumulation when swelling occurs, but the 
concomitant stress relaxation due to irradiation creep will counteract these effects, until 
the moment it might add to them. Another effect of irradiation that assists intergranular 
cracking in contact with water is radiolysis, i.e. the creation of oxidising ionic species in 
water by neutron bombardment: the effect of this is to increase the ECP, thereby 
increasing the susceptibility to IASCC. 

RIS is considered as one major factor in increasing the susceptibility to intergranular 
cracking. In austenitic Fe-Cr-Ni model alloys RIS leads Ni to segregate to GB, while both 
Cr and Fe deplete. In commercial austenitic stainless steels about the same happens, 
although Fe might both enrich or deplete, because of the influence of other solutes. 
Amongst these, Si, generally present in fair amount in austentic stainless steels, enriches at 
the GB up to 10 times the bulk concentration. As mentioned, Cr depletion and Ni 
enrichment is the consequence of the fact that in these materials Ni is the slow diffuser, 
Cr is the fast diffuser, and Fe is intermediate, thus the exchange of atomic position of 
these species with vacancies that move towards sinks, here grain boundaries, creates a flux 
of atomic species in the opposite direction, i.e. away from grain boundaries. This 
separation will be most efficient for Cr (and Fe), thereby leaving Ni behind, while Si 
enrichment is most likely the consequence of transport via interstitial mechanism (see Fig. 
10). 

Several studies show that IASCC susceptibility increases when the grain boundary Cr 
level decreases: this happens because of the progressively lower capability of recreating a 
stable oxide layer to protect against further corrosion while the crack propagates through 
the GB, possibly with abnormal growth of the oxide, leading to further cracking. 
However, while Cr depletion saturates at ~5 dpa (300°C), IASCC susceptibility generally 
appears above a certain dose and then grows fast to 100%, in a non-saturating fashion, at 
fluences where the RIS evolution has already saturated [13], as illustrated in Figure 9. 
Likewise, annealing experiments in which radiation damage recovers with time show that 
RIS takes a long time to be removed, while IASCC susceptibility in this case drops almost 
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immediately to zero, again suggesting no direct correlation between the two. In addition, 
there is a significant amount of scatter in the data. More to the point, while Cr levels 
above 16-18% effectively protect against intergranular cracking, lower Cr levels admit a 
susceptibility that may vary from 0 to 100%. All this leads to the conclusion that GB Cr 
depletion is an important, but insufficient condition for IASCC to occur. Probably one 
should not even say that Cr depletion induces IASCC, but more correctly that a 
sufficiently high Cr concentration at GB is a good guarantee that IASCC susceptibility will 
remain low, probably overruling other important factors, without implying that Cr 
depletion necessarily causes it. Also the increase in Si content at grain boundaries seems to 
promote intergranular cracking due to stress-corrosion, but the connection to IASCC is 
not fully proven. 

Hardening is often cited as an additional necessary condition to increase intergranular 
stress-corrosion cracking susceptibility [47], given the good correlation found 
experimentally between the two, again in a threshold-like fashion (IASCC susceptibility 
appears above 500-600 MPa of yield strength and increases with it [10]), even irrespective 
of whether the yield strength increase is due to cold-working or irradiation [13]. However, 
once again, while the density and size of hardening radiation defects, and therefore 
radiation hardening as well, grow versus fluence with a power exponent less than 1 and 
tends to saturate from ~5 dpa (see illustration in Figure 9), this does not apply to IASCC 
susceptibility. Likewise, in annealing experiments the drop of IASCC susceptibility over 
time is much faster than the recovery from hardening. Finally, samples showing the same 
level of hardening, but obtained from different combinations of irradiation and cold-
working, showed different levels of intergranular stress-corrosion cracking susceptibility, 
suggesting that it is not hardening as such, but rather a specific microstructure that 
favours or hinders crack initiation in water under stress. This observation shifts the 
attention to microstructural consequences of hardening, such as localisation of plastic 
deformation in clear bands, rather than hardening itself: these will be more or less likely, 
depending on the type of microstructure that causes hardening. 

A correlation is found between decreasing stacking fault energy (SFE) and increasing 
susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking: this correlation has been attributed to the fact 
that low SFE leads to split dislocations and makes cross-slip (change of dislocation glide 
plane to a plane inclined with respect to the initial one) more difficult, thereby enhancing 
the tendency to planar plastic deformation and hence to plastic flow localisation [13]. 
Similarly, the microstructure produced by irradiation leads to plastic deformation localised 
in clear bands, as already mentioned. The large plastic strain inside bands translates into a 
pile-up of dislocations at the end of the channels, i.e. impinging on grain boundaries. In 
general terms, this situation is expected to initiate cracks at grain boundaries, promoting 
intergranular fracture, regardless of the environment, when a critical local stress is 
exceeded. Recent work shows indeed that early models to calculate the stress induced by 
clear bands impinging on grain boundaries led to values that are half the real ones [30]. It 
is therefore sensible to believe that a localised and planar mode of deformation, whether 
due to low SFE or to irradiation, will enhance the appearance of IASCC. In environment, 
the large amount of strain inside the bands that must be accommodated by the grain 
boundary results in a high local stress leading there to the rupture of the oxide layer, 
causing the initiation of an intergranular crack with exposure of the metal to water and 
subsequent corrosion. Also the propagation of existing grain boundary cracks will be 
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promoted if the clear band impinges on the crack tip, supplying dislocations that result in 
continual rupture of the crack tip oxide and therefore crack extension and faster crack 
growth. The fact that irradiation was more effective than CW in initiating intergranular 
stress-corrosion cracking is possibly a sign of the importance of planar localised 
deformation for IASCC [12]. Recent investigations seem to lead to the conclusion that 
indeed localised deformation could be the most important factor in IASCC [48]. 

Other radiation-induced factors that may further contribute to promoting IASCC are 
on the one hand internal stresses induced by swelling, especially differential swelling, as 
well as strain due to irradiation creep, but also the possibility of accumulating He bubbles 
at grain boundaries, especially in LWRs where He production is higher than in fast 
reactors, and, possibly, grain cohesion decreased by specific segregating solute atoms, 
such as P. 

It is clear that IASCC is a real challenge for modelling. From experiments many 
uncertainties remain as to the important factors and the mechanisms: it is difficult even to 
build a conceptual model to be used as a guide for a quantitative one. Moreover, 
modelling IASCC to estimate its likeliness implies combining a series of models for 
several simultaneous processes:  

• Correct microstructural (radiation defects) and microchemical (RIS) evolution 
under irradiation; 

• Effects of this microstructure on mechanical properties and deformation modes: 
prediction of hardening and clear band formation; 

• Details of interaction between clear bands and grain boundaries to evaluate crack 
initiation; 

• Stability of oxide layer and kinetics of formation when the local composition has 
been altered by RIS, in interaction with water; 

• Correct evaluation of the electrochemical corrosion potential including effect of 
irradiation and local geometry; 

• Correct evaluation of the local stresses, including the effect of differential swelling 
and irradiation creep, the latter being beneficial or exacerbating depending on the 
competition between stress relaxation and level of strain; 

Models should ideally provide both the probability of crack initiation and an 
evaluation of the crack growth rate. For the latter tentative models have been proposed 
based on the evaluation of the oxide rupture rate due to crack tip strain: they include the 
increase of yield strength due to irradiation and the effect of RIS on oxidation and re-
passivation rates [10]. But models that predict initiation beyond statistical approaches at 
the moment do not exist. 

5.3 The importance of modelling-oriented experiments 
In the previous sections the results of experiments in which materials of different 
composition and history have been exposed to irradiation using different means, under 
different conditions and, if relevant, in a specific environment, have been summarily 
reviewed, based on authoritative publications and on some theoretical studies. This 
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allowed “conceptual models” to be deduced and described. Conceptual models are 
frameworks based on the observed correlations between variables (a good example are 
ETCs for RPV steels), in which a combination of plausible physical mechanisms is used 
to rationalise the experimental observations. Without the support of a conceptual model it 
is essentially impossible to develop any quantitative model endowed with some predictive 
capability. When the processes of interest are especially complex, as is generally the case 
for radiation effects on materials, model development is therefore crucially based on the 
performance of “modelling-oriented” experiments. These are designed explicitly to 
explore the effect of different values of variables and parameters that are considered of 
importance, under as properly controlled conditions as possible, so as to identify the 
underlying physical mechanisms. Modelling-oriented experiments strive to separate effects 
and, in this endeavour, model materials are often used, instead of materials of 
technological relevance. Model materials either have a simpler chemical composition or 
have been treated in such a way that the consequences of specific microstructures are 
analysed separately: even though eventually models have to be validated against the 
materials of technological interest, experimenting on model materials is an essential part 
of any modelling effort. 

Physical materials modelling is based on the assumption that macroscopic effects such 
as embrittlement or swelling are the consequences of microstructural modifications 
undergone when the material is exposed to specific conditions, such as irradiation at a 
certain temperature. Physical multiscale models are built following this fundamental 
assumption, i.e. assuming that each physical process needs to be modelled at the relevant 
length and time scales and that somehow the output of this model needs to be the input 
for higher scale and coarser models. There are scales that are not observable experimentally; 
but for those that are accessible to experiments it is of paramount importance to extract as 
much information as possible. This is why advanced and refined microstructural 
examination techniques, like electron microscopy in all of its forms and varieties [35], and 
analytical techniques such as atom probe tomography [33,34], small-angle neutron 
scattering [36], positron annihilation spectroscopy [37], x-ray absorption spectroscopy [49], 
internal friction [50], magnetic after-effect [51], and so on, are by now, all combined, 
irreplaceable tools in the development of physical models that describe radiation effects: 
their use makes integral part of modelling. These are the techniques that allow plausible 
physical mechanisms to be identified and conceptual models to be built. Models must 
include these physical mechanisms and, if properly parameterised, they provide tools to 
verify quantitatively if those physical mechanisms are actually capable of producing the 
effects observed at macroscopic level, i.e. to give a prediction. The comparison of this 
prediction with the experimental measurements allows the model to be validated, but in 
fact the model has been developed with its roots in the experimental observations as well. 
Often, the reason why a model does not provide correct predictions is because the 
parameters are not correct, because there are quantities whose values are not known and 
cannot be measured experimentally, or else because there are missing mechanisms, that no 
experimental techniques can observe and explore and/or no-one thought of. In the latter 
case the problem is essentially the lack of a correct or complete conceptual model, which 
calls for further experimental investigations, but also for the development of different 
interpretative paradigms that may be based on the use of physical modelling tools, in 
particular computer simulation. In the other cases, unknown values are typically fitted or 
calibrated to known conditions, hoping that their validity can be extended beyond the 
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range of fitting or calibration. It is quite obvious that, the more adherent to physics a 
model, the higher the probability that it will be valid beyond calibration range. 
Furthermore, it is also obvious that, if the parameters to be calibrated have a precise 
physical meaning, it is possible to evaluate in which range they should vary and even to 
anticipate that their values will have to change, if the conditions to which the material is 
subjected change in a certain way. This is the essential strength of physical modelling as 
compared to the development of empirical correlations between effects and variables. 

But the strength of modern modelling techniques goes beyond this. Nowadays (and 
actually for long in some cases) there are modelling tools that “see where experiments 
cannot see”. Obviously, the validation of these models is difficult or impossible, 
uncertainties remain that are sometimes hard to evaluate; in some cases an “act of faith” 
in the model has to be taken. Yet, in the absence of experimental ways to measure certain 
materials properties or to quantify and explore specific mechanisms, these modelling tools 
offer a way to improve greatly the accuracy of higher scale models, especially the 
parameters and variables used there. The result of these higher scale models can be then 
compared with experimental results and a favourable comparison will be an indirect proof 
that the parameters and mechanisms obtained with the underlying models are probably 
sufficiently correct. Furthermore, the approach based on the idea that modelling tools for 
the correct length and time scales need to be applied allows often the identification of 
physical mechanisms that could not be guessed from experiments, or at least provides a 
number of possibilities that can be then used to guide experiments, that will be performed 
to search traces of those mechanisms. This discussion should clarify once and for all that -
as has always been in science- experiments and models are two intimately connected tools 
in our hands to try to understand physical reality better and possibly predict the course of 
the events based on this understanding, in a quantitative way. The fact that modern 
modelling tools with their roots in computer science have become very sophisticated and 
precise calls for equally sophisticated and precise experimental techniques to match them. 
Together, these tools and techniques provide very powerful means to advance in our 
comprehension of, in this case, materials behaviour, including the possibility of 
progressing in technological applications beyond empirical qualification of systems and 
components. 

6. Conclusions 

In this chapter an attempt has been made to introduce the reader step by step to the main 
features of steels used in current nuclear power plants, the reasons why they have been 
chosen and are still used, the problems they face when subjected to irradiation (in a 
certain chemical environment) and the origin of these problems. The last point has been 
especially expanded, in order to provide an idea of existing conceptual models, thereby 
highlighting what is understood and what is not. This led to discuss why models are 
necessary and what they are in principle expected to provide. Obviously, the ultimate goal 
is that, by understanding the origin of the problems, it should be possible to mitigate their 
effects. 

Table 4 summarises what the models are expected to address and provide, in 
connection with the different issues that affect nuclear steels used in current nuclear 
power plants. 
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The chapters of this volume will overview different important effects of irradiation on 
steels used in the core of current nuclear power plants, through different length and time 
scales, providing examples of physical models that have been developed to address them. 
Conclusions can be drawn from them to further improve the conceptual models that, 
unavoidably, constitute the necessary framework for correct (or incorrect, if the 
framework is wrong) decisions of technological relevance to be made. 

  

http://www.eolss.net/
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Table 4. Summary of problems that physical modelling should address for different issues 
affecting nuclear steels used in current power plants 

Materials  
Issues  

RPV steels Austenitic steels 

Microstructural and 
microchemical 
evolution 

Mechanism and kinetics of formation of 
solute clusters and precipitates, in 
connection or not with matrix damage; 
spatial distribution of matrix damage and 
precipitates; segregation at dislocations and 
grain boundaries; dependence on 
temperature and dose-rate 

Nature of black dots; kinetics of void formation and loop 
unfaulting (identification of dC for swelling) as a function of 
composition and sink microstructure, versus temperature 
and dose-rate; likeliness of new phase formation or 
destabilisation; kinetics and extent of radiation-induced 
segregation  

Hardening and 
embrittlement 
Plastic flow localisation 
(if relevant) 

Dominant nanostructural feature as to 
hardening and embrittlement 

Hardening and dislocation channelling mechanisms; 
polycrystal models capable of anticipating potentially 
dangerous conditions, under realistic, multiaxial loads 

Effect of flux on 
nanostructural/microchemical evolution and 
impact on mechanical properties, both 
tensile behaviour and fracture toughness 
(MTR vs surveillance) 
Reliable extrapolation of data (microstructure 
and mechanical properties) to high fluence, 
beyond what has been reached in current 
vessels 

Swelling  

Include all important physical variables to guarantee 
transferability to inexplored conditions and compositions / 
microstructures, allowing for effects of local inhomogeneity:  

 Nanostructural evolution up dC, vs composition, sink density, 
temperature, dose-rate, … (predict dC); 

 Mechanism of onset of steady-state swelling, at dC 
 Provide 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠̇  

Irradiation creep 

 Stress field influence on nanostructure evolution under 
irradiation: preferential nucleation and/or growth of loops; 
anisotropic diffusion and absorption; influence of stress 
below yield on dislocation network; corresponding plastic 
deformation contribution. 

 Climb-driven dislocation mobility laws for continuum 
viscoplasticity models, coupled to nanostructural and 
dislocation network evolution models under irradiation; 

 Synergistic interaction irradiation creep / void swelling; 
 Mechanical behaviour of components in operation, taking 

into account irradiation creep strain 

Irradiation assisted 
stress corrosion 
cracking 

 See hardening, embrittlement and plastic flow localisation, 
moreover: 

 Interaction between dislocation channels and grain 
boundaries (crack initiation); 

 Stability of oxide layer and kinetics of formation when the 
local composition is altered by RIS, in interaction with water; 

 Electrochemical corrosion potential including effect of 
irradiation and local geometry; 

 Local stresses, including effect of differential swelling and 
irradiation creep. 

http://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/publications/PDF/Pub1382_web.pdf
http://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/publications/PDF/Pub1382_web.pdf
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Abstract 

Radiation-induced changes in microstructure and mechanical properties in 
structural materials are the result of a complex set of physical processes initiated by 
the collision between an energetic particle (neutron or ion) and an atom in the 
lattice. This primary damage event is called an atomic displacement cascade. The 
simplest description of a displacement cascade is to view it as a series of many 
billiard-ball-like elastic collisions among the atoms in the material. This chapter 
describes the formation and evolution of this primary radiation damage 
mechanism to provide an overview of how stable defects are formed by 
displacement cascades, as well as the nature and morphology of the defects 
themselves. The impact of the relevant variables such as cascade energy and 
irradiation temperature is discussed, and defect formation in different materials is 
compared. 

1. Introduction 

Radiation damage in structural materials employed in nuclear energy systems is a result of 
exposure to high-energy neutrons which are a by-product of the energy-producing nuclear 
reactions. In the fission reactors, the neutrons are the result of uranium fission, whereas in 
future fusion reactors employing deuterium (D) and tritium (T) as fuel, the neutrons will 
be the result of DT fusion.  In addition, spallation neutron sources generate neutrons as a 
result of spallation reactions between a high-energy proton beam and a heavy metal target. 
Neutron exposure leads to substantial changes in the microstructure of the materials, 
which are ultimately manifested as observable changes in the material’s physical and 
mechanical properties. For example, radiation-induced void swelling has produced density 
changes greater than 50% in some grades of austenitic stainless steels [1] and changes in 
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the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature greater than 200°C have been observed in the 
low-alloy steels used in the fabrication of reactor pressure vessels [2,3]. Phenomena 
known as irradiation creep and radiation-induced solute segregation are also discussed 
extensively in the literature [4]. The objective of this chapter is to describe the process of 
primary radiation damage production that gives rise to the macroscopic changes. This 
primary radiation damage event, which is referred to as an atomic displacement cascade 
(or alternatively a collision cascade or a displacement spike), was first proposed by 
Brinkman in 1954 [5,6]. Many aspects of the cascade damage production discussed below 
were anticipated in Brinkman’s conceptual description.  

The time scale of a displacement cascade is from femtoseconds to a few tens of pico-
seconds. The size scale of displacement cascades, is on the order of a few nm3.  The 
disparity between the size and time scales of displacement cascades and the resultant 
property changes has been a primary driving-force for the development of so-called multi-
scale modelling [7]. Although interest in displacement cascades was initially limited to the 
nuclear industry, cascade damage production has also become important in the solid state 
processing practices of the electronics industry [8], and for the modification of surface 
layers by ion beam implantation to improve wear or corrosion resistance of materials [9]. 
The energy and mass of the particle that initiates the cascade provide the principal 
differences between the nuclear and ion beam applications. Neutrons from nuclear fission 
and DT fusion have energies up to about 20 MeV and 14.1 MeV, respectively, while ion 
beam applications typically involve relatively low energy ions, a few tens of keV.  

This chapter focuses on the cascade energies of relevance to metals and alloys 
employed in nuclear energy systems. However, the description of the basic physical 
mechanisms of displacement cascade formation and evolution given below is generally 
valid for any crystalline material. Although additional physical processes may come into 
play to alter the final defect state in ionic or covalent materials due to atomic charge states 
[10], the ballistic processes observed in metals due to displacement cascades are quite 
similar in these materials. This has been demonstrated in molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations in a range of ceramic materials [11-15].  

2. Description of atomic displacement cascades 

An atomic displacement cascade can be visualised as a series of elastic collisions which is 
initiated when a given atom is struck by a high-energy particle (typically a neutron in 
nuclear environments, although it could also be a fission fragment or alpha particle 
created in a nuclear decay process). The initial atom, which is called the primary knock-on 
atom (PKA), will recoil with a given amount of kinetic energy which it dissipates in a 
sequence of collisions with other atoms. The first of these are termed secondary knock-on 
atoms and they will in turn lose energy to third and subsequently higher ordered knock-
ons until all of the energy initially imparted to the PKA has been dissipated. The physical 
mechanisms are similar to billiard ball collisions, with one primary difference.  Unlike a 
billiard ball, an atom in a crystalline solid experiences the binding forces that arise from 
the presence of the other atoms. This binding stabilises the crystalline lattice, leading to 
the requirement that a certain minimum kinetic energy must be transferred to an atom 
before it can be displaced from its lattice site. This minimum energy is called the 
displacement threshold energy (Ed) and is typically 20 to 40 eV for most metals and alloys 
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used in structural applications [16]. Another consequence of the interaction between 
atoms is that, differently from billiard balls, collective (or many-body) mechanisms and 
effects, that cannot be described in terms of simple binary collisions, play an important 
role in determining the redistribution of atoms during the displacement cascade process. 

If an atom receives kinetic energy in excess of Ed, it can be displaced from its original 
lattice site and come to rest within the interstices of the lattice.  Such an atom constitutes 
a point defect in the lattice and is called an interstitial or interstitial atom. In the case of an 
alloy, the interstitial atom may be referred to as a self-interstitial atom (SIA) if the atom is 
the primary alloy component (e.g. iron in steel) to distinguish it from impurity or solute 
interstitials. The SIA nomenclature is also used for pure metals although it is somewhat 
redundant in that case. The complementary point defect is formed if the original lattice 
site remains vacant; such a site is called a vacancy. Although vacancies are thermal 
equilibrium defects and exist in any crystal at finite temperature, the interstitial formation 
energy is so high that the concentration is always negligible. However, vacancies and 
interstitials are created in equal numbers by irradiation and the name Frenkel pair is used 
to describe a single, stable interstitial and its related vacancy. In addition, small clusters of 
both point defect types can be formed within a displacement cascade.  

For the case of nonrelativistic particle energies with one particle initially in motion 
with kinetic energy Eo and the other at rest, the kinematics of the displacement cascade 
can be described as follows. In an elastic collision between two such particles, the 
maximum energy transfer (Em) from particle (1) to particle (2) is given by:  

 Em= 4Eo A1A2 / (A1+A2)
2,      (1) 

where A1 and A2 are the atomic masses of the two particles. Two limiting cases are of 
interest.  If particle 1 is a neutron and particle 2 is a relatively heavy element such as iron, 
Em~ 4Eo/A. Alternately, if A1=A2, any energy up to Eo can be transferred. The former 
case corresponds to the initial collision between a neutron and the PKA, while the latter 
approximately corresponds to the collisions between lattice atoms of the same mass. 

Various models have been proposed to compute the total number of atoms displaced 
by a given PKA as a function of energy. The most widely cited model is that of Kinchin 
and Pease [17]. Their model assumed that between a specified threshold energy and an 
upper energy cut-off, there was a linear relationship between the number of Frenkel pair 
produced and the PKA energy. Below the threshold energy, no new displacements would 
be produced. It was assumed that the energy above the high-energy cut-off was dissipated 
in electronic excitation and ionisation. Later, Lindhard and co-workers developed a 
detailed theory for energy partitioning that could be used to compute the fraction of the 
PKA energy that was dissipated in elastic collisions and in electronic losses [18]. This 
work was used by Norgett, Robinson, and Torrens (NRT) to develop a secondary 
displacement model that is still used as a standard in the nuclear industry and elsewhere to 
compute atomic displacement rates [19].   

The NRT model gives the total number of displaced atoms produced by a PKA with 
kinetic energy EPKA as: 

 νNRT = 0.8 Td (EPKA)/2 Ed      (2) 
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where Ed is an average displacement threshold energy [16]. The determination of an 
appropriate average displacement threshold energy is somewhat complex because the 
displacement threshold is strongly dependent on crystallographic direction. An example of 
the angular dependence is shown for iron in Figure 1 [20], based on molecular dynamics 
(MD) simulations using the Finnis-Sinclair potential [21]. In order to apply a single value 
in Eq. (2), an appropriate angular averaged value must be used.  Defining this average is 
further complicated by the fact that MD simulations also show that the threshold is not a 
single value for any one direction due to thermal effects. Reference [22] provides a 
comparison of threshold behaviour obtained with eleven different iron potentials and 
discusses several different possible definitions of the displacement threshold energy. The 
factor Td in Equation (2) is called the damage energy and is a function of EPKA. The 
damage energy is the amount of the initial PKA energy dissipated in atomic displacements, 
with electronic excitation responsible for the difference between EPKA and Td.  The ratio 
of Td to EPKA for iron is shown in Figure 2 as a function of PKA energy, where the 
analytical fit to Lindhard’s theory described in [19] has been used to obtain Td. 

Note that a significant fraction of the PKA energy is dissipated in electronic processes 
even for energies as low as few keV [23]. The factor of 0.8 in Equation (2) accounts for 
the effects of realistic (i.e. other than hard sphere) atomic scattering; the value was 
obtained from an extensive cascade study using the binary collision approximation (BCA) 
[24-25]. 

Figure 1. Angular dependence of displacement threshold energy for iron at 0K [20] 
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Figure 2. Ratio of damage energy (Td) to PKA energy (EPKA) as a function of PKA energy 

 

The number of stable displacements (Frenkel pair) predicted by both the original 
Kinchin-Pease model and the NRT model is shown in Figure 3 as a function of the PKA 
energy. The third curve in the figure will be discussed below. MD simulations (see Section 
2) indicate that νNRT over-estimates the total number of Frenkel pair that remains after the 
excess kinetic energy in a displacement cascade has been dissipated at about 10 ps. Many 
more defects than this are formed during the collisional phase of the cascade; however, 
most of these disappear as vacancies and interstitials annihilate one another in 
spontaneous recombination reactions.  

Figure 3. Predicted Frenkel pair production as a function of PKA energy for alternate 
displacement models (see text for explanation of models) 
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One valuable aspect of the NRT model is that it enabled the use of atomic 
displacements per atom (dpa) as an exposure parameter which provides a common basis 
of comparison for data obtained in different types of irradiation sources, e.g. different 
neutron energy spectra, ion irradiation, or electron irradiation. The neutron energy 
spectrum can vary significantly from one reactor to another depending on the reactor 
coolant and/or moderator (water, heavy water, sodium, graphite), which leads to 
differences in the PKA energy spectrum as discussed below. This can confound attempts 
to correlate irradiation effects data on the basis of parameters such as total neutron 
fluence or the fluence above some threshold energy, commonly 0.1 or 1.0 MeV. More 
importantly, it is impossible to relate any given neutron fluence with a charged particle 
fluence. However, in any of these cases, the PKA energy spectrum and corresponding 
damage energies can be calculated, and the total number of displacements obtained using 
Equation (2) in an integral calculation. Thus, dpa provides an environment-independent 
radiation exposure parameter that in many cases can be successfully used as a radiation 
damage correlation parameter [26].  

3. Computational approach to simulating displacement cascades 

Given the short time scale and small volume associated with atomic displacement 
cascades, it is not currently possible to directly observe their behaviour by any available 
experimental method. Some of their characteristics have been inferred by experimental 
techniques that can examine the fine microstructural features that form after low doses of 
irradiation. The experimental work that provides the best estimate of stable Frenkel pair 
production involves cryogenic irradiation and subsequent annealing while measuring a 
parameter such as electrical resistivity [27,28]. These data are consistent with the results of 
MD simulations which indicate that the number of stable Frenkel pair produced by a 
cascade is about 20-35% of νNRT. Less direct experimental measurements include small 
angle neutron scattering [29], x-ray scattering [30], positron annihilation spectroscopy [31], 
and field ion microscopy [32]. More broadly, transmission electron microscopy has been 
used to characterize the small point defect clusters such as microvoids, dislocation loops, 
and stacking fault tetrahedra that are formed as the cascade collapses [33-37].  

Experiments only provide indirect information on displacement cascades; a single 
cascade cannot be experimentally seen and studied while it happens. As a result, most of 
our knowledge on displacement cascades is obtained from computer simulations. The 
primary computational tool for investigating radiation damage formation in displacement 
cascades has been molecular dynamics, which is a computationally intensive method for 
modeling atomic systems on the time and length scales appropriate to displacement 
cascades.  The method was pioneered for radiation effects by Vineyard and co-workers at 
Brookhaven National Laboratory [38], and much of the early work on atomistic 
simulations is collected in a review by Beeler [39]. The approach was applied to study the 
near-surface effects of ion implantation such as sputtering by Harrison and co-workers 
[40,41]. Other methods, such as those based on the binary collision approximation [24, 
25], have also been used to study displacement cascades. Binary collision models are well 
suited for very high energy events which require that the interatomic potential accurately 
simulates only close encounters between pairs of atoms. This method requires 
substantially less computer time than MD, but provides less detailed information about 
lower energy collisions where many-body effects become important. In addition, in-
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cascade recombination and clustering can only be treated parametrically in the BCA. 
When the necessary parameters have been calibrated using the results of an appropriate 
database of MD cascade results, the BCA codes have been shown to reproduce the results 
of MD simulations reasonably well [42, 43]. 

A detailed description of the MD method can be found elsewhere [44]. Briefly, the 
method relies on obtaining a sufficiently accurate analytical interatomic potential function 
that describes the energy of the atomic system and the forces on each atom as a function 
of its position relative to the other atoms in the system. It is also possible to obtain the 
forces from quantum mechanical simulations, but this approach is too slow for almost all 
radiation cascade simulations. This function must account for both attractive and 
repulsive forces to obtain the appropriate stable lattice configuration.  Specific values for 
the adjustable coefficients in the function are obtained by ensuring that the interatomic 
potential leads to reasonable agreement with measured material parameters such as the 
lattice parameter, lattice cohesive energy, single crystal elastic constants, melting 
temperature, and point defect formation energies. The process of developing and fitting 
interatomic potentials is described in a recent review [45]. Critical aspects of cascade 
behaviour can be sensitive to the details of the interatomic potential [22,46-48]. 

The total energy of the system of atoms being simulated can be calculated by 
summing over all the atoms, with the forces on the atoms obtained from the gradient of 
the interatomic potential. These forces can be used to calculate the atom’s accelerations 
according to Newton’s second law, the familiar F=ma (force=mass times acceleration), 
and the equations of motion for the atoms can be solved by numerical integration using a 
suitably small time step. At the end of the time step, the forces are recalculated for the 
new atomic positions and this process is repeated as long as necessary to reach the time or 
state of interest. For energetic PKAs, the initial time step may range from ~1 to 10x10-18 s, 
with the maximum time step limited to ~1 to 10x10-15 s to maintain acceptable numerical 
accuracy in the integration and avoid violation of fundamental principles such as energy 
conservation. As a result, MD cascade simulations are typically not run for times longer 
than 10 to 100 ps. With periodic boundary conditions, the size of the simulation cell 
needs to be large enough to prevent the cascade from interacting with periodic images of 
itself. Higher energy events therefore require a larger number of atoms in the cell.   

The process of conducting a cascade simulation requires two steps. First, a block of 
atoms of the desired size is thermally equilibrated. This permits the lattice thermal 
vibrations (phonon waves) to be established for the simulated temperature and typically 
requires a simulation time of approximately 10 ps. This equilibrated atom block can be 
saved and used as the starting point for several subsequent cascade simulations.  
Subsequently, the cascade simulations are initiated by giving one of the atoms a defined 
amount of kinetic energy, EMD, in a specified direction. Statistical variability can be 
introduced by either further equilibration of the starting block, choosing a different PKA 
or PKA direction, or some combination of these. The number of simulations required at 
any one condition to obtain a good statistical description of defect production is not large. 
Typically, only about 8 to 10 simulations are required to obtain a small standard error 
about the mean number of defects produced; the scatter in defect clustering parameters is 
larger. This topic will be discussed further below when the results are presented. It is 
common to use a high index crystallographic direction for the PKA (e.g. [135]) to 
minimise directional effects such as channelling and directions with particularly low or 
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high displacement thresholds. Investigations of the effect of PKA direction generally 
indicate that mean values obtained from [135] cascades are representative of the average 
defect production expected in cascades greater than about 1 keV [49]. A stronger 
influence of PKA direction can be observed at lower energies as discussed in Refs. [50,51]. 

Various procedures have been applied to characterize cascade-produced defects.  One 
approach is to search the volume of a Wigner-Seitz (WS) cell which is centered on one of 
the original, perfect lattice sites. An empty cell indicates the presence of a vacancy and a 
cell containing more than one atom indicates an interstitial-type defect. The advantage of 
the WS cell method is that WS cells cover the entire volume without overlap and permit 
an unambiguous definition of vacancy and interstitial type defects, leading immediately to 
their exact count. A simpler geometric criterion can also be used which provides a more 
intuitive visualization of clusters. A small sphere can be centered on the perfect lattice 
sites, and a search similar to that just described for the Wigner-Seitz cell is carried out. 
Any atom that is not within such a sphere is identified as part of an interstitial defect and 
each empty sphere identifies the location of a vacancy. The diameter of the effective 
sphere should be slightly less than the spacing of the two atoms in a dumbbell interstitial 
(see below); in the case of iron this is ~30% of a lattice parameter.  Comparison of the 
effective sphere and Wigner-Seitz cell approaches indicate essentially no difference in the 
number of stable point defects identified at the end of cascade simulation in bcc metals, 
although the WS method may offer some advantages for some extended defects in fcc 
metals. The advantage of the effective sphere approach is that the visualization gives a 
better indication of the local defect geometry, while the drawback to this approach is that 
the number of apparent defects identified cans be greater than the number of Frenkel 
pairs. For example, the dumbbell interstitial appears to be two atoms and one vacancy. In 
order to minimize the lattice strain energy, most interstitials are found in the dumbbell 
configuration; the energy is reduced by distributing the distortion over multiple lattice 
sites. For the crowdion interstitial, which involves displacements in a close-packed 
direction, the defect is typically visualized as n-interstitials and (n-1)-vacancies. The value 
of n depends on the radius of the analysis sphere, which is a measure of the local lattice 
strain, as shown in Figure 4. A simple post-processing code can be used to determine the 
true number of point defects which are reported below. 

Most of the MD displacement cascade simulations reported for metals have 
accounted for only the elastic collisions between atoms; i.e. they did not account for 
energy loss mechanisms such as electronic excitation and ionization. Thus, the initial 
kinetic energy, EMD, given to the simulated PKA in MD simulations is more analogous to 
Td in Equation (2) than it is to the PKA energy which is the initial kinetic energy of the 
recoil atom. Using the values of EMD in Table 1 as a basis, the corresponding EPKA and 
νNRT for iron, and the ratio of the damage energy to the PKA energy, have been calculated 
using the procedure described in [19] and the recommended 40 eV displacement 
threshold [16]. These values are also listed in Table 1, along with the neutron energy that 
would yield EPKA as the average recoil energy in iron. This is one-half the maximum 
energy given by Equation (1). 
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Figure 4. Influence of analysis sphere on visualisation of a <111> crowdion interstitial; red 
spheres are lattice sites determined to be vacancies and green spheres are atoms identified as 

being in interstitial positions 

 

As mentioned above, the difference between the MD cascade energy, or damage 
energy, and the PKA energy increases as the PKA energy increases. Discussions of 
cascade energy in the literature on MD cascade simulations are not consistent with respect 
to the use of the term PKA energy. The third curve in Figure 2 shows the calculated 
number of Frenkel pair predicted by the NRT model if the PKA energy is used in Eqn. (2) 
rather than the damage energy. The difference between the two sets of NRT values is 
substantial and is a measure of the ambiguity associated with the vague use of terminology. 
It is recommended that the MD cascade energy should not be referred to as the PKA 
energy, and that authors always report whether and how they account for electronic 
stopping. For the purpose of comparing MD results to the NRT model, the MD cascade 
energy should be considered as approximately equal to the damage energy (Td in Eqn. 2). 

Recoil atoms lose energy continuously by a combination of electronic and nuclear 
reactions, and the approximation in MD simulations involves essentially deleting the 
electronic component at time zero. The effects of continuous energy loss on defect 
production have been investigated in the past using a damping term to slowly remove 
kinetic energy [52], an approach which is consistent with the inclusion of electronic 
stopping power in both BCA and MD ion range calculations [53-56]. Very recent 
simulations have compared cascade simulations with and without electronic stopping. 
These results indicate that the final damage production is sensitive to the approach used, 
and it remains unclear which approach is most appropriate [57,58]. The related issues of 
how this extracted energy heats the electron system and the effects of electron-phonon 
coupling on local temperature have also been examined [59-62]. More recently, 
computational and algorithmic advances have enabled these phenomena to be 
investigated with higher fidelity [58,59]. Some of the work just referenced has shown that 
accounting for the electronic system has a modest quantitative effect on defect formation 
in displacement cascades. For example, Gao, et al. found a systematic increase in defect 
formation as they increased the effective electron-phonon coupling in 2, 5, and 10 keV 
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cascade simulations in iron [62], and a similar effect was reported in Ref. [59]. However, 
the primary physical mechanisms of defect formation that are the focus of this chapter 
can be understood in the absence of these effects. 

Table 1. Typical iron atomic displacement cascade parameters 

Neutron 
Energy 
(MeV) 

Average PKA 
Energy (keV) 1 

Corresponding 
Td (keV) 2 

~EMD 
NRT 

Displacements Ratio: Td/EPKA Typical simulation cell size 
(atoms) 

0.00335 0.116 0.1 1 0.8634 3,456 

0.00682 0.236 0.2 2 0.8487 6,750 

0.0175 0.605 0.5 5 0.8269  

0.0358 1.24 1.0 10 0.8085 54,000 

0.0734 2.54 2.0 20 0.7881  

0.191 6.6 5.0 50 0.7570 128,000 

0.397 13.7 10.0 100 0.7292 250,000 

0.832 28.8 20.0 200 0.6954 ~500k 

2.28 78.7 50.0 500 0.6354 ~2.5M 

5.09 175.8 100.0 1000 0.5690 ~5 to 10 M 

12.3 425.5 200.0 2000 0.4700 ~10 to 20 M 

14.13 487.3 220.4 2204 0.4523  

1. This is the average iron recoil energy from an elastic collision with a neutron of the specified energy 
2. Damage energy calculated using Robinson’s approximation to LSS theory [19] 
3. Relevant to D-T fusion energy production  

 

4. Results of MD cascade simulations in iron 

MD simulations have been employed to investigate displacement cascade evolution in a 
wide range of materials. The literature is sufficiently broad that any list of references will 
be necessarily incomplete; Refs. [46, 47, 49, 64-82] provide only a representative sample. 
Additional references will be given below as specific topics are discussed. The recent 
reviews by Malerba [46] and Stoller [47] provide good summaries of the research that has 
been done on iron. MD investigations of displacement cascades have established several 
consistent trends in primary damage formation in a number of metals. These trends 
include: (1) the total number of stable point defects produced follows a power-law 
dependence on the cascade energy over a broad energy range, (2) the ratio of MD stable 
displacements divided by the number obtained from the NRT model decreases with 
energy until subcascade formation becomes prominent, (3) the in-cascade clustering 
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fraction of the surviving defects increases with cascade energy, and (4) the effect of lattice 
temperature on the MD results is rather weak. Two additional observations have been 
made regarding in-cascade clustering in iron, although the fidelity of these statements 
depends on the interatomic potential employed. First, the interstitial clusters have a 
complex, three-dimensional morphology, with both sessile and glissile configurations. 
Mobile interstitial clusters appear to glide with a low activation energy similar to that of 
the mono-interstitial (~0.1-0.2 eV) [83]. Second, the fraction of the vacancies contained in 
clusters is much lower than that of interstitials. Each of these points will be discussed 
further below. 

The influence of the interatomic potential on cascade damage production has been 
investigated by several researchers [48,84-86]. Such comparisons generally show only 
minor quantitative differences between results obtained with interatomic potentials of the 
same general type, although the differences in clustering behaviour are more significant 
with some potentials. Variants of embedded atom or Finnis-Sinclair type potential 
functions [45] have most often been used. However, more substantial differences are 
sometimes observed that are difficult to correlate with any known aspect of the potentials. 
The analysis recently reported by Malerba [46] is one example. In this case, it appears that 
the formation of replacement collision sequences was very sensitive to the range over 
which the equilibrium part of the potential was joined to the more repulsive pair potential 
which controls short-range interactions. This changed the effective cascade energy density 
and thereby the number of stable defects produced.  

In order to provide a self-consistent database for illustrating cascade damage 
production over a range of temperatures and energies, and to provide examples of 
secondary variables that can influence this production, the results presented in this 
chapter will focus on MD simulations in iron using a single interatomic potential [49, 75-
79]. This potential was originally developed by Finnis and Sinclair [21] and later modified 
for cascade simulations by Calder and Bacon [70]. The calculations were carried out using 
a modified version of the MOLDY code written by Finnis [87]. The computing time with 
this code is almost linearly proportional to the number of atoms in the simulation.  
Simulations were carried out using periodic, Parrinello-Rahman boundary conditions at 
constant pressure [88]. Electronic stopping was not included in the simulations (see 
discussion above). Since no thermostat was applied to the boundaries, the average 
temperature of the simulation cell was increased as the kinetic energy of the PKA was 
dissipated. The impact of this heating appears to be modest based on the observed effects 
of irradiation temperature discussed below, and on the results observed in the work of 
Gao et al. [89]. A comparison of the iron cascade results with those obtained in other 
metals will be presented in the next section. 

The primary variables studied in these cascade simulations is the cascade energy, EMD, 
and the irradiation temperature.  The database of iron cascades includes cascade energies 
from near the displacement threshold (~100 eV) to 200 keV and temperatures in the 
range of 100 to 900 K.  In all cases, the evolution of the cascade has been followed to 
completion and the final defect state determined. Typically this is reached after a few ps 
for the low energy cascades and up to ~15 ps for the highest energy cascades.  Because of 
the variability in final defect production for similar initial conditions, several simulations 
were conducted at each energy to produce statistically meaningful average values. The 
parameters of most interest from these studies are the number of surviving point defects, 
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the fraction of these defects that are found in clusters, and the size distribution of the 
point defect clusters.  The total number of point defects is a direct measure of the residual 
radiation damage and the potential for long-range mass transport and microstructural 
evolution. In-cascade defect clustering is important because it can promote 
microstructural evolution by eliminating the cluster nucleation phase. 

The parameters used in the following discussion to describe results of MD cascade 
simulations are the total number of surviving point defects and the fraction of the 
surviving defects contained in clusters. The number of surviving defects will be expressed 
as a fraction of the NRT displacements listed in Table 1, whereas the number of defects 
in clusters will be expressed as either a fraction of the NRT displacements or a fraction of 
the total surviving MD defects. Alternate criteria were used to define a point defect cluster 
in this study. In the case of interstitial clusters, it was usually determined by direct 
visualization of the defect structures. The coordinated movement of interstitials in a given 
cluster can be clearly observed. Interstitials bound in a given cluster were typically within a 
second nearest-neighbour distance, although some were bound at third nearest-
neighbours. The situation for vacancy clusters will be discussed further below, but 
vacancy clustering was assessed using first, second, third and fourth nearest-neighbour 
distances as the criteria. The vacancy clusters observed in iron tend to not exhibit a 
compact structure according these definitions. In order to analyse the statistical variation 
in the primary damage parameters, the mean value (M), the standard deviation about the 
mean (σ), and the standard error of the mean (ε) have been calculated for each set of 
cascades conducted at a given energy and temperature. The standard error of the mean is 
calculated as ε = σ/n0.5, where n is the number of cascade simulations completed [90]. 
The standard error of the mean provides a measure of how well the sample mean 
represents the actual mean. For example, a 90% confidence limit on the mean is obtained 
from 1.86 × ε for a sample size of nine [91]. These statistical quantities are summarized in 
Table 2 for a representative subset of the iron cascade database. 
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Table 2. Statistical analysis of primary damage parameters derived from MD cascade simulations 

 
Cascade 

Energy (keV) 
 

Temperature 
(K) 

Number of 
cascades 

Surviving displacements 
(mean / standard deviation / standard 

error) 

Clustered interstitials 
(mean / standard deviation / 

standard error) 
   Number per NRT 

 
Number per NRT 

 
per MD surviving 

defects 

0.5 100 16 
3.94 
0.380 
0.170 

0.790 
0.136 
0.0340 

1.25 
1.39 
0.348 

0.250 
0.278 
0.0695 

0.310 
0.329 
0.0822 

1 100 12 
6.08 
1.38 
0.398 

0.608 
0.138 
0.0398 

2.25 
1.66 
0.479 

0.225 
0.166 
0.0479 

0.341 
0.248 
0.0715 

2 100 10 
10.1 
2.64 
0.836 

0.505 
0.132 
0.0418 

4.60 
2.80 
0.884 

0.230 
0.140 
0.442 

0.432 
0.0214 
0.0678 

5 100 9 
22.0 
2.12 
0.707 

0.440 
0.0424 
0.0141 

11.4 
2.40 
0.801 

0.229 
0.0481 
0.0160 

0.523 
0.113 
0.0375 

10 

100 15 
33.6 
5.29 
1.37 

0.336 
0.0529 
0.0137 

17.0 
4.02 
1.04 

0.170 
0.0402 
0.0104 

0.506 
0.101 
0.0261 

600 8 
30.5 
10.35 
3.66 

0.305 
0.104 
0.0366 

18.1 
8.46 
2.99 

0.181 
0.0846 
0.0299 

0.579 
0.115 
0.0406 

900 7 
27.3 
5.65 
2.14 

0.273 
0.0565 
0.0214 

18.6 
6.05 
2.29 

0.186 
0.0605 
0.0229 

0.679 
0.0160 
0.0606 

20 

100 10 
60.2 
8.73 
2.76 

0.301 
0.0437 
0.0138 

36.7 
6.50 
2.06 

0.184 
0.0325 
0.0103 

0.610 
0.0630 
0.0199 

600 8 
55.8 
5.90 
2.09 

0.281 
0.0290 
0.0103 

41.6 
5.85 
2.07 

0.211 
0.0285 
0.0101 

0.746 
0.0796 
0.0281 

900 10 
51.7 
9.76 
3.09 

0.259 
0.0488 
0.0154 

35.4 
8.94 
2.83 

0.177 
0.0447 
0.0141 

0.682 
0.0944 
0.0299 

30 100 16 
94.9 
13.2 
3.29 

0.316 
0.0440 

0.0110 

57.2 
11.5 
2.88 

0.191 
0.0385 
0.00963 

0.602 
0.0837 
0.0209 

40 100 8 
131.0 
12.6 
4.45 

0.328 
0.0315 
0.0111 

74.5 
15.0 
5.30 

0.186 
0.0375 
0.0133 

0.570 
0.102 
0.0361 

50 100 9 
168.3 
12.1 
4.04 

0.337 
0.0242 
0.00807 

93.6 
6.95 
2.32 

0.187 
0.0139 
0.00463 

0.557 
0.0432 
0.0144 

100 

100 10 
329.7 
28.2 
8.93 

0.330 
0.0283 
0.0089 

184.8 
20.5 
6.47 

0.185 
0.0205 
0.00650 

0.561 
0.0386 
0.0122 

600 20 
282.4 
26.6 
5.95 

0.282 
0.0266 
0.00595 

185.5 
26.9 
6.01 

0.186 
0.0269 
0.00601 

0.656 
0.0556 
0.0124 

900 18 
261.0 
17.5 
4.13 

0.261 
0.0175 
0.00413 

168.7 
17.3 
4.08 

0.169 
0.0173 
0.00408 

0.646 
0.0498 
0.0117 

200 100 9 
676.7 
37.9 
12.6 

0.338 
0.0190 
0.00632 

370.3 
29.5 
9.83 

0.185 
0.0147 
0.00491 

0.548 
0.0464 
0.0155 
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 Cascade evolution and structure 

The evolution of displacement cascades is similar at all energies, with the development 
of a highly energetic, disordered core region during the initial, collisional phase of the 
cascade. Vacancies and interstitials are created in equal numbers and the number of point 
defects increases sharply until a peak value is reached. Depending on the cascade energy, 
this occurs at a time in the range of 0.1 to 1 ps. This evolution is illustrated in Figure 5 for 
a range of cascade energies, where the number of vacancies is shown as a function of the 
cascade time. Many vacancy-interstitial pairs are in quite close proximity at the time of 
peak disorder. An essentially athermal process of in-cascade recombination of these close 
pairs takes places as they lose their kinetic energy. This leads to a reduction in the number 
of defects until a quasi-steady-state value is reached after about 5 to 10 ps. Since 
interstitials in iron are mobile even at 100 K, further short-term recombination occurs 
between some vacancy-interstitial pairs which were initially separated by only a few atomic 
jump distances. Finally, a stage is reached where the remaining point defects are 
sufficiently well separated that further recombination is unlikely on the time scale (a few 
hundred ps) accessible by MD. Note that the number of stable Frenkel pairs is actually 
somewhat lower than the value shown in Figure 5 because the values obtained using the 
effective sphere identification procedure were not corrected to account for the interstitial 
structure discussed above. 

Figure 5. Time evolution of defects formed during displacement cascades 

 

A mechanism known as replacement collision sequences (RCS) may help explain 
some aspects of cascade structure [25,46]. An RCS can be visualized as an extended defect 
along a close-packed row of atoms. When the first atom is pushed off its site, it dissipates 
some energy and pushes a second atom into a third, etc. along the same crystallographic 
direction (an RCS is sometimes also called a “focus-on”). When the last atom in this chain 
is unable to displace another, it is left in an interstitial site with the original vacancy several 
atomic jumps away. Thus, RCSs provide a mechanism of mass transport that can 
efficiently separate vacancies from interstitials. The explanation is consistent with the 
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observed tendency for the final cascade state to be characterised by a vacancy-rich central 
region that is surrounded by a region rich in interstitial type defects. However, although 
RCSs are observed, particularly in low energy cascades, they do not appear to be 
prominent enough to explain the defect separation observed in higher energy cascades 
[70]. In these cases, visualisation of cascade dynamics indicates that the separation occurs 
by a more collective motion of multiple atoms, and recent work by Calder and co-workers 
has identified a shock-wave-induced mechanism that leads to the formation of large 
interstitial clusters at the cascade periphery [92]. This mechanism will be discussed further 
below. Coherent displacement events involving many atoms have also been reported by 
Nordlund et al. [93] and Osetsky, et al. [94] for near-surface cascades.   

Defect production tends to be dominated by a series of simple binary collisions at low 
PKA energies, while the more collective, cascade-like behaviour dominates at higher 
energies. The structure of typical 1 keV and 20 keV cascades is shown in Figure 6, where 
parts (a) and (b) show the peak damage state, and (c) and (d) show the final defect 
configurations. The MD cells contained 54,000 and 432,000 atoms for the 1 and 20 keV 
simulations, respectively. Only the vacant lattice sites and interstitial atoms identified by 
the effective sphere approach described above are shown. The separation of vacancies 
from interstitials can be seen in the final defect configurations; it is more obvious in the 1 keV 
cascade because there are fewer defects present. In addition to isolated point defects, small 
interstitial clusters are also clearly observed in the 20 keV cascade debris in Figure 6d. In-
cascade clustering is discussed further in Section 37.4.3. 

Figure 6. Structure of typical 1 keV (a,c) and 20 keV (b,d) cascades. Peak damage state is shown 
in (a and b) and the final stable defect configuration is shown in (b and d) 

 

The morphology of the 20 keV cascade in Figure 6b exhibits several lobes which are 
evidence of a phenomenon known as subcascade formation [95]. At low energies, the 
PKA energy tends to be dissipated in a small volume and the cascades appear as compact, 
sphere-like entities as illustrated by the 1 keV cascade in Figure 6a. However, at higher 
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energies, some channelling [95,96] of recoil atoms may occur. This is a result of the atom 
being scattered into a relatively open lattice direction, which may permit it to travel some 
distance while losing relatively little energy in low-angle scattering events. The channelling 
is typically terminated in a high-angle collision in which a significant fraction of the recoil 
atom’s energy is transmitted to the next generation knock-on atom. When significant 
subcascade formation occurs, the region between high-angle collisions can be relatively 
defect free as the cascade develops. This evolution is clearly shown in Figure 7 for a 40 
keV cascade, where the branching due to high angle collisions is observed on a time scale 
of a few hundreds of femtoseconds. One practical implication of subcascade formation is 
that very high energy cascades break up into what looks like a group of lower energy 
cascades. An example of subcascade formation in a 100 keV cascade is shown in Figure 8 
where the results of 5 and 10 keV cascades have been superimposed into the same block 
of atoms for comparison. The impact of subcascade formation on stable defect 
production will be discussed in the next section. 

Figure 7. Evolution of a 40 keV cascade in iron at 100 K, illustrating subcascade formation 

 

Figure 8. Energy dependence of subcascade formation 
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 Stable defect formation 

Initial work of Bacon and co-workers indicated that the number of stable displacements 
remaining at the end of a cascade simulation, ND, exhibited a power-law dependence on 
cascade energy [97]. For example, their analysis of iron cascade simulations between 0.5 
and 10 keV at 100K, showed that the total number of surviving point defects could be 
expressed as: 

ND = 5.67EMD
0.779,        (3) 

where EMD is given in keV. This relationship is not followed below about 0.5 keV 
because true cascade-like behaviour does not occur at these low energies. Subsequent 
work by Stoller [47,75-78] indicated that ND also begins to deviate from this energy 
dependence above 20 keV when extensive subcascade formation occurs. This is illustrated 
in Figure 9a where the values of ND obtained in cascade simulations at 100K is plotted as 
a function of cascade energy. At each energy, the data point is an average of between 7 
and 26 cascades, and the error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. It appears 
that three well-defined regions with different energy dependencies exist. A power-law fit 
to the points in each energy region is also shown in Figure 9a. The best-fit exponent in 
the absence of true cascade conditions below 0.5 keV is 0.485. From 0.5 to 20 keV, the 
exponent is 0.75. This is marginally lower than the value in Equation (2), possibly because 
the 20 keV data were used in the current fitting. An exponent of 1.03 was found in the 
range above 20 keV which is dominated by subcascade formation. Only in the highest 
energy range do the MD results approach the linear energy dependence predicted by the 
NRT model. The range of plus or minus one standard error is barely detectable around 
the data points, indicating that the change in slope is statistically significant. 

The data from Figure 9a are replotted in Figure 9b where the number of surviving 
displacements is divided by the NRT displacements at each energy. The rapid decrease in 
this MD defect survival ratio at low energies was first measured in 1978 and is well known 
[69,98]. The error bars again reflect the standard error and the dashed line through the 
points is only a guide to the eye. The MD/NRT ratio is greater than 1.0 at the lowest 
values of EMD, indicating that the NRT formulation underestimates defect production in 
this energy range.  This is consistent with the low energy (near threshold) simulations 
preferentially producing displacements in the “easy” directions [27]. The actual 
displacement threshold varies with crystallographic direction and is as low as ~19 eV in 
the [100] direction [20,99]. Thus, use of the recommended average value of 40 eV for Ed 
in Equation (2) will predict fewer defects at low energies. The average value is more 
appropriate for the higher energy events where true cascade-like behaviour occurs. In the 
cascade-dominated regime, the defect density within the cascade increases with energy. 
Although many more defects are produced, their close proximity leads to a higher 
probability of in-cascade recombination and a lower defect survival fraction. 
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Figure 9. Cascade energy dependence of stable point defect formation in iron MD cascade 
simulations at 100K: (a) total number of interstitials or vacancies and (b) ratio of MD defects to 

NRT displacements. Data points indicate mean values at each energy and error bars are standard 
error of the mean 

 

a)        b) 

The surviving defect fraction shows a slight increase as the cascade energy increases 
above 20, and the indicated standard errors make it arguable that the increase is 
statistically significant. If significant, the increase appears to be associated with subcascade 
formation, which becomes prominent above 10 to 20 keV. In the channelling regions 
between the high angle collisions that produce the subcascades shown in Figures 7 and 8, 
the moving atom loses energy in many low angle scattering events that produce low 
energy recoils. These are essentially like low energy cascades which have higher-than-
average defect survival fractions (Figure 9). These events could contribute to the 
incremental increase in defect survival at the highest energies. The average defect survival 
fraction of ~0.3∙NRT shown for cascade energies greater than about 10 keV is consistent 
with values of Frenkel pair formation obtained from resistivity change measurements 
following low-temperature neutron irradiation and ion irradiation [27,28,69,98]. 

The effect of irradiation temperature is shown in Figure 10, which compares the 
defect survival fractions obtained from simulations at 100, 600, and 900 K. Although it is 
difficult to discern a consistent effect of temperature between the 600 and 900 K data 
points, the defect survival fraction at 100 K is always somewhat greater than at either of 
the two higher temperatures. A similar result for iron was reported in [97]. In addition to 
an interest in radiation temperature itself, the effect of temperature is relevant to the 
simulations presented here because no thermostat was applied to the simulation cell to 
control temperature. As mentioned above, the energy introduced by the PKA will lead to 
some heating if the simulation cell temperature is not controlled by a thermostat. For 
example, in a 1 keV cascade simulation with 54 000 atoms, the average temperature rise 
will be about 140 K when all the kinetic energy of the PKA is distributed in the system. 
This change in temperature should be more significant at 100K than at higher 
temperatures. The fact that defect survival at 600 K and 900 K is lower than at 100 K 
suggests that the 100 K results may be somewhat biased toward lower survival values by 
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the PKA-induced heating. This is in agreement with the effect of temperature reported by 
Gao et al. [98] in their study of 2 and 5 keV cascades with a hybrid MD model that 
extracted heat from the simulation cell. On the other hand, the difference between the 
100 K and 600 K results is not large, so the effect of ~200 K of cascade-induced heating 
may be modest. 

Figure 10. Temperature dependence of stable defect formation in MD simulations: ratio of MD 
defects to NRT displacements 

 

A simple assessment of this cascade-induced heating was carried out using 10 keV 
cascades at 100 K. Two independent sets of simulations were carried out, seven 
simulations in a cell of 128k atoms and eight simulations in a cell of 250 k atoms. A  
10 keV cascade will raise the average temperature by 604 and 309 K, respectively, for 
these two cell sizes. The results of these simulations are summarised in Figure 11, where 
the parameters plotted are the surviving defect fraction (per NRT), the fraction of 
interstitials in clusters (per NRT), and the fraction of interstitials in clusters (per surviving 
MD defect). In each case, the range of values for the two populations are shown, along 
with their respective mean values with the standard error indicated. The mean and 
standard error for the combined data sets is also shown. Although the heating differed by 
a factor of two, it is clear that the defect survival fraction is essentially identical for both 
populations. There is a slight trend in the interstitial clustering results which indicates that 
a higher temperature (due to a smaller number of atoms) promotes interstitial clustering. 
This is consistent with the results that will be discussed below.  
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Figure 11. Effect of cascade heating on defect formation in 10 keV cascades at 100 K 

 

 In-cascade clustering of point defects 

Among the features visible in the two cascades shown in Figure 6 are a number of small 
interstitial clusters. For example, the cascade debris from the 1 keV cascade in Figure 6c 
contains only seven stable interstitials, but five of them (71%) are in clusters: one di-
interstitial and one tri-interstitial. This tendency for point defects to cluster is 
characteristic of energetic displacement cascades, and it differentiates neutron and ion 
irradiation from typical 0.5 to 1 MeV electron irradiation which primarily produces only 
isolated Frenkel pair defects. The differences between in-cascade vacancy and interstitial 
clustering discussed below, and the fact that their migration behaviour is also quite 
different, have a profound influence on radiation-induced microstructural evolution at 
longer times. This impact of point defect clusters on microstructural evolution is 
discussed in detail in a recent review of mean field reaction theory [99]. 

 Interstitial clustering 

The dependence of in-cascade interstitial clustering on cascade energy is shown in Figure 
12 for a simulation temperature of 100K, where the average number of interstitials in 
clusters of size two or larger at each energy has been divided by the total number of 
surviving interstitials in part (a), and by the number of displaced atoms predicted by the 
NRT model for that energy in part (b). The data points and error bars in Figure 12 
indicate the mean and standard error at each energy. The error bars can be used to make 
two significant comments. First, the relative scatter is much higher at lower energies, 
which is similar to the case of defect survival shown in Figure 10. Second, comparing 
again with Figure 10, the standard errors about the mean for interstitial clustering are 
greater at each energy than they are for defect survival. 
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Figure 12. Fraction of surviving interstitials contained in clusters at 100K; the fraction in (a) is 
relative to the total number of MD defects created and in (b) is relative to the NRT displacements 

 

a)       b) 

The fact that the interstitial clustering fraction exhibits greater variability between 
cascades at a given energy than does defect survival is essentially related to the variety of 
defect configurations that are possible. A given amount of kinetic energy tends to produce 
a given number of stable point defects; this simple observation is embedded in the NRT 
model, i.e. the number of predicted defects is linear in the ratio of the energy available to 
the energy per defect. However, any specific number of point defects can be arranged in 
many different ways. At the lowest energies, where relatively few defects are created, some 
cascades produce no interstitial clusters and this is primarily responsible for the larger 
error bars at these energies. The average fraction of interstitials in clusters is about 20% of 
the NRT displacements above 5 keV, which corresponds to about 60% of the total 
surviving interstitials. Although it is not possible to discern a systematic effect of 
temperature below 10 keV, there is a trend toward greater clustering with increasing 
temperature at higher energies. This can be more clearly seen in Figure 12a where the 
ratio of clustered interstitials to surviving interstitials is shown, and in the high-energy 
values in Table 2. This effect of temperature on interstitial clustering in these adiabatic 
simulations is consistent with the observations of Gao et al. [100] mentioned above, i.e. 
they found that the interstitial clustering fraction increases with temperature. At the same 
time, the rate of increase with temperature that is found will be quantitatively influenced 
by the interatomic potential used [46,48]. 

The interstitial cluster size distributions exhibit a consistent dependence on cascade 
energy and temperature as shown in Figure 13 (where a size of 1 denotes the single 
interstitial). The cascade energy dependence at 100 K is shown in Figure 13a, where the 
size distributions from 10 and 50 keV are included. The influence of cascade temperature 
is shown for 10 keV cascades in Figure 13b, and for 20 keV cascades in Figure 13c. All 
interstitial clusters larger than size 10 are combined into a single class in the histograms in 
Figure 13. The interstitial cluster size distribution shifts to larger sizes as either the cascade 
energy or temperature increases. An increase in the clustering fraction at the higher 
temperatures is most clearly seen as a decrease in the number of mono-interstitials. 
Comparing Figures 13b and 13c demonstrates that the temperature dependence increases 
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as the cascade energy increases. The largest interstitial cluster observed in these 
simulations was contained in a 20 keV cascade at 600K as shown in Figure 14. This large 
cluster was composed of 33 interstitials (<111> crowdions), and exhibited considerable 
mobility via what appeared to be one-dimensional glide in a <111> direction [76,78]. 

Figure 13. Fractional size distributions of interstitial clusters formed directly within the cascade, 
comparison of: (a) 10 and 50 keV cascades at 100 K, (b) 10 keV cascades at 100 and 900 K, and (c) 

20 keV cascades at 100 and 600 K 

 

Figure 14. Residual defects at ~30 ps from a 20 keV cascade at 100 K containing a 33-interstitial cluster 
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Although the number of point defects produced and the fraction of interstitials in 
clusters was shown to be relatively independent of neutron energy spectrum [95], the 
increase in the number of large clusters at higher energies suggested that the in-cascade 
cluster size distributions may exhibit more sensitivity to neutron energy spectrum than did 
these other parameters. At 100K, there are no interstitial clusters larger than 8 for cascade 
energies of 10 keV or less. Therefore, the fraction of interstitials in clusters of 10 or more 
was chosen as an initial parameter for evaluation of the size distributions. This partial 
interstitial clustering fraction is shown in Figure 15. Since the large clusters are relatively 
uncommon, the fraction of interstitials contained in them is correspondingly small. This 
leads to the relatively large standard errors shown in the figure. However, it is clear that 
the energy dependence of the formation of these large clusters is much stronger than 
simply the total fraction of interstitials in clusters. Infrequent large clusters such as the 33-
interstitial cluster shown in Figure 14 play a significant role in the sharp increase in this 
clustering fraction observed between 100 and 600K for the 20 keV cascades. 

Figure 15. Cascade energy dependence of interstitials contained in clusters of 10 or more: 
clustered interstitials divided by NRT displacements 

 
 

One unusual observation reported in [72,100] was that some of the interstitial clusters 
exhibited a complex three-dimensional morphology rather than collapsing into planar 
dislocation loops which are expected to have lower energy. Similar clusters have been seen 
in materials such as copper, although they appear to be less frequent in copper [66]. The 
existence of such clusters has been confirmed with interatomic potentials that were 
developed more recently and with ab initio calculations [99]. Representative examples of 
these clusters from the current iron database are shown in Figure 16, where a ring-like 
four-interstitial cluster is shown in (a) and a five-interstitial cluster is shown in (b). Unlike 
the mobile clusters that are composed of [111] crowdions such as the one shown in 
Figure 14, the SIA clusters in Figure 16 are not mobile. As such, they have the potential 
for long lifetimes and may act as nucleation sites for larger interstitial-type defects. Figure 
17 shows a somewhat larger sessile cluster containing eight SIA. This particular cluster 
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was examined in detail by searching a large number of low-order crystallographic 
projections in an attempt to find a projection in which it would appear as a loop. Such a 
projection could not be found. Rather, the cluster was clearly three-dimensional with a 
single di-interstitial, tri- interstitial, and di-interstitial on adjacent, close-packed (110) 
planes as shown in the figure. The eighth interstitial is a [110] dumbbell that lies 
perpendicular to the others and on the left side in Figure 17a. Figures 16(b-d) are [101] 
projections through the three centre (101) planes in Figure 17a. 

Figure 16. Two examples of sessile interstitial configurations formed in 20 keV, 600K 
displacement cascades: clusters in (a) and (b) consist of 4 and 5 SIA, respectively (see the glissile 

cluster configuration in Figure 14) 

 

Figure 17. Three dimensional sessile interstitial cluster in 10 keV, 100K cascade: (a) [010] 
projection normal to five adjacent {110} planes, (b-d) projections through three of the {110} planes 
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It is possible that the typical 10 to 15 ps MD simulation was not sufficient for the 
cluster to reorient and collapse. To examine this possibility, the simulation time of a 10 
keV cascade at 100K that contained a similar eight SIA cluster was continued up to 100 ps. 
Very little cluster restructuring was seen over the time from 10 to 100 ps. In fact, the 
cluster had coalesced into nearly its final configuration by 10 ps. Gao, et al. [100] carried 
out a more systematic investigation of sessile cluster configurations with extended 
simulations at 300 and 500K. They found that many sessile clusters had converted to 
glissile within a few hundred ps, but at least one eight SIA cluster remained sessile for 
~500 ps even after aging at temperatures up to 1 500 K. Given the impact that stable 
sessile clusters would have on the longer timescale microstructural evolution [101], further 
research is needed to characterize the long-term evolution of cascade-created point defect 
clusters. It is significant to point out that the conversion of glissile SIA clusters into sessile 
clusters has also been observed. For example, in a 20 keV cascade at 100K, a glissile eight 
SIA cluster was trapped and converted into a sessile nine SIA cluster when it reacted with 
a single [110] dumbell. The simulation was continued for more than 200 ps and the cluster 
remained sessile.  

The mechanism responsible for interstitial clustering has not been fully understood. 
For example, it has not been possible to determine whether the motion and 
agglomeration of individual interstitials and small interstitial clusters during the cascade 
event contributes to the formation of the larger clusters that are observed at the end of 
the event. Alternate clustering mechanisms in the literature include the suggestion by Diaz 
de la Rubia and Guinan [102] that large clusters could be produced by a loop punching 
mechanism. Nordlund, et al. [74] proposed a “liquid isolation” model in which 
solidification of a melt zone isolates regions with excess atoms.  

However, a new mechanism has recently been elucidated by Calder, et al. [103] which 
seems to explain how both vacancy and interstitial clusters are formed, particularly the less 
frequent large clusters. Their analysis of cluster formation followed an investigation of the 
effects of PKA mass and energy which demonstrated that the probability of producing 
large vacancy and SIA clusters increases as these parameters increase [103]. The 
conditions of this study produced a unique dataset that motivated the effort to unravel 
how the clusters were produced. They developed a detailed visualisation technique that 
enabled them to connect the individual displacements of atoms that resulted in defect 
formation by comparing the start and end positions of atoms in the simulation cell. This 
defined a continuous series of links between each vacancy and interstitial that were 
ultimately produced by a chain of displacements. These chains could be displayed in what 
are called lines of “spaghetti” [92]. Regions of tangled spaghetti define a volume in which 
atoms are highly agitated and a certain fraction of which are displaced. Stable interstitials 
and interstitial clusters are observed on the surface on this volume.  

From their analysis of cascade development and the final damage state, Calder and co-
workers were able to demonstrate a correlation between the production of large SIA 
clusters and a process taking place very early in the development of a cascade. Specifically, 
they established a direct connection between such clusters and the formation of a 
hypersonic recoil atom that passed through the supersonic pressure wave created by the 
initiation of the cascade. This highly energetic recoil may create a subcascade and a 
secondary supersonic shockwave at an appropriate distance from the primary shockwave. 
In this case, SIA clusters tend to be formed at the point where the primary and secondary 
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shockwaves interfere with one another. This process is illustrated in Figure 18 [92]. Atoms 
may be transferred from the primary shockwave volume into the secondary shockwave 
volume, creating an interstitial supersaturation in the latter and a vacancy supersaturation 
in the former. In this case, the mechanism of creating large SIA clusters early in the 
cascade process correspondingly leads to the formation of large vacancy clusters by the 
end of the thermal spike phase, i.e. after several picoseconds. It is notable that the 
location of the SIA cluster is determined well before the onset of the thermal spike phase, 
by about 0.1 ps. Calder’s spaghetti analysis provides the opportunity for improved 
definition of parameters such as cascade volume and energy density; the interested reader 
is directed to [92] for more details. 

Figure 18. Schematic representation of cascade development leading to the formation of 
interstitial and vacancy clusters formation [92] 

 

 Vacancy clustering 

As discussed elsewhere [71,75,77], in-cascade vacancy clustering in iron is quite low 
(~10% of NRT) when a nearest-neighbor (nn) criterion for clustering is applied. This was 
identified as one of the differences between iron and copper in the comparison of these 
two materials reported in [62]. However, when the coordinates of the surviving vacancies 
in 10, 20, and 40 keV cascades were analyzed, clear spatial correlations were observed. 
Peaks in the distributions of vacancy-vacancy separation distances were obtained for the 
second (2-nn) and fourth (4-nn) nearest neighbor locations [76]. These radial distributions 
are shown in Figure 19. Similar results were obtained from the analysis of the vacancy 
distributions in higher energy cascades at 100 K and 600 K. The peak observed for 
vacancies in 2-nn locations is consistent with the di-vacancy binding energy being greater 
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for 2-nn (0.22 eV) than for 1-nn (0.09 eV) [104]. In addition, work discussed in Ref. [105] 
indicates that there is a small binding energy between two vacancies at the 4-nn distance. 

Figure 19. Spatial correlation of all vacancies observed in 10, 20, 40 and 50 keV cascades at 100 K 

 

An example of a locally vacancy-rich region in a 50 keV, 100K cascade is shown in 
Figure 20, where the region around a collection of 14 vacancies has been extracted from 
the larger simulation cell. This appears to be a nascent or uncollapsed vacancy cluster. 
Each of the vacancies has at least one other vacancy within the fourth-nearest-neighbour 
spacing of 1.66ao, where ao is the iron lattice parameter. Such an arrangement of vacancies 
is similar to some of the vacancy clusters observed by Sato et al. in field ion microscope 
images of irradiated tungsten [106]. Since the time period of the MD simulations is too 
short to allow vacancies to jump (<100 ps), the possibility that these closely correlated 
vacancies might collapse into clusters over somewhat longer times has been investigated 
using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The vacancy coordinates at the end of the MD 
simulations were extracted and used as the starting configuration in MC cascade annealing 
simulations. The expectation of vacancy clustering was confirmed in the MC simulations, 
where many of the isolated vacancies had clustered within 70 ms [104,107].  

The energy and temperature dependence of in-cascade vacancy clustering as a fraction 
of the NRT displacements is shown in Figure 21 for cascade energies of 10 to 50 keV. 
Results are shown for clustering criteria of 1-nn, 2-nn, 3-nn, and 4-nn. A comparison of 
Figure 21 and Figure 12 demonstrates that in-cascade vacancy clustering in iron remains 
lower than that of interstitials even when the 4-nn criterion is used. This is consistent with 
the experimentally observed difficulty of forming visible vacancy clusters in iron as 
discussed in [71], and the fact that only relatively small vacancy clusters are found in 
positron annihilation studies of irradiated ferritic alloys [108]. However, it should be 
pointed out that work with more recently developed iron potentials finds less difference 
between vacancy and interstitial clustering [86]. The cascade energy dependence of 
vacancy clustering is similar to that of interstitials; there is essentially zero clustering at the 
lowest energies but it rapidly increases with cascade energy and is relatively independent 
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of energy above ~10 keV. However, vacancy clustering decreases as the temperature 
increases, which is consistent with vacancy clusters being thermally unstable. Moreover, 
the rate of increase of vacancy clustering with cascade energy is generally less pronounced 
than for interstitial clusters and will depend on the interatomic potential used [46,48]. 

Figure 20. Typical uncollapsed or nascent vacancy cluster from 50 keV cascade at 100K; 14 
vacancies are contained, each of which is within the fourth nearest-neighbor distance (1.66ao) 

 

Figure 21. Cascade energy dependence of vacancy clustering:  
Clustered vacancies divided by NRT displacements 

 
Data points indicate mean values and error bars are standard error of the mean. 
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Fractional vacancy cluster size distributions are shown in Figure 22, for which the 4-
nn clustering criterion has been used. Figure 22a illustrates that the vacancy cluster size 
distribution shifts to larger sizes as the cascade energy increases from 10 to 50 keV. This 
is similar to the change shown for interstitial clusters in Figure 13a. There is a 
corresponding reduction in the fraction of single vacancies. However, as mentioned above, 
the effect of cascade temperature shown in Figure 22b and 22c is the opposite of that 
observed for interstitials. The magnitude of the temperature effect on the vacancy cluster 
size distributions also appears to be weaker than in the case of interstitial clusters. The 
fraction of single vacancies increases and the size distribution shifts to smaller sizes as the 
temperature increases from 100 to 900 K for the 10 keV cascades, and from 100 to 600K 
for 20 keV cascades. Similar to the case of interstitial clusters, the effect of temperature 
seems to be greater at 20 keV than at 10 keV. 

Figure 22. Fractional size distributions of loosely-coupled vacancy clusters (all within 4th nn) 
formed directly within the cascade, comparison of: (a) 10 and 50 keV cascades at 100 K, (b) 10 keV 

cascades at 100 and 900 K, and (c) 20 keV cascades at 100 and 600 K 

 

 Secondary Factors Influencing Cascade Damage Formation 

The results of simulations such as those presented above should not be viewed as proving 
a quantitatively accurate accounting of radiation-induced defect formation. As already 
mentioned, subtle changes in the fitting of the interatomic potential can alter the cascade 
simulations both qualitatively and quantitatively. Even if a sufficiently accurate potential 
can be identified, the results represent a certain limiting case of what may be observed 
experimentally. This is because all the simulations mentioned so far were carried out in 
perfect material – computer-pure material. Nowhere in nature can such perfect metal be 
found, particularly for iron which is easily contaminated with minor interstitial impurities 
such as carbon. Moreover, even if a well-annealed, nearly defect-free, single crystal 
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material is selected for irradiation, radiation-induced defects will rapidly change the state 
of the material. A simple calculation employing typical elastic scattering cross sections for 
fast neutrons and the cascade volumes observed in MD simulations will demonstrate that 
by the time a dose of ~0.01 dpa is reached, essentially the complete volume will have 
experienced at least one cascade. A number of studies have been carried out to investigate 
how a more realistic description of material microstructure could influence the formation 
of defects from displacement cascades. These include assessments of the influence of pre-
existing defects, free surfaces, and grain boundaries as discussed in [47]. Some of the 
primary findings are summarised below. 

There are relatively few studies of how cascade damage production may be different 
in material with defects [109-112]. The pre-existing defect structures in these studies 
included small voids, dislocation loops, and random distributions of point defects and 
small clusters typical of cascade debris. The cascade energy investigated ranged from 1 to 
20 keV. Cascade energies of 10 and 20 keV are high enough to initiate in-cascade 
clustering, are near the plateau region of the defect survival curve, and involve a limited 
degree of subcascade formation. Substantial variation was observed among different 
simulations for any given pre-existing defect configuration; in some cases the cascade 
produced more defects than in perfect crystal, while in others fewer were produced. On 
average, a significant reduction in defect formation was observed for the configurations 
most typical of cascade debris. The number of surviving defects, decreases in the presence 
of loops, with the size of the surviving loops decreasing as well, as a consequence of 
recombination with vacancies. Small voids and loops can be dissolved by a cascade, but 
they often re-form, although their configuration may be altered and the loops may have a 
different Burgers vector. 

Some of the statistical variation among different cascades was shown by Gao et al. 
[100] to be related to the distance between the center of mass of the new cascade and that 
of the pre-existing damage. A good correlation was found between this spacing and the 
number of new defects produced. Many more simulations need to be carried out at 
different energies to develop a more complete picture of cascade damage formation in 
material with typical defect densities, particularly to assess the clustering behavior. Overall, 
the reduced defect survival observed in material containing defects suggests that it may be 
appropriate to employ somewhat lower defect formation values than that obtained for 
perfect crystal material in kinetic models used to simulate microstructural evolution over 
long times. 

The rationale for investigating the impact of free surfaces on cascade evolution is the 
existence of an influential body of experimental data provided by experiments in which 
thin foils are irradiated by high-energy electrons and/or heavy ions [113-121]. In most 
cases, the experimental observations are carried out in situ by transmission electron 
microscopy and the results of MD simulations are in general agreement with the data 
from these experiments. For example, some material-to-material differences observed in 
the MD simulations, such as differences in in-cascade clustering between bcc iron and 
FCC copper, also appear in the experimental data [71,122,123]. However, the yield of 
large point defect clusters in the simulations is lower than would be expected from the 
thin foil irradiations, particularly for vacancy clusters. It is desirable to investigate the 
source of this difference because of the influence this data has on our understanding of 
cascade damage formation.  
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Both simulations [50, 93,94, 124-126] and experimental work [120,121] indicate that 
the presence of a nearby free surface can influence primary damage formation. For 
example, interesting effects of foil thickness have been observed in some experiments 
[120]. Unlike cascades in bulk material, which produce vacancies and interstitials in equal 
numbers, the number of surviving vacancies and interstitials in surface-influenced 
cascades can be quite different because of defect transport to the surface. This leads to 
the formation of larger vacancy clusters and may account for the differences in visible 
defect yield observed between the results of MD cascade simulations conducted in bulk 
material and the thin-film, in situ experiments. Initial modeling by Nordlund and co-
workers [93] and Ghaly and Averback [124] demonstrated the nature of effects that could 
occur. Subsequently Stoller and co-workers [50,125] and Osetsky and co-workers [94] 
conducted more systematic studies involving a larger number of simulations at 10 to 25 
keV to examine the statistical behavior. Typically, such studies involve creating a free 
surface on one face of a cubic simulation cell and injecting an atom with the specified 
kinetic energy through the surface. Periodic boundary conditions are otherwise imposed. 

Work by Calder et al. [92] demonstrated the significant role of the cascade-induced 
pressure wave in defect formation in bulk cascades, particularly its role in cluster 
formation discussed above. This pressure wave or shock front plays a dominant role in 
surface cascades when the constraining force of the surface atoms is removed. 
Examination of the population of surface cascades revealed three broad categories which 
were distinguished by the distance from the surface at which the shock front changes 
from supersonic to sonic speeds:  

(1) Cascades in which the initial high-angle collisions with the PKA occurred deeply 
enough that the transformation from a supersonic to sonic shock front speed (transonic 
transformation) was far from the free surface that little or no direct surface damage was 
produced. These are generally similar to cascades that occur in bulk material. 

(2) Cascades in which the transonic transformation occurs close to the surface 
produce a significant surface damage, many adatoms, sputtered atoms and large <100> 
vacancy loops – some of which may glide to the surface. Because of the atom and vacancy 
movement to the surface, there is a significant imbalance between the number of 
vacancies and interstitials left in the material.  

(3) Cascades in which the supersonic front-shock interacts directly with the free 
surface produce the greatest degree of surface damage, including deep craters with rims of 
adatoms and large <100> vacancy loops. 

The largest vacancy loops observed the category (2) and (3) cascades were more than 
2.5 nm in diameter, which would be visible in the transmission electron microscope. This 
suggests that the free surface-shock front interaction could be responsible for the visible 
defect yield observed thin-film, in situ experiments mentioned above. Further work such 
as that described in [94,103] would help assess this issue and improve the ability to make 
quantitative comparisons between simulations and experiments. 

Depending on the complexity of the microstructure, internal interfaces such as grain 
boundaries, twins, and lath and packet boundaries (in ferritic/martensitic steels) can 
provide a significant sink in the material for point defects. As such, they may play a 
significant role in radiation-induced microstructural evolution. For example, the effect of 
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grain size on austenitic stainless steels was observed as early as 1972 [127-129]. The 
swelling effect was more closely associated with damage accumulation than damage 
production, but current understanding of the role of mobile interstitial clusters has 
provided a link to damage production as well [101,130].  More recently, there has been 
considerable interest in the properties of nanograined materials because the high sink 
strength could lead to very efficient point defect recombination and improved radiation 
resistance. It is reasonable to expect that primary damage production could be influenced 
in nanograined material because the grain sizes can be of comparable size to high energy 
displacement cascades. Moreover, investigation of grain size effects by MD would be 
computationally limited to nanograin sizes in any case.  

There have been a limited number of studies carried out to investigate whether and 
how primary damage formation would be altered in nanograined metals [131-137], and 
quite strong effects have been observed [131]. The results from [137] can be used to 
illustrate the phenomenon because the results of that study can be directly compared with 
the existing single crystal database that has been discussed above. In that work, the 
nanocrystalline structure was created by choosing random grain nucleation sites and 
orientations, and completing the grains using a Voronoi technique [138]. MD cascade 
simulations were carried out in the same manner discussed above, although the analysis 
was somewhat more difficult due to the need to differentiate cascade-produced defects 
from the defect structure associated with the grain boundaries.  

The results demonstrate that the creation of primary radiation damage can be 
substantially different in nanograined material due to the influence of nearby grain 
boundaries. The number of surviving point defects, particularly interstitials, was strongly 
reduced in the nanograined material. The relative reduction in the point defect clustering 
fraction is somewhat less than the change in the total number of defects in clusters, is still 
substantial for interstitial defects. Notably, the temperature dependence of clustering 
between 100 and 600 K observed in the single crystal 20 keV cascades is reversed in 
nanograined material. Between 100 and 600 K, the fraction of interstitials in clusters 
increases for single crystal iron but decreases for nanograined iron. Conversely, the 
vacancy cluster fraction decreases for single crystal iron and increases for nanograined 
iron. Both the effects and the mechanisms observed in the iron simulations appear to be 
consistent with previous work in nickel [131,135], in which very efficient transport of 
interstitial defects to the grain boundaries was observed. In both iron and nickel, this leads 
to an asymmetry in point defect survival. Many more vacancies than interstitials survive at 
the end of the cascade event in nanograined material while equal numbers of these two 
types of point defects survive in single grain material. There appears to be both a 
reduction in the number of large interstitial clusters formed directly in the cascade and less 
coalescence of small mobile interstitial clusters since the latter are being transported to the 
grain boundaries. 

The changes in defect survival observed in these simulations are qualitatively 
consistent with the limited available experimental observations [132-135]. For example, 
Rose, et al. [132] carried out room-temperature ion irradiation experiments of Pd and 
ZrO2 with grain sizes in the range of 10 to 300 nm, and observed a systematic reduction 
in the number of visible defects produced. Chimi, et al. [133] measured the resistivity of 
ion irradiated gold specimens following ion irradiation and found that resistivity changes 
were lower in nanograined material after room temperature irradiation. However, they 
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observed an increased change in nanograined material following irradiation at 15K. The 
low temperature results could be related to the accumulation of excess vacancy defects 
since they would be immobile at 15 K. 

5. Cascade simulations in other metals and alloys 

As mentioned above, Bacon and co-workers [97,122] have shown that the number of 
stable point defects produced in many materials follows a simple power-law dependence 
over a broad range of cascade energies, see Equation (3). This behaviour is shown in 
Figure 23 for several pure metals and Ni3Al [122]. This figure also includes a line labelled 
NRT which is obtained from Equation (2) if the displacement threshold is taken as 40 eV 
which is the recommended average value for iron [16]. The difference between the NRT 
and Fe lines reflect the ratio plotted in Figure 9. Since the displacement threshold is 
different for different metals (e.g. 30 eV is recommended for Cu [16]), the other lines 
should not be compared directly with the NRT values. When normalised using the 
appropriate NRT displacements, the difference in the survival ratio between Fe and Cu 
can be seen in Figure 24 [122]. Although the stable defect production in the other metals 
may be either somewhat lower or higher than in iron, the behaviour is clearly similar 
across this group of BCC, FCC, and hcp materials. Since the energies involved in 
displacement cascades are so much greater than the energy per atom in a perfect lattice or 
the vacancy and interstitial formation energies, it is not surprising that ballistic defect 
production would be similar. 

Figure 23. Stable defect formation as a function of cascade energy for several pure metals and 
Ni3Al 100 K, and for Al and Ni at 10 K 

 

The inset table shows the values of m and A (with Ep in keV) yielding the best power-law fit to the data [122]. 
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Figure 24. Total surviving Frenkel pair divided by the corresponding number of NRT 
displacements for Fe and Cu [73] 

 

Displacement thresholds of 40 eV and 30 eV were used for Fe and Cu, respectively [16]. 

5.1 Face-centered cubic (FCC) metals 
Cascades in FCC metals have been studied extensively by MD simulations [139-150]. 
Among the first simulations of relatively energetic cascades in these metals were those in 
Cu by Diaz de la Rubia and coworkers [139]. Although these simulations were carried out 
with a purely repulsive interatomic potential, they demonstrated the main features of 
cascade development that have subsequently been observed in all dense metals, (see 
Figure 25). In fact, since the FCC crystal structure is close-packed, these features are in 
many respects most pronounced in this crystal structure. These features include the 
formation of an under-dense cascade core, formation of a highly-disordered, molten-like 
region, and recrystallisation of the material during the cooling stage. All these features are 
qualitatively similar to the behavior of iron discussed above; here we review some 
particular aspects of cascade evolution in FCC metals. 

As in Fe, defect clusters can be produced directly in collision cascades in FCC metals. 
However, although in Fe the vacancy clusters are disordered, in Cu the formation of 
geometrically highly symmetric stacking fault tetrahedra (SFT) have been observed 
experimentally, even at 30 K where no defect migration should occur [140,151,152]. This 
observation was reproduced by MD simulations of Nordlund and Gao [153], who showed 
that formation of geometrically perfect SFT’s is indeed possible directly in a heat spike 
carried out even at an ambient temperature of 0 K, i.e. the formation is possible 
completely without thermally activated equilibrium defect migration, (see Figure 26). 
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Figure 25. Results from the first molecular dynamics cascade simulations  
carried out in the heat spike regime [139]  

 
   a)      b) 

Left: snapshot of the collision cascade. Right: Analysis of the pair correlation function g(r) for the atoms in the heat 
spike, showing that the disordered atom state corresponds to that of regular liquid Cu, From Ref. [139] with permission 
from the authors. Copyright the American Physical Society (1987). 

Figure 26. Geometrically perfect stacking fault tetrahedron formed in a 50 keV cascade in Cu  

 

The figure is made based on the same data used for [153]. 

Cascades have been simulated in several different FCC metals, including the noble 
metals Cu and Au, the coinage metals Ni, Pd and Pt, as well as Al [143,147]. These metals 
are interesting to study in that they share not only the same crystal structure, but also 
(with the exception of Al) a relatively simple electronic structure and hence nature of 
bonding.  Moreover, there are interatomic potentials available for these developed in the 
same framework by the same groups [154-157], removing some of the general uncertainty 
of interatomic potential reliability in MD simulations. 
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On the other hand, these metals have fairly large differences in properties such as 
mass, melting point and elastic constants. Thus comparison of cascades in them can be 
instructive to get insight into how these properties affect the cascade evolution. In a 
systematic comparative study of these metals, Nordlund et al. [143] found that the melting 
point affects the recrystallization rate of the material and hence also the damage 
production mechanisms. Later studies on bilayer interfaces of Ni/Cu and Co/Cu 
interfaces showed conclusively that vacancies are pushed towards the center of the 
cascade by the recrystallisation front and that at an interface they end up on the side of 
the lower-melting point metal since the heat spike survives longer in this material [158]. 
Also studies of cratering at surfaces for model metals where the melting point was 
changed without modifying the equilibrium properties pointed to the major importance of 
the value of the melting point on cascade development [159]. 

Ion beam mixing, i.e. the relocation and replacement of atoms by ion irradiation [160], 
has also been examined extensively by MD simulations especially in FCC metals [161-163] 
(although also Fe was considered recently [164]). Since ion beam mixing is a direct 
outcome of a collision cascade, and usually not affected by diffusive processes [165,166], 
simulating the ion beam mixing provides a way of testing how well MD simulations 
describe collision cascades without the major uncertainties in the long-term evolution that 
in most cases complicates comparison of defect production with experiments. 

Comparison of ion beam mixing between Cu, Au, Ni, Pd and Pt showed that also the 
ion beam mixing clearly depends on the melting point of the material [161]. Since the 
coinage metals Ni, Pd, Pt have higher melting points than the noble metals Cu and Au, 
the heat spike cools down faster and thus the time for atom position exchange (mixing) is 
shorter. Thus mixing in Ni is smaller than in Cu, and that in Pt smaller than in Au, 
respectively, even though the densities and thus ballistic properties of the element pairs 
are almost identical [161,162]. This trend agrees well with experiments [166].  

The overlap of cascades with pre-existing damage has also been examined in fcc 
metals. This was motivated by ion beam experiments, where defect production was 
measured with resistivity, which showed that during prolonged irradiation, the damage 
level in Cu and Ag saturated at a level of about 1% Frenkel pairs [167]. To explain this, 
Nordlund and Averback carried out simulations of 5 keV cascades in Al, Cu, Au, Pd and 
Pt with various levels of pre-existing interstitials. The results showed that when the 
damage level exceeds about 1%, the new heat spikes promote recombination of damage, 
such that the final damage level is lower than the initial one. Moreover, Gao et al. 
considered cascade overlap in Fe, and showed that also extended defects can recombine 
[100]. Taken together, these results show that the observed damage saturation can be 
understood as being related to existing defects recombining in subsequent cascade events. 

5.2 Influence of alloying elements in Fe 

Although the development of alloy potentials is relatively recent, there have been a 
sufficient number of investigations to provide a comparison of displacement cascade 
evolution in pure iron with that in four binary alloys, Fe-C, Fe-Cu, Fe-Cr and FeNi [168-
184]. The motivation for each of these binary systems is clear. Carbon must be added to 
iron to make steel, and as a small interstitial solute it could interact with and influence 
interstitial-type defects. Copper is of interest largely because it is a primary contributor to 
reactor pressure vessel embrittlement when it is present as an impurity in concentrations 
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greater than about 0.05 atom-%. Steels containing 7 to 12 atom-% chromium are the basis 
of a number of modern ferritic and ferritic-martensitic steels that are of interest to nuclear 
energy systems [184]. Finally, addition of sufficient nickel stabilises the FCC structure and 
provides a model system for FCC austenitic stainless steels. 

5.2.1 Defect Production in Fe-C 

Calder et al. examined the effect of carbon on defect production in the Fe-C system with 
the carbon concentration between 0 and 1.0 atom-% [168]. The Fe potential was 
developed by Ackland and co-workers [176]. The form of this potential is similar to the 
Finnis-Sinclair potential discussed throughout this chapter, but the absolute level of defect 
production is somewhat lower. Simulations were carried out at temperatures of 100 and 
600K for cascade energies of 5, 10, and 20 keV. Thirty simulations were carried out at 
each condition to ensure a good statistical sampling. No systematic effect of carbon was 
observed on either stable defect formation or the clustering of vacancies and interstitials. 
Analysis of the octahedral sites around vacancies and interstitials revealed a statistically 
significant association of carbon atoms with both vacancies and SIAs. This indicates an 
effective trapping which is consistent with the solute-defect binding energies. Although 
primary damage formation was not affected by carbon, the trapping mechanism could 
have an effect on damage accumulation. 

5.2.2 Defect Production in Fe-Cu 

Copper concentrations as high as ~0.4 atom-% were found in early reactor pressure steels, 
largely due to both steel recycling and the use of copper as a corrosion-resistant coating 
on steel welding rods. Research that began in the 1970s demonstrated that this minor 
impurity was responsible for a significant fraction of the observed vessel embrittlement 
due to its segregation into a high density of very small (a few nm diameter) copper-rich 
solute clusters [169]. Becquart, et al. employed MD cascade simulations to determine 
whether displacement cascades could play a role in the Cu-segregation process, e.g. by 
coalescing with vacancies in the cascade core during the cooling phase. The set of 
interatomic potentials used is described in [169]. Cascade energies of 5, 10, and 20 keV 
were employed in simulations at 600 K, with copper concentrations of 0, 0.2, and 2.0 
atom-%. Similar to the case for Fe-C, no effect of copper was found on either stable 
defect formation or point defect clustering. The tendency for copper to be found bound 
with either a vacancy or an interstitial in solute-defect complex was observed. The copper-
vacancy complexes may play role in the formation of copper-rich clusters over longer 
times, but no evidence for copper clustering was observed in the cascade debris. Similar 
results were found in an earlier study by Calder and Bacon [170]. Overall, the results of 
the Fe-Cu studies completed to date are consistent with the fact that Fe and Cu have 
similar masses and do not strongly interact. 

5.2.3 Defect Production in Fe-Cr 

Interest in ferritic and ferritic-martensitic steels has stimulated the development of Fe-Cr 
potentials such as those discussed in [172]. These potentials have been applied to 
investigate the influence of Cr on displacement cascades [173,174] and on point defect 
diffusion [175]. The MD cascade study by Malerba, et al. in [173] involved cascade 
energies from 0.5 to 15 keV at 300K. In contrast to the Fe-C and Fe-Cu results discussed 
above, a slight increase in stable defect formation was observed in Fe-10%Cr relative to 
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pure Fe. The asymptotic value of the defect survival ratio (relative to the NRT) at the 
highest energies was 0.28 for Fe and 0.31 for Fe-10%Cr. In a later study by the same 
authors which involved a larger number of simulations and energies up to 40 keV, they 
also concluded that the presence of 10% Cr did not lead to a change in the collisional 
phase of the cascade but rather reduced the amount of recombination during the cooling 
phase [135]. Additional detailed studies performed with more recent Fe-Cr potentials 
essentially confirmed the absence of any significant effect of Cr on primary damage in Fe-
Cr alloys as compared to pure Fe [178-180]. 

The lack of a Cr effect on the collisional or ballistic phase of the cascade may be 
expected because, like Cu, the mass of Cr is similar to Fe. The reduced recombination 
appears to be related to the formation of highly stable mixed Fe-Cr dumbbell interstitials. 
About 60% of interstitial dumbbells contain a Cr atom, which is substantially higher than 
the overall Cr concentration of 10%. In spite of the strong mixed dumbbell formation, 
the fraction of point defects in clusters did not seem to be significantly different than in 
pure Fe. However, if the stability and mobility of the mixed dumbbells and clusters 
containing them proves to be appreciably different than pure iron dumbbells [175], there 
could be an influence on damage accumulation at longer times. Experimental results that 
are consistent with this hypothesis [174] are mentioned in [185]. 

5.2.4 Defect Production in Fe-Ni 

The damage production in Fe-Ni alloys at variable compositions (with 10, 40, 50, and 
75% Ni content), both in the bcc and FCC structure, were examined by molecular 
dynamics simulations by Vörtler et al. [184]. For comparison, also BCC Fe-Cr cells with 
Cr compositions in the range of 0 to 15% were examined. Some of the cells had an 
atomic arrangement in a completely random distribution of Ni and Fe (solid solution), 
while Fe50Ni50 was also simulated in an ordered intermetallic configuration. The effect of 
prolonged irradiation was studied by carrying out simulations of the overlapping of single 
5 keV displacement cascades events. Analysis of the short range order showed that the 
initially ordered cells were driven towards an disordered configuration, while the random 
alloys remained disordered.  

In the particular case of the Fe60Ni40 configuration simulated starting from an FCC 
structure, it was found that although the system is initially stable, after generating a 
sufficient number of overlapping cascades, the structure collapsed into a strongly 
disordered state. This is consistent with the phase diagram in which the Fe60Ni40 should be 
unstable. This study demonstrates that irradiation-induced defects can destabilise a 
metastable phase even in a structure with no surface or other initial seeds for a phase 
change. 

One main difference in the Frenkel pair production due to an increasing number of 
cascades in the bcc and FCC simulation cells was identified [184]. In bcc cells, the number 
of Frenkel pair was observed to saturate, i.e. the overlapping of multiple cascades tends to 
produce fewer new defects with each subsequent cascade In the FCC alloys, stacking-
faults, including stacking fault tetrahedral were observed with an increasing number of 
cascades in the cell as shown in Figure 27. Due to these stacking faults, the cell did not re-
crystallise in its original orientation and the number of Frenkel pair did not saturate and 
was higher than in bcc cells. With an increasing number of overlapping of cascades, the 
initially perfect FCC crystals became polycrystalline. The fraction of SIAs in clusters 
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saturated at about 80% in the bcc and 90% in the FCC cells. The most striking effect of 
the Cr content in Fe-Cr was preferential enrichment of Cr in SIA positions, with a 
concentration about twice that of the matrix for Fe-5%Cr. The concentration of Cr was 
not enriched in large 1D-migrating SIA clusters in any of the Fe-Cr alloys. Analysis of the 
SIA cluster size after ~200 cascades had been simulated in the cell showed that more 
small clusters containing 2 to 5 SIAs were present in bcc material, while the number of 
large clusters is higher in FCC than in BCC metals [186]. 

Figure 27. Stacking fault tetrahedral (top) and other extended defects observed after 64 
overlapping 5 keV cascades in initially ordered Fe50Ni50 

 

The magenta spheres are vacant atom positions, the dark red spheres are Ni and the beige ones Fe [192]. 

6. Summary and needs for further work 

The use of molecular dynamics to simulate primary damage formation has become 
widespread and relatively mature. In addition to the research involving metals discussed 
above, the approach has also been applied to common structural ceramics [11-14, 187] 
and ceramics of interest to the nuclear fuel [15,188,189]. However, there are a number of 
areas that require further research. Some of these have to do with the most basic aspect of 
MD simulations, i.e. the interatomic potentials that are used. In addition to the Finnis-
Sinclair potential for iron that was used as a reference case in this chapter, results from 
several other iron potentials were mentioned. The choice of potential is never an obvious 
one, and there have been few studies to systematically compare them. In one such study, 
the details of how the equilibrium part of the potential was joined to a screened Coulomb 
potential to account for short range interactions were shown to significantly influence 
cascade evolution and defect formation [47]. Although a clear difference has been 
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demonstrated, there is no clear path to determining what constitutes the “correct” way to 
join these potentials. 

In the case of iron and other magnetic elements such as chromium, research to 
address the issue of how magnetism may influence defect formation and behaviour has 
only recently begun [190-192]. The effect may be modest in the ballistic phase of the 
cascade when energies are high, but magnetism must certainly influence the configuration 
and properties of stable defects. Magnetic effects may also determine critical properties of 
interstitial clusters such as their migration energy and primary diffusion mechanism, which 
will strongly influence the nature of radiation damage accumulation. Since the standard 
density functional theory fails to fully account for magnetic effects, further developments 
in electronic structure theory are required in order to provide data for fitting new and 
more accurate potentials. Moreover, in order to allow explicitly for these effects new 
interatomic potential formalisms will be likely to be required, the challenge being that they 
should be computationally affordable in order to allow the study of large systems. 
Alternatively, as is done at the moment [193,194], magnetic effects can be “effectively” 
included by taking them into account when fitting potentials of Finnis-Sinclair or 
Embedded Atom Method type. 

The interaction between the atomic and electronic system has largely been neglected 
in most of the work discussed above. This may impact the results of MD simulations in at 
least two ways. First, energetic atoms lose energy in a continuous slowing down process 
that involves both the elastic collisions MD currently models and electronic excitation and 
ionization between these elastic collisions with lattice atoms. Because of the energy 
dependence of elastic scattering cross-sections, neglecting the energy loss between atomic 
collisions could lead to more diffuse cascades and higher predicted defect survival. The 
second effect is related to inaccuracies in temperature when energy transfer between the 
electronic and atomic systems (electron-phonon coupling) is neglected. To first order, the 
atoms remain hotter when energy loss to the electron system is not accounted for. Given 
the temperature dependence of defect survival and defect clustering discussed above, this 
clearly has the potential to be significant in any one material. In addition, since electron-
phonon coupling varies from one material to another, its neglect may obscure real 
differences in defect formation between materials. 

Finally, the issue of rare events requires more investigation. The need to carry out 
sufficient simulations at a given condition to obtain an accurate estimate for mean 
behaviour was emphasised in the chapter. However, it may be that rare events are also 
important for the prediction of radiation damage accumulation at longer times or higher 
doses. If nucleation of extended defects is difficult, which is typically the case at higher 
temperatures and lower point defect supersaturations, rare events that seed the 
microstructure with large clusters may largely control the process. One example of a 
potentially significant rare event is provided by the work of Soneda, et al. [195]. They 
carried out 100 50 keV simulations at 600 K to obtain a good statistical description of 
defect formation at this condition. In one of these simulations, 223 stable point defects 
were created, which was much greater than the average of 130 defects. In addition, a 
<100> vacancy loop containing 153 vacancies was created. The diameter of the loop was 
about 2.9 nm, which is large enough to be visible by transmission electron microscopy. 
The impact of the one-in-a-hundred type events should not be underestimated without 
further study.  
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Abstract 

In this chapter we present an overview of long-term damage evolution in 
structural materials. We mostly focus on the simulation methods available to study 
damage evolution, and provide a short introduction on the experimental 
techniques used to explore the microstructure evolution in irradiated materials. We 
describe the kinetic Monte Carlo method, a powerful tool to study damage 
evolution over long time scales, and give examples of applications of these models 
for the case of Fe under different irradiation conditions. The effect of impurities 
such as helium is also addressed. Although the overview is mostly devoted to iron-
based materials, we also describe briefly other structural materials such as tungsten. 
Finally, the limitations in the simulation models to study damage evolution are 
discussed. 

Introduction 

Structural materials for nuclear applications must be selected to comply severe restrictions 
to guarantee safe, reliable and economically viable reactors. New generation reactors, in 
particular, must withstand high neutron radiation levels, high temperatures and very 
corrosive environments [49]. Some of the materials considered for next generation nuclear 
reactors are ferritic/martensitic steels (9-12% Cr steels), austenitic stainless steels (such as 
316LN), oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) steels, Ni-base alloys, W-Re alloys or 
SiC/SiC composites [40,49].  

These materials must be resistant to radiation damage effects such as dimensional 
changes due to void swelling, embrittlement or radiation induced segregation, among 
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others. For example, ferritic/martensitic (F-M) steels are selected due to their resistance to 
void swelling as well as creep. Moreover, these materials have reduced activation which 
makes them good candidates also for fusion applications. However, they present 
problems of embrittlement as well as concerns about phase stability under irradiation. 
Austenitic steels, on the other hand, avoid the embrittlement problem but present 
significant void swelling under irradiation. Like with F-M steels, phase stability is also an 
issue in these materials.  

The selection of the most appropriate materials can be improved if we have an 
understanding of the underlying processes of defect production and evolution in these 
complex systems as well as how they interact with elements of the microstructure such as 
dislocations, grain boundaries, solute atoms and so on. In order to achieve such an 
understanding it is necessary to use a combination of experimental methods, to 
characterise the damage produced by the irradiation, and modelling tools, that are able to 
predict the behaviour of these materials under irradiation.  

In this chapter we first review briefly the characterisation tools used to study defects 
in irradiated materials. Then we describe the models used to study long term damage 
evolution with emphasis on kinetic Monte Carlo models. Examples are then given for 
damage production and evolution in Fe, including the effect of He and C. We conclude 
with a discussion about the limitations in the simulation methods. 

Experimental methods to study damage evolution in irradiated materials 

There is a wide range of characterisation tools that are used to study irradiated 
materials at different levels. We describe here, very briefly, the type of information that 
can be obtained from different experimental methods, and how that data can be used to 
validate long term-damage evolution models, such as those described in the next section. 

Figure 1. TEM image of ultra-high-pure Fe irradiated with Fe2+ ions of 150 keV at 300
0
C for 

irradiation doses (a) 1×1015 ions/cm
2 

and (b) 2×1015 ions/cm
2
 [30] 

 
a)   b) 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a powerful tool that provides 
information about defect densities, sizes and types. The resolution of this method has 
increased significantly in the last few years [69]. However, even with these improvements, 
it should be remembered that not all defect sizes can be resolved with this method. 
Typically the resolution for damage of irradiated materials is around 1nm. Figure 1 shows 
a TEM image of ultra-high-pure Fe irradiated with Fe2+ ions of 150 keV at 300oC from 
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[30]. Figure 1a shows the damage produced after 1×1015 ions/cm2 and 2×1015 ions/cm2. 
The image shows how the damage is distributed homogeneously in the matrix and how 
loops grow with irradiation dose. Moreover, in-situ TEM experiments allow to observe the 
formation and evolution of defects as the sample is being irradiated [46]. The dynamical 
information obtained from these experiments show, for example, how defects are able to 
migrate in Fe [2] and even change their Burgers vector [1], as well as information about 
defect-defect interactions.  

Other methods that can also provide information about defect densities, sizes and 
types are Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) and positron annihilation spectroscopy 
(PAS). Small Angle Neutron Scattering is a technique that involves sending a beam of 
neutrons parallel to the sample and measuring the intensity and the scattering angle after 
their interactions with matter. The ratio of the scattered intensities in the direction 
perpendicular to those scattered in the parallel direction (A ratio) provides information on 
the chemical composition of the particles, if the magnetic contrast is known [9]. The 
positron is the antiparticle of the electron [54]. In a material, the positron is attracted by 
the electrons and repelled by the atoms nuclei. Therefore, this antiparticle is attracted by 
the cavities in which the repulsions are weaker. PAS experiments can thus detect open 
defects such as vacancies or voids of all sizes [37]. However, the interpretation of these 
experiments can be complicated when there is a large variety of defect types.  

Atom probe tomography [47] has been particularly important to understand the 
composition of radiation induced precipitation of clusters in Fe-Cu alloys [33,48]. Atom 
probe is based on the principle of evaporation. The tip is evaporated by field effect, 
atomic layer by atomic layer in the form of ions. This occurs due to the superposition of 
high voltage pulses to a dc electrical potential applied. The ions extracted pass through the 
amplifier where they transform into an electron cloud that bombards a detector measuring 
their positions and flight. 

Besides the characterisation techniques described above, measurements of 
macroscopic properties can also provide very valuable information about defects in metals. 
For example, electrical resistivity measurements of irradiated samples have been used for 
several decades to obtain information about basic processes such as single and small 
defect cluster migration. The experiments consist of irradiating a sample at low 
temperatures to create defects, usually by electron irradiation [59] although there are also 
experiments performed by neutron implantation [45]. After the irradiation the sample is 
then annealed, increasing the temperature in time intervals, while measuring the electrical 
resistivity. As the temperature is increased, different mechanisms get activated such as 
single self-interstitial migration. As defects become mobile they recombine with other 
defects of the same type or opposite type (vacancies and self-interstitials). The 
recombination between defects results in damage recovery and, therefore, in the decrease 
of electrical resistivity of the sample. The derivative of the electrical resistivity 
measurements with temperature shows peaks at different temperatures that correspond to 
different mechanisms being activated. These temperatures indicate activation energies that 
can then be related to migration or dissociation energies of defects obtained from density 
functional calculations (DFT) or molecular dynamics or statics with empirical potentials. 

All these experimental techniques can be used to validate simulation models being 
developed to understand damage evolution in irradiated materials. However, the 
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comparison between the experimental data and the models is never straightforward as for 
instance, the experimental signal has to be interpreted using models which rely on the 
knowledge one has of the physics involved. Furthermore, “simulated materials” are 
perfect in contrast with real materials. Many of the experiments available nowadays were 
made 30 or 40 years ago. Since then, the influence of impurities, even in very residual 
amount, has been pointed out, and one research direction that needs to be pursued to 
characterise more properly the interactions between point defects and solute atoms is the 
setting up of new sets of simple experiments, such as the recovery experiments, on 
materials with the highest purity possible in order to eliminate unwanted effects, as well as 
experiments on model alloys with increasing chemical complexity to validate the models 
developed.  

To progress in this field, one needs to design dedicated experiments in a close 
collaboration between experimentalists and modellers. The goal is to perform experiments 
on model alloys with the same number of elements that simulation can currently safely 
take into account (and some inevitable impurities) and also with simplified irradiation 
conditions (electrons irradiations, simple or joint ion irradiation, before treating neutron 
irradiation).  

Both experimentalists and modellers benefit from this type of collaboration, because 
it gives access to experimental conditions where the numerous possible interactions 
defects, elements, and microstructure features have been de-correlated from one another 
(compared to the complex industrial multicomponent case), which makes it possible to 
test one by one the experimental and numerical models describing these interactions. 

In the next section we describe the main simulation methods used to study damage 
evolution in structural materials. 

Long-term damage evolution models 

Object Kinetic Monte Carlo 
The Object kinetic Monte Carlo (OKMC) method is based on the residence time 
algorithm (RTA), also known as the BKL method (for Bortz, Kalos and Lebowitz) [36]. 
This algorithm is used to evolve a set of objects that can undergo different events. Given 
a set of possible events involving these objects, {ei; i=1,…,Ne}, each with a known rate of 
occurrence, Gi, a total rate, R, is computed as the sum over all Ne events of the product Gi 
ni, where ni is the number of events of the same type with the same rate: 

     ∑
eN

=i
iiΓn=R

1
         (1)  

A Monte Carlo step is initiated by selecting an event from all Ne based on a random 
number between 0 and R. The value of this number determines which event is selected 
since the increment due to each event in the interval [0:R] in Equation (1) is known. If 
more than one object can undergo the selected event, one is chosen at random. Once the 
event and the corresponding object are selected, the appropriate actions are performed to 
make that event occur and the time is updated, by adding a time increment proportional 
to the inverse of R:  
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R
ξ=δτ log−    (2) 

where ξ is a random number in the interval [0,1], which is included to ensure a 
Poisson distribution of the time increments. In the limit of long times, it is easy to 
demonstrate that the average, δτ→1/R, which is the average time increment. Thus, this 
average value can also be used in the KMC algorithm as initially proposed by [67]. This 
general algorithm can be applied to study a wide variety of processes. In the case of the 
long-term evolution of radiation damage the objects are the intrinsic defects (vacancies 
and self-interstitials) or impurities, and their clusters which are located at known (and 
traced) positions in a simulation volume. The events are all the possible actions that these 
objects can perform and the reactions that they may undergo, such as: (a) migration, (b) 
dissociation (emission of a smaller defect from a bigger one), (c) aggregation of like 
defects or of defects and impurities, and (d) annihilation between opposite defects (self-
interstitials and vacancies).  

The probability for a migration event is given by the corresponding jump frequency, 
expressed as a thermally activated process, following the Arrhenius dependence: 

     






 −
Tk
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B
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0m exp   (3) 

where G0 is the attempt frequency, which can be taken as a constant prefactor, on the 
order of the Debye frequency; Em is the migration energy of that particular object; T is the 
temperature; and kB the Boltzmann constant. 

 For the dissociation events, the probability is given in terms of a jump frequency, with 
an activation energy equal to the sum of the migration energy plus the binding energy 
between the emitted defect and a cluster of the size that remains after emission, Eb: 
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Eb will in general depend on the type of emitted and emitting object, as well as on the 
emitting object’s size. For the case of events of type (c) and (d), which are reactions 
between defects, it is generally assumed that they are diffusion-limited. That is, the reaction 
occurs as soon as the two objects are within a pre-defined capture radius, but no energy 
barrier is associated with the reaction. These events occur therefore only on the basis of 
geometrical considerations (overlap of reaction volumes) and do not participate in 
defining the progressing of time. Events of this type also include the absorption of objects 
by sinks (dislocations, grain boundaries, …). 

 Other events due to external processes, which influence the rate at which time 
progresses, need to be included in a radiation damage simulation. These are events 
producing damage, such as the appearance of isolated Frenkel pairs (FP), as in electron 
irradiation, or of the debris of a displacement cascade (i.e. the point defects and clusters 
remaining at the end of the cascade), as in ion or neutron irradiation. The rates of these 
events must be included in the computation of the total rate, R. 
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 Difficulties in applying the OKMC algorithm are not due to the method itself, which 
is fairly straightforward. These stem, instead, from the fact that all the possible events that 
each object can undergo according to a specific physical mechanism, their appropriate 
probability, and their defining properties must be pre-defined. The problem of pre-
defining possible actions, reactions, mechanisms and parameters for all possible objects is 
addressed in a latter section. 

Event Kinetic Monte Carlo 
The OKMC method is not the only Monte Carlo method to study the evolution in time 
of a set of events of known probability. A second type of Monte Carlo method is known 
as Event kinetic Monte Carlo (EKMC). This method has been implemented in the code 
JERK [14,38]. In contrast to the residence time algorithm, where all rates are lumped into 
one total rate to obtain the time increment (Equations 1 and 2), in an EKMC scheme the 
time delays of all possible events are calculated separately and sorted by increasing order 
in a list. The event corresponding to the shortest delay, τs, is processed first, and the 
remaining list of delay times for other events is modified accordingly by eliminating the 
delay time associated with the particle that just disappeared, adding delay times for a new 
mobile object, etc. The actual time is increased by τs and the next event on the list is 
processed until all possible events that can happen before time Δt have occurred. The 
delay times that include a migration step are calculated according to continuous laws of 
diffusion, after converting jump frequencies G i into diffusion coefficients Di. For a walker 
starting at a distance d from a partner of radius r, the probability that they will meet is 
given by: 

 







 −

Dt
rderfc

d
r=t)P(d,

2
    (6) 

 

which is easily inverted to yield the time delay under the form:  

 

{ }2

2

/4D
1

r)(ξerfc
r)(d=τ

1−

−
    (7) 

 

where erfc-1 is the inverse of the complementary error function and ξ  is a random 
number uniformly distributed over the interval 0-1. This delay is calculated in the 
framework of a binary collision approximation, i.e. as if the two partners were alone in an 
infinite volume. This assumption is not exact, but it was extensively checked using JERK 
that this approximation remains quantitatively correct as long as the time interval Δt is not 
too large. Otherwise, the probability of encounter with a third partner would be no longer 
negligible. The advantage of EKMC is that it is more rapid when they are only few 
possible events. 
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 The choice of Δt is a matter of compromise: too small a value would approach the 
limits of atomic Monte-Carlo or OKMC and too large a value would probe the delay 
probability law given above in a time window where it is less and less correct. In addition 
the number of events to be processed would grow too large. An important difference 
between OKMC and EKMC is that the latter does not easily treat one-dimensional (1D) 
motion, although in principle the corresponding probabilities can be calculated and 
introduced in parallel with the three-dimensional (3D) ones. 

 The above procedure includes delay times of different types. Some delay times are 
associated with events defined by a frequency of occurrence consistent with a Poisson 
distribution (for example, the jump monitoring the emission of a monomer from a 
cluster), whereas the others account for encounters between objects which are the result 
of diffusion and not a Poisson process. It has been shown in the past that for problems 
where Poisson processes act in parallel, the RTA is equivalent to the brute force 
Metropolis scheme [3]. No formal proof has been established up to now for the case of 
event based Monte-Carlo. However, a recent reformulation of Jerk called First Passage 
Kinetic Monte-Carlo (FPKMC) has been numerically checked extensively against the 
RTA treatment of the same diffusion problem and no detectable difference could be 
found between the two approaches [50]. 

Rate theory models 
Rate theory models have been used for several decades to study defect production and 
defect evolution in irradiated materials [39]. It is a powerful technique with almost no 
restriction on sample size or time to be simulated. Rate theory or cluster dynamics 
methods typically compute the changes in concentration as a function of time for 
different defect types. This requires the resolution of coupled differential equations, and 
the number of equations that must be solved can be extremely large, depending on the 
problem. There are, therefore, different approximations used in the literature to solve 
systems up to very large cluster sizes [27,58,51].  

The information needed for these simulations in terms of defect mobilities, stabilities 
or interaction radius are exactly the same as those needed in kinetic Monte Carlo methods 
and will be described in the next section. 

Parametrisation of the models: the example of Fe 

The problem of determining an initial parameter set is common to any model used to 
simulate microstructure evolution. By parameter set we mean the whole set of physical 
mechanisms included in the model, along with the physical or materials parameters that 
quantitatively define them, such as characteristic energies, attempt frequencies and capture 
radii. Clearly, the appropriateness of a parameter set should be decided on the basis of its 
ability to reproduce available experimental results in a large enough range of conditions. 
However, the work of identifying a suitable parameter set and of its corresponding 
validation is far from straightforward. Here we describe the main parameters used in the 
literature for pure Fe as an example of the information needed in these models. The 
parameters needed for these simulations are: migration energies, attempt frequencies, 
binding energies, interaction radii and defect-defect interaction mechanisms. Moreover, 
the initial defect distribution must also be provided, and it will depend on the type of 
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experiment being simulated. Migration energies for mono-defects or small defect clusters 
can be obtained from DFT methods. In particular, for the case of Fe we have information 
about vacancy clusters up to size 4 and self-interstitials up to size 3 from DFT calculations 
[18,24,25], shown in table I. However, DFT simulations of clusters with more than 4 or 5 
defects, particularly to obtain their migration barriers, are difficult to perform. Therefore, 
above those values information must be obtained from other simulation methods, such as 
molecular dynamics (MD) with empirical potentials [53,55]. In general, the behaviour of 
large defect clusters is one of the difficult parameters to incorporate in these kinetic 
models since it implies knowing about the mobility and interactions of defects of any type 
and size. This is particularly complicated in the case of self-interstitial clusters in Fe. For 
vacancies in Fe in some cases [11] the DFT values are used for vacancies up to 4 and 
larger vacancy clusters are considered immobile. Other kinetic Monte Carlo simulations 
[19] use a migration energy of 0.65 eV and a prefactor decreasing with size according to 
the law ( )2

0
−− npν  for n ≥ 2, with p=100 and ν0 = 6×1012 s−1  [7]. For self-interstitial atoms 

(SIA), MD has shown that SIA clusters of <111> type are able to diffuse one-
dimensionally and almost athermally [53,55]. For example, MD simulations by Osetsky 
show that SIA clusters migrate with a migration energy Em=0.04 eV and a prefactor 
decreasing with size according to the law: ν0·n-s (ν0 = 6×1012 s-1, s=0.51). The difference in 
migration energies between small and large SIA clusters comes from the different 
configurations: the lowest energy configuration of small clusters, below 5 defects, are of 
<110> type migrating in 3D while the largest clusters have a <111> configuration [42], 
with low migration energies in 1D. However, recent ab initio results show that small 
clusters of size with non-planar configurations are more stable than <110> clusters and 
immobile [60]. As mentioned above, one main difficulty in modelling damage evolution in 
Fe is that the behaviour of large SIA clusters is not fully understood. According to 
simulations all large SIA clusters are <111> type and highly mobile while experiments 
show two types of loops <100> and <111> [66], with mobilities for <111> clusters on 
the order of 1.3 eV [2], well above the MD values. This discrepancy is often explained by 
the presence of impurities such as carbon, that can act as traps for defects, and it is 
included in the simulations in an effective manner, either by adding traps with a binding 
energy to SIA clusters of about 1 eV [12,19] or by assuming that all SIA clusters above a 
certain size are immobile [11]. The general conclusion of these studies [11,19], is that it is 
only possible to reproduce the observed experimental data when some mechanism for 
immobilisation or slowing down of large self-interstitial clusters is included in the model.  

Binding energies of single-defects to clusters are also important parameters for the 
OKMC simulations since they determine the rate of dissociation of a cluster. Binding 
energies for small clusters can be obtained by ab initio techniques [18,20,24,25,26]. For 
larger clusters, the data can be obtained from empirical interatomic potentials and then 
extrapolated [11,19,25]. Often, the capillary approximation is used for larger vacancy and 
self-interstitial clusters [25].  

Examples of binding energies used in the OKMC model of Figure 2 below are 
presented in Table 2. 

Defect-defect interactions are often assumed to be diffusion limited: when a defect is 
within the capture radius of a second defect they recombine. The recombination can 
result in annihilation of the defects, in the case of recombination of a vacancy with a self-
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interstitial, in the growth of a defect cluster (a vacancy recombining with a vacancy cluster, 
for example) or the formation of mixed clusters, with two or more types of defects, such 
as He-vacancy clusters. Moreover, very complex reactions could also take place 
particularly when we have large mobile clusters, as in the case of Fe. Mechanisms such as 
the formation of <100> loops from the reaction between two <111> loops proposed by 
Marian et al. based on MD simulations [41] have been included in some OKMC 
simulations [30]. This is, again, an area where many open questions remain in terms of 
loop growth and loop interaction in Fe. For all these recombination reactions a 
recombination or capture radius (or capture volume) must be defined. The interaction 
bias between self-interstitials is often included into this parameter.  

Finally, the initial defect distribution used in the kinetic model will depend on the type 
of experiment to be studied. For the case of electron irradiation experiments a random 
distribution of Frenkel-pairs (vacancies and self-interstitials) separated a given distance is 
assumed as initial distribution [25]. For the case of ion implantation or neutron irradiation, 
cascade damage must be introduced taking into account the irradiation energy. MD 
simulations of collision cascade damage is generally used as input [8,11,19,20]. Binary 
collision approximation calculations, such as those performed by Marlowe [43], can also 
be used in some cases [4-6,31]. In fact, for energies higher than several 10s of eV a 
combination of Marlowe and MD simulations must be used. The information obtained 
from these calculations can serve as input both to kinetic Monte Carlo models and rate 
theory models. In KMC models the actual 3D location of vacancies and self-interstitials 
obtained from MD or BCA calculation is directly used in the simulations. In rate theory, 
the concentration of clusters of different sizes obtained from the MD or BCA simulations 
are used as input to the calculations [28,64]. 

In the following section we present some examples of calculations of defect 
accumulation and evolution in Fe using kinetic models. 

Table 1. Migration energies of vacancies and self-interstitials used in the OKMC simulations of 
Fe of Figure 2 (given as an example of input parameters) 

SIA cluster size Em (eV) Vacancy cluster size Em (eV) 
1 0.34 1 0.67 
2 0.42 2 0.62 
3 0.43 3 0.35 

> 3 Immobile 4 0.48 
  > 4 Immobile 
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Table 2. Binding energies (eV) of defect clusters used in the OKMC simulations of Fe of Figure 2 
(given as an example of input parameters)  

SIA cluster size Eb (eV) Vacancy cluster size Eb (eV) 
1 0.8 1 0.3 
2 0.92 2 0.37 
3 1.64 3 0.62 

Ef is the formation energy used for the capillary law. 

Damage accumulation and evolution in Fe 

Electron irradiation and thermal annealing  
As mentioned above, irradiation and annealing of a sample while measuring electrical 
resistivity can provide important information about basic processes related to defect 
migration and defect stability. In the case of Fe the resistivity recovery curve after electron 
irradiation was modelled by C. C. Fu et al. [25] using Event kinetic Monte Carlo with 
parameters for defect stability and defect migration from DFT calculations. The 
calculations provide an explanation for the different peaks observed in experiments 
performed by Takaki et al. [59] and the position of those peaks correlate well with the 
values obtained from the DFT calculations. Figure 2 shows the derivative of the number 
of defects (N) with temperature as a function of temperature obtained in this case from 
an Object kinetic Monte Carlo model with the parameters included in tables I and II 
(same as those in reference [25] for a dose of 2x10 dpa. The location of the peaks found 
experimentally in [59] is marked in the same figure with arrows. These simulations show 
that the first peak, corresponding to stage ID2, appears because of the recombination of 
correlated Frenkel-pairs, that is, a vacancy and a self-interstitial of the same Frenkel-pair. 
With one single self-interstitial jump these defects recombine and the total number of 
defects decreases giving rise to this peak. The second stage, named IE, also corresponds 
to the recombination between vacancies and self-interstitials but for pairs of defects that 
are far away from each other, so more than one jump of the self-interstitial must occur for 
the defects to recombine. Therefore, this peak appears at a temperature that corresponds 
to that of self-interstitial migration. The next stage, stage II, is due to the migration of 
self-interstitial clusters while stage III is due to vacancy migration. 
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Figure 2. Derivative of the number of defects with temperature as a function of temperature for 
electron irradiation at a dose of 2x10-6 dpa from OKMC calculations and parameters from [25] 

 

 

Neutron irradiation and comparison to TEM and PAS 
One particularly clean and complete experiment, very suitable for modeling, is the 
positron annihilation study performed by Eldrup and coworkers [21,22] on high-purity Fe 
specimens, neutron-irradiated in the range of about 0.0001-0.8 dpa in the HFIR at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory. This work provides a precise and detailed experimental 
assessment of the density and size distribution of vacancy clusters (nanovoids) versus 
dose in Fe, which is extremely valuable for the validation of microstructure evolution 
models. For similarly irradiated pure Fe, the total density of visible clusters (mostly self-
interstitial clusters) versus dose is also available [63]. 

A dose-rate corresponding to HFIR (~10-6 dpa/s) was used for OKMC simulations 
with LAKIMOCA, where 0.23 dpa were accumulated at 70°C in a ~1.22x10-22 m3 pure Fe 
box, with periodic boundary conditions. This equals the maximum dose for which results 
of void size distribution are provided in [21]. The HFIR spectrum was decomposed into 
3x1016 FP cm-3 s-1,  4x1014 10 keV cascade-debris cm-3 s-1 and 2x1014 20 keV cascade-debris 
cm-3 s-1, in accordance with INCAS package results [35] (for the exact values of the 
parameters used in this simulation [7]). As mentioned above, in order to reproduce the 
experimental data it was necessary to introduce traps for SIA and their clusters. In this 
case a concentration of 100 ppm of traps was used with a binding energy between trap 
and object of 0.9 eV, and a capture radius for traps of 5 Å. A good agreement obtained 
with the experimental data, i.e. the saturation of the damage versus dose as shown in 
Figure 3 for a number of slightly different choices of parameters that hardly affect the 
overall result.  
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Figure 3. Density of vacancy clusters in pure Fe at different doses after a neutron irradiation in 
HFIR at 70°C including experimental uncertainty [21,22] 

 
OKMC with set II with traps for interstitials (binding energy of 0.9 eV and capture radius of 2.5 Å) for three different 
capture radii. Set II with traps for interstitials with a binding energy of 0.9 eV and a recombination distance of 2.5 Å is 
also represented in the figure. (200a0x200a0x200a0 simulation box, periodic boundary conditions). 

Figure 4. Vacancy cluster size distribution versus dose according to the OKMC simulation using 
set II with traps and a 1nn capture radius 

 
The size for a cluster of N vacancies is given by an equivalent diameter, i.e. the diameter of a sphere with a volume 
equal to N vacancies. To be compared with experimental results in [21,22]. 

The main outcome of these simulations is that it is necessary to allow for SIA cluster 
1D (fast) migration, while introducing traps for them, in order to reproduce the reference 
experimental results. The capture radius is found to have a very limited effect on the 
results, although at low dose the smallest radius provides the best agreement, fully 
contained in the experimental error bar (Figure 3). The vacancy cluster size distribution 
versus dose obtained from the simulation and 100 ppm of SIA traps and the smallest 
capture radius is shown in Figure 4. This figure can be directly compared with Figure 4 in 
[21] and Figure 6 in [22]. The agreement between simulation and experiment is excellent. 
The only noticeable difference between simulation results and experimental 
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measurements is that the former tends to shift the size distribution towards somewhat 
larger clusters, thereby predicting a slightly lower density.  

Nucleation of He-V clusters in Fe 
Our next example shows the evolution of damage in Fe in the presence of He. In this 
case one needs to define all the parameters describing the migration of the Helium atom 
in Fe as well as the interaction of He with other defects. To model the desorption 
experiments performed by Vassen et. al. [62], an OKMC model [12], as well as a rate 
theory model [52], were used, where the migration mechanisms for He described by C. C. 
Fu and F. Willaime [26] were implemented. 

According to their calculations He at an interstitial position (Hei) can migrate with a 
barrier of 0.06 eV. When He is at a substitutional position (Hes) it can migrate through a 
vacancy mechanism with a barrier of 1.1 eV, or through the dissociative mechanism: Hes. 
- >Hei + V, with a barrier of 2.36 eV. A substitutional He can also move to an interstitial 
position through the replacement mechanism, also known as the kick-out mechanism 
[61,39]. This mechanism occurs in the presence of defects since it involves a self-
interstitial atom replacing the position of the He substitutional: Hes + I - > Hei.  

Binding energies of small He-V clusters were also calculated by C. C. Fu and F. 
Willaime [26] and were included in the model. Using these input data the desorption 
experiments in [62] were simulated. In these experiments Fe samples of different 
thickness were homogeneously implanted with He at different concentrations and 
annealed at constant temperature, monitoring in time the amount of He released.  

In the simulations a homogeneous distribution of He at interstitial sites, vacancies and 
self-interstitials is used as the initial damage distribution after implantation. TRIM [68] 
calculations show that for the energies used in these experiments a total of approximately 
200 Frenkel-pairs per implanted He is expected for a threshold displacement energy of 
40eV. Assuming this initial condition the evolution of these defects was simulated at 
room temperature until steady state is reached. After the room temperature simulation, 
He desorption during isothermal annealing was simulated using the BIGMAC code for 
the temperature conditions of the experiments in [62]. Due to the issues described above 
regarding SIA clusters in Fe, different assumptions were used in the simulations. 

Figure 5 shows the released fraction of He obtained from the OKMC calculation with 
all self-interstitial clusters mobile (solid line) together with the experimental data obtained 
by Vassen et al. for annealing temperature of 667 K. Clearly the simulations with these 
conditions fail to reproduce the experimental observations. The time scale for He release 
is too long as compared to the experiment, and the total fraction is also much lower. The 
results from the simulation when all self-interstitial clusters are immobile (also shown in 
Figure 5) are in better agreement with the experiments, although it still underestimates the 
fraction of He released. From the results shown in Figure 5 it seems that a better 
agreement with the experiment is obtained when self-interstitial clusters are considered 
immobile. This assumption has been used successfully by A. Hardouin Duparc [29] to 
simulate electron irradiation of Fe within a rate theory model. The work of Domain et al 
[19] described in the previous section has shown that it is necessary to include the 
mobility of self-interstitial clusters and the presence of traps for these clusters to be able 
to reproduce neutron irradiation experiments on Fe. Using the same approach traps for 
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self-interstitial clusters were included with a binding energy of 1.0 eV. Calculations for 
two different conditions, annealing at 667 K of an irradiated sample of 2.6 micron depth 
and a He concentration of 0.109 appm, and for a case of annealing at lower temperature, 
559 K were performed.  For this last case the sample depth was 2.5 microns and the initial 
He concentration 1.39 appm. A trap concentration of 12 appm was used. Figure 6 shows 
the results of the simulations under these conditions (lines) compared with the 
experimental measurements (circles). Clearly a much better agreement with the 
experimental observations is now obtained. These results indicate that the role of traps for 
self-interstitial clusters in crucial not only for the evolution of SIA and vacancy clusters, 
but also for the migration and nucleation of He and He-V clusters.  

Figure 5. He desorbed fraction for annealing at 667 K and at 559 K. Comparison between experiments 

 

Rate theory vs. kinetic Monte Carlo calculations 
Mean-field rate theory has been used for decades to study the evolution of defects 
produced during irradiation. From simple to very complex models have been used to 
study, for example, void growth in different materials [27]. Rate theory has the advantage 
of being a very efficient tool, allowing for calculations of large systems as well as long time 
scales, therefore suitable to study damage in materials during the lifetime of a reactor. 
However, it lacks spatial correlations between defects due to its mean-filed character. 
Several recent studies have addressed this issue by comparing calculations performed with 
rate theory and with kinetic Monte Carlo using the same input parameters [15,34,51, 
52,57]. 

The work of Stoller et al. [57] has shown that there is a good agreement between the 
two methods for conditions of high defect density, for example, low temperature and high 
displacement rates, as well as for cases where there is a high density of fixed sinks such as 
dislocations.  

On the other hand, the work of Dalla Torre [15] and Ortiz et al. [51,52] has shown 
that a perfect agreement can be achieved between rate theory and kinetic Monte Carlo 
when using a combination of both models. For example, for the case of the resistivity 
recovery curves described above and shown in Figure 2, the initial defect distribution after 
implantation is first modelled with EKMC or OKMC. Therefore, correlated 
recombination between Frenkel-pairs that can not be accounted for in rate theory, is done 
in the Monte Carlo models. The concentration of defects obtained in the Monte Carlo 
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models is then used as input for cluster dynamics achieving a very good agreement with 
the Monte Carlo results. Recent work by Jourdan and Crocombette [34] shows a method 
to combine kinetic Monte Carlo and cluster dynamics to account for spatial correlations 
in displacement cascades, which is necessary to perform continuous irradiation studies 
such as those required for damage evolution in reactor materials.  

Damage evolution in other structural materials (W) 

Implantation of He in tungsten has been modelled in a similar manner to what has been 
described for Fe. The OKMC technique, parameterised on DFT data has been used to 
model the implantation and subsequent annealing sequence of 800 keV 3He atoms 
implanted at room temperature in tungsten. Different fluences were investigated ranging 
from 1017 to 5 × 1020 ions m-2 and comparisons were made with Positron Annihilation 
Spectroscopy (PAS) results [16]. These simulations showed that He atoms play the role of 
nuclei (of which the most probable is the He.v complex) for the formation of vacancy 
clusters and that a high vacancy to nuclei ratio at the end of the implantation causes the 
formation of large vacancy clusters during the clustering. One interesting consequence of 
this, is that the higher the fluence, the smaller the nanovoids in the track region, i.e. the 
region where very few He atoms are implanted [16].The track region of the W slab was 
modelled using a box of 195 × 203 × 2208 lattice unit cells (64 × 64 × 700 nm) with 
periodic boundary conditions in the two small directions and recombining surfaces in the 
third one (which corresponds to the thickness of the track region). Similar to the 
experimental procedure, the simulation proceeds in two steps: the implantation followed 
by the isochronal annealing sequence. The implantation stage was done at 300 K using the 
experimental implantation flux and fluence by introducing randomly in the box «cascade 
debris» obtained with Marlowe [32].  

Figure 6a shows the mean number of vacancies in the clusters versus distance from 
the surface for the high and low fluences, it reflects thus the depth distribution of the 
mean size. Figure 6b shows the cluster concentrations versus distance from the surface 
for the low and high fluences implantation. From Figures 5(a) and (b) it is evidenced that 
the width and the position of the maximum size of the depth distribution strongly depend 
on the implantation fluence. For the high fluence (HF), the vacancy clusters are larger in 
the first 100 nm close to the surface and then slightly decrease in size as depth increases. 
For the low fluence (LF) case, the maximum of the vacancy cluster distribution is 
observed around 200 nm from the surface. In this last case, for depths larger than 300 nm 
from the surface, the mean size of clusters significantly decreases. However, the 
simulations reveal that in both cases, the concentration of clusters increases with depth 
and follows the same trend.  
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Figure 6. (a) mean number of vacancies in the clusters (containing more than one vacancy) 
versus distance (averaged on slices 35 nm thick) from the surface for the low and high fluences. 
(b) nHe.mv (m>1) cluster concentration versus distance from the surface for the low and high 
fluences (the low fluence concentration has been multiplied by 50 in 800 keV 3He implanted W 

after annealing at 900 K) 

 

Due to the damage and implantation profiles which are not homogeneous and the 
recombination events which do not occur in a homogeneous manner in the sample, the 
He, SIA and vacancy profiles are not uniform at the end of the implantation. The 
simulations showed that whatever the fluence, the vacancy clusters are smaller very close 
to the surface. The width and the position of the maximum size of the distribution, 
however, depend on fluence. For the high implantation fluence, the vacancy clusters are 
the largest close to the surface, whereas, for the low implantation fluence, the vacancy 
cluster distribution is more uniform in size and larger between 100 and 300 nm from the 
surface. The trends observed are in good agreement with the experimental PAS results. 
The OKMC model was thus able to reproduce the experimental tendencies and as it 
provides spatial information as the depth profiles of the concentrations, sizes and He to 
vacancy ratio of the pure and mixed vacancy clusters, can help to interpret the PAS data 
which result from a complicated combination of cluster size, concentration, He/vacancy 
ratio and position in the sample.  

Limitations of the models and outlook 

The main difficulty in all the models described above is to ensure that all relevant 
parameters and mechanisms have actually been accounted for in the model. Nowadays 
DFT calculations can provide accurate values of basic defect properties, such as defect 
formation energies or defect migrations, for systems with a few (4 to 5) defects, , but 
alloys containing a large number of elements, such as steels for instance, are still difficult 
to model using DFT because of the size of the supercells which can be used. Information 
for larger cluster sizes can be obtained from other methods with empirical potentials such 
as molecular dynamics or molecular statics, but in this approach also the number of 
alloying elements is limited. However, even with the more accurate values possible for all 
defect sizes and types nothing ensures that all possible, and relevant, types of interactions 
have been included into the kinetic model. The only way available to understand the 
limitations of these models is to contrast the results of the calculations with experiments 
performed under different conditions (temperatures, type of irradiation, doses, etc.). A 
robust kinetic model should be able to reproduce, with the same set of defect parameters 
(migration energies, binding energies, recombination radius, etc.), experiments performed 
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under very different conditions. Concentrated alloys are also more difficult to model, as 
one has to find a clever way of introducing a concentration dependent parameterisation. 

One of the effects that is often included only in an effective manner in these models 
(both Monte Carlo and rate theory) is the interaction between defects due to their strain 
field. In most cases this is modelled through a bias factor included in the capture radius. 
Recent work by Chen et al shows how this effect can actually be included in a kinetic 
model [13]. On the other hand, the Langevin approach developed by Derlet et al. [17] can 
describe the long-range elastic interactions existing between, for example, clusters of 
defects in an irradiated material. 

Modelling damage evolution becomes particularly difficult when dealing with complex 
systems such as alloys, especially for concentrated alloys. In that case, the properties of 
defects can depend on the local environment and tabulating all possible defect 
configurations and reactions can become an infinite task. There are several methods that 
try to overcome this difficulty. Neural networks could be used to create this list of 
parameters in an efficient manner [10]. On the other hand, on-the-fly Monte Carlo 
methods [23,65] allow for the calculation of the defect energetics for the particular 
structure at any given point in the simulation. 

All these very complex systems require efficient kinetic algorithms, specially for the 
case of object and kinetic Monte Carlo methods. Parallel algorithms, that can make use of 
large supercomputer facilities, is an obvious improvement. However, for the case of 
object kinetic Monte Carlo, parallelisation is not straightforward, although there are 
methods being developed [44]. 

Conclusions 

In this chapter we have described how models such as object kinetic Monte Carlo, event 
kinetic Monte Carlo and rate theory can follow the evolution of defects in time for time 
and length scales that can be compared to those measured experimentally. We have 
presented different examples of calculations compared to experiments for the case of 
electron and neutron irradiation of Fe, thermal desorption of He implanted Fe and 
irradiation of W. The main limitations and breakthroughs in these models have been 
discussed in the final part of this chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Radiation-induced segregation 

F. Soisson, M. Nastar 
CEA, DEN, Service de Recherches de Métallurgie Physique, Gif-sur-Yvette, France 

Abstract 

We present here the basic mechanisms of radiation-induced segregation, typical 
experimental results, phenomenological and atomistic models. RIS has been first 
modelled with continuous methods. They are based on the thermodynamics of 
irreversible processes in which partial diffusion coefficients are estimated from 
diffusion experiments. To compensate the lack of diffusion data, a multi-scale 
approach has been developed. Atomic jump frequencies are parameterised from 
first principles calculations, leading to the partial diffusion coefficients when 
diffusion theory is available. The same atomic jump frequency models can be 
introduced in direct atomic-scale simulation methods. 

Introduction 

Permanent irradiation of materials sustains fluxes of vacancies and self-interstitials 
towards point defect sinks, such as dislocations, grain boundaries, free surfaces where 
they can annihilate. In an alloy, these fluxes of defects induce fluxes of chemical elements, 
leading to a local modification of the composition, the so-called Radiation-Induced 
Segregation phenomenon. The objective of this article is to provide a first introduction to 
RIS, emphasizing its basic mechanisms and their connection with point defect diffusion 
properties. More extensive reviews can be found in [1,2], and a detailed modeling of RIS 
in austenitic steels can be found in a companion paper by Sakaguchi [3].  

We will show that simple rate theory models, based on extended Fickian diffusion 
equations can successfully explain the experimental observations, especially when 
consistently built within the framework of the Thermodynamics of Irreversible Processes 
(TIP). However, a quantitative prediction of RIS in real systems is often limited by a lack 
of experimental diffusion data: this is especially true for the diffusion by interstitials but 
also, to a lesser degree, for the diffusion by vacancies. Multi-scale approaches, coupling ab 
initio calculations and atomic diffusion models offer an alternative way to get reliable 
information on the missing RIS parameters, or to directly simulate – at the atomic scale – 
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the microstructure evolution: we present the recent progress achieved in that direction 
and the difficulties that remain to be overcome. 

Equilibrium vs. non-equilibrium segregation 

Segregation is commonly observed in alloys at thermal equilibrium: the composition of 
solid solutions that are homogeneous in the bulk usually differs near the dislocations, the 
grain-boundaries, the free surfaces, etc. This equilibrium segregation results from the 
difference of interactions between the chemical elements and these extended defects, and 
is controlled by the minimization of the free energy of the system [4]. Diffusion properties 
of the materials affect the kinetics of such segregation processes, but not the final 
equilibrium states. By comparison, non-equilibrium segregation phenomena result from 
the coupling between fluxes of excess point defects and fluxes of alloying elements, and 
can occur e.g. during quenching from high temperatures, during sintering or under 
irradiation. They are non-equilibrium phenomena: they tend to disappear when external 
forces are switched off and the system reaches its equilibrium. They are controlled by the 
external forcing, but also by point defect properties. 

A classical and simple case of non-equilibrium segregation has been observed by 
Anthony in Al-Zn dilute alloys after quenching from high temperatures [5]. During the 
quench, the equilibrium vacancy concentration strongly decreases and excess vacancies 
may in some special conditions eliminate by forming small pyramidal cavities, just below 
the oxidised surface. An enrichment of Zn is measured near the cavities. Anthony 
explained this phenomenon by the fact that the flux of vacancies toward a cavity must be 
balanced by a flux of Al and Zn atoms in the opposite direction. The fluxes of Al and the 
flux of Zn depend on their respective diffusion coefficients and are usually not simply 
proportional to their concentration. Therefore, the local composition of the alloy is 
modified. Anthony predicted that similar phenomena may be much stronger in alloys 
under irradiation, where fluxes of excess point defects are sustained for long times [6]. 
Soon afterwards, radiation induced segregation was observed in austenitic steels by 
Okamoto et al. [7] and since then have been observed in many other alloys [1,2]. 

RIS mechanisms 

While it is clear from the start that RIS is due to the coupling between fluxes of point 
defects and fluxes of chemical elements, several mechanisms involving either vacancies or 
interstitials may lead to a preferential transport of some alloying elements at the sinks. The 
very details of these mechanisms affect the direction and the amount of RIS. As we will 
see below, their full physical description requires the knowledge of the ijL  
phenomenological coefficients of the Onsager matrix. In many systems of practical 
interest, one only knows some diffusion coefficients (typically some tracer diffusion 
coefficients) that do not provide the equivalent information. Nevertheless, they often give 
some insights on the underlying mechanisms and a first estimation for the tendency to 
segregate one element or the other.  

In a binary alloy for example, one may define some partial diffusion coefficients for A 
and B atoms: V

AD  and V
BD  for the diffusion by vacancies and I

AD  and I
BD  for the diffusion 

by interstitials. If the A and B fluxes occur both in the opposite direction of the vacancy 
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flux, the vacancy contribution drives an enrichment of the slow diffusing element at sinks: 
this mechanism (Figure 1a) is usually referred to as the inverse-Kirkendall effect. In dilute 
alloys, a strong attraction between vacancies and B solute atoms may also lead to an 
enrichment of B through a vacancy-drag mechanism (Figure 1b): in such a case the flux of 
B and vacancies are in the same direction, and an enrichment of B is observed even if they 
diffuse more rapidly than A atoms. Finally, fluxes of interstitials and fluxes of atoms 
usually occur in the same direction and one may expect that the interstitial contribution 
favours the segregation of the fast diffusing element (Figure 1c). RIS therefore results 
from several mechanisms that can oppose or reinforce each other, depending on the 
material diffusion properties: one difficulty for the understanding and ultimately, the 
prediction of RIS phenomena, comes from the lack of reliable diffusion data, especially 
for the interstitial defects. In such a case, a multi-scale modelling approach can be useful 
to provide additional information. 

Figure 1. Some possible RIS mechanisms, depending on the partial diffusion coefficients. 
Coupling with the vacancy flux (resulting from the plotted vacancy concentration profile): (a) if 

the A and B fluxes are in the same direction, an enrichment of B occurs if V V
B AD D<  and a 

depletion if V V
B AD D> , (b) when the vacancies drag the solute, an enrichment of B occurs, even if 

V V
B AD D> . Coupling with the interstitial flux (resulting from the plotted interstitial concentration 

profile): (c) an enrichment of B occurs when I I
B AD D> . 

 

Experimental observations and general trends 

Segregating elements. As must be clear from the previous discussion, the prediction of the 
segregating elements is usually difficult. General trends may be identified only when one 
mechanism is dominant: in binary alloys with strong size effects for example, undersized 
atoms usually segregate at point defects sinks [8]. This can be explained by a preferential 
occupation of interstitial positions by small atoms, leading to the situation illustrated 
onFigure 1c. 

Temperature and dose-rate effects. RIS may occur when significant fluxes of defects are 
sustained towards sinks, which typically happens only in a range of temperatures between 
0.3 and 0.6 times the melting point mT . At lower temperatures, point defects are immobile 
and will annihilate mainly by mutual recombination. At higher temperatures, the point 
defects annihilate rapidly at sinks and their supersaturation is too low for sustaining 
sufficient fluxes. RIS can be observed for irradiation doses much smaller than for void 
swelling or ballistic disordering effects. An increase in the dose rate 0K  results in higher 
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point defect concentrations and fluxes. The transition between the different regimes is 
then shifted towards higher temperatures (Figure 2). However, because point defect 
concentrations slowly evolves with the radiation fluxes (usually as its square root in the 
range where RIS occurs), while point defect mobility increases exponentially with the 
temperature, a high increase of the dose rate is necessary to get a significant shift. 

Figure 2. Temperature and dose rate effect on the radiation-induced segregation 

 

Concentration profiles. RIS often leads to concentration profiles with specific features: 
they can spread over relatively “large” distances: a few tens of nanometers (see e.g. 
Figures 3 and 4) while equilibrium segregation is often limited to the range of atomic 
interactions, i.e. to a few angstroms. Equilibrium segregation profiles are monotonous, 
except in alloys with ordering tendencies where some oscillations can appear with atomic 
wavelengths. By contrast, non-equilibrium segregation profiles may be non-monotonous, 
with sometimes at grain boundaries typical “W-shape” profiles. A typical case is RIS of Cr 
in austenitic or ferritic steels (Figure 3).  

Figure 3. Examples of radiation induced segregation of Cr at grain boundaries, with “W-shape” 
concentration profiles: (a) in a 316 austenitic steel, after irradiation of ~1 dpa by protons (at 360°C, 
closed circles) or neutrons (at 280°C, open circles) [9]; (b) in a PE16 Ninomic alloy, after neutron 

irradiation at 425°C [10]; (c) in a ferritic steel, after an ion irradiation of ~0.5 dpa at 350°C [11] 

  

Cr

C
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 RIS in steels 

In austenitic steels, an enrichment of Ni and Si and a depletion of Cr is usually observed 
on the cavities or at grain boundaries. The depletion of Cr is suspected to play a role in 
irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC). The enrichment of Ni and the 
depletion of Cr can also stabilise the austenite near the sinks and favor a transition to 
ferrite in the matrix [12]. The segregation of minor elements can lead to the formation of 
various phases, such as γ’-precipitates (e.g. Ni3Si) or M23C6 carbides. The mechanisms 
controlling the segregation of major elements (Fe, Ni and Cr) are still debated. The order 
of tracer diffusion coefficients at thermal equilibrium ( Ni Fe CrD D D< < ) suggests that 
Inverse-Kirkendall by vacancy diffusion could explain the observed behaviors of major 
elements, but some models also suggest a significant contribution of interstitials [2]. The 
segregation of minor elements seems to be dominated by size effects and interstitial 
diffusion, with an enrichment of undersized (e.g. Si [13]) and a depletion of oversized 
atoms (e.g. Mo [14]). RIS in ferritic and ferritic-martensitic steels has recently drawn some 
attention because they are considered as candidates for future fission and fusion reactors. 
In highly concentrated alloys, a depletion of Cr [11,15] and enrichment of Ni [15] at grain 
boundaries have been observed, reminding the general trends in austenitic steels. Carbon 
segregation has been sometimes found to go with the Cr one (Figure 3c.). RIS of 
phosphorus at grain boundaries has been observed and the addition of Hf atoms has been 
found to reduce the Cr segregation, in austenitic [16] and more recently in ferritic [17] 
steels. 

Radiation Induced Precipitation and Dissolution. A direct consequence of RIS is the 
modification of the precipitate stability and microstructure. In case of solute enrichment 
near a sink, if the concentration reaches the solubility limit, precipitation may occur even 
in an overall under-saturated alloy. Radiation Induced Precipitation of the ordered Ni3Si 
phase has been observed in under saturated Ni-Si alloys, at free surfaces or on small 
interstitials loops [18]. Inversely, in case of solute depletion, a dissolution of precipitates 
may occur in super-saturated alloys: this has been observed for example near dislocation 
loops in Ni-Al alloys [19].  

Diffusion equations in the framework of the thermodynamics of irreversible 
processes 

 Diffusion equations 

The evolution of concentration profiles in the vicinity of a sink, during the segregation, is 
given by generalized diffusion equations. For a binary A-B alloy, for example: 

0

0

div

div

div

v
i v v

i
i v i

B
B

c K Rc c J
t
c K Rc c J
t
c J
t

∂
= − −

∂
∂

= − −
∂
∂

= −
∂

 (1) 

where 0K  is the point defect production rate in dpa.s-1 (i.e. the number of 
displacements per atom per second) and R  the recombination rate. The equilibrium point 
defect concentrations are imposed at the sink, as a boundary condition. The solution of 
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these equations requires the knowledge of the relation between the fluxes J and the 
concentrations c. The Thermodynamics of Irreversible Processes (TIP) [20] provides such 
a relation: the flux of specie α is a linear combination of the thermodynamics driving 
forces, i.e. the gradients of chemical potentials β∇µ : 

J Lα αβ β
β

= − ∇µ∑ ,   (2) 

with , , ,i v Bα β = . The L-coefficients are the phenomenological or Onsager coefficients. 
The Onsager matrix is symmetric and positive and the sign of the non-diagonal terms 
(such as BvL  or BiL ) determines if the flux of B and point defects are in the same ( 0L > ) or 
in the opposite ( 0L < ) direction. An equivalent description in terms of diffusion 
coefficients and gradients of concentrations can be established. For example in a binary 
alloy (AB), fluxes are separated into two contributions, the first one induced by the point 
defect concentration gradients and the second one appearing after the formation of 
chemical concentration gradients near the point defect sink [2,21].  

 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

c c
A A AV V AI I AV V AI I A

c c
V A AV B BV V V AV BV A

c c
I A AI B BI I I AI BI A

J C d C d C d C d C C

J C d C d C C d d C

J C d C d C C d d C

= ∇ − ∇ − + Φ∇

= − + ∇ + Φ − ∇

= + ∇ + Φ − ∇

, (3) 

 

where the thermodynamic factor Φ
 
relating the alloy chemical potential to the solute 

concentration, is proportional to the second derivative of the Gibbs free energy, G, of the 
alloy with respect to the concentration of one of the components. The partial diffusion 
coefficients are defined in terms of the L-coefficients and the equilibrium vacancy 
concentration eq

VC : 

     

1 ln .
ln

+
=

∂
= − +

Φ ∂

AA AB

AA AB

V V

AV
A V

V V eq
c V
AV A AV

A V B V A

L L
d

C C

L L Cd C d
C C C C C

   (4) 

 

The flux of B is deduced from the flux of A by inverting A and B letters. Interstitial 
partial diffusion coefficients are obtained from the vacancy ones by replacing letter V by 
letter I.  

 Steady-state concentration profile 

An analytical solution of the coupled equations is obtained within steady state conditions. 
At the boundary plane, variation of composition is controlled by a unique flux coming 
from the bulk. A steady state condition implies the latter flux to be zero and step by step 
every flux to be zero. In a binary alloy, equations (3) lead to a relationship between 
concentration gradients:   
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( )
A B BI BV AV AI

A V
B BI A A AI B BV BI

C C d d d dC C
C d D C d D d d

 
∇ = − ∇ 

+  
,  (5) 

 where the intrinsic diffusion coefficient is equal to  ( )c c
V V I ID d C d C= + Φα α α . The spatial 

extent of segregation coincides with the region of non-vanishing defect gradients. 
Therefore, if the chemical potentials and the Onsager coefficients are known, the 
stationary state of RIS can be predicted by Equation (5). However, to take into account 
the variation of the L coefficients with local composition, numerical integration of the 
diffusion equations is required. 

Figure 4. Surface Radiation Induced Segregation in Ni-10%Cu alloys: Evolution of the Cu 
concentration profiles with the dose rate at different temperatures 

 
On the left: Auger spectroscopy measurements (the distance to the surface is proportional to the sputtering time), on 
the right: solution of the diffusion equations [22]. 

 

 Experimental determination of the phenomenological parameters 

Experimental data for the determination of the chemical potentials are available for the 
most usual systems. Unfortunately, a complete experimental determination of the L 
coefficients is much more difficult. Even for the vacancy terms, it requires the 
measurements of the intrinsic diffusion coefficients AD  and BD  (i.e. in principle an 
interdiffusion experiment and the determination of the Kirkendall velocity for each 
composition), but also the measurement of additional diffusion coefficients [2]. Anthony’s 
experiments in Al alloys were precisely devised to get this extra information. 
Unfortunately, they were only possible thanks to the very specific configuration of 
vacancy clusters in Al alloys (pyramidal cavities growing under an Al203 film), and appear 
to be difficult to measure in other – especially iron based – alloys. Moreover, the 
contribution of interstitials are difficult to separate from the one of vacancies, and the 
experimental determination of the corresponding Onsager coefficients is even more 
challenging. As a consequence, equations (1)-(3) have been used mainly as a 
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phenomenological tool, with parameters partly coming from available data and partly 
fitted to the experimental segregation profiles. Such approaches have been quite 
successful to reproduce RIS phenomena in Ni-Cu [22], Ni-Si alloys, austenitic steels, etc. 
A typical example is shown on Figure 4: a depletion of Cu atoms at the surface on a Ni-
10%Cu alloy, observed under ion irradiation by Auger spectroscopy, is well reproduced by 
diffusion equations. In that special case, vacancy and interstitial diffusion where fitted to 
the segregation profile: the conclusion was that RIS is due to a preferential diffusion of Ni 
by interstitials and to a more rapid diffusion of Cu by vacancies [22]. An application of a 
similar approach to multi-component austenitic steels can be found in this volume [3]. 

Atomistic modelling 

Alternatively, the L coefficients for the diffusion equations can be directly derived from 
the point defect jump frequencies. If the vacancy and self-interstitial jump frequencies are 
known, it is possible to compute the L from analytical models or to measure them in 
Molecular Dynamics or Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. Jump frequencies may also be 
used directly in atomic models, to simulate the microstructure evolution.  

Jump frequencies 
According to the transition state theory, the exchange frequency between e.g. a vacancy 
and a neighboring atom A is given by: 

exp exp exp
mig mig mig
AV AV AV

AV A A
B B B

G S H
k T k k T

     ∆ ∆ ∆
G = ν − = ν −     

     
 (6) 

where Aν  is an “attempt frequency”, of the order of the Debye frequency and mig
AVG∆ , 

mig
AVH∆  and mig

AVS∆  are respectively the Gibbs free energy, the enthalpy and the entropy of 
migration (they correspond to the change when the atom A goes from its original position 
on the crystal lattice to the saddle point between the initial and final positions). One of the 
key points of kinetics studies is the description of the jumps frequencies (6) and the way 
they depend on the local atomic environment. This description encompasses all the 
information on the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of the system. The variations of 

mig
AVH∆  are the most crucial ones, because they control the thermally activated part of the 

jump frequencies: even small variations of mig
AVH∆  usually result in strong variations of AVG . 

First-principle methods, especially those developed in the framework of the density 
functional theory (DFT) now provide a reliable way to compute the jump frequencies. 
Migration enthalpies may be computed by the drag or the nudged elastic band methods. 
The entropies of migration are usually dominated by the vibrational contribution, which 
may be computed in the harmonic approximation – even if it requires heavier calculations. 
DFT studies on self-interstitial properties are of particular interest, due to the lack of 
experimental data. However, the computational cost of DFT calculations is still very high: 
typical applications are the calculations of self-diffusion or impurity diffusion coefficients 
in dilute alloys, which require the estimation of only a few jump frequencies [23,24]. 
Onsager coefficients and the resulting coupling between point defects and solute atoms 
have also been calculated directly from DFT calculations in a few binary dilute alloys [25-
27]. Systematic studies in concentrated alloys remain very challenging. In iron based alloys, 
the effect of the ferro-to-paramagnetic transition that strongly accelerates diffusion at 
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high temperature is still only taken into account by empirical corrections [24]. Above all, 
DFT methods are limited to small systems (typically a few hundreds of atoms) and they 
are still too time consuming to allow either “on-the-fly” calculations of the jump 
frequencies, or their tabulation for all possible local configurations (especially in 
concentrated alloys). More approximated models are therefore required, that can be fitted 
to ab initio calculations and/or experimental data.  

Empirical or semi-empirical potentials can be used: the problem is to develop 
potentials giving a reliable description of point defect properties in alloys, by no means an 
easy task. D  and L  coefficients can then be directly measured in Molecular Dynamics for 
the interstitials, due to their small migration barriers [28,29] and for the vacancies at high 
temperatures [30]. At lower temperatures, Atomistic Kinetic Monte Carlo (AKMC) 
simulations must be used, but full on-the-fly calculations of the jump frequencies, 
including the entropic contributions, remain time consuming and have been again limited 
to the calculations of diffusion coefficients [31]. To go beyond and follow the segregation 
or precipitation kinetics, Monte Carlo simulations using approximate estimations of the 
migration barriers (i.e. without calculations of the entropic migration entropy or without 
considering the actual saddle-point configuration) have been proposed [32-35]: one 
advantage of such methods is that they take into account long range elastic interactions 
that may affect diffusion properties. 

For the time being however [2,36-39], most AKMC simulations of segregation and 
precipitation under irradiation still rely on broken-bond models based on rigid lattice 
approximations, which are even faster. The enthalpy of the system is considered to be a 
sum of pair interactions, fitted on DFT calculations or experimental data, such as the 
phase diagram, point-defect properties or diffusion coefficients [40,41]. Specific 
interactions can be introduced for the description of the saddle-point configurations [42]. 
Other possible improvement are the introduction of many-body-interactions [43,44] or 
concentration-dependent pair interactions [45] to reproduce no-symmetrical 
thermodynamic behaviours, and temperature-dependent pair interactions, to take into 
account vibrational entropies and other finite temperature effects [45]. 

Determination of the Onsager coefficients from the jump frequencies 
Once the point defect jump frequencies are known, the theory of diffusion in alloys 
establishes the connection with the Onsager coefficients, at least in some simple cases. 
The main difficulty is to take into account the correlation effects [46]. In dilute alloys, 
reliable expressions are available for the vacancy mechanism in the faced centered cubic 
(FCC) and the body centered cubic (BCC) structures if the interactions are limited to first 
nearest neighbors. Some models have been proposed for specific interstitial diffusion 
mechanisms [47].  

In concentrated alloys, diffusion models require additional assumptions [48]. The alloy 
is assimilated to a random lattice gas model where atoms do not interact and where 
vacancies jump at a frequency which only depends on the species they exchange with (two 
frequencies in a binary alloy). Such diffusion models which consider a limited number of 
jump frequencies give reliable results for the simulation of the inverse-Kirkendall flux 
coupling. However, they do not account for the effect of the binding energies between 
neighboring species and the resulting short range order (SRO) parameters, on the L-
coefficients. Indeed, one knows that RIS behaviour is often explained by means of a 
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competition between binding energies of point defects with atomic species especially in 
dilute alloys. A unified description of flux coupling in dilute and concentrated alloys 
including the effect of short range order parameters would allow a simultaneous 
prediction of two different mechanisms leading to RIS, the solute drag by vacancies and 
an inverse-Kirkendall effect involving the major elements. Diffusion models including 
SRO were developed in BCC alloys [49]. The extension to FCC solid solutions provided a 
model of the composition effect on solute drag by vacancies [50,51]. Recently, an 
interstitial diffusion model including SRO was proposed in BCC concentrated alloys [47]. 

Finally, when reliable diffusion models are lacking, it is possible to measure the 
displacements ∆r of point defects and atoms during the time interval t in a Molecular 
Dynamic or Monte Carlo simulation [52,39], the Onsager coefficients are then given by 
the generalised Einstein relations [46]: 

.1
6

i j
ij

B

L
Vk T t

∆ ∆
=

r r , (7) 

where 𝑉𝑉 is the atomic volume.  

Mean-Field and Monte Carlo simulations 
Atomistic simulations may also be used to follow directly the whole RIS process and the 
evolution of the microstructure. One advantage is that in addition to the segregation itself, 
kinetics of precipitation (or of precipitate dissolution) can be modeled (Figure 6).  

Figure 5. Mean Field simulation of the evolution of the Cr concentration profile near a grain 
boundary in Fe-12at.%Ni-19at.%Cr at 635 K, as a function of the irradiation dose [53] 

 

In Atomistic Kinetic Mean-Field simulations, evolution of average point defect and 
atom concentration on lattice sites, or planes, are computed by solving rate equations that 
directly include the point defect jump frequencies, computed with broken-bond models. 
The mean-field approximation is used to compute the activation enthalpies of the jump 
frequencies. The method has applied to Ni-Cu [54] and Fe-Ni-Cr [53] alloys. In the later 
case, “W-shape” profiles have been obtained, in agreement with experimental 
observations (Figure 5). 
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AKMC simulations have been quite successful to model the kinetics of phase 
transformations during thermal ageing. Applications to alloys under irradiation have been 
introduced only recently, because of the complex parameterisation required, especially for 
interstitial properties. An example of simulation in a model system A-B is shown onFigure 
6: here A atoms diffuse more rapidly than B atoms by vacancy jumps ( V V

A BD D> ) and more 
slowly by interstitial jumps ( I I

A BD D< ). The flux of vacancy and interstitials towards a grain 
boundary located in the middle of the simulation box both results in an enrichment of B. 
When the local concentration exceeds the solubility, a precipitation occurs [36]. Copper 
segregation and precipitation in Fe-Cu alloys under irradiation has been especially studied. 
Experimental data and DFT calculations show that Cu diffuses more rapidly than Fe by 
the vacancy mechanism. However, direct measurements of the CuVL  coupling coefficients 
in AKMC simulations [39,52] show that at low temperature, vacancy and copper fluxes 
operate in the same direction: in a bcc alloy, this drag effect is due to the strong attraction 
between Cu atoms and vacancies, up to the second nearest-neighbour positions. At high 
temperature, Cu-V pairs dissociate and Cu and V fluxes are in opposite directions. AKMC 
simulations show that irradiation at low temperature favours the segregation of Cu and its 
heterogeneous precipitation at point defect sinks [2,39]. The same simulations suggest that 
the contribution of interstitial diffusion (with 〈110〉 dumbbell configuration) to the 
segregation is very limited. AKMC simulations with displacement cascades have shown 
the formation of vacancy clusters surrounded by copper atoms [37,38] and that other 
solutes elements (Mn, Ni, Si) can precipitate with copper [37,38,55]. The segregation and 
precipitation of Mn, seems to be controlled by a positive coupling with the interstitial flux, 
because of a significant attraction between Mn atoms and 〈110〉 dumbbells. 

Figure 6. Monte Carlo simulation of Radiation Induced Segregation at a grain boundary in an 
under supersaturated binary A-B alloy, with 0.05Bc = at 800 K with a dose rate of 10-6 dpa.s-1 (only 

B atoms are shown) 

 
When the solute concentration (right) goes beyond the solubility limit ( 0.08Bc = here) precipitation takes place. 
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Conclusion 

Intensive experimental work has been devoted to the observations of RIS profiles mainly 
in austenitic steels and its model alloys and more recently to ferritic steels. A strong 
variation of RIS with irradiation flux and dose, temperature, composition and GB type 
was observed. Non-monotonous concentration profiles such as the “W-shaped’ transitory 
profile of Cr in steels were discovered at irradiation doses of a few dpa, although the 
mechanisms involved are still not fully understood. However, the main RIS mechanisms 
were known before RIS was observed. Since the first models, diffusion enhancement and 
point defect driving forces were accounted for. The kinetic equations of these models are 
based on general Fick’s laws. While in dilute alloys one knows how to deduce such 
equations from atomic jump frequencies, in concentrated alloys more empirical methods 
are used. This can be explained by the lack of diffusion data and diffusion theory to 
determine the L-coefficients from atomic jump frequencies. However recent 
improvements of the mean-field diffusion theories including short range order effects for 
both vacancy and interstitial diffusion mechanism are such that we can expect the 
development of more rigorous RIS models for concentrated alloys. Meanwhile, first 
principle methods relying on the DFT have significantly improved and they are able to 
provide activation energies of both vacancy and interstitial jump frequencies as a function 
of local environment, as least at 0 K. It remains difficult to deal with finite temperature 
effects in the DFT framework: the ferro-to-paramagnetic transition in iron based alloys, 
vibration entropic contributions in concentrated alloys, etc. The problem is critical in 
austenitic steels which are stable at high temperature only. But in spite of these difficulties, 
it seems now easier to calculate the partial diffusion coefficients from first principle 
calculations rather than to estimate them from diffusion experiments. An alternative 
approach to continuous diffusion equations is to develop atomistic scaled simulations 
such as mean field equations or Monte Carlo simulations which are quite appropriate to 
study the nanoscale RIS phenomena. Monte Carlo simulations are now able to embrace 
the full complexity of RIS phenomena including vacancy and split interstitial diffusion 
mechanisms, the whole flux coupling, the resulting segregation and eventual nucleation at 
grain-boundaries. But it is still a computationally intensive method when correlation 
effects are important. 
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Chapter 5 

Modelling of  radiation-induced segregation  
at grain boundaries in austenitic stainless steels 

N. Sakaguchi 
Hokkaido University, Japan 

Abstract 

A model for radiation-induced segregation (RIS) at grain boundaries was 
developed based on the rate equations including the inverse-Kirkendall fluxes and 
the interactions between point defects and minor alloying elements. The 
dependencies of irradiation temperature and damage rate on the RIS were 
theoretically predicted by the present model. The effect of the additional minor 
alloying elements on the RIS was also examined. The multi-component RIS model, 
which includes the contribution of the minor alloying elements, successfully 
reproduced the RIS behaviour in neutron irradiated type 304L and 316L austenitic 
stainless steels. 

Introduction 

Solute redistribution in a concentrated alloy under irradiation occurs due to the 
preferential interaction between the solute atoms and excess point defects migrating 
toward sinks, such as surfaces or grain boundaries. In the austenitic stainless steels type 
304 and 316, which are used as a light-water reactor core materials, radiation-induced 
segregation (RIS) near the grain boundaries significantly degrades their mechanical 
chemical properties. The seriousness of this problem has been considered as irradiation-
assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC) induced by the RIS because of the depletion of 
chromium atoms near grain boundaries. It is thus important to investigate the mechanism 
for retardation of radiation-induced solute redistribution near the grain boundaries. 

In the present paper, defect kinetic rate equations were used to evaluate the RIS 
behaviour around the grain boundaries in austenitic stainless steels. To clarify the validity 
of the present model and a set of physical parameters, the calculated results were 
compared to some experimental results obtained by electron and neutron irradiation 
experiments. 
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Simulation method 

Simultaneous solutions to rate equations describe solute redistribution induced by 
vacancies and interstitials fluxes to grain boundaries and by solute interactions with those 
defect fluxes. The present RIS model is based on a simple model for ternary Fe-Cr-Ni 
system described by Marwick et al. [5]. The composition-dependent diffusion coefficients 
introduced by Allen et al. [1] is not considered in the present model. Finite difference 
methods and the LSODE subroutine [4] have been used to solve the rate equations.  

Continuity equations for point defects and major alloying elements 
The approach is to solve the coupled diffusion equations for vacancies, interstitials and 
alloying elements to obtain the terms coupling the defect and solute fluxes. The continuity 
equations are 

𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= −𝜕𝜕𝐽𝐽𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 − 𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣(𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 − 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝜕𝜕ℎ)   (1) 

𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= −𝜕𝜕𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 − 𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣     (2) 

𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= −𝜕𝜕𝐽𝐽𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

    (𝑘𝑘 = 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹,𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶,𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁)      (3) 

where Cv and Ci are the concentrations of vacancy and interstitial, Ck is the 
concentration of alloying element k, h is the damage efficiency, Gdpa is the displacement 
production rate of point defects, Rvi is the mutual recombination coefficient, Dv and Di are 
the diffusivities of vacancy and interstitial, Sv and Si are the internal sink strength for 
vacancy and interstitial, and Cv

th is the thermal equilibrium concentration of vacancy. The 
fluxes, Jv, Ji and Jk, are defined by: 

𝐽𝐽𝑣𝑣 = −𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 ∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

        (4) 

𝐽𝐽𝑣𝑣 = −𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
− 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 ∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘

𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

        (5) 

𝐽𝐽𝑘𝑘 = −𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘 �𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

− 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
�      (6) 

where Dk is the diffusivity of alloying element k, dk
v and dk

i are the partial diffusion 
coefficients of solutes by vacancies and by interstitials. In the flux equations (4) and (5) 
for point defects, the last term shows the contribution of the Kirkendall flux due to the 
concentration gradient of the solute atoms.  In the flux equation (6) for alloying elements, 
the last two terms indicate the inverse-Kirkendall fluxes due to the concentration 
gradients of vacancies and interstitials respectively. Of main interest are the coupling 
parameters, dk

v and dk
i, determined by 

𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣 = 𝑎𝑎02𝜈𝜈𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣 exp(−𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣 /𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇)        (7) 

𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣 = 𝑎𝑎02𝜈𝜈𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣 exp�−𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣 /𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇�        (8) 

where νk
v and νk

i are the jump frequencies of vacancy and interstitial via the k-atom, a0 
is the lattice constant, Em

v and Em
i are the migration energies of the vacancy and 

interstitials, respectively. The diffusivities of point defects and the solute atoms are the 
given by 
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𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣 = ∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘         (9) 

𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣 = ∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘         (10) 

𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘 = 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 + 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 .        (11) 

Continuity equations for minor alloying elements 
Considering the flux of minor alloying elements and the interaction with the point defects, 
a few additional parameters should be introduced to the continuity equations. Since the 
additives, silicon and phosphorous, are the undersized solute elements in austenitic 
stainless steels, they are thought to preferentially interact with interstitial atoms and form 
mixed-dumbbells [8]. On the other hand, the minor alloying elements such as manganese 
and molybdenum are the oversized solutes in the austenitic stainless steels. These 
oversized elements only interact with vacancies and form additive-vacancy complexes 
[2,6]. 

For the undersized solute elements, we introduced a new coupling parameter in the 
flux equations (5) and (6). The flux equation is rewritten as: 

𝐽𝐽𝑣𝑣 = −𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
− 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 ∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘

𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

       (12) 

𝐽𝐽𝑘𝑘 = −𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘 �𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

− 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
� .     (13) 

The important parameter here is the coupling parameter between interstitial and 
solute atoms described by: 

𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘 =
𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘 exp�𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘−𝑖𝑖

𝑏𝑏 /𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇�

∑ 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚 exp�𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚−𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏 /𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇�𝑚𝑚

        (14) 

where Ek-i
b is the binding energy between an interstitial atom and solute atom. This 

parameter provides the fraction of each solute element forming the mixed-dumbbell in all 
of the mixed-dumbbells, and the magnitude of βk becomes large with increase in binding 
energy. Undersized-solute elements such as silicon and phosphorus, which are expected to 
easily form a mixed-dumbbell, are thought to have larger β that those of the other solute 
elements. In the present calculation, the binding energies were selected to be positive 
values for silicon and phosphorus, and zero for the other alloying elements. The 
diffusivities of interstitials and solute atoms are also rewritten as: 

𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣 = ∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘         (15) 

𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘 = 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 + 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘𝑣𝑣 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 .       (16) 

For the oversized solutes, the continuity equations for the point defects and oversized 
solutes M are rewritten as: 

𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= −𝜕𝜕𝐽𝐽𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 − 𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣(𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 − 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝜕𝜕ℎ) − 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 + 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟 𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑣𝑣  
(17) 

𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= −𝜕𝜕𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 − 𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 − 𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑣𝑣     (18) 

𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= −𝜕𝜕𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

− 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 + 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟 𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑣𝑣 + 𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑣𝑣      (19) 
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where KMv is the reaction coefficient between a vacancy and solute atom, KMv
r is the 

thermal dissociation rate of the vacancy-solute complex, and CMv is the concentration of 
the vacancy-solute complexes. The dissociation rate of the complex is determined by 

𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟 = 𝑍𝑍𝑀𝑀𝑣𝑣 exp�−𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀−𝑣𝑣𝑏𝑏 /𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇�       (20) 

where EM-v
b is the binding energy between a vacancy and solute atom and ZMv is the 

geometrical co-ordination number of the complexes. The binding energies were selected 
to be positive values for manganese, molybdenum and other oversized additives, and zero 
for the other alloying elements. The migration of the vacancy-solute complexes was 
neglected in the present calculation and the reaction rate equation for the complexes is 
described by 

𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 − 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟 𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑣𝑣 − 𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑣𝑣 .    (21) 

Boundary condition at grain boundaries 
The continuity equations were evaluated as functions of the one-dimensional coordinate 
perpendicular to the grain boundary and of the irradiation time. The boundary conditions 
for the alloying elements are zero flux at the grain boundary and at the centre of a grain. 
Similarly, the defect fluxes are assumed to be zero at the centre of a grain, but the grain 
boundary concentrations are fixed at the equilibrium concentration for vacancies and zero 
for interstitial atoms , so-called “perfect sink condition”, described by 

𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣|𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵 = 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝜕𝜕ℎ          (22) 

𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣|𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵 = 0 .         (23) 

However, the “perfect sink condition” sometimes overestimates the segregation 
behaviour at the small angle boundaries and coincidence site lattice (CSL) boundaries. 
These boundaries do not act as a perfect sink, thus we additionally defined the sink 
strength of the grain boundary and equations (1) and (2) are rewritten as 

𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
�
𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵

= −𝜕𝜕𝐽𝐽𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 − 𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣(𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 − 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝜕𝜕ℎ) − 𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣(𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 − 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝜕𝜕ℎ)  (24) 

𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
�
𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵

= −𝜕𝜕𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 − 𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 − 𝑆𝑆𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣   (25) 

where SGB is the sink strength of the grain boundary, which is a function of the 
misorientation angle and Σ value [7,10]. 

Effect of probe size on TEM/EDX measurement 
Comparing the calculated concentration profiles to the experimental profiles obtained by 
the TEM/EDX, it is important to consider the averaging effect due to the finite size 
probe (about 1 nm in FEG-TEM) in the EDX analysis [9]. The one-dimensional 
calculated concentration profile is convoluted by the normalised two-dimensional 
Gaussian function (see Figure 1), which is expressed by: 

𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑥𝑥) = �𝑑𝑑/𝜋𝜋
1−exp(−𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅2)∫ exp(−𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶2)𝑅𝑅

−𝑅𝑅 × Erf ��𝑎𝑎(𝑅𝑅2 − 𝐶𝐶2)�× 𝐶𝐶(𝑥𝑥 − 𝐶𝐶)𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶 (26) 
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where CEDX is the averaged concentration profile, i.e., series of concentrations 
obtained by the TEM/EDX analysis, R is the probe radius, and a is the deviation constant 
described as 

𝑎𝑎 = 1
2𝑅𝑅2

 .         (27) 

This procedure is of importance for simulating the actual profile data taken by the 
TEM/EDX. 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of one-dimensional concentration profile  
and electron probe intensity 

 

Determination of physical parameters 
The material constants used in the present calculations are listed in Table 1. The solute-
defect interactions are ignored for the major alloying elements (Fe, Cr and Ni). It is 
assumed that the interstitial only interacts with the undersized minor alloying elements (Si, 
P), whereas the vacancy forms the vacancy-solute complex with the oversized minor 
alloying elements (Mn, Mo). 

Table 1. Summary of main parameters used in the present calculations 

Vacancy migration energy     Emv  1.05eV 

Fe-vacancy jump frequency    νFev  5.0e13s-1 

Cr-vacancy jump frequency    νCrv  8.0e13s-1 

Ni-vacancy jump frequency    νNiv  2.5e13s-1 

Mn-vacancy jump frequency    νMnv  1.0e14s-1 

Mo-vacancy jump frequency    νMov  1.2e14s-1 

Si-vacancy jump frequency     νSiv  5.0e14s-1 

P-vacancy jump frequency     νPv  5.0e14s-1 

Interstitial migration energy     Emi  0.85eV 

Interstitial jump frequency     ν 
i  5.0e12s-1 
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Si-interstitial dumbbell migration energy   νSii  1.2eV 

P-interstitial dumbbell migration energy   νPi  1.4eV 

Mn-vacancy binding energy    EMn-vb  0.2eV 

Mo-vacancy binding energy    EMo-vb  0.4eV 

Si-interstitial dumbbell binding energy    ESi-ib  0.5eV 

P-interstitial dumbbell binding energy    EP-ib  0.7eV 

Mutual recombination coefficient    Rvi  500/a02 

Vacancy-solute reaction coefficient    KMv  30/a02 

Vacancy-solute dissociation coefficient   ZMv  14/a02 

Point defect production rate    h 

 electron irradiation       1.0 

 neutron irradiation       0.03 

Internal sink strength for vacancy    Sv 

 electron irradiation       1.0e14m-2 

 neutron irradiation       1.0e15m-2 

Internal sink strength for interstitial    Si  1.1 Sv 

Calculations 

RIS behaviour in Fe-Cr-Ni ternary alloy 
A typical theoretical prediction of solute segregation near a random grain boundary in Fe-
15Cr-20Ni alloy after electron irradiation to 1 dpa at 673 K is shown in Figure 2. 
Experimental data also are also plotted in the figure. Irradiation-induced nickel 
enrichment and chromium depletion at the grain boundary were quantitatively reproduced 
by the present RIS model. Figure 3 shows the temperature dependencies of nickel and 
chromium concentrations at the random grain boundaries after electron irradiation to 1 
dpa. Both the theoretical and experimental data suggest that the peak temperature of the 
RIS is about 800 K in the present irradiation conditions. This peak temperature depends 
on the displacement production rate of point defects. To clarify this, calculated three-
dimensional plots of the RIS at a grain boundary after irradiation to 0.1 dpa are shown in 
Figure 4. The maxima in nickel and minima in chromium by the RIS with temperature 
change are clearly seen, and their shift with the damage rate is manifest. We can see that 
the peak temperature of the RIS falls with decrease of the damage rate but the magnitude 
of the RIS increases. Figure 5 shows a schematic drawing of the relationship the RIS 
between the temperature and the damage rate. The RIS at a grain boundary is suppressed 
at higher temperature because of the back diffusion of solute elements that counters 
segregation driven by the irradiation; on the other hand, suppression of the RIS also 
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occurs at lower temperature because the short-range mutual recombination of the 
vacancies and interstitials becomes dominant. Hence, a maximum of the RIS is expected 
at intermediate temperature and the higher damage rate elevates the peak temperature of 
the RIS. 

Figure 2. Solute concentration profiles near a random grain boundary after electron irradiation to 
1 dpa at 673 K in Fe-15Cr-20Ni ternary alloy 

 

 

 
  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Temperature dependence of RIS at random grain boundaries after electron irradiation 
to 1 dpa at 2×10-3 dpa/s 
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Figure 4. Three-dimensional plots of temperature and damage rate dependence of RIS at a grain 
boundary in Fe-15Cr-20Ni alloy after irradiation to 0.1 dpa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the relationship between the temperature  
and the damage rate, showing the RIS region 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Effect of additional minor alloying element on RIS 
In order to overview the effect of addition of a minor alloying element, a typical 
theoretical prediction of the temperature dependence on the RIS at a grain boundary in 
Fe-15Cr-20Ni with or without the additional element after irradiation to 3 dpa is shown in 
Figure 6. In this calculation, we assumed that the additional element only interacted with 
vacancies, and the diffusion of the additional element was neglected. The concentration of 
the additional element and the additive-vacancy binding energy were 0.5 at.% and 0.5 eV, 
respectively. It was predicted that the amount of segregation at the grain boundary 
decreased in the presence of the additional element at elevated temperature. Here we 
divide the temperature dependence of the RIS into three stages.  
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Figure 6. Temperature dependence of RIS in Fe-15Cr-20Ni alloy with and without an oversized 
additional element at a grain boundary after electron irradiation to 3 dpa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• At the temperatures below 400 K, the RIS is not affected by the additional minor 
element which interacts with the vacancies (stage-1). At this stage, the mobility of 
the vacancies is too small to form the additive-vacancy complexes. Almost all of 
the vacancies annihilate due to the mutual recombination of the neighbouring 
interstitial atoms. 

• Above that temperature, the temperature region in which the amount of the RIS is 
kept constant appears (stage-2). Almost all of the vacancies are trapped by the 
additional elements in this temperature regime, and the dominant defect reaction is 
the recombination between the additive-vacancy complexes and the interstitial 
atoms. In the present situation, radiation-enhanced diffusivities of the alloying 
elements do not depend on the temperature.  

•  After a further increase of temperature, the amount RIS increases (stage-3), but 
then decreases in the Fe-Cr-Ni ternary alloy. At this stage, the dissociation of the 
additive-vacancy complexes occurs and some of the free-vacancies diffuse again to 
the grain boundary and annihilate there. The appearance activation energy of the 
vacancy diffusion equals to the sum of the vacancy migration energy and the 
additive-vacancy binding energy. 

The additive concentration dependencies on solute segregation at a grain boundary 
after irradiation to 3 dpa are shown in Figure 7. The binding energy between the additive 
and vacancies used was 0.5 eV. The amount of the RIS decreased with increases of the 
additive concentration in the temperature ranges of stage-2 and stage-3. The magnitude of 
the decrement gradually became saturated at higher additive concentrations and the 
transient temperatures of each stage (Tstage1-2 and Tstage2-3) did not depend on the additive 
concentration. Figure 8 shows the additive-vacancy binding energy dependencies on 
solute segregation at a grain boundary. The concentration of the additional element used 
was 0.5 at.%. It was also predicted that the amount of the RIS decreased with increase of 
the additive-vacancy binding energy in the temperature ranges of the stage-2 and stage-3.  
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The transient temperature from stage-1 to stage-2 (Tstage1-2) did not depend on the 
additive-vacancy binding energy; however, the transient temperature from stage-2 to 
stage-3 (Tstage2-3) shifted to higher temperature with increasing of the binding energy and 
the RIS was strongly suppressed at the temperatures corresponding to the stage-3. It was 
expected that the additive-vacancy binding energy was correlated with the size factor of 
oversized additional elements [2,6]. For examples, addition of hafnium and zirconium, 
which were the oversized additional elements with large additive-vacancy binding energy 
(~ 1 eV), to type 316L stainless steels nearly suppressed the RIS on the grain boundaries 
at the stage-3 temperature regime [3].  

Figure 7. Three-dimensional plots of temperature and additive concentration dependence of RIS 
at a grain boundary in Fe-15Cr-20Ni alloy with oversized additional alloying elements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Three-dimensional plots of temperature and additive-vacancy binding energy 
dependence of RIS at a grain boundary in Fe-15Cr-20Ni alloy with  

oversized additional alloying elements 
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As with the oversized additional elements, the undersized elements preferentially 
interact with the interstitial atoms and form mixed-dumbbells. In general, the migration 
energy of the mixed-dumbbell is higher than that the migration energy of the self-
interstitials, so that the appearance activation energy of the interstitial diffusion increases. 
Figure 9 shows the temperature dependence on the RIS at a grain boundary with or 
without the undersized additional element after irradiation to 3dpa. The migration of the 
mixed-dumbbells was neglected in the present calculation. The amount of the RIS 
decreased in the presence of the undersized additional element at elevated temperature 
and the same stages appear as a function of temperature. It has been reported that the 
addition of the undersized additional elements such as silicon and phosphorous drastically 
suppress the RIS at the grain boundaries [8]. It was suggested that the phosphorous 
suppresses the RIS more effectively because of a strong interaction with the interstitial 
atoms. 

Figure 9. Temperature dependence of RIS in Fe-15Cr-20Ni alloy with and without undersized 
additional element at the grain boundary after electron irradiation to 3 dpa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prediction by multi-component RIS model 
It was reconfirmed that the addition of the minor alloying elements strongly influenced 
the RIS behaviour of the major alloying elements like chromium. The theoretical 
prediction using the multi-component RIS model is needed to estimate quantitatively the 
RIS behaviour in neutron irradiated materials. Figure 10 shows the calculated 
concentration profiles of nickel, chromium and silicon in Fe-21Cr-8Ni-1Si-0.05P-1.5Mn 
alloy after irradiation to 1 dpa at 561 K. The experimental data was obtained by the 
neutron irradiated type 304L stainless steel. In the present parameter set (see Table 1), 
silicon and phosphorous interact with the interstitial atoms, whereas the manganese acts 
as the vacancy trapping element. Fairly good agreement between the calculated and 
experimental concentration profiles was achieved. It can be seen that the Fe-Cr-Ni ternary 
RIS model fails to reproduce the solute profiles and the RIS at the grain boundary is 
overestimated. In Figure 11, the concentration profiles of nickel, chromium and silicon in 
neutron irradiated type 316L stainless steel are plotted with the theoretical values. The 
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irradiation dose and the temperature were 3 dpa and 561 K, respectively. In the theoretical 
prediction, we considered the Fe-18Cr-12Ni-0.5Si-0.05P-1.5Mn-2.5Mo alloy system as a 
model for the 316L stainless steel. Molybdenum is assumed to be the vacancy trapping 
element, the same as manganese. The binding energy between the molybdenum and 
vacancy used (0.4 eV) was higher than that of the manganese (0.2 eV). Even though the 
irradiation dose was higher than the former case, the amount of the RIS at the grain 
boundary was less than that in the type 304 stainless steel. This reflects the fact that the 
molybdenum acts as a stronger vacancy trapping element than the manganese, as assumed 
in the calculations. 

Figure 10. Concentration profiles of nickel, chromium and silicon near grain boundary in 304L 
stainless steel after neutron irradiation to 1 dpa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Concentration profiles of nickel, chromium and silicon near grain boundary in 316L 
stainless steel after neutron irradiation to 3 dpa 
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Conclusion 

We proposed a model for radiation-induced segregation (RIS) at grain boundaries based 
on the rate equations including the inverse-Kirakendall fluxes and the interactions 
between point defects and minor alloying elements. The relationship between irradiation 
temperature, damage rate and the RIS on the grain boundaries were theoretically 
predicted by the present model. It was confirmed that the peak temperature of the RIS 
falls in decreases of the damage rate but the magnitude of the RIS increases. It was 
revealed that the RIS was significantly affected by the additional minor alloying elements 
which interacted with the vacancies or interstitials. The multi-component RIS model can 
successfully reproduce the RIS behaviour in neutron irradiated type 304L and 316L 
austenitic stainless steels. 
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Abstract 

Swelling and radiation creep are specific modes of material deformation under 
irradiation. The main fundamental reason for both effects is the ability of high-
energy radiation to produce damage in the form of interstitial atoms and vacancies 
that move in the irradiated material and interact with other components of 
material microstructure. Potentially, all solids under irradiation are able to change 
shape and volume as a result of the matter transport promoted by irradiation, but 
the degree to which these changes are manifested in particular operation 
conditions depends on many factors, including the basic properties of the material 
itself, the microstructural state of material created by its thermo-mechanical 
treatment, and the particular operation conditions. The chapter describes the 
macroscopic manifestations of radiation-induced dimensional instability of metals, 
discusses the origins of these effects at the level of microstructure development 
and presents the commonly used theoretical approaches used to understand and 
predict the parametric dependencies of swelling. 
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1. Introduction 

Swelling and creep as two different deformation modes of solids are commonly met in 
everyday life. For example, wood placed into water increases its volume, while a straight 
metal bar kept strongly bent for a long time adopts this bent shape on its own. However, 
when solid materials are subject to fast particle irradiation, the irradiation can so strongly 
enhance both swelling and creep that the resulting dimensional instability becomes a 
serious risk for the safe operation of industrial facilities, first of all - nuclear power plants, 
where material irradiation is an indispensable part of the reactor operation. In order to 
emphasise the radiation origin of the effects, the terms “irradiation swelling” and 
‘irradiation creep’ are used in radiation materials science in order to describe these two 
modes of deformation of irradiated solids, though in the case of swelling the word 
‘irradiation’ is often skipped for brevity.  

Due to the practical importance of irradiation swelling and creep, enormous efforts 
have been devoted to the investigation of both these effects in various materials since the 
middle of the 20th century, when both of these effects were discovered. Especially 
thoroughly were studied metallic materials most widely used as structural and functional 
components of fission and fusion facilities, and first of all - steels of various types. 
However, quite a number of non-metallic materials were investigated as well (graphite, 
silicon carbide, various ceramics), indicating that volume and shape modification under 
irradiation is a common physical phenomenon in solids, including metals, semiconductors 
and insulators. 

The basic difference between the swelling and creep modes of deformation is that 
radiation swelling commonly refers to the change of the material volume as a result of 
irradiation, but not to its shape change. In order to describe the shape change, one 
commonly uses the terms irradiation growth (in unstrained material) or irradiation creep 
(as a reaction of material to the external loads). In mathematical terms, the total 
accumulated deformation in the irradiated solid can be written down as 

 1
3

g c
ij ij ij ijSε ε ε δ= + +  ,       (1.1) 

where ijε  stands for the total (generally - tensor) strain of material, c
ijε  and c

ijε  stand 
for the volume conserving (deviatoric) strain tensors due to irradiation growth and 
irradiation creep, ijδ is the Kronecker tensor and S - the volume change (swelling).  

It should be kept in mind, however, that the separation of the total strain tensor into 
three parts is no more than a convention. In real life all three effects can be manifested at 
the same time and it is not an easy task to unequivocally discern between them because at 
the microstructural level all of them originate from closely interrelated processes. For 
example, under the action of non-hydrostatic external loads and/or in intrinsically 
anisotropic material the volume can change anisotropically due to the evolution of 
essentially the same microstructural features that are responsible for the isotropic (free of 
shape change) swelling in a hydrostatically loaded material, so that it can equally well be 
treated as anisotropic swelling. However, strain separation according to eq. (1.1) is often 
convenient from the practical point of view, especially when only one of three 
contributions to overall strain dominate. 
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When talking about irradiation creep, it is usually assumed that the applied loads 
remain below the current yield stress of material (which in irradiated material can be 
different from that in non-irradiated one due to hardening or softening). At higher loads 
one usually speaks about plastic flow and not creep. Though at the microscopic level the 
origins of creep and flow are often similar, the plastic flow occurs fast on the life-size time 
scale and quickly leads to the loss of material integrity, while creep is a long-term 
deformation that can last for years without detrimental consequences. In fact, creep is 
often even beneficial as a mechanism of relieving strains that accumulate in reactor 
materials during their operation in radiation environment (e.g. due to non-uniform 
swelling of rector core components).  

This chapter deals mostly with the discussion of the physical reasons and 
microstructural mechanisms that lead to swelling and irradiation creep, without going into 
too much detail of experimental observations and without trying to discuss all the aspects 
of these phenomena. Both effects are very complicated and lots of investigations are 
devoted to various aspects of swelling and creep. Many reviews of experimental data on 
swelling and creep manifestation in different materials and in specific irradiation 
conditions are available in the literature (e.g. [1-6], also various chapters in a recent 
handbook [7]) and those interested in a deeper understanding of these topics of radiation 
materials science are referred to them. One more thing to mention is that this chapter is in 
no way a literature review; while relevant citations are given to support various statements, 
no attempts were made to provide an exhaustive reference list. 

2. Basic experimental features of irradiation swelling and creep 

Many factors affect the macroscopic manifestation of swelling and creep in irradiated 
materials, including in particular: 

• properties of the material itself (crystal structure, chemical composition, the 
strength of interatomic interactions, possible types of point and extended defects, 
the strength of interaction between different microstructural features, etc.) 

• the particular state of defect microstructure (the grain size, shape and structure, 
dislocation density, impurity contents, the availability and size of phase inclusions, 
etc.). These properties are largely determined by the methods of material 
preparation and thermal-mechanical treatment prior to irradiation, but can be 
completely changed as a result of sufficiently long irradiation itself. 

• the external operation conditions (the shape and fixation modes of particular 
structural parts in nuclear facilities, the type and energy of irradiating fast particles, 
the intensity and duration of irradiation in particular locations of a particular facility, 
the temperature distribution in the irradiated materials, the availability and type of 
external loads in each particular material location, etc.). Additional complications 
arise from the fact that these conditions can change during material operation 
(sometimes very quickly, e.g. at reactor shutdowns) causing various transient effects. 

With so many variables, it is virtually impossible to predict a priori the irradiation-
induced deformation of a particular material in a particular irradiation facility. However, 
experimental investigations suggest some common trends in the material behaviour under 
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irradiation that provide qualitative feeling for the expected material response to the action 
of that or other factor.  

In terms of three groups of factors affecting swelling and creep, trends related to the 
basic material parameters are the easiest to identify because these parameters themselves 
can be either measured or estimated with reasonable accuracy using simulation methods 
that have become now as important an investigation tool, as the experimental 
measurements. This holds true even for complicated multicomponent materials, such as 
steels, where the necessary microstructural parameters can be determined for the pure 
base alloys (e.g. Fe-Cr for ferritic and Fe-Cr-Ni for austenitic steels), while the effects of 
minor alloying elements can be determined as the local perturbations as compared to the 
base alloy.  

At this level, the best known trend is that bcc and hcp metals are noticeably more 
resistant to swelling than FCC metals. Possibly the most illustrative demonstration of the 
effect of crystalline structure on swelling was obtained in an experiment [8], where dual-
phase steel with both FCC and bcc grains of essentially the same chemical composition 
was irradiated by 1 MeV electrons and exhibited swelling only in FCC grains. This does 
not mean, however, that a particular crystal structure slows down the swelling. For 
example, the steady-state swelling rate of bcc vanadium with unfavorable alloying 
elements (Cr,Fe) can be higher than that of FCC austenitic stainless steels. However, it is 
much harder to create appropriate conditions (in particular - the optimum dislocation 
density [9-11]) for the onset of swelling in bcc and hcp metals, which means much longer 
swelling lag time as compared to FCC metals [6]. On the other hand, the steady-state 
irradiation creep rate is fairly insensitive to the metal crystal structure. 

The influence on the swelling behaviour from two other groups of factors is much 
harder to predict because both the material microstructure and the operation conditions 
can vary with time. Therefore, when discussing the trends of material response to the 
variation of any particular parameter it is implicitly assumed that other parameters remain 
invariable. This should be kept in mind in considering the experimental examples below 
because in the real experiments this condition seldom holds. This is especially true for 
long-term reactor experiments and to less extent for simulation experiments on fast 
particle accelerators, where irradiation conditions can be controlled much better. 
Unfortunately, simulation experiments with fast charged particles also have features (first 
of all, spatial non-uniformness of damage production) that make the observed trends at 
best qualitative.  

With this in mind let us summarise some trends in the irradiation swelling and creep 
response to variations of operation conditions and microstructural parameters. It should 
be emphasised that only the basic trends are described and even these should not be 
considered as unbreakable rules. Irradiation creep and especially swelling are very 
complicated phenomena, highly sensitive to the synergetic action of multiple metallurgical 
parameters and environmental conditions. Whatever the trend, especially where swelling is 
concerned, it is always possible to find in the literature some data that disobey it.  

2.1. Dose dependence  
One of the most important trends is the dependence of swelling and creep on irradiation 
duration, which is usually expressed in terms of irradiation dose Φ, that is the product of 
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flux of fast particles on the irradiation time. A typical swelling dependence of irradiated 
material on the accumulated dose is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the dose dependence of irradiation swelling: I - incubation 
stage; II - void nucleation stage; III - steady-state stage; IV - deceleration stage 

 

As can be seen, several stages are present on the swelling-dose curve, though not all 
of them are necessarily observed in particular experiments. First of all, the offset of 
swelling takes place only after some incubation dose Φ0. To get a feeling of the incubation 
dose value, Φ0~1-3 dpa is typical for austenitic steels in fission reactors [6], but in other 
materials it can vary from 10-4 dpa to tens of dpas, depending on the material properties 
and the irradiation conditions. It is very sensitive to the particular state of material, such as 
the dislocation density level, stress state, material chemical composition (in alloys), the 
impurity types and contents, the irradiation flux and temperature [12]. Two examples are 
shown in Figure 2. The duration of the transient stage is essentially the main factor that 
differentiates materials in terms of their resistance to swelling. 

Figure 2. (a) The effects of the level of cold-work on the swelling, void number densities Nv and 
average sizes in steel 09Kh16N15M3B irradiated with Cr ions to 100 dpa: 1 - austenitized, 2- 10% cw, 3 

- 20 % cw. (from [13]) (b) The effect of impurity type on the swelling of V-Cr alloys (from [14]) 
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Following the incubation stage, there is a transient stage, where the swelling grows 
nonlinearly as a function of the irradiation dose, i.e. S ∝ (Φ-Φ0)

n with n > 1, which is 
eventually replaced by the so called steady-state swelling stage, where the swelling rate, S , 
does not vary with the irradiation dose. In contrast to incubation time, the swelling rate at 
the steady stage is remarkably insensitive to material parameters, being close to ~ 0.1-
1%/dpa [6,15]. Finally, at high fluences the swelling rate can fall down and sometimes 
swelling can saturate completely [16-19]. In practice, swelling saturation is only seldom 
observed at application-relevant fluences, whereas the steady-state swelling can persist to 
very high doses (hundreds of dpa) without any signs of saturation [20].  

In contrast to swelling, irradiation creep has practically no incubation time and starts 
immediately after the onset of irradiation or application of loads, whatever happens later. 
Typically, the irradiation creep starts with a transient stage, which after some dose 
transforms into the steady-state one, Figure 3. The creep strain ε c at the transient stage is 
typically a gradually decreasing function of the dose, ε c ∝Φ n with n < 1, and the duration 
of the transient stage is also sensitive to the material state, but to much less degree as 
compared to swelling; typically the transient doses are of the order of 0.01-1 dpa. In other 
words, the transient creep stage in loaded irradiated materials usually terminates well 
before the onset of swelling. 

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the dose dependence of irradiation creep. I – primary creep, 
II – steady-state creep, III – accelerated creep, IV – creep cessation 

 

At the steady-state the irradiation creep rate, similar to swelling rate, is weakly 
sensitive to particular material, having typically the value of cε ~ 10-6-10-5 (MPa dpa)-1 for 
in-reactor irradiation and roughly an order magnitude higher (for the same material) in 
simulation experiments with charged fast particles. The differences between in-reactor 
and simulation experiments are usually ascribed to different test setups and to the 
problems of consistent dpa determination for neutrons and charged particles.  

In cases where irradiation creep tests take sufficient time for the swelling to start, an 
additional acceleration of creep rate (stage III) is often observed after the swelling onset 
(i.e. after 3-30 dpa), though the new creep strain is usually also a steady-state one. It is a 
common practice to interpret the third stage of creep in terms of the creep acceleration by 
swelling. There are multiple evidences in favour of the fact that the development of the 
void system in irradiated material modifies irradiation creep rate. In addition to the 
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concurrence of the third creep stage with an appreciable swelling [21-24], one notices also 
similarities in the temperature dependencies of irradiation creep and swelling [15,25-29] 
and their similar reaction to thermo-mechanical treatment and to changes in material 
microchemistry (in particular, the solutes that reduce swelling in AISI 316 steel also 
reduce the irradiation creep strain [30,31]). Also, the creation of voids by irradiation prior 
to loading forces the irradiation creep rate to quickly reach the third stage, going through 
the first two stages much faster than usual [32-35].  

Correspondingly, the dose dependence of irradiation creep rate ε  at the third stage is 
often described not in terms of the dose itself, but in terms of the swelling rate, S  (which 
is expected from theoretical considerations and allows nice fit to experimental data), 

 BG D Sε σ σ= +  , (2.1) 

where B is a constant (called the steady-state creep modulus) and D is a numerical 
factor, which falls into a rather narrow range of D ~ 10-5 – 10-2 MPa-1 for various steels 
[12].  

In spite of the abundance of experimental data in support of equation (2.1), the 
correlation between the irradiation creep and swelling should be addressed with certain 
caution [36]. Indeed, a typical irradiation creep experiment involves measurements of the 
overall relative change ∆L/L of some linear parameter L of a sample (length of a tensile 
sample, tube diameter, etc.), which contains contributions from both the volume 
conserving deformation (i.e. the true irradiation creep strain εс) and deformation caused 
by the swelling S, according to eq. (1.1). In order to extract from the overall length change 
only the creep-related deformation, one should measure at the same time the accumulated 
swelling. This means, however, the destructive analysis of samples for each data point, 
which is very expensive and technically inconvenient. Therefore, the value of swelling 
taken from independent experiments on stress-free samples, S0, is usually employed to 
extract creep strains with the help of eq. (2.1). It is known, however, that the external 
stress accelerates swelling as a result of its effect on void nucleation, e.g. reducing the void 
nucleation time lag [15,37,38] and/or increasing the void number density [39]. Hence, the 
neglect of stress enhancement of swelling can lead to artificial conclusions concerning 
creep behaviour at the third stage. The estimates of irradiation creep rate taking into 
account the stress dependence of swelling, show (first for stainless steel 316 irradiated by 
fast neutrons [36,40] and later on for other steels [41-43]) that at some swelling levels the 
irradiation creep rate falls much below the values typical for the steady-state stage, maybe 
even to zero (Figure 4). Hence at the doses corresponding to high swelling levels the true 
creep strain probably vanishes completely.  
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Figure 4. Calculated creep strain for two pressurised pins of type AISI 316 SS, showing how the 
use of stress-free swelling camouflages the onset of the saturation stage of creep [44] 

 
 

Having in mind the observed correlation between the creep and swelling rates, it is a 
common practice to state that irradiation creep is always accelerated by swelling, which is 
however not true. There exist results, indicating the lack of proportionality between 
irradiation creep and swelling [45-47], or even directly contradicting such a correlation. 
For example, no irradiation creep rate modification was observed in samples irradiated to 
very high doses (~40-60 dpa) [48], when the swelling is quite pronounced, and, on the 
contrary, the third stage of creep was observed in martensitic steel 1.4914 [49] and in PCA 
(Primary Candidate Alloy) [47] with practically no swelling. It seems more reasonable to 
conclude that both the irradiation creep acceleration and the development of swelling are 
independent consequences of microstructural and micro-chemical changes in the 
irradiated material.  

Finally, it is worth mentioning that although it is a general trend to discuss the 
behaviour of swelling as a function of irradiation dose, it does not mean that swelling is 
not sensitive to the irradiation flux. The most pronounced effect of the flux variation is 
the shift of the temperature dependence of swelling, (see Figure 5). Typically, with the 
increase of irradiation flux the peak swelling temperature shifts towards higher 
temperatures. For example, simulation experiments on fast particle accelerators (with the 
typical damage production rate G ~ 10-3 dpa/s) predict the swelling peak at 100-200 K 
higher temperatures than in reactor experiments (with G ~ 10-7 - 10-6 dpa/s). On the other 
hand, irradiation creep in typical reactor operation conditions, at least at the steady-state, 
is insensitive to irradiation flux other than through the dose [50-52].  
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Figure 5. The temperature dependence of swelling in Ni irradiated with 2.8 MeV Ni ions up to 13 
dpa. G = 7×10-4 dpa/s (LDR) and (2) G = 7×10-2 dpa/s (HDR) [53] 

 

2.2. Temperature dependence 
The temperature dependence of swelling is one of the most important parametric 
dependencies. The most typical is the bell-shaped temperature dependence as shown in 
Figure 2(a). The position of the swelling peak falls as a rule within 0.3-0.55 Tm, where Tm is 
the melting temperature of the material. While the height of the peak is determined by the 
accumulated dose, the width of the temperature ‘bell’ is quite sensitive to material 
properties (first of all - the energy characteristics of point defects and of small complexes 
thereof) and the material microstructure and chemistry, which affect the transport and 
capture of point defects. The swelling curves look very similar when drawn as a function 
of the homologous temperature T/Tm, which is largely due to the known fact that the 
energies of point defect formation and migration in metals roughly scale with the material 
melting temperature. 

Such sensitivity of swelling to the point defect parameters is explained by the fact that 
noticeable swelling in reactor structural materials is correlated with the development of an 
ensemble of cavities arising as a result of vacancy clustering and subsequent growth of 
vacancy clusters from vacancies generated by irradiation. At too low temperatures the 
vacancy mobility is low and they are mostly annihilated by more mobile interstitial atoms, 
rather than collect in cavities. On the contrary, at high temperatures vacancy clusters are 
very unstable and it is hard to form a noticeable amount of void nuclei, which prevents 
the development of voids at high temperatures. This is demonstrated in Figure 2(a), where 
the curves showing number densities and average sizes of voids are superimposed over 
the swelling curves at the same irradiation dose. At low temperatures many small vacancy 
clusters form but cannot grow efficiently due to the low vacancy mobility, while at high 
temperatures a relatively small number of cavities can overcome the nucleation barrier, 
though the nucleated voids can become quite large. As a result of a competition between 
these two trends, noticeable swelling is possible only in a restricted temperature window, 
where they do not completely cancel out each other. Typically, this range is quite narrow, 
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no more than 200-300°C, but unfortunately the reactor operation temperatures (close to 
300ºC) fall within this window for many structural materials (first of all - austenitic 
stainless steels), which makes the problem of swelling so important for radiation materials 
science.  

The bell-shaped temperature dependence is the dominant, but not the only type of 
swelling temperature dependence observed in reactor materials. Sometimes a double-bell 
shaped temperature dependence of swelling is also reported. As a rule, the second peak of 
swelling is due to the action of some impurities stabilising cavities and lies at higher 
temperatures than the peak related to purely vacancy cavities (voids). One of the most 
known is the effect of cavity stabilisation by insoluble gases [54-58], first of all He, that 
accumulate in irradiated metals as a result of transmutation nuclear reactions. The helium-
induced swelling is often much more dangerous than that due to vacancy voids, because 
He tends to accumulate at grain boundaries and promotes there the nucleation of helium-
containing voids (bubbles) [59-61] that weaken the grain boundaries and cause the so-
called ‘high-temperature helium embrittlement’. However, He is not the only impurity that 
is able to promote double-peak swelling temperature dependence, the same effect can be 
caused by other impurities such as e.g. carbon in austenitic stainless steels [12].  

Finally, it is worth mentioning the swelling at relatively low temperatures, where voids 
do not form. In some materials (refractory metals and ceramics) one observes noticeable 
swelling, not related to voids. An example is shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6. The temperature dependence of swelling in neutron irradiated molybdenum 

 

Fluences of fast neutrons (to be multipled by 1021 n/cm2) corresponding to different points are indicated in the legend.  
Drawn based on the data reported in [62]. 
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In-reactor creep occurs at all reactor relevant temperatures but, in contrast to swelling, 
creep has not only an irradiation-induced counterpart, but also a thermal one. Thermal 
creep dominates at temperatures exceeding ~ 0.5Tm, where its rate grows exponentially 
with temperature increase. At high temperatures, the creep activation energies under 
irradiation and without it are practically identical and are close to the self-diffusion energy 
via vacancy mechanism [63,64], indicating that it is controlled by thermal vacancy 
production and transport. In other words, irradiation creep per se is observed only below 
0.5Tm, which is relevant to operation conditions of structural materials in fission and 
currently designed fusion reactors. 

The major body of the available data concerning irradiation creep falls within the 
temperature range of 0.25-0.5 Tm. In this temperature range the irradiation creep 
dependence on temperature is rather weak. Usually, in experiments with a limited number 
of temperature points no pronounced temperature dependence at the typical working 
temperatures of nuclear reactors is noticed, though weak increase or decrease of 
irradiation creep with the increase of temperature are reported as well. Several detailed 
studies of the temperature dependence of creep in irradiated materials show that at lower 
temperatures a monotonous increase of the creep rate with temperature increase is 
observed, whereas at temperatures closer to the transition from irradiation to thermal 
creep a depression in the creep rate takes place, leading to a characteristic “hump” in the 
creep temperature dependence [46,65-69], see an example in Figure 7. Such temperature 
dependence is more typical for pre-irradiation cold-worked materials [65,66,68], as well as 
for ferritic-type steels with inherently high dislocation density [67].  

Figure 7. Temperature dependence of irradiation creep in type AISI 316 CW [65] 

  

The "hump" on the temperature dependence of irradiation creep is usually located in 
the same temperature range where the “bell-shaped” temperature dependence of swelling 
is observed, which is often considered as a proof of the direct correlation between 
swelling and irradiation creep [70]. This interpretation should, however, be taken with 
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caution because the "hump" in the irradiation creep is observed also when no swelling is 
experimentally detected [66] or the doses are too low for noticeable swelling (< 3 dpa) 
[65]. Moreover, the responses of creep and swelling to a progressive temperature decrease 
are not correlated [71]. Finally, in a comparative study of SS 316 tubes in annealed and 
cold-worked states [66], the normal “bell-shaped” dependence of swelling was noticed in 
both types of tubes, whereas the “hump” on the temperature dependence of irradiation 
creep was observed only in cold-worked samples.  

The results of irradiation creep measurements in copper [72] indicate, however, that 
the temperature variation of the creep rate inversely reflects the changes in the material 
yield stress, Figure 2.8, indicating correlation between irradiation creep and hardening. 
Moreover, the increase of the copper purity completely removes the “pit” in the 
irradiation creep curve (curve 3 in Figure 8).  

Figure 8. Temperature dependence of the reactor (1,2) and the thermal (3, 4) copper (99.95%) 
creep rate and of the yield stress (5): the grain size are 35 µm (1, 3) and 50 µm (2, 4). [72] 

 

At temperatures below 0,25Tm the irradiation creep is investigated poorly. However, 
several measurements indicate that the irradiation creep rate at 60ºC is of the same order 
of magnitude or even larger than at higher temperatures [73-75]. Moreover, even at 
temperatures of some tens Kelvin irradiation was shown to accelerate the creep in pure W 
and Mo, while the creep rate values were comparable to those observed at higher 
temperatures [76-78].  

2.3. Stress dependence 
Irradiation-induced swelling does not require the assistance of external loading to occur, 
but there is ample evidence that material straining affects swelling. The effect of external 
stress on swelling is usually described by the relation 

0 (1 ( ) ),S
HS S D T σ= +  (2.2) 
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where σH is the hydrostatic component of stress and the factor DS is typically of the 
order of 2-5x10-3 MPa-1 for steels [79-83], while in nickel irradiated to doses of appr. 10 
dpa the value of DS = 6x10-2 MPa-1 was found [84]. Microstructural reasons for swelling 
acceleration are usually associated with the influence of stress on void nucleation, which 
leads either to the reduction of void nucleation time lag [6,37,38,85] or to the increase of 
void number density [39]. On the other hand, the rate of steady-state swelling is 
insensitive to the action of external stresses [86,87]. According to relation (2.2), it is 
commonly expected that only the hydrostatic part of applied stress affects swelling. 
However, recently it was claimed that all stress states, including pure shear, can affect 
both void swelling and the correlation between irradiation creep and swelling [88]. 

While the effect of stresses is not crucial for swelling, the irradiation creep by 
definition vanishes in the absence of external loads. However, the discussion of the stress-
dependence of creep is complicated by the fact that stress is a tensor variable and quite 
different combinations of stress tensor components can be involved in particular 
experiments. The most common loading schemes for creep tests are (i) uniaxial tension of 
rods, wires or thin film samples, (ii) nearly bi-axial loading of tubular samples, and (iii) 
nearly pure shear loading (stretching of thin wire springs or torsion of wires, tubes or 
rods). In the uniaxial tests, the stress σ1 and strain ε1 in the loading direction are measured, 
in the case of internally loaded tubes one considers usually the hoop stress and strain, 
σθ and εθ, while shear experiments involve the measurement of shear stress τ and shear 
strain γ. Luckily, the results of such tests can be compared rather easily through the 
reduction of the actual stress and strain to the so-called equivalent stress σ and equivalent 
strain ε using Soderberg relations [89] 

1

1

4
3 3

θ

θ

ε ε ε γ
σ σ σ τ

= = = . (2.3) 

Hence, in the discussion below, by stress and strain we imply the equivalent values, if 
not explicitly stated otherwise. 

The experimental dependence of irradiation creep rate on the applied stress is usually 
described in terms of a power law, , where n can vary depending on the stress 
range considered. Generally, it is possible to allocate up to three ranges of stresses 
characterized by different values of stress exponent [90] and separated by critical values 
σ* and σ**, (see Figure 9). At low stress levels (σ < σ*) n = 1 and this linear creep rate 
dependence on stress is a universal law for quite different materials under different 
irradiation conditions and loading schemes.   

nε σ∝
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Figure 9. Schematic stress dependence of irradiation creep 

 

In some materials the linear stress range is followed by the one where the stress 
exponent exceeds unity, even though more common is the case where the non-linearity is 
not observed at all (see e.g. [91,92]). In particular, there are observed values of n ~ 1.5 (e.g. 
[93-97]) or n = 2 (e.g. [98-102]), (see Figure 10). These stress exponents are too low for 
plastic flow or thermal creep and the creep at this stage is believed to be caused by 
irradiation, while the change of the stress exponent is ascribed to the change of the 
governing microstructural mechanism of creep. In any case, the quadratic stress 
dependence is valid only within a limited stress range (σ* < σ < σ**). The values of σ* in 
those reactor structural materials, where the stress nonlinearity is observed, have typically 
the order of 100-200 MPa [90], but are sensitive to the studied material and the 
experimental conditions.  

Figure 10. Stress dependence of the irradiation creep rate for 20%  
cold-worked 316L stainless steel [103] 

 

Finally, at high stresses (σ > σ**) the stress exponents are in the range of 3 to 10 
[49,92,104-106]. In this situation one deals already with the plastic flow of material and 
the value of σ** correlates well with the yield stress (e.g. with σ0.2). For example, a 
correlation σ** = 1.3 σ0.2 was proposed in [107] based on the analysis of creep behaviour 
in a number of pure metals. The pre-factor exceeding unity is reasonable in this relation, 
since the yield stress of un-irradiated materials was used for the comparison, while more 
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appropriate correlation would be to that of irradiated materials, which is usually somewhat 
higher due to radiation hardening. 

3. Theoretical models of swelling  

3.1. The swelling equation 

The main cause for many radiation effects in solids is the production of primary 
damage, which includes first of all atom-size defects (interstitials and vacancies), but also 
small clusters of interstitials and vacancies, if irradiating fast particles are energetic enough 
to produce localized atomic collision cascades. The generated point defects accumulate in 
the lattice, recombine, cluster to form larger point defect agglomerations (dislocation 
loops, cavities) or become captured by sinks, which include both those existed prior to the 
irradiation onset (network dislocations, precipitates, grain boundaries, etc.) and those 
evolved during the irradiation. Due to the small sizes of interstitial and vacancies, as well 
as clusters thereof, the defects can be considered as ‘point-size’ stress concentrators 
because an individual defect introduced into the crystal lattice creates elastic strains in the 
surrounding matrix. The contribution of each such stress concentrator to the volume 
change can be estimated using the Eshelby theorem [108], which states that the overall (i.e. 
macroscopic) volume increase is equal to the elastic misfit between the introduced defect 
and the surrounding matrix. Having in mind that interstitials and vacancies have the 
volume of the order of atomic volume ω, it is convenient to define the misfit of a point 
defect i as eiω, where the factor ei is named the point defect dilatation. It should be 
emphasized that as far as the solid can be considered as elastic continuum, it absolutely 
does not matter, in which particular place the defect is located inside the solid, or whether 
the misfit is spherically symmetric or not. The only requirement is that the material is not 
subject to the action of external constraints and is able to expand or contract freely. 
Hence, the relative increase of material volume (i.e. swelling) due to all point defects 
contained in the matrix can be written down simply as  

i
i

S eω
=

Ω ∑    (3.1) 

where Ω is the volume of material and summation is over all point defects introduced 
into the matrix during irradiation, no matter whether they exist as a single defects or are 
consumed by the sinks available in the matrix. In writing Equation (3.1) we consider the 
onset of irradiation as a reference state, assuming that at that moment the swelling is 
vanishing. 

While being exact, equation (3.1) itself is not very practical for the determination of 
the total swelling, because each point defect in this equation has, strictly speaking, its own 
dilatation determined by its nature and its local surroundings, which may change with time. 
Moreover, the number of defects is also varying all the time during irradiation. Hence, one 
needs some approximations to proceed further.  

The first approximation that we introduce is that only intrinsic point defects (self-
interstitials and vacancies) are taken into account in the subsequent discussion. With this 
approximation we rule out quite a number of contributions to swelling, e.g. those coming 
from impurity atoms, which are present in most of the relevant structural materials at 
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quite high levels (up to percent), often much higher than the levels of intrinsic point 
defects that can be reached during irradiation. In macroscopic terms, this means that we 
completely forget about contributions from aging, as well as from other forms of second 
phase precipitation and re-solution. However, in practice this approximation is reasonable, 
because intrinsic point defects are permanently generated in irradiated materials and are 
the most important defects responsible for large volume changes, which are of practical 
interest where the behaviour of structural components in irradiation facilities is concerned. 

The next step is to look in more detail, which particular local environments are met 
for single point defects. It makes sense to differentiate, first of all, between single point 
defects in the bulk and point defects incorporated into sinks. The dilatations of single 
point defects are determined by forces of interatomic interaction in the lattice and are 
essentially the same for all defects belonging to the same type. The characteristic dilatation 
values for single interstitials and vacancies in metals are eI0 = 1.1 - 2.0 and eV0 = -0.1 - -0.2 
[109]. When an atom is added or extracted at the edge of a dislocation extra-plane, the 
sample volume changes by ω or -ω, respectively [110], so that eId = 1 and eVd = -1. The 
same is true for interstitials and vacancies consumed at grain boundaries and external (free) 
surfaces of material. In the case, when a point defect is consumed by a point defect cluster, 
such as a dislocation loop, the point defect dilatations differ from unity only if the cluster 
is very small (no more than several atoms) and the cluster strength as a local stress 
concentrator is sensitive to the addition or removal of one atom. Finally, when an 
interstitial or a vacancy are consumed on internal surfaces (such as surfaces of internal 
cavities), their dilatations vanish, because the shift of an internal surface does not 
contribute to the change of the macroscopic volume. Strictly speaking, the last statement 
is not fully correct for those internal surfaces that are strongly curved (as is the case of 
small cavities), because in this case the addition or removal of a point defect changes the 
local stress distribution due to the action of capillarity forces. For example, a spherical 
cavity sufficiently large to be described in terms of surface tension causes the elastic 
relaxation at its surface, which is equivalent to the average dilatation of ~γ/µR per one 
vacancy in the cavity, where γ is the free surface energy, µ - the shear modulus and R - the 
cavity radius. However, for typical values of γ ~ 1 J/m2 and µ ~ 100 GPa, this dilatation 
is negligible even for cavity radius as small as 1 nm.  

Having in mind the introduced approximations, equation (3.1) can be rewritten as 

  

0 0[ ( )]I I V V Is Is Vs Vs
s

S N e N e e N e Nω
= + + −

Ω ∑    (3.2) 

where Nα is the total number of single point defects of type α  (α = I for interstitials 
or α = V for vacancies) generated in the material by irradiation, Nαs - the total number of 
interstitials and vacancies consumed by sink s starting from the irradiation onset and 
summation is over all point defects sinks available in the material. This can be written 
down in a more compact form by introducing the average concentrations of point defects 
as Cα = Nαω/Ω and substituting the values of point defect dilatations for different sinks, 
as discussed above, 
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ext
0 0 ( )t I I V V Is Vs

s
S C e C e n nω= + + −∑   (3.3) 

where nαs = N/Ω and superscript ‘ext’ at the summation sign indicates that only the 
sinks contributing to the external increase of the material volume are taken into account. 
Though essentially the same as Equation (3.2), this relation does not contain direct 
reference to the total volume of material and can be considered as a local one.  

At this junction it makes sense to make several comments as related to irradiation 
swelling: 

• (i) First of all, it can be seen that, contrary to common belief, the availability of 
point defect sinks is not a prerequisite for swelling to occur. As shown above, each 
Frenkel pair (i.e. a pair of single interstitial and single vacancy created by irradiation) 
introduces the volume increase of the order of ω, and only the pair recombination 
or the simultaneous capture of interstitial and vacancy on the same sink nullifies 
their contribution to swelling. Even in the absence of whatever sinks the swelling 
due to accumulation of free point defects is non-zero (though in normal in-reactor 
conditions it is negligible as compared to that from sinks). 

• (ii) The sum over sinks in the right hand side (r.h.s.) of Equation (3.3) does not 
contain contributions from cavities. It is the capture of excess interstitials at 
dislocations and grain boundaries that is responsible for the material volume 
growth under irradiation. The statement that cavities themselves do not contribute 
to swelling might sounds quite unexpected because it is a common practice to set 
the equality sign between swelling and the development of cavities (voids or gas-
filled bubbles). The latter statement is, however, often true, being the consequence 
of the matter conservation, which requires the equality 

  
int intG ext G G G ext G G

I Is Is V Vs Vs
s s s s

C n n C n nω ω ω ω+ + = + +∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  (3.4) 

where the superscript G indicates the defects generated by atomic displacements 
caused by the irradiation and the superscript ‘int’ indicates summation over the sinks that 
do not contribute to the external growth of the material volume. Combining Equations 
(3.3) and (3.4), one gets: 

  
ext int

0 0( 1) ( 1) ( ) ( )G G N N N N G G
I I V V I I V V Is Vs Is Ns

s s
S C e C e C e C e n n n nω ω= − + + + + + − − −∑ ∑  (3.5) 

where superscript N indicates defects introduced into the material during irradiation 
in the ways other than the direct displacement by irradiating particles. The common 
examples are vacancies introduced via thermal emission from surfaces and dislocations 
(with the equal number of extra atoms added to corresponding sinks) or extra atoms 
introduced during ion implantations. For materials operating in the conditions where the 
production of point defects is dominated by radiation, one gets  
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int
0 0( 1) (1 ) ( )G G G G

I I V V Vs Is
s

S C e C e n nω≈ − + + + −∑    (3.6) 

so that the swelling is indeed determined by the internal defect-absorbing surfaces. Strictly 
speaking, all such surfaces should be considered here, not only the cavity surfaces. But in 
practice only cavities are able to accumulate non-equal numbers of vacancies and interstitials, 
whereas the other similar sinks (such as e.g. surfaces of incoherent second phase precipitates) 
consume interstitials and vacancies in exactly the same numbers. Taking finally into account 
that the concentrations of single interstitials and vacancies in relevant structural and 
functional materials during reactor operation are usually quite low ( G

IC << G
VC  < 10-7), the 

swelling is given by the uncompensated vacancies accumulated in cavities, i.e. 

cav cav( )G G
t Vs Is s

s s
S n n Vω≈ − =∑ ∑    (3.7) 

where summation is over all the cavities in the material and ( )G G
s Vs IsV n nω= −  is 

essentially the volume of cavity s. So, the matching between swelling and the total volume 
of cavities in the material can indeed be true, but it is no more that an approximation for 
special conditions, albeit quite common in dealing with reactor materials.  

Forgetting that the real cause for swelling is the loss of interstitials can lead to 
unsupported conclusions as far as the relevant approximations do not hold true. For 
example, the fact that cavities in most metals have nearly spherical shape in no way 
implies that the associated deformation of irradiated material is isotropic as well. Since 
interstitials are preferentially captured on dislocations and/or grain boundaries, any 
noticeable anisotropy in the distribution of these sinks can induce material shape 
modification concurrent with the volume increase “non-hydrostatic swelling”. Another 
example is met in simulation experiments that involve material implantation with self-ions. 
It is sometimes stated that the supply of additional interstitials by ion implantation 
suppresses swelling, which is not necessarily true. In fact, it is the void growth which is 
suppressed by injected ions, whereas swelling can equally well increase (after all, the 
matter is added to the investigated sample by implantation). Finally, in deriving eq. (3.7) it 
was nowhere required that the cavities themselves were produced by irradiation. For 
instance, when the material prior to irradiation has some amount of internal porosity and 
these pores preferentially absorb interstitials, one can easily observe ‘negative’ swelling 
(densification) until the pores are completely dissolved (a common situation with 
irradiated graphite). 

• (iii) The contributions to swelling from different sinks are additive. It is absolutely 
unnecessary that the irradiation-generated interstitials were captured at the outer 
material surface or grain boundaries in order for swelling to occur. Interstitial 
capture by dislocations has exactly the same effect and in realistic metals (with 
grains sizes of the order of tens of micrometers) it is the interstitial capture on 
dislocations that gives the dominant contribution to the overall swelling. 
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In order to further simplify eq. (3.3) (or Equation (3.7), when applicable), it is 
convenient to group together the equivalent sinks (i.e. sinks with the same behaviour in 
terms of their contribution to swelling) into sink classes, such as e.g. various kinds of 
network dislocations (edge or screw) and dislocations loops (vacancy or interstitial, faulted 
or glissile), planar defects (grain and subgrain boundaries, coherent or incoherent), 
precipitates (with coherent and incoherent interfaces), cavities (empty or gas-filled), as 
well as mixed sinks (e.g. cavities on grain boundaries or precipitates), etc. Then the 
expression (3.3) for swelling can be written down as  

ext
0 0t I I V V sc

c sc
S C e C e= + + ∆Ω∑ ∑   (3.8) 

where Σc means the sum over sink classes, Σsc -summation over the sinks within each 
class and ( )sc Isc Vscn nω∆Ω = −  - the contribution to the total volume change from sink sc. 
Though essentially equivalent to Equation (3.3), this relation allows ∆Ωsc to be expressed 
in terms of parameters appropriate to sinks of each particular type, while the whole 
system of similar sinks can be described in purely statistical terms instead of counting 
individual sinks. For example, in the case of circular interstitial dislocation loops the only 
parameters that characterise individual dislocation loop are loop diameter D and loop 
Burgers vector b l, while the contribution of the whole class of such dislocation loops (c = 
l) into swelling can be written down as: 

2 ( , )
4

m m
sl l l

sl m
b D f D t dDπ

∆Ω =∑ ∑ ∫   (3.9) 

where  | |m m
l lb = b , ( , )m

lf D t  is the probability (per unit volume of material) to meet a 
dislocation loop with diameter D at the moment of time t and summation is over all 
(usually of a quite limited number) types of Burgers vectors in the considered material. 
Similarly, when spherical cavities are considered, the sum in the r.h.s. of eq. (3.7) can be 
written down as 

cav 34 ( , | )
3s c

s
V R f R t dR

ξ

π ξ=∑ ∑∫    (3.10) 

where fc(R,t|ξ) is the probability (per unit volume of material) to find a cavity with 
radius R at the moment of time t and ξ stands for a set of additional parameters (e.g. the 
amount of impurity atoms contained inside or at the surface of a cavity) that can be used 
to characterise an individual cavity. In the case when the cavity contains only vacancies (in 
this case it is referred to as ‘void’), summation in Equation (3.10) should be omitted.  

The basic disadvantage of Equation (3.8) for theoretical treatment is the fact that the 
instantaneous value of swelling is determined by total numbers of point defects absorbed 
by all the sinks that were present in the material during the whole irradiation history, 
including even those that have already disappeared by the observation time t. Such “lost” 
sinks include e.g. the dissolved pores present prior to irradiation, boundaries of grains that 
have disappeared via recrystallisation, dislocations annealed out at grain boundaries, etc. 
For this reason, it is a common practice in the theory of swelling to deal not with the 
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swelling itself, but with the swelling rate, /S dS dt= , which depends only on the 
instantaneous material microstructure,  

ext
0 0

( )I V sc
I V

c sc

dC dC dS e e
dt dt dt

∆Ω
= + + ∑ ∑   (3.11) 

or, when Equation (3.6) is applicable, 

3
0 0

4 ( , | )( 1) (1 )
3

G G
I V c

I V
dC dC df R tS e e R dR
dt dt dtξ

π ξ
= − + + + ∑∫  (3.12) 

In addition to making the description sensitive to only the current microstructure, the 
transition to swelling rate allows us to simplify the description for those sink classes, 
where the accumulated volume ∆Ωsc is hard to estimate, whereas the rate of volume 
change is determined easily. For example, if we consider the class of straight edge 
dislocation (a quite common approximation for dislocation network in irradiated 
materials), its contribution to the overall swelling rate can be described as: 

( ) k k ksd
d d dc

sd k

d b V
dt

ρ∆Ω
=∑ ∑    (3.13) 

where k
db  is the length of the dislocation Burgers vector, k

dρ  - the dislocation density 
(i.e. the total length of dislocations of type k per unit volume of material), k

dcV  - the 
velocity of dislocation climb (assumed to be positive when the dislocation builds up its 
extraplane) and summation is over dislocations with the different types and orientations 
of dislocation Burgers vector k

db . 

An additional advantage in using the swelling rate rather than swelling is that the 
concentrations of point defects vary little during irradiation (except during sharp 
transients) and thus their derivatives can be nearly always safely neglected, so that e.g. eq. 
(3.12) can be written down as: 

34 ( , | )
3

cdf R tS R dR
dtξ

π ξ
= ∑∫   (3.14) 

In what follows, we deal with Equation (3.14), which in theoretical treatments of 
swelling is usually postulated without any justification. It should be pointed out, however, 
that there exist situations where the assumptions used in the derivation of Equation (3.14) 
do not hold and in these cases one should use Equation (3.11), which is always applicable. 
An example of such situation is given in Section 3.7 below dealing with the low-
temperature swelling of refractory metals and ceramics. An additional price to pay where 
the material deformation is anisotropic is that Equation (3.11) can be straightforwardly 
generalized in order to describe the full strain tensor εij comprising both volume and 
shape modification, while Equation (3.14) cannot. 
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3.2. Analytical equations for the description of swelling 
Let us assume that the cavities considered are voids, so that no additional parameters 

ξ affect cavity growth and no summation in eq. (3.14) is involved. Then the swelling rate 
is exclusively determined by the law of temporal evolution of the void distribution 
function in the space of void sizes. This law is sensitive to the particular events that result 
in the variation of void sizes. In irradiated materials this is only possible when the 
transport of vacancy-type defects is allowed, which means that void swelling cannot be 
observed at temperatures where vacancy diffusion is suppressed. A common assumption 
is that the only mobile defects in irradiated materials are single vacancies and interstitials. 
In the discussion below we accept it, even though it is not strictly true. First of all, small 
clusters of vacancies and especially interstitials are often also very mobile, sometimes even 
more mobile than single defects. One, but not the only example is the mobility of small 
defect clusters in pure iron, where e.g. tri-vacancies have a lower migration barrier than 
single vacancies [111], while small interstitial clusters form glissile dislocation loops that 
glide in <111> lattice directions much faster than single interstitials are able to diffuse 
[112-114]. Second, the voids themselves are able to move, and though the void diffusion 
coefficient sharply falls down with the growth of void size [115], the effect can be non-
negligible in situations where dense arrays of small voids are created in the material. 
Typical examples where the direct coalescence of cavities is non negligible is the 
development of planar arrays of helium bubbles (on grain boundaries, or at the end of 
range of ions implanted into subsurface sample layers in simulation experiments on fast 
particle accelerators).  

In the approximation where only single vacancies and interstitials (monomers) are 
able to move, the change of a cavity size takes place in discrete steps, so it is more 
convenient (especially for small clusters) to introduce the cavity distribution function fn(t) , 
which defines the probability to find a void that contains n vacancies at time t. The sum 
over void sizes, 

2

( ) ( )c n
n

N t f t
∞

=

= ∑ , (3.15) 

defines the number density of voids Nc (normalised per one lattice site). Summation 
starts here from di-vacancies, which are considered as the smallest immobile clusters. 
Equation (3.14) in this case can be rewritten as 

2

( ) ( )n
c

n

df t dS n N n
dt dt

∞

=

= =∑ , (3.16) 

where n  is the average number of vacancies in a void. 

While seemingly straightforward, the transition from (3.14) to (3.16) involves two 
more approximations that are seldom overtly declared. First of all, it is implicitly assumed 
that all voids with n vacancies have essentially the same shape. This statement is more or 
less reasonable for large voids (n >> 1), which are roughly spherical, but may be not a 
good approximation for clusters containing only several vacancies (n < 10), where clusters 
of different shapes can exist with competing probabilities and, in the most unfavourable 
cases, some vacancy clusters can belong to the types that are not void-like at all (e.g. 
stacking fault tetrahedra in fcc metals). Second, while in Equation (3.14) the distribution 
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function fc is the average over the whole volume of material and as such does not depend 
on the particular position in space, the function fn(t) is usually introduced as a local 
function and should be generally considered as spatially dependent, fn(r,t). The neglect of 
this spatial dependence implies that the ensemble of cavities is uniform over the whole 
material volume or, at least, changes relatively weakly at the length scales of interest for 
particular application. If this is not the case (e.g. in simulation experiments on particle 
accelerators), the spatial dependence of the distribution function should be taken into 
account explicitly. 

The equation for the time evolution of the density function via the capture and 
emission of monomers can be written down in the form of a balance equation that 
directly counts the processes that change the number of clusters of each size per unit time. 
Originally this kind of equation (‘master equation’) was introduced in [116] and has the 
most simple form when the sink size changes as a result of a capture of individual 
monomers [117]: 

1 1 1 1 ( ) ,      ( 2),n
n n n n n n n n

f G P f Q f P Q f n
t − − + +

∂
= + + − + ≥

∂
  (3.17) 

where Gn is the rate of direct production of vacancy clusters of size n and the kinetic 
coefficients Pn(t) and Qn(t) are the rates of monomer attachment to and detachment from 
clusters of size n. This equation is broadly applied to the nucleation of voids, even though 
two kinds of monomers (vacancies and interstitials) are produced during irradiation. This 
does not change the basic assumption that the sink kinetics is determined by the capture 
of monomers; simply the kinetic coefficients are presented as additive contributions from 
vacancies and interstitials [118,119], 

     and      n nV nI n nI nVP p q Q p q= + = +     (3.18) 

where pnα and qnα are the rates of absorption at and desorption from a void of size n 
for point defects of type α. The values of qnI are usually set to zero, which is nearly always 
reasonable because the energies of interstitial formation in reactor structural material are 
typically several electron-Volts [109] and the probability of interstitial expulsion from a 
vacancy cluster into the bulk is absolutely negligible for any relevant application 
temperature unless one deals with the cavities strongly over-pressurised with gas atoms 
(such as helium or other noble gases).  

Though the master equation was broadly used for the analytical description of void 
formation in irradiated metals from the early 1970s, it misses many important features of 
defect kinetics that were brought to light by later research. For example, in many metals 
small clusters of interstitials and vacancies (consisting of 2-3 point defects of the same 
kind) are mobile and so the basic assumption of the cluster size modification by ±1 is not 
strictly valid. The inclusion of a non-vanishing term Gn into master equation (3.17) is also 
a generalization of the original formulation that accounts for the fact that clusters of 
several vacancies can be directly produced in cascades of atomic collisions. Equally well, 
collision cascades can be expected to completely destroy small vacancy clusters [120], 
which is not taken into account in Equation (3.17). It is commonly expected that these 
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complications do not change the overall qualitative picture of void nucleation but, to the 
best of the author’s knowledge, no qualitative proof of this statement has been given.  

One more simplification in (3.17) that should be mentioned for completeness is the 
neglect of direct interaction of clusters (in terms of coalescence or coagulation). This 
simplification is generally not a very severe one because such interaction becomes of any 
importance only when the relative volume occupied by voids becomes large, i.e. at S ~ 1. 
At this swelling stage the application of the “master equation” is excessive because the 
kinetics of a system of large voids usually can be nicely described in deterministic way (see 
Section 3.6).  

Equation set (3.17) is essentially a diffusion equation in the space of void sizes, which 
is used for the description of void evolution also in the alternative form (e.g. in [121]) 

( )n n
n n n

f fA f B
t n n n

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= +

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
    (3.19) 

where the void size is treated as a continuous variable, while An and Bn are 
presented either as: 

An = Pn - Qn,  Bn = (Pn + Qn)/2, 

or  

An = Pnln(Qn/Pn), Bn = Pn. 

In the first case eq. (3.19) is called Fokker-Planck equation, in the second - Zeldovich-
Frenkel equation. The advantage of using a partial differential equation instead of a 
discrete equation set is in much easier analytical treatment and analysis of the overall 
qualitative behaviour of the void size distribution function. The difference between the 
treatments of cluster size as a continuous or a discrete variable should not be really 
important for n >> 1, indeed. However, the transition to the differential equation is 
accurate only provided the kinetic coefficients Pn and Qn vary smoothly as a function of n 
and that Pn ≈ Qn (more precisely, |Pn - Qn| << (Pn + Qn)/2). While the first approximation 
is invalid only for relatively small clusters (less than ~10 vacancies) in the worst case, the 
second one is rather an exception, applicable at best for a limited range of cluster sizes. 
Hence, eq. (3.19) is useful mostly for the understanding of the void kinetics in qualitative 
terms; quantitative predictions based on it are usually poor. 

Substituting Equation (3.17) into Equation (3.16), it is easy to get two useful 
alternative expressions for the swelling rate, namely: 

1
2 1

(1 )n n n
n n

S nG Jδ
∞ ∞

= =

= + +∑ ∑       (3.20) 

where Jn = Pnfn - Qn+1fn+1 is the cluster current in the space of sizes, and 

1 1 2 2
2 2

(2 ) ( )n n n n
n n

S nG P f Q f P Q f
∞ ∞

= =

= + − + −∑ ∑     (3.21) 
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Quite generally, various kinds of relations between the kinetic coefficients can be met. 
First of all, consider the case, where Qn > Pn for all cluster sizes. Such a situation is met in 
the case of high-temperature irradiation, where void decomposition due to thermal 
vacancy emission dominates. Evidently, in this case no void development is possible 
because any void cluster, even if formed athermally or fluctuatively, eventually dissolves. 
In the opposite case, where Qn < Pn, all clusters tend to grow. This situation is not very 
common for voids but is relevant for clustering of interstitials into interstitial loops.  

More complicated are situations, when the void size space is separated in regions, 
where the difference jn = Pn - Qn changes sign. In this case, there exist some void sizes n*, 
called critical sizes, separating adjacent regions with different signs of jn. If jn > 0 at n < n*, 
then the voids with the sizes both below and above the critical size tend to reach size n*. 
On the contrary, when jn < 0 at n < n*, the clusters with n < n* tend to dissolve, whereas 
those with n > n* tend to grow. The latter situation is very typical for vacancy voids in 
reactor structural metals, as discussed later in Section 3.6.  

In order to study the particular kinetics of void ensemble evolution, it is necessary to 
specify the kinetic coefficients as functions of the void size and to specify the initial and 
boundary conditions. For the initial conditions one can select essentially any reasonable 
distribution function. For example, the condition fn(0) = 0 for n ≥ 2 is a realistic choice, 
implying no voids exist prior to the onset of irradiation. Equally easy is the assignment of 
a boundary condition at the large void sizes,  

( ) 0nf n → ∞ = .  (3.22) 
 

The trickiest part is the introduction of a condition for the vacancy and interstitial 
concentrations. Remaining in the framework of the assumptions used to formulate 
Equation (3.17), one has to assume that monomers (both interstitials and vacancies) are 
described by some spatially uniform concentrations Cα0, which are determined by the 
balance of point defect generation, recombination and absorption on voids, as well as on 
other possible sinks. Then, by definition  

1 0Vf C=      (3.23) 

The balance equation for CV0 can be written down as: 

20
2 2 2 1 0 0 0

2

( ) (( ) )V
V nV nV n V I V V V IV I V

n

dC G p q f q p f p C C C
dt

κ γ
∞

=

= − − + + − − −∑   (3.24) 

where GV is the rate of vacancy production, the second term in the r.h.s. (the sum 
over vacancy cluster sizes) describes the balance of vacancy capture and emission at voids 
in a way consistent with equations (3.17) and (3.18), the third term describes the balance 
between the vacancy production and removal as a result of divacancy dissociation and 
creation, κV in the fourth term describes the integral loss and creation of vacancies on 
sinks other than voids, and the last term describes interstitial-vacancy recombination. A 
similar equation for CI0 looks like: 
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20
0 0

2

I
I nI n I IV I V

n

dC G p f C C
dt

κ γ
∞

=

= − − −∑     (3.25) 

where GI and κI are the rates of interstitial generation and loss on sinks other than 
vacancy clusters, respectively. The rate of interstitial emission from vacancy clusters, qnI, is 
set here to zero for the reasons discussed in the paragraph following Equation (3.18). 
Since both interstitial and vacancy defects are generated by irradiation at exactly the same 
rate, G, the following additional relation must hold: 

max max

2 2

V In n

I nI V nV
n n

G nG G nG G
= =

+ = + =∑ ∑      (3.26) 

where Gnα are the generation rates for clusters of size n and type α, which are directly 
created by irradiation, and maxnα  - the maximum sizes of clusters that a particular type of 
irradiation is able to produce. When no clustered defects are produced by irradiation, the 
rates of single interstitial and single vacancy generation are naturally equal. 

The rates of point defect absorption and desorption on sinks should evidently depend 
on the concentrations of point defects available in the material. It is also intuitively clear 
that they are proportional to point defect diffusion coefficients, Dα, as a measure of the 
point defect transfer rate by diffusion, which is the principal mechanism of point defect 
movement in crystals. Hence, it is a common practice to present the rates of point defect 
capture by a cavity in the form: 

2
0n np k D Cα α α α=      (3.27) 

where 
2
nk α  is a proportionality factor, usually referred to as cavity ‘sink strength’. Similarly, 

the rate of point defect emission from the cavity is written down as: 

2 th
n n nq k D Cα α α α=      (3.28) 

where th
nC α  is some measure of point defect emission from the cavity, which may 

depend on both the point defect type and the properties of the cavity itself. The 
superscript th refers here to the fact that the emission of defects from cavities is usually 
thermofluctuative and so it is reasonable to expect that th

nC α  is proportional to the 
thermally equilibrium concentration of point defects, 0

thCα . 

Since the reasoning leading to relations (3.27) and (3.28) does not rely on the particular 
nature of sinks, similar relations should hold for sinks of any type, so that the efficiencies 
of point defect capture by sinks other than voids in equations (3.24) and (3.25) can be 
written down as: 

2 2
0( )thk D C Cα α α α ακ = −      (3.29) 
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where 2 2
ss

k kα α= ∑  is the sum of sink strengths 2
sk α  and 2 2th th

s ss
C k k Cα α α α

−= ∑  is the 
weighted average of point defect emission efficiencies from all sinks types s other than 
cavities.  

A common implicit assumption in writing relations (3.27) - (3.29) is that both sink 
strengths and the emission efficiencies thCα  of individual sinks are the properties of sinks 
themselves and do not depend on the point defect concentrations. At this point, these 
assumptions are no more than intuitive, but they can indeed be justified in the framework 
of the so called chemical rate theory, as described in Section 3.3 below. The same theory 
suggests also the ways to calculate sink strengths and sink emission efficiencies for 
different sink types. In particular, it can be shown that th

sC α  coincides with the thermal 
equilibrium concentration of α-type point defects at the surfaces of relevant sinks, which 
will be used in the discussion below. In particular, for network dislocations and planar 
sinks (first of all, grain boundaries) the thermal equilibrium concentrations are simply 
equal to 0

thCα  and so for these sinks thCα  in eq. (3.29) can be replaced with 0
thCα .  

Using relations (3.27) - (3.29), equations (3.24) and (3.25) can be written down as: 

2 20
0 0 0 0 0( ) ( )th thV

cV V V cV V V V V IV I V
dC G k D C C k D C C C C

dt
γ= − − − − −   (3.30) 

2 20
0 0 0 0

I
cI I I I I I IV I V

dC G k D C k D C C C
dt

γ= − − −      (3.31) 

where 

2 2 2 2

2 2

     and     th th
cV n nV cV cV n nV nV

n n
k f k C k f k C

∞ ∞
−

= =

= =∑ ∑     (3.32) 

and several minor simplification were introduced, including the neglect of direct 
generation of defect clusters and of inessential term accounting for divacancy creation 
correction in eq. (3.24). 

Equations (3.17) - (3.23) and (3.30) - (3.32) constitute the boundary-value problem for 
consistent description of void swelling in irradiated materials. This statistical problem is 
too complicated to be solved either analytically or numerically without certain 
simplifications. However, before describing the methods of its solution, let us describe 
how to determine the sink strengths introduced ad hoc in relations (3.27) - (3.29). 

3.3 The effective medium theory 
When dealing with the statistical description of void ensemble development in 

irradiated materials, one uses the intuitive concept of spatially uniform efficient 
concentrations of point defects. Evidently, these concentrations are not the real 
concentrations of point defects that are created and diffuse in the material matrix. The 
real concentrations cα are defined only in the space between the sinks and their spatial 
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dependence is determined by the solution of diffusion equations that can be written down 
as: 

div IV I V
c G c c
t
α

α γ∂
+ = −

∂
j , (3.33) 

where G is the rate of point defect creation (which can depend on both the time and the 
spatial position r) and the point defect current jα is defined as: 

n nm
m

cj D
x

α
α α

∂
= −

∂
, (3.34) 

where Dαmn is the tensor of diffusion coefficients; indices n and m (from 1 to 3) 
enumerate Cartesian coordinates, and the rule of summation over the repeated subscript 
indices is implied. In completely isotropic materials, the diffusion tensor has the diagonal 
form, Dαmn = Dαδmn, where δmn is the Kronecker tensor. Correspondingly, equation (3.34) 
is reduced to the isotropic form: 

D Cα α α= − ∇j . (3.35) 

The diffusion equations are to be supplied with boundary conditions on sinks, which 
are the regions in the material that can capture diffusing defects at their surfaces. Realistic 
materials have multiple sinks that can be roughly grouped as belonging to one of three 
groups: 

• local sinks, with their largest size much less than some characteristic length scale in 
the matrix; voids, bubbles and small dislocation loops are representative of this 
group; 

• linear sinks, whose length in one dimension is comparable to or noticeably exceeds 
the characteristic length scale in the matrix (e.g. network dislocations); 

• planar sinks (e.g. grain boundaries), whose sizes in two dimensions exceed the 
characteristic length scale in the matrix. 

As long as one is interested in point defect absorption by sinks, the relevant length 
scale referred to in this classification is the average distance Ls travelled by a point defect 
before it is captured by a sink. When the generated point defects are eliminated from the 
material mostly via capture at sinks and not via mutual recombination, Ls is of the order 
of inter-sink distance. The requirement that the average inter-sink distance exceeds 
considerably the typical sink sizes implies that the total volume of sinks constitutes only a 
small fraction of the whole volume of material. When applied to swelling, this means that 
the considerations below are valid only when S « 1. 

At the sink surfaces the concentration of point defects is normally maintained equal to 
the thermal equilibrium concentration of defects in contact with a particular sink. 
Defining this concentration at the surface of sink i (1 ≤ i ≤ N, where N is the total 
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number of sinks in the material) as th
iC α , we can write down a set of the boundary 

conditions as: 

( , ) ( ) ,s th
i i ic t Cα α γ=r  (3.36) 

where s
ir  is the radius-vector of a point on the surface Si of the sink and γi denotes 

the set of parameters, characterising the sink. The choice and the number of these 
parameters depend on particular sink type. For example, for a spherical void γi includes 
only void radius Ri, while e.g. for second phase particles this set of parameters can include 
information about the particle shape, composition, grain boundary coherence to the 
matrix, etc. 

Thus it is necessary to specify the relation between the true point defect 
concentrations and the effective concentrations Cα0. A possible way to do it is suggested 
by the chemical rate theory, introduced originally for the description of chemical reactions 
in solutions. This concept was applied to the investigation of sink kinetics in irradiated 
materials in [122,123] on a largely intuitive basis. The general philosophy of such an 
approach is very similar to the approaches used in analogous situations for the theoretical 
description of many-body problems [124]. The chemical rate theory describes point defect 
absorption by sinks in an “average” manner, by assuming that on the length scales 
noticeably exceeding the inter-sink separation the material behaves as a spatially uniform 
“lossy medium” where sinks are ‘smeared’ over the material volume, while the efficiency 
of point defect capture by individual sinks is determined in some self-consistent way. As a 
result, the exact concentration cα is replaced with the average concentration Cα0, which 
coincides with cα only in those regions of the matrix, where the sinks are absent.  

Several attempts to rigorously justify the rate theory can be found in the literature 
[125-131]. Below we illustrate in a simplified manner the basic steps of the transition from 
the boundary value problem (3.33) - (3.36) to the effective medium, considering only the 
local sinks and neglecting the point defect loss term by recombination in equation (3.33). 
A more detailed treatment, including in particular linear sinks and the effects of external 
stresses on point defect diffusion, can be found in [130,131]. Having in mind that the 
neglect of recombination term uncouples diffusion equations for vacancies and 
interstitials, subscripts indicating particular type of point defects will be omitted in section 
3.3, if not explicitly stated otherwise. In the presentation below, we also neglect the 
temporal evolution of the sink system when dealing with the problem of point defect 
diffusion to sinks. This approximation is valid when the time scale of point defect 
concentration redistribution around the sinks, τs, is much shorter than that for evolution 
of the sink system itself, which is valid practically always except at very sharp transients 
(e.g. sudden switch on or switch off of irradiation).  

As already said, an arbitrary local sink i can be characterised by a set of parameters ξi 
= (ri,γi), which includes sink position in the matrix, ri, and a set of other parameters, which 
we have denoted as γi. The complete set of parameters for all sinks will be briefly denoted 
as Ξ = (ξ1,..., ξN) and the space of all possible parameter sets Ξ  - as {Ξ}. For any 
particular realization of the sink system the concentration c of point defects in the space 
between the sinks satisfies the equation 
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2dc G D c
dt

= + ∇      (3.37) 

with boundary conditions (3.36). Generally, an appropriate boundary condition 
should be defined on the outer surface of material as well. However, to simplify matters 
one may assume that the volume of material Ω tends to infinity (and also N → ∞, so that 
the ratio N/Ω would remain finite) and only demand the boundedness of c everywhere in 
the matrix. Evidently, the point defect concentration defined by this boundary-value 
problem depends not only on the spatial position r and time, but also on the spatial 
distribution and parameter of sinks, i.e. c = c(r,t|Ξ).  

Because Equation (3.37) is defined only in the domain between the sinks and for 
different realisations of the sink system the domains of definition of equation (3.37) are 
different, it is convenient to rewrite it in an alternative way, so that it were defined in the 
whole volume of material and would automatically give correct values of concentration in 
the domain between the sinks, regardless of particular sink realisation. This can be 
achieved by incorporating the boundary conditions at sink surfaces into the diffusion 
equation itself, 

2 ( )

1

( ) ( )
N

n
n

n

dc G D c S
dt

δ
=

= + ∇ − ∑ ej    (3.38) 

where e(n) is the unit normal vector to the sink surface in a surface point s
nr , δ(Sn) is the 

surface delta-function, defined as (see e.g. [132]) 

( ) ( ) ,
n

s
n nS

S dSδ δ= −∫ r r     (3.39) 

where ( )s
nδ −r r  is the three-dimensional Dirac delta function and the integration is 

over the points s
nr  belonging to the surface Sn of the n-th sink. This function has the 

property that for any function of spatial co-ordinates f(r) the following relation holds [132]: 

( ) ( ) ( )
n

s
n nS

f S d f dSδ
Ω

=∫ ∫r r r  

Equation (3.38) coincides with (3.37) in the domain of definition of the latter, while 
integration of (3.38) over the volume of material provides the correct point defect 
currents to sinks, if the integral over the internal volume of sinks can be neglected. This 
latter is reasonable for dilute sink systems and corresponds to the neglect of point defect 
generation and diffusional transport inside the sinks (which is self-evident where voids are 
concerned). 

Now, let us assume that the probability dP to find a system of sinks in a small volume 
dΞ = dξ1dξ2...dξN of the parameter space {Ξ} around a point Ξ is given by some N-sink 
probability distribution function fN(Ξ) such that  

( )N
NdP f d−= Ω Ξ Ξ . (3.40) 
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The normalisation condition is, evidently, 

( ) 1N
Nf d−

Ω
Ω Ξ Ξ =∫  

Because we would like to describe the system of sinks in an average way, it is 
reasonable to define the average concentration of point defects as an average over various 
sink ensemble realisations, that is: 

0( ) ( , | ) ( ) ,N
NC c t f d−= Ω Ξ Ξ Ξ∫r r     (3.41) 

where the integral is over the whole configurational space {Ξ}. 

An equation for C0 can be obtained by averaging Equation (3.38) over parameters of 
all sinks, 

2 ( )0
0 1

1

N
n

n

dC K D C I
dt =

= + ∇ − ∑      (3.42) 

where the point defect loss intensities at sinks, ( )
1

nI , are given by: 

( ) 1 ( ) ( )
1 1 1( ) ( , ) ( , )n n n

n n nI d f Jγ γ γ−= Ω ∫r r r      (3.43) 
 where ( )

1
nf is the probability to find sink n with the parameter set γn in point r,  

  
( ) ( ) ( )
1 1( , ) ( )

nn

n n n
n S s

n
J D C dSγ

= −
= ∇∫ e

r r b
r     (3.44) 

S
nb is the radius vector of the surface point, defined in the local coordinate system 

originating at the sink centre and  

1
( )
1 ( )( )

1

( , | ) ( )
N

n
N nn

VC c r t f d
f

−

= Ξ Ξ Ξ∫     (3.45) 

where ( )ndΞ  indicates that integration in configurational space {Ξ} is over all sinks 
except the n-th one. 

As can be seen, in order to determine the average concentration C0 at an arbitrary 
point r in the matrix, one must know the concentration moment C1 for any sink placed 
near this point r in such a way that it “touches” r with some point of its surface. The latter 

requirement makes calculation of 
( )
1 ( , )n

nJ γr  quite a non-trivial task but, luckily, in dilute 

systems of local sinks 
( )
1

nJ can be nicely approximated simply with the point-defect 
current to the n-th sink located in point r [130], so that 

( ) ( ) ( )
1 1( , ) ( ) .

nn

n n n
n S

J D C dSγ
=

= ∇∫ e
r r

r     (3.46) 
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In order to find the equation for concentration 
( )
1

nC  around any fixed sink n, one can 
average out Equation (3.38) over the parameters of all sinks, except the n-th one. This gives 
us a set of N equations, 

( )
2 ( ) ( | )1

1 2
1

n N
n m n

m
m n

dC K D C I
dt =

≠

= + ∇ − ∑     (3.47) 

where  

( | ) 1 ( ) ( ) ( | )
2 2 2( ) ( )m n m mn m n

m mI D C f S dδ ξ−= Ω ∇∫ e   (3.48) 

( | )
2

m nf is a conditional probability to find sink m with the parameter set ξm provided sink n 

has a predefined parameter set ξn and the second concentration moment is defined as: 

2
( )
2 ( )( )

2

( , | ) ( )
N

mn
N mnmnC c r t f d

f

−Ω
= Ξ Ξ Ξ∫    (3.49) 

The boundary conditions for C1 can be found by averaging Equation (3.36) over the 
positions of all sinks except the n-th one, 

( )
1 ( ) ( )n s th

n n nC C γ=r .     (3.50) 

A second boundary condition should be defined far from the sink (for a local sink it 
can be considered as a boundary condition at infinity). In general, the only limitation on 
this boundary condition is the requirement of C1 boundedness. To be more specific, it is 
possible to impose a heuristic “concentration locality principle”, postulating that any sink 
n contributes to the concentration field c only at distances not exceeding some "extinction 
length" λn from the sink, while its contribution to c quickly vanishes as |r-rn |/λn → ∞. 
This principle is physically reasonable and usually can be justified a posteriori [125,126,130]. 
An immediate consequence of the locality principle is that the n-th sink contributes to the 
concentration in a matrix point r only provided it is located at distances within λn from 
this point. It is easy to show [130] that the “concentration locality principle” is equivalent 
to the requirement  

( )
1 0( )nC C→ ∞ →r ,     (3.51) 

with the restriction on C0 that it should remain finite everywhere in the studied 
volume. 

According to Equation (3.47), in order to find the first concentration moments ( )
1

nC , 
one must know the second concentration moments ( )

2
mnC for all sink pairs including sink 

n. Averaging Equation (3.38) over the parameters of all sinks except two fixed ones gives 
a set of equation that depends on the third concentration moments and so on. Eventually 
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one gets a hierarchy of equations, where in order to determine the concentration moment 
Ck in a point r in the matrix encompassing k fixed sinks one needs to know the 
concentration moments Ck+1 for all systems, consisting of these sinks plus one more 
“probe” sink. Since the application of statistical treatment is reasonable only in the case 
when N » 1, the total number of equations in the hierarchy, though finite, is extremely 
large. However, the hierarchy can be truncated at any fixed value of k invoking physical 
arguments and using standard methods of equation hierarchy uncoupling in statistical 
physics [124].  

For example, having in mind the concentration locality principle, it may be shown that 
far from any pair of sinks the concentration moment C2 tends to the average 
concentration C0. This can be reformulated in a way that the concentration deviation near 
the sink pair, δ2 = C0 - C2 is non-zero only at finite distances form sinks. Moreover, when 
sinks are separated by a distance largely exceeding the extinction length, the deviation δ2 in 
the vicinity of each sink should not be very different from δ1. Both these requirements 
can be satisfied approximating δ2

(mn)(r|ξn,ξm) for an arbitrary pair (n,m) of sinks with a sum 
of local concentration deviations δ1

(n)(r|ξn) and δ1
(m)(r|ξm), or, equivalently, 

( ) ( ) ( )
2 1 1 0( | , ) ( | ) ( | ) ( ).nm n m

n m n mC C C Cξ ξ ξ ξ= + −r r r r    (3.52) 

This relation constitutes the "mean-field" approximation for the concentration moments. 
Its substitution into I2

(m|n) gives: 

( | ) 1 ( | ) ( )
2 2 1( , | ) ( , )m n m n m

m m n mI d f Jγ γ ξ γ−≈ Ω ∫ r r     (3.53) 

where  is given by (3.46) and depends on the first-order concentration moment. 
Hence, substitution of I2

(m|n) into (3.47) results in a closed-form equation set for C1
(n) (n = 

1,...,N). These equations look out very similar to the equation for C0. Indeed, the point 
defect loss efficiencies (3.43) and (3.48), entering equations for C0 and C1, respectively, 
differ only because of the difference between distribution functions 𝑓𝑓1

(𝑛𝑛) and 𝑓𝑓2
(𝑚𝑚|𝑛𝑛). If all 

sinks were statistically independent (that is - their positions were completely uncorrelated), 
one would have  

   (3.54) 
In reality, this assumption can never be strictly correct; sink positions cannot be 

completely uncorrelated because e.g. the overlapping of sinks is in any case prohibited. 
But close sink configurations should be very rare for a dilute system of randomly 
distributed sinks and the correlation can be neglected in the zero order approximation. 
When Equation (3.54) is valid, I2(m|n) = I1(n) and the following equations can be 
written down for the local concentration perturbations δ1(i) by combining Equations 
(3.42) and (3.47): 

( )
2 ( )1

1 ,
n

nd D
dt
δ δ= ∇   (3.55) 

with the boundary conditions  

( )
1

nJ

( | ) ( )
2 1

m n mf f=
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( )
1 0( ) ( )n s th s

n n nC Cδ = −r r  (3.56) 

and 

 δ1
(n) → 0          far from the sink. 

The average point defect concentration C0 does not vary much at the length scale of 
the order of sink size and in the boundary conditions we may replace the average 
concentration C0(rn

s), defined in the sink surface point rn
s, with its value C0(rn) in the sink 

position point rn. After this substitution it is possible to introduce a non-dimensional 
function v1

(n) via 
( ) ( )

1 0 1( )n th n
n nC C vδ  = − r     (3.57) 

and the equation for the average concentration C0 is finally reduced to: 

2 20
0 0 0

thdC G G D C k DC
dt

= + + ∇ −    (3.58) 

where Gth describes point defect emission from sinks, 

( ) ( )
1 1

1

( ) ( , ) ( , )
N

th th n n
n n n n n

n

DG C f j dγ γ γ γ
=

=
Ω ∑∫ r r   (3.59) 

and k02 is the sink strength, defined as: 

2 ( ) ( )
0 1 1

1

1 ( , ) ( , ) ,
N

n n
n n n

n
k f j dγ γ γ

=

=
Ω ∑∫ r r    (3.60) 

where  

 
( ) ( ) ( )
1 1( , ) ( )

nn

n n n
n S

j v dSγ
=

= − ∇∫ e
r r

r    (3.61) 

and v1
(n) satisfies the boundary value problem 

( )
2 ( )1

1 ,
n

ndv D v
dt

= ∇       (3.62) 

( )
1 ( ) 1n s

nv =r        (3.63) 

and v1
(n) → 0 far from the sink. Equation (3.58) is the balance equation for the average 

point defect concentration in the matrix (see Equations (3.30) - (3.32)), while the set of 
equations (3.60) - (3.62) justifies the conventional procedure of sink strength calculation, 
as proposed in [122,123], where each sink is inserted into a “lossy” continuum with some 
average point defect concentration C0 and the local deviations of concentration are found 
in the sink vicinity, to be used afterwards to find k0

2.  
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As can be seen, the sink strength is a function of sink distribution and geometry only, 
but it does not depend on any parameters of material and irradiation, as is usually 
postulated. However, in contrast to the intuitive introduction of the sink strength as a 
spatially invariable value, k0

2 in Equation (3.60) can depend on spatial positions of sinks 
(through the distribution function ( )

1
nf ) and thus the Laplace operator in Equation (3.58) 

cannot, generally, be omitted. Only when the distribution of sinks is uniform in space 
(that is ( ) ( )

1 1 ( )n n
nf f ξ= ), the sink strength k0

2 and concentration C0 are constant 
throughout the matrix.  

While the sink strength in Equation (3.60) is defined as a sum over individual sinks, its 
calculation is considerably simplified by the fact that sinks in real physical systems belong 
to a limited number of different types, while all sinks of the same type are equivalent in 
terms of point defect absorption. Let us suppose that the material contains K different 
sink types, each comprising Np » 1 individual sinks (p = 1,...,K), so that 

pp
N N=∑ . Since 

all sinks of the same type are equivalent, the probability distribution function fN(Ξ) is 
symmetric with respect to the permutation of parameter sets ξn corresponding to sinks of 
the same type. Therefore both ( )

1
nf  and Equation (3.61) for the point defect current are 

the same for all sinks of the same type. Hence, equation (3.60) for the sink strength can be 
re-written as a sum over different sink types: 

2 2
0

1

K

p p
p

k n k
=

= ∑ , (3.64) 

where 

2 ( ) ( )
1 1( , ) ( , )p p

p p p pk f j dγ γ γ= ∫ r r  (3.65) 

and np = Np/Ω is the average concentration of p-type sinks in a unit volume of 
material. That is, in agreement with the standard rate theory formulations, the total sink 
strength is a sum of sink strengths for all sink classes in a material, and thus only K 
boundary-value problems of the type (3.60) - (3.62) should be solved in order to find the 
total sink strength. 

Similarly, equation (3.59) can be rewritten as: 

1

K
th th

p p
p

G D n G
=

= ∑     (3.66) 

where 

( ) ( )
1 1( ) ( , ) ( , )th th p p

p p p p p pG C f j dγ γ γ γ= ∫ r r  (3.67) 

In case, where the thermal point defect concentration is not sensitive to parameters of 
a particular sink type, 2th th

p p pG k C= . 
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Finally, let us discuss how to correlate the kinetic coefficients in the master equation 
(3.17) for void growth and the mean-field description of diffusion problem. As can be 
easily realised, the effective concentrations Cα0 in Equations (3.30) and (3.31) are 
essentially those corresponding to the mean field approximation and are obtained by the 
averaging over possible realisations of sink ensembles. Evidently, the kinetic coefficients 
should be obtained using the same approach from the growth equation for individual 
sinks. Let us demonstrate how this can be done using the simplest case of a spherical sink 
n growing due to the diffusional inflow of individual point defects. Let the sink radius be 
denoted as Rn. and the sink volume as Vn.  

When an individual sink is a part of an ensemble of other sinks, the rate of its volume 
change can be described as: 

𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛
𝑑𝑑𝜕𝜕

= 4𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛2𝛽𝛽 �𝑐𝑐(𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛 + λ) − 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝜕𝜕ℎ(𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛)�    (3.68) 

where c is the true concentration of point defects specified at a shortest distance λ 
from the sink surface (the ‘last jump’ separation) such that point defect can still be 
considered as an entity, β is the frequency of point defect jumps leading to their 
attachment to the sink surface and th

nC  is the concentration of point defects emitted from 
the sink. Usually one can take λ ≈ a (where a is the interatomic distance). In order to 
specify the rate of the fixed sink growth in the mean-field theory sense, one must average 
eq. (3.68) over all possible realisations of other sinks, thus obtaining 

2 ( )
14 ( ( ) ( ))n thn

n n n n
dV R C R C R
dt

π β λ= + −     (3.69) 

which gives the kinetic coefficients pn and qn in the form: 

2 ( ) 2
14 ( )    and    4 ( )n th

n n n n n n np R C R q R C Rπ β λ π β= + =  (3.70) 

In order to specify the value of ( )
1 ( )n

nC R λ+ , the continuity of the point defect current 

through the sphere with the radius Rn+λ can be required,  

( ( ) ( ))
n

th
n n nr R

D c c R C R
λ

β λ
= +

− ∇ = + −    (3.71) 

After the averaging over the statistical realisations of sinks other than the considered one, 
one gets: 

( ) ( )
1 1( ( ) ( ))

n

n n th
n n nr R

D C C R C R
λ

β λ
= +

− ∇ = + −    (3.72) 

In the mean-field approximation, ( )
1

nC  can be expresses through a dimensionless 

function ( )
1

nv  as 

( ) ( )
1 0 0 1( )n th n

nC C C C v= + −  
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where ( )
1

nv  satisfies eq. (3.62), but the boundary condition at the sink now looks like 

( ) ( )
1 1( ( ) 1)

n

n n
nr R

D v v R
λ

β λ
= +

∇ = + −    (3.73) 

Having in mind that the accommodation of point defect concentration profile near a 
sink occurs much faster than the change of the sink size [133], the time derivative in 
Equation (3.62) can be safely neglected. The steady-state version of Equation (3.62) 
satisfying boundary condition (3.73) and vanishing far from the sink can be easily solved 
[3,134], and after simple calculations pn can be presented as: 

2
04 [ (  - )]

( / )
th th

n n n n
n

Dp R C C C
R D

π β
β

= +
+

  (3.74) 

Writing down the ‘last jump’ rate β as: 

exp( / )S
n B

D E k T
a

β = −  

where S
nE  is the energy barrier for the point defect absorption at the sink surface, kB - 

the Boltzmann constant and T - the absolute temperature, eq. (3.74) can be reduced to 

2
04 [ (  - )]

exp( / )
th th

n n n nS
n n B

Dp R C C C
R a E k T

π β= +
+

 (3.75) 

When the surface barrier for point defect absorption is high, i.e. exp( / ) /S
n B nE k T R a>> , 

eq. (3.75) is reduced to: 

2
04n np R Cπ β=      (3.76) 

This case is often referred to as “reaction limited” kinetics of point defect absorption 
by sinks. The rate of point defect capture at the sink surface is so slow that the point 
defect depletion in the vicinity of a sink does not form and a uniform average point defect 
concentration is kept in the volume enclosing the sink practically up to the sink surface. 
As a result, relation (3.76) resembles very much that used in the classical nucleation theory 
of a new phase [135-137]. The opposite case of exp( / ) /S

n B nE k T R a<<  corresponds to 
‘diffusion limited’ kinetics because the sink volume change is limited by the diffusional 
transport of matter to the sink surface. In materials applied in nuclear power facilities the 
diffusion-limited case is commonly realised. In this case Equation (3.75) is reduced to: 

2
04 [ (  - )]th th

n n n n
n

Dp R C C C
R

π β= +    (3.77) 

As can be easily checked, in the diffusion limited case the boundary condition (3.73) 
weakly differs from (3.63). 
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To conclude this section, it is worth mentioning that in the studies devoted to the 
modeling of cavity nucleation it is a common practice to write the kinetic coefficients pn 
and qn in the form 

0 4     and     4 th
n n n n np R DC q R DCπ π= =   (3.78) 

This approximation for pn is only valid when the cluster kinetics is dominated by the 
‘drag’ term in the diffusion equation in the size space (e.g. by the first derivative term in 
the r.h.s. of Fokker-Planck equation (3.19)).  

3.4. The early stage of void development (nucleation stage) 
Investigations of the void nucleation based on either the master equation (3.17) or 

partial differential Equation (3.19) were started in [118,119], where the first of two 
principal improvements of the classical nucleation theory were introduced. That is, it was 
taken into account that although voids are purely vacancy clusters, both vacancies and 
interstitials contribute to their kinetics (see Equation (3.18)). It took more time and efforts 
to realise that the kinetic coefficients for both interstitials and vacancies should be 
determined in the framework of the mean-field theory because the spatially uniform 
concentration of monomers used in the master equation approach is not the real 
concentration of point defects, which is depleted in the vicinity of immobile sinks (e.g. 
[138-140]). 

Even with rather strong simplifications involved in the formulation of the master 
equation (3.17), its direct solution with analytical methods is impossible, while numerical 
integration of cluster equations requires powerful computers because of the large number 
of equations needed to describe clusters of reasonable sizes. For instance, a void of only 2 
nm in diameter, the smallest size reliably identified in transmission electron microscopes, 
contains ~ 500 vacancies, while for realistic void sizes of tens of nanometers, the number 
of vacancies reaches hundreds of thousands). The only case, where the solution can be 
obtained in analytic form is the “steady state” one, where the time derivative vanishes in 
the master equation [117]. Non-steady-state systems are comprehensively described only 
for very special forms of cluster size dependence of absorption and desorption kinetic 
coefficients [117], while for the time-dependent master equation only approximate models 
at different levels of sophistication are available in the literature (a good review can be 
found e.g. in [141]).  
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The true steady-state distribution function implies the fulfillment of the detailed 
balance condition [142], 

1 1 ,n n n nP f Q f− − =  (3.79) 

which uniquely defines the "equilibrium" distribution function as: 

1 1
1 1

2 2

exp ln
n n

e m m
n

m mm m

P Pf f f
Q Q

− −

= =

    
= =     

    
∏ ∑   (3.80) 

provided all generation terms Gn in Equation (3.17) vanish. One should have in mind, 
however, that this function provides only a formal solution of the "steady-state" master 
equation and can be reached in a physical system if f1 is maintained at a constant level and 
the equilibrium function vanishes as n tends to infinity. The latter implies that Pn/Qn <1 is 
satisfied at all n above some finite value n*. For example, when neither the attachment, 
nor detachment rate depend on the cluster size (that is Pn = P and Qn = Q),  

exp ln ,e
n

Pf A n
Q

  
==   

  
   (3.81) 

and the “equilibrium” distribution function does not diverge at n → ∞ only provided 
P < Q.  

Let us thus discuss how the ratio Pn/Qn depends on the void size for the irradiation 
conditions. Having in mind relations (3.70) and (3.74), this ratio is written down as: 

0 01 (  - ) 11
( / ) ( / )

th
n V V nV I I

th th
n V n V V V nV V n I I V nV

P D C C D C
Q R D D C R D D Cβ β β β

= + −
+ +

 (3.82) 

where all parameters referring to particular defect types are now marked with relevant 
subscripts. In the case of diffusion limited point defect absorption (Dα/βα ≈ a << Rn) this 
equation is reduced to 

0 0(  - )1
th

n V V nV I I
th

n n V nV

P a D C C D C
Q R D C

−
= +   (3.83) 

It can be seen that the sign of the difference Pn/Qn -1 is determined by the net 
currents of vacancies and interstitials into the void. In order to have Pn > Qn, the following 
relation must hold, 

0 0
th

V V I I V nVD C D C D C− >    (3.84) 

The equilibrium concentration at the void surface is defined as: 

0 exp( / )th th b
nV V nV BC C E k T= −    (3.85) 
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where b
nVE  is the energy of vacancy binding to a void with n vacancies. For large voids 

(where the concept of the surface tension can be introduced) b
nVE  can be approximated 

as: 

2 s
b
nV

n

E
R
γ ω

≈      (3.86) 

where γs is the surface energy density. The typical value of γs in metals is ~1 J/m2 so 
that for a typical temperature T ~ 300ºC in the nuclear reactor core during reactor 
operation, one gets: 

2 7 nm
s

s

B

R
k T
γ ω

= ≈  

For voids of only several nanometers in size, the approximation (3.86) is a bad one; 
for clusters of several vacancies the typical values of b

nVE  are of the order of some tenths 
of electron-Volt, while extrapolation of (3.86) to Rn ~ a would give 1.5 eVb

nVE ≈  and the 
ratio 0/th th

nV VC C  would exceed unity too much. Hence it is a common practice to replace 
relation (3.85) with a linearised form (Gibbs-Thomson relation) 

0(1 )
s

th th
nV V

n

RC C
R

≈ +     (3.87) 

in spite of the fact that is strictly applicable only for voids with Rn >> Rs. Substituting 
(3.87) into (3.84), it is easy to show that a void absorbs more vacancies than interstitials 
(in other words, grows), only provided DVCV0> DICI0 and the void radius exceeds the 
critical value R*, equal to: 

0 0

*
th

s V nV

V V I I

D CR R
D C D C

=
−

   (3.88) 

In other words, in the case of void nucleation one meets the situation when Pn < Qn 
for n < n*=4π(R*)3/ω and Pn > Qn otherwise. This mode of cluster nucleation is 
commonly referred to as the ‘barrier-type’ nucleation. The origin of this name becomes 
clear, if one rewrites eq. (3.80) as: 

1 expe n
n

B

Gf f
k T
δ 

= − 
 

    (3.89) 

which is a known relation for a probability of a fluctuation that requires the change of 
Gibbs free energy δGn, even though in our case the function 
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= −  

 
∑     (3.90)  
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can be treated as the free energy change only when one kind of monomers is active and 
the absorption of monomers on clusters is reaction-limited (i.e. when the conditions for 
thermal equilibrium are satisfied). In our case the dependence of δGn on n looks 
qualitatively as shown in Figure 11(a), so the transition of a fluctuation into the 
supercritical region n>n* can be interpreted as the overcoming of a ‘pseudo-
thermodynamic’ barrier.  

Figure 11. (a) Qualitative dependence of δGn on the cluster size n for barrier-type nucleation (b) 
schematic evolution of the distribution function fn(t) for different moments of time: curve 0 - 

equilibrium function, curves 1 and 2 - intermediate times (t2 > t1), 3 - distribution function 
corresponding to the steady-state current in the size space 

(a) (b)  

The ‘equilibrium’ cluster distribution function looks schematically as shown with 
curve 0 in Figure 11(b) and can never be achieved. However, when no clusters are initially 
present in the matrix, the qualitative behaviour of the cluster distribution function can be 
described as a gradual approximation to the equilibrium profile in the subcritical region 
(see curves 1 and 2 in Figure 11(b)) until the front of the distribution function reaches the 
critical size. Evidently, this takes a certain time (referred to as ‘incubation time’), during 
which the clusters remain exclusively in the subcritical region and the cluster current into 
the region of stable growth is absent. As the front of the distribution function reaches the 
critical size, the clusters falling into the supercritical region do not require fluctuations to 
grow and thus do not return back into the subcritical region. Eventually there evolves a 
regime (called ‘steady-state nucleation’), where the profile of the distribution function in 
the subcritical region corresponds to a constant cluster current in the size space, that is  

1 1 0  constn n n nP f Q f I− − − = =     (3.91) 

for all cluster sizes from n = 2 up to the distribution function front position nm > n*. 
At the front the following relation holds 

0m mn nP f I=       (3.92) 
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Equations (3.91) and (3.92) are easily solved, giving: 
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1 exp
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P fI
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δ

=

=
 

+  
 

∑
    (3.93) 

where δGn is specified by Equation (3.90). The sum in the denominator is usually 
approximated with an integral, which is evaluated by the saddle point method, giving 

𝐼𝐼0 ≈ ��𝛿𝛿𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛∗
" �

2𝜋𝜋𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇
𝑃𝑃1𝑓𝑓1exp �− 𝛿𝛿𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛∗

𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇
�   (3.94) 

where ''
*nGδ  denotes the second derivative of δGn in the point n = n*. As can be 

noticed, I0 is insensitive to the exact position of the distribution function front and is 
completely determined by the behaviour of δGn at the critical size. 

As more and more voids overcome the critical size, the average concentrations of 
point defects gradually fall down, thus increasing the critical radius for void nucleation. As 
a result, the void nucleation eventually terminates because of the sharp increase of *nGδ  
and the void system development reaches the stage where all already formed voids grow.  

In order to estimate the critical void size according to Equation (3.88), one must 
know concentrations Cα0. Neglecting for simplicity the time derivative of point defect 
concentrations and the point defect recombination (which is only important at low 
temperatures, where voids do not nucleate), one gets from Equations (3.30) and (3.31) 
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For the practically relevant case of diffusion controlled point defect absorption, the factor 
2
nk α  in eq. (3.28) is given by 2 4n nk Rα π= , while for the total sink strength of the cavity 

ensemble one gets 2 4c ck N Rα π= , where R  is the average void radius (the line over a value 
means its averaging over the void ensemble).  

If the void sink strength is the same for both interstitials and vacancies, eq. (3.97) can be 
reduced to  

2 2

2 2 2

( ) 41 1
(4 )(4 ) 4

s
thn I V c n

V nVth
n n V nV c V c I n c V

P a k k G R N RD C
Q R D C N R k N R k R N R k

π
π π π

  −
− = − −  + + +  

 (3.98) 

where approximation (3.87) for th
nVC  is adopted. As can be easily checked, the second 

term in the brackets can be positive only for very large voids (much larger than the 
average size). So, small voids can grow only when the first term in (3.98) is positive, which 
physically means that more radiation produced vacancies that interstitials are captured by 
voids in a unit time.  

The rate equation derivation described in sect. 3.3 did not differentiate between 
interstitials and vacancies, implying that 2 2 0.I Vk k− =  To make the sink strengths depend 
on particular types of point defects, one should take into account that the diffusion of 
point defects to individual sinks takes place in the stress fields existing in their vicinity. 
The account of the local stress fields modifies the equations for the first concentration 
moment ( )

1
nC  [130,131] so that they become sensitive to the particular defect type. 

Without going into detail, the sink strength of an individual spherical void that takes into 
account the effects of stresses on the point defect diffusion can be written down as  

2 4 (1 ( ))n n nk R Y Rα απ= +    (3.99) 

where the correction Yα depends on the particular mechanism of point defect 
interaction with the stress field of a cavity. In the literature one can meet the expressions 
for Yα describing the effect of elastic modulus (MD) interaction of point defects with the 
stress field [143], the image (IM) interaction of point defects with the cavity surface [144], 
and the influence of the anisotropy of elastic fields near a cavity on the point defect 
energies in either equilibrium positions (EA) [145,146] or in the saddle points of diffusion 
jumps (DA) [147]. The largest values of Yα and the slowest decrease law, Yα = Rα/Rn, are 
predicted for the image interaction and the effect of stress on the diffusion barriers 
(‘elastodiffusion’), (Figure 12). In particular, one gets for the image interaction mechanism: 

1/ 3
2 / 3
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and for the elastodiffusion mechanism: 

da sR q Rα α≈  

where the typical values of qα are qV = -0.05 for vacancies and qI = 0.05 for interstitial 
atoms [147]. 

Figure 12. Estimated void bias factors in α-iron and copper as functions of void radius for various 
models, as specified by the keys at the curves (the keys are explained in the text) 

 

Solid lines correspond to interstitials and dashed lines - to vacancies. [147]. 

In the case of dislocations, the sink strength 2
dk α  can be written down as 

2
d dk Zα α ρ=      (3.100) 

where ρd is the dislocation density and the factors Zα (usually referred to as dislocation 
bias factors) differ for vacancies and interstitials because of the effect of dislocation elastic 
fields on the point defect diffusion in the vicinity of dislocations. The most commonly 
used relation for dislocation bias factor is [148] 

12 ln ( / )d dZ R R
α απ −=    (3.101) 

where Rd = (πρd)
-1/2 and Rdα are some parameters with the dimension of length (elastic 

interaction radii), which are determined by a particular mechanism of interaction between 
point defects and the elastic field of dislocations. The typical values of dislocation bias 
factors are Zα ≈ 3. Similar to voids, the point defect modulus effect [149,150] and the 
elastodiffusion [151,152] are often considered as the reason for the difference between the 
values of RdI and RdV, though for both mechanisms RdI > RdV and thus ZI > ZV. There 
exist also models [153-157] that take into account possible restrictions on the point defect 
capture at dislocation lines (similar to reaction-limited kinetics of point defect absorption 
by voids).  
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Having in mind eq. (3.100) and taking into account that at the void nucleation stage the sink 
strength of voids can be neglected as compared to that of other sinks, 24 cN R kαπ << , relation 
(3.98) can be further reduced to: 

02 2
0 0

1
( / )( / )

s
thn d d

V Vth
n n V nV d I d V n

P a B G RD C
Q R D C k Z k Z R

ρ
ρ ρ

 
− ≈ − + + 

 (3.102) 

where it is assumed that dislocations are the only ‘biased’ sinks in the material (i.e. the 
corrections Yα in the void bias factors are temporarily neglected), 2

0k  stands for the sink 
strength of all unbiased sinks other than voids (e.g. grain boundaries), and Bd is the 
dislocation bias, defined as: 

I V
d

I V

Z ZB
Z Z

−
=  

The value of Bd is usually relatively small (typically several percent). Nevertheless, 
dislocation bias is the crucial parameter in the theory of swelling because the preferential 
absorption of interstitials at dislocations is one of the most important factors that enable 
the nucleation of voids. For a long time it was considered as the only driving force for 
swelling, though in the early 1990-s an alternative mechanism leading to the unbalanced 
absorption of vacancies and interstitials on sinks (the so-called ‘production bias’) was 
suggested [158,159]. The latter mechanism is less universal than that described above, 
acting only in some metals (typically with bcc lattice) and only under cascade-producing 
irradiation, which generates not only single interstitials, but also highly mobile small 
interstitial clusters (glissile dislocation loops) [112,160,161]. The one-dimensional mode of 
loop diffusion not only modifies the interstitial bias factors for dislocations and voids 
[162,163], but also makes grain boundaries biased sinks with the preference for interstitial 
capture [164]. This mechanism is not considered here, however, in order not to make 
presentation too complicated.  

Though the sign variation of the difference (Pn - Qn)/Qn predicted by Equation (3.102) 
gives a key to the understanding of the qualitative features of void nucleation in irradiated 
metals (such as the existence of the nucleation time lag and the steady state rate of void 
nucleation for a limited time), it is currently believed that the treatment applied above to 
explain the sign change requires serious improvements in order to explain the 
experimental observations in quantitative terms. To make this clear, let us estimate the 
value of the critical radius for void growth, which at the early stages of void growth can be 
approximated with 

0 exp( / )* s V V B d

d

D Q k TR R
B G

ρ−
≈    (3.103) 

where DV0 is the prefactor of vacancy diffusion coefficient (~1 cm2/s) and QV - the 
self-diffusion energy via vacancy mechanism. Using the typical values of QV ≈ 3 eV, Bd ≈ 
0.3 and the standard parameters of in-reactor neutron irradiation, namely G ≈ 10-7 dpa/s, 
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ρd ≈ 1010 cm-2, and T ≈ 300ºC, one obtains R* ≈ 10-8 Rs, which means that the vacancy 
emission even from the smallest vacancy clusters is absolutely negligible. In fact, the 
thermal emission of vacancies from voids can strongly counteract vacancy clustering for 
typical in-reactor irradiation fluxes only at temperatures exceeding ~ 500 – 600 ºC. Since, 
however, the void nucleation regime under irradiation resembles very much the “barrier-
type” regime, there should be some other reasons for it.    

One of such reasons may be the experimentally observed trend that the void 
nucleation starts only after the dislocation density in the material achieves a favorable 
value [12]. Indeed, the first term in the brackets in Equation (3.102) reaches maximum at 
a certain dislocation density ( * 2 2

0 0/ / 3d I Vk Z Z kρ = ≈ ). At lower values of ρd the decrease 
of dislocation density decreases the misbalance of interstitial and vacancy absorption on 
dislocations, thus leading to the decrease of the single vacancy supersaturation in the 
matrix. On the contrary, at too large dislocation densities the vacancy supersaturation falls 
down because nearly all the vacancies are consumed by dislocations, leaving no free 
vacancies to be captured by void nuclei. One can thus expect that the nucleation of voids 
is especially efficient for dislocation densities comparable to *

dρ .  

The latter statement is supported by an experiment dedicated to the evaluation of the 
dislocation density effect on the void nucleation in thin copper films irradiated with fast 
electrons in transmission electron microscope [10]. In TEM samples the main unbiased 
sinks are the film free surfaces, with the sink strength 2

0k  ~ 5×109 cm-2 [165], which gives 
*
dρ  ~ 2×109 cm-2. Indeed, the most efficient void nucleation was observed for dislocation 

densities of ~(2-3)×109 cm-2.  

On the other hand, the barrier-type nucleation can be due the fact that, according to 
Equation (3.99), small voids are not neutral sinks for point defects but have preference 
for interstitial absorption. Taking into account the corrections to the void bias in the form 
Yα = Rα/Rn and neglecting the Gibbs-Thomson correction to the vacancy thermal 
emission from voids, one obtains instead of Equation (3.102) the relation 

*

2 2
0 0

1 1
( / )( / )

n d d IV
th

n n V nV d I d V n

P aB G R
Q R D C k Z k Z R

ρ
ρ ρ

 
− ≈ − + +  

 (3.104) 

with 

*

( )
I V V I

IV
I V

R Z R ZR
Z Z

−
=

−
      (3.105) 

Equation (3.104) has the same type of dependence on the void radius as Equation 
(3.102), but the critical radius *

IVR  is relatively weakly dependent on the temperature. 
Using the values for Rα for α-Fe and Cu from [147], one gets the estimates *

IVR  ≈ 0.9 nm 
in α-Fe and *

IVR  ≈ 0.5 nm in Cu. These values look very similar but one should not forget 
that they correspond to the numbers of vacancies in a critical nucleus of n* ~ 100 and n* 
~ 20 in bcc α-Fe and FCC Cu, respectively. This is in agreement with the known trend 
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that it is much harder to create voids in BCC metals as compared to FCC ones. However, 
it is highly improbable that even twenty vacancies would collect in the same place purely 
fluctuatively. Hence it is believed that the nucleation of voids is usually promoted by 
impurities (first of all - gas atoms) that stabilise small vacancy clusters. Indeed, it is well 
known that voids do not form in copper unless it is contaminated with oxygen, helium or 
hydrogen [166,167].  

3.5. Gas driven void nucleation 
Helium atoms are known to be badly solvable in metals (the He solution energy 
constitutes typically several electron-Volts [168]) and are captured at the first empty space 
they are able to find. When accumulated in cavities, helium behaves as gas or even liquid; 
its pressure counteracts the surface tension and thus strongly suppresses the efficiency of 
thermal vacancy emission form cavities. The kinetics of cavity growth in the presence of 
helium atoms can be qualitatively understood, if we note that the relation (3.87) for the 
equilibrium vacancy concentration in the presence of helium atoms inside the cavity 
changes to  

0
( 2 / )1

s
th th n
nV V

B

p RC C
k T
γ ω −

= − 
 

   (3.106) 

where p is the pressure of gas atoms within the cavity. Hence the equation for the 
critical radius of a He-filled cavity (or He bubble) becomes 

0 0

*

s
V V I I

th
b V nV

R p D C D C
R k T D C

ω −
− =     (3.107) 

Assuming the ideal gas law for He atoms, this relation can be reformulated as  

0 0
* * 3

3
ln

4 ( )

s
g V V I I

th
V nV

nR D C D C
R R D Cπ

−
− =    (3.108) 

where ng is the number of He atoms in the cavity. This is a cubic equation with respect 
to R*, which at sufficiently small values of ng has two positive roots, *

1R  and *
2R . The 

larger root *
2R  is similar to the critical radius of a void in a sense that Pn > Qn for *

2R R>  
and Pn < Qn for * *

1 2R R R< < . However, at *
1R R<  one has again Pn > Qn, so that a He 

bubble with the radius less than *
1R  tends to grow. In other words *

1R  corresponds to the 
stable equilibrium cluster size and a cavity with the size * *

1 2R R R< <  can not dissolve 
completely, but rather stops shrinking on reaching the size *

1R . Physically it is evident, the 
cavity shrinkage is strongly counteracted by the helium atoms contained in the cavity. 
Strictly speaking, the ideal gas approximation is not really a good one when dealing with 
He in very small bubbles, but the qualitative picture described above does not change 
when the He equation of state is replaced with a more realistic one (e.g. van der Waals or 
more sophisticated). 
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Possibly the most ostensive way to explain the kinetics of He-driven cavity nucleation 
is in terms of the pseudo-free energy function δGn introduced with Equation (3.90). A 
schematic representation of this function at different numbers of gas atoms in the bubble 
is shown in Figure 13. 

Figure 13. Schematic representation of the function δGn versus cavity size n for different amounts 
of gas atoms ng in the cavity. Curve 0 corresponds to ng = 0, curve 1 - 0 < ng < *

gn , curve 2 - ng = 
*
gn and curve 3 - ng > *

gn  

 

Let us assume that there are no vacancy clusters in the matrix prior to irradiation. 
While in the absence of He atoms the most probable fate of any fluctuatively created 
subcritical vacancy cluster is dissociation into separate vacancies, the capture of gas atoms 
stabilizes small clusters at the size *

1R  corresponding to the minimum of δGn. As far as a 
cluster captures more He atoms, the equilibrium size *

1R  increases, and the size of the 
bubble follows *

1R , being entirely determined by the number of gas atoms ng contained in 
the cavity. At the same time, the second equilibrium size *

2R  falls down with the increase 

of ng and at a certain number of gas atoms, *
gn , the minimum and maximum on the δGn 

function curve converge into a flex point. From this moment on, the growth of cavity 
does not require more gas atoms, the cavity grows at the expense of the vacancy excess in 
the irradiated material. As a result, the gas pressure in supercritical bubbles gradually 
decreases, while the bubble itself more and more resembles a void.  

As more and more bubbles overcome the critical size, the excess vacancy 
supersaturation drops down, while the critical gas atom number *

gn  increases. The 
bubbles that had not managed to overcome the initial nucleation barrier remain forever at 
the size dictated by the available number of gas atoms in them. In other words, the gas-
driven kinetics of void ensemble often results in a bi-modal distribution of cavities with 
sharply different sizes, that is - small gas bubbles and large voids with relatively low gas 
content inside [55-58,169]. 

In this chapter we restrict ourselves with this simple qualitative description of gas-
driven cavity nucleation. More detailed qualitative discussion with appropriate referencing 
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of relevant papers can be found in [170], while for a detailed quantitative treatment the 
reader is referred to [171]. 

3.6. Swelling after the nucleation stage 
After the termination of the void nucleation stage the number density of voids does not 
change and all nucleated voids continue to grow as long as the irradiation persists. The 
established concentration of voids is usually strongly temperature dependent; the higher is 
the temperature, the lower is the void number density (see Figure 2(a)).  

Due to the fact that the number density Nc of voids does not change and all the voids 
are larger than the critical size (n ≥ nmin > n*), the description of swelling is considerably 
simplified. First of all, the diffusion equation for the distribution function over void radii 
is reduced to that for deterministic growth, 

1 1
n

n n n n
f J f J f
t − −

∂
= −

∂
    (3.109) 

or, in the differential form, 

( )n
n n

f J f
t n

∂ ∂
= −

∂ ∂
    (3.110) 

where Jn is the rate of the cluster growth, 

1 0n n nJ P Q += − >     (3.111) 

Substituting eq. (3.109) into (3.14), one immediately obtains 

min

n n c
n n

S J f N J
∞

=

= =∑     (3.112) 

where J  is the average rate of void growth. 

For large voids one can forget about the size dependence of the void bias factors and 
neglect the dependence of the thermal vacancy concentration at the void surface on the 
void size, setting 0

th th
nV VC C= . The rate of growth of an individual void is then given by  

0 04 ( ( ) )th
n n V V V I IJ R D C C D Cπ= − −   (3.113) 

where we have used relations (3.70) and (3.77) for kinetic coefficients Pn and Qn. 
Substitution of (3.113) into (3.112) gives 

0 04 ( ( ) )th
c V V V I IS N R D C C D Cπ= − −   (3.114) 

As can be seen, the rate of swelling is determined by the growth kinetics of voids with 
the average size. So there is no need to know the exact form of the void size distribution 
function in order to find swelling rate after the termination of nucleation stage.  

The growth of voids with the average radius R  is evidently defined by equation 
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24 ( )dRR J R
dt

π =     (3.115) 

or, using expressions (3.95) and (3.96) for Cα0, 
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I V d
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dR Z Z
d R N R k N R k

ρ
π π

−
=

Φ + +
   (3.116) 

where Φ = Gt is the irradiation dose. Equation (3.116) is easily integrated, especially if 
we neglect a small difference between the sink strengths of sinks other than voids and set 

2 2 2
I Vk k k= = . The result is an implicit relation: 

( ) ( )nuc nuc

k k k

R RB B
R R

Φ − Φ
= +

Φ
    (3.117) 

where B is a function of the form 

2 24 1( ) (1 )
3 2

B x x x x= + +  

Φnuc is the dose at which the void nucleation stage terminates, nucR is the average 
radius of voids at this dose, 2 / 4k cR k Nπ=  is the average radius of voids at which the 
sink strength of voids become the same as that of other sinks, and  

Φ𝑘𝑘 =
𝑘𝑘8

2(𝑍𝑍𝐼𝐼 − 𝑍𝑍𝑉𝑉)𝜌𝜌𝑑𝑑(4𝜋𝜋𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐)2
 

Taking k2 = ZIρd and the typical parameter values ρd ≈ 1010 cm-2, Nc ≈ 1015 cm-3, ZI ≈ 3, 
and (ZI - ZV)/ZI = 0.3, one gets kR  ≈ 20 nm and Φk ≈ 0.3 dpa. The dependence of the 
normalized swelling value 33 / 4 c ks S N Rπ=  on the normalised dose φ - φ nuc = (Φ-Φnuc)/Φk 
is shown in Figure 14.  
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Figure 14. The normalised swelling s as a function of the normalised dose  
φ - φ nuc. Here φ nuc = Φnuc/Φ k. 

 

As can be seen, when the average void size falls in the range of (1 3) kR R≤ ÷ , the 

average void size grows approximately as 1/ 3R ∝ Φ , implying the constant swelling rate 
and thus corresponding to steady-state swelling. At the larger average void sizes the 
expected law of void growth is 1/ 4R ∝ Φ , which means slow swelling deceleration, with 

3/ 4S ∝ Φ . One should keep in mind, however, that already at 5 ~ 50 nmkR R=  and the 
void number density of Nc ≈ 1015 cm-3 the swelling reaches ~ 100 %, which means that 
the voids occupy half of the whole material volume. In other words, the deceleration of 
swelling can take place only at quite noticeable swelling levels. With swelling at the levels 
of 100 % and higher the whole theory described above becomes poorly justified.  

To conclude this section, it should be emphasised that only the basic picture of 
swelling at the steady state is outlined here. In practical situations the swelling behaviour 
can be more complicated and the parametric dependencies of the steady state swelling rate 
can be different from those presented.  

3.7 Swelling without voids 
Finally, an example of swelling which is not related to void formation is given. This kind 
of swelling is observed at low temperatures, when vacancies generated by irradiation are 
immobile and the only mobile defects are interstitials. The migration energy barriers for 
interstitials, EmI, in metals are known to be generally very low (typically < 0.1 eV [5,109]) 
and interstitials are mobile down to temperatures well below room temperature. At such 
low temperatures radiation-produced vacancies are unable to agglomerate into voids and 
can only disappear via recombination with interstitials. However, interstitials can 
annihilate not only with vacancies, but also on network dislocations and on dislocation 
loops created as a result of interstitial clustering. Vacancies can compete with the 
dislocation structure as sinks for interstitials only provided their concentration is high 
enough. Comparing the interstitial loss terms on sinks and via recombination in eq. (3.31), 
it can be easily verified that to be competitive with other interstitial sinks, vacancies 
should have concentration at the level of 
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2 2 2
3

0 ~ (0.1 1) 10I I I
V

IV IV

k D a kC
q z

−≈ ≈ ÷ ×  

where we have used the usual expression for recombination coefficient qIV = zIVDI/a2, 
where the prefactor is zIV ≈ 2 - 3 [172]. For the typical dislocation densities in the range of 
1010-1011 cm-2 this gives CV0 ~ (0.1-1)×10-2. On the other hand, for highly mobile 
interstitials only a very short time (parts of a second) is needed to establish extremely low 
quasi-steady state concentration CI0 as a balance between interstitial production by 
irradiation and annihilation at extended microstructural defects. Having this in mind and 
recalling eq. (3.6), one gets  

0 0(1 ) (0.8 0.9)V V VS e C C= + ≈ ÷    (3.118) 

implying quite measurable swelling in materials with high dislocation densities (e.g. 
bcc metals). 

Let us discuss the swelling kinetics in the case of low-temperature irradiation, 
assuming that the main microstructural components responsible for interstitial loss are 
network dislocations and irradiation produced dislocation loops. The loop number density 
Nl can be considered constant because it is known to saturate extremely quickly after the 
onset of irradiation [173-176]. The distribution of loops over sizes will be neglected and 
all loops will be supposed to have the same radius Rl that depends on irradiation time. 

The rate theory equations (3.30) and (3.31) together with the dislocation loop growth 
equation can be written down as 

0
0 0 0( )d l IV I I V

dC G Z D C z D C C
dt

α
α α αρ ρ= − + −   (3.119) 

0 0
1 [ ]l

I I I V V V
dR Z D C Z D C
dt b

= −     (3.120) 

where ρl = 2πNlRl is the dislocation density contained in loops, b - the value of 
Burgers vector of dislocation loops, and the bias factors for α-type point defects Zα are 
assumed here to be the same for network dislocations and dislocation loops. The thermal 
vacancy concentration 0

th
VC  is omitted in these equations because at the temperatures of 

interest it is negligible. The initial conditions are taken in the form  

0( 0) 0C tα = =    (3.121) 

( 0) 0lR t = =    (3.122) 

The set of equations (3.119)-(3.120) has an integral that represents, in fact, the law of 
matter conservation: 

2
0 0I d l l l VC b R N bR Cρ π+ + =   (3.123) 
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With this relation in mind, equation (3.120) can be reduced to [177]: 

2
2

1 2

1 1 1 (2 )
(2 )

dr r r
dt r rτ τ

= − +
+

  (3.124) 

while the time dependence of swelling is given implicitly as 
2(1 ) ( 2 )V cS e S r r= + +   (3.125) 

where r = Rl/Rc, Rc = ρd/2πNl is the loop radius, at which the sink strength of loops 
becomes equal to that of network dislocations, Sc = πNlbRc

2 is the total volume of loops 
with Rl = Rc, and the time constants are 

3

1 22 2
0

2    and    
8

IV d

I l V V d

z
Z N G Z D

ρτ τ
π ρ

= =  

For typical values of dislocation densities (ρd ~ 1010 cm-2), loop volume densities (Nl ~ 
1015-1018 cm-3), in-reactor point defect generation rate (G = 10-7 dpa/s), Zα ≈3, and zIV ≈ 
5/a2 one gets Rc ≈ 1.5 nm, Sc ≈ 2.5×10-5 and τ1 ≈ 4×104 s. The value of τ2 is strongly 
temperature dependent; assuming e.g. the vacancy migration energy EmV = 1.2 eV one 
obtains at room temperature τ2 ≈ 1010 s. In other words, the loop kinetics is mainly 
determined by the first term in the r.h.s. of eq. (3.124). So let us consider the loop growth 
kinetics and the related swelling at two time scales, namely t << τ2 and t  ~ τ2. 

At the early stage of loop growth (t << τ2) the second term in eq. (3.124) can be 
omitted and the equation is easily integrated to give  

2 33r r ϕ+ =      (3.126) 

where ϕ =t/τ1. When loops are small (R ≤ Rc) and point defects are absorbed mainly 
by dislocations, one gets R ∝ (Gt)1/2 (this type of dose dependence was observed e.g. in 
neutron irradiated annealed 316 SS [176]), whereas at R ≥ Rc, when loops become 
principal sinks for interstitials, R ∝ (Gt)1/3, which is the loop growth low commonly 
observed at low temperatures [174,175]. Correspondingly, the dose dependence of 
swelling varies from 0.5S ϕ∝  at t << τ1 to 2 / 3S ϕ∝  at τ1 << t << τ2. 

As t → ∞, the average loop radius tends to a constant value r∞, defined by the 
equation (r∞2+2 r∞)2 = τ2/τ1. Taking into account that τ2/τ1 >> 1, one gets 

1/ 4 1/ 4

2 2
I

c
IV V V l

Z GR r R
z Z D Nπ∞ ∞

   
= =    

   
  (3.127) 

or R∞ ≈ 30 nm for the selected set of parameters. Therefore, on the large time scale (t 
~ τ2) it is more convenient to introduce another dimensionless loop radius, r1 = R/R∞. 
Taking into account that Rc/R∞ << 1, the solution of Equation (3.124) is given by the 
implicit equation [177] 
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1
1 1

1

1ln 2arctan
1

r r
r

ϕ
 +

− = − 
   (3.128) 

where ϕ 1 = Gt/Φ∞ and 1/ 4 3/ 4
1 2 / 4Gτ τ∞Φ =  is the characteristic dose of swelling 

saturation. With the parameter values used above, Φ∞ ≈ 10 dpa. The swelling value can be 
approximated by the dependence S = S∞r1

2, which is plotted in Figure 15. The saturation 
swelling, S∞, is given by: 

1/ 2 1/ 22
2(1 ) (1 ) I

V l V
IV V V

Z GbS e N bR e
z Z D

π∞ ∞

   
= + = +    

   
  (3.129) 

With the parameters used above, S∞ ≈ 5%. 
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Figure 15. Long-time swelling behaviour at low temperatures as a function of ϕ 1 

 
It can be seen that irradiation at sufficiently low homologous temperatures can cause 

quite noticeable, even though saturable swelling due to the accumulation of interstitials in 
dislocations and dislocation loops, while the immobile vacancies remain in the matrix. 
There is little doubt that the described kinetics of microstructural evolution is valid when 
applied to metals. Indeed, fast formation and subsequent growth of interstitial dislocation 
loops in metals even at low temperatures is well documented (see e.g. [176]). Also, the 
kinetics of loop growth predicted by the model correlates with experimental observations. 
Therefore, observation of low-temperature swelling in metals under proper conditions 
seems to be relatively easy. However, to our knowledge the only observation of low-
temperature swelling was reported for molybdenum [62,178] (see Figure 2.6). The lack of 
observations may result from the fact that void-free swelling takes place at temperatures 
well below those relevant for material operation in nuclear reactors. Indeed, with the 
increase of irradiation temperature the non-void swelling becomes less pronounced and, 
at some threshold temperature, disappears completely. A simple estimate of the upper 
threshold temperature Tmax for the observation of low temperature swelling can be done 
based on eq. (3.124), if one demands that at Tmax even the smallest loops (with the relative 
radius of r0 ~ a/Rc) do not grow, 

1 2
max 0 0ln (2 )

2 30
mV mV

B
E Ek T r r−= + ≈  

for the parameter values used above. For the majority of metals (EmV ~ 0.8-1.3 eV 
[5,109]) the threshold temperatures are quite low, Tmax ≈ 300-500 K. In fact, the 
temperatures where the swelling can become measurable should be well below Tmax. 
Interestingly, for molybdenum with EmV ~ 1.3-1.7 eV [6] the observed threshold 
temperature for the low-temperature swelling (~ 100°C [178]) is in reasonable agreement 
with this estimate. For comparison, the interstitial migration energy in Mo is very low, 
EmI ≈ 0.05-0.06 eV [179,180], so that the requirement of high interstitial mobility at such 
temperatures is satisfied. 

At temperatures relevant for nuclear reactors, the effect of low-temperature swelling 
can be observed only in refractory metals with EmV ~ 2 eV (such as tungsten or tantalum 
[6]), which are of little interest for fission reactors. On the other hand, tungsten is 
currently considered as a potential material for fusion reactor applications. If vacancy-
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mediated swelling will be indeed discovered for tungsten, it will add one more problem to 
using it as a structural material in reactor technologies.  

While observations of low-temperature swelling are rare in metals, they are quite 
common for ceramic materials [181,182], for which temperatures as large as 1000 K still 
remain ‘low’ on homologous temperature scale. Even having in mind that the simple 
model outlined above should be applied to ceramics with a certain caution, it reproduces 
the kinetics of microstructural development and swelling remarkably well. The general 
character of microstructure development in ceramics resembles closely that of metals. 
Dislocation loops are observed in ceramics during low-temperature irradiation (see e.g. 
[181-184]). For example, loops constitute an important part of microstructure in SiC at 
low-temperature irradiation, whereas voids in this compound are found only at much 
higher temperatures [185]. Accumulation of vacancies in 6H SiC samples during fast 
electron, neutron and Xe+ irradiation at low temperatures was evidenced by positron 
annihilation [186], the dose dependence of this process being nearly independent of the 
type of fast particles. Because vacancies in ceramics, in contrast to metals, can be charged, 
they can be detected by luminescence measurements, which demonstrate e.g. the 
accumulation of carbon vacancies during neutron irradiation of SiC samples [187,188].  

Observations in ceramics give additional credits to the model described above. For 
example, low-temperature swelling is shown to be completely eliminated by subsequent 
annealing at high temperatures (the effect was observed e.g. for neutron irradiated 
samples of SiC [188] and AlN [189]). Indeed, at high temperatures the bulk vacancies 
become mobile and are captured by dislocations and other sinks. Interestingly, the 
temperature dependencies of macroscopic volume and lattice parameter annealing are 
very similar [188], indicating that the volume shrinkage indeed occurs in parallel with the 
vacancy elimination.  
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Radiation induced creep 
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Abstract 

Whereas radiation induced swelling produces an isotropic expansion of a material, 
it is also possible for the material to expand (or contract) anisotropically as a result 
of the non-uniform arrangement of vacancies and interstitials in the material. This 
is what is termed radiation-induced creep. In addition reactor vessel structural 
materials subjected to stress may show enhanced creep as a result of weakening 
due to irradiation. 

Radiation enhanced creep is usually associated with point defect interaction with 
loops and dislocations. In this chapter various continuum models are proposed 
based on the movement of dislocations. Dislocation climb is discussed in terms of 
point defect flux per unit dislocation length as well as stress-induced anisotropy of 
point defect diffusion. The stress-modified efficiency of point defect absorption 
by dislocations leads to mechanisms based on climb-controlled dislocation glide 
and a formula for the average glide distance in the presence of obstacles is given. 
Finally the relationship between creep and swelling is discussed in terms of the 
relative attraction of point defects into voids as opposed to dislocations. 
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1. Theoretical models of irradiation creep 

1.1 Governing equations of irradiation creep 
In contrast to swelling, the description of irradiation creep requires in a general case the 
use of the second-order strain tensor, ειj. Having in mind that the main reason for the 
material deformation is usually the movement of dislocations, the strain rate can be 
expressed in terms of dislocation velocities V as [1] 

1 ,ij imn m n je V t b dlε −= Ω ∫  (1.1) 

where t is a unit vector along the dislocation line, b is the Burgers vector of the 
dislocation, eimn is the anti-symmetric Kronecker tensor and integration is along all 
dislocation lines in the material. Here and below a dot over a symbol means time 
derivative and the Einstein summation rule over repeated subscripts is implied as before.  

In order to simplify this equation, let us introduce some simplifications regarding the 
nature of the dislocation structure. Let us assume, first of all, that network dislocations are 
of purely edge type and are straight, while dislocation loops are perfectly circular. Since 
contributions to the strain from network dislocations and from loops are additive, let us 
discuss them separately.  

It is usually safe to assume that a straight dislocation moves as a whole with the same 
average velocity which, however, can depend on the dislocation orientation in the material. 
Usually the number K of possible dislocation orientations in a crystal is limited. Then the 
dislocation network contribution to the total creep rate can be reduced to  

D
ij imn m n je V t bε ρ= .  (1.2) 

The angular brackets for an arbitrary function Fk of dislocation orientation k (1 < k 
<K) mean here and below the averaging over dislocation orientations,  

1
,

K
k k

k
F f F

=

= ∑    (1.3) 

with the weights /k k
d df ρ ρ= , where k

dρ  is the density of dislocations with 
orientation k and ρd - the total network dislocation density in the sample.  

Due to the symmetry reasons, the dislocation velocity is normal to the dislocation line 
direction t. Having in mind that the Burgers vector of an edge dislocation is also normal 
to t, we can write down V as a sum of two contributions: 

ˆ ,k k k k k
c gV V= − +V n b   (1.4) 

where ˆ /k k b=b b , ˆ[ ]k k k= ×n b t , b is the absolute value of the dislocation Burgers 
vector (assumed for simplicity to be independent of dislocation orientation), Vg

k is the 
velocity of dislocation parallel to the dislocation Burgers vector and Vc

k is the velocity of 
dislocation in the direction of its extra plane. The movement in the direction of the 
Burgers vector (called slide or glide) involves only the shift of dislocation extra-plane and 
occurs under the action of local shear stresses. On the contrary, the movement in the 
direction normal to the Burgers vector (climb) involves the dissolution or build-up of the 
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extra plane. The signs before the terms in the r.h.s. of eq. (4.4) are chosen so that Vc > 0, 
when the dislocation climbs by extra plane build-up, while Vg > 0 when the dislocation 
glides in the direction of the Burgers vector.  

Substituting (4.4) into (4.2), one obtains (cf. [150,2]): 

1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( )
2

D
ij d i j c d i j i j gb b b V b b n n b Vε ρ ρ= + + . (1.5) 

According to Equation (4.5), one can consider contributions to creep rate from 
dislocation climb and glide as additive.  

In contrast to network dislocations, interstitial loops can glide only under the action 
of shear stress gradients [3], which are seldom created in the irradiation creep experiments 
and, even if present, are not large enough to force the glide of the loops with the sizes of 
several tens to hundreds nanometers, which are of interest for the transient creep stage. 
Hence, the glide mode of dislocation loop movement is little relevant for irradiation creep. 
Strictly speaking, another movement mechanism is possible for very small (< 1 nm) 
perfect interstitial loops formed directly in collision cascades, as observed in Molecular 
Dynamics (MD) computer simulations [112-114,160,4,5]. This mechanism is very similar 
to glide, since it is one-dimensional and involves no absorption or desorption of point 
defects. However, small dislocation loops move in a stochastic manner even in the 
absence of external stresses and can contribute to irradiation creep in the case of cascade 
producing irradiation, which serves as a source of dislocation loops that operates over the 
whole experiment duration. However, here we do not consider this mechanism because 
up to now no discussion of the contribution of one-dimensionally moving small 
dislocation loops to irradiation creep are reported in the literature.  

Similar to network dislocations, the number of possible loop orientations, M, is 
usually finite. In agreement with experimental data, one can assume that practically 
immediately after the onset of irradiation the volume number densities of loops attain the 
steady-state values, NL

m (1 < m < M), and do not change until the loops grow very large, 
intersect with other dislocations and loops and incorporate into the dislocation network. 
Let us introduce for the loops with orientation m the distribution function over radii R at 
time t, ( , )m

lf R t , such that  

( , ) /m m
l L Lf R t dR N N=∫ , 

where NL is the total volume density of loops. The loop contribution to the creep rate 
will then be given by 

0
1

maxˆ ˆ2 ( , ) ( )
M

L m m
ij i j l l

m

R
b b b f R t V R RdRε π

=

= ∑ ∫ , (1.6) 

where m
lV  is the loop growth rate. To simplify matters, one can assume that all loops 

of the same orientation have the same radius Rm. Then the contribution to the irradiation 
creep rate from the growing dislocation loops, L

ijε , can be written down as 

ˆ ˆ2L
ij L i j lN b b b RVε π= ,   (1.7) 
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where the orientational average is performed similar to relation (4.3), but with the 
weight of /m m

L Lf N N= . As can be seen, two different reasons give rise to creep, namely 
the dislocation movement and the evolution of the dislocation structure, which includes 
both the variation of total dislocation density and the redistribution of dislocations over 
orientations.  

It is convenient to discuss first the creep mechanisms associated with the dislocation 
movement, assuming that the dislocation structure is stabilized and consists 
predominantly of network dislocations, as appropriate to the steady-state creep stage. The 
effects of microstructure development on irradiation creep will be discussed later in 
sections dealing with the primary creep and the swelling-accelerated creep. 

At the steady-state stage, the rate of irradiation creep is given by equation (1.5) and 
contains two terms, one of which is due to dislocation climb and another to dislocation 
glide. Let us consider these terms separately, starting from the climb mode of dislocation 
motion. 

1.2 Steady-state irradiation creep: mechanisms based on dislocation climb 
As follows from equation (4.5), the dislocation climb contribution to the creep rate is 

determined by the climb velocity Vc
k, which can be expressed in terms of point defect 

currents per unit dislocation length, kJα (α = I,V) as 

1( )k k k
c I VV b J J−= − ,    (1.8) 

where the currents are given by: 

0( )k k th
kJ Z D C Cα α α α α= − ,   (1.9) 

kZα  are the bias factors for dislocations with orientation k and C - the mean-field 
average concentrations of point defects (see Equation (3.41)). The mean-field balance 
equations for C0 is taken in this section in the form  

0 0 0d IV I VG J q C Cαρ− − = .   (1.10) 

Solving the set of equations (1.10) with the point defect currents given by eq. (1.9), 
one can re-write the dislocation velocity as: 

k k k
c cT cIV V V= + ,     (1.11) 

where VcT is the thermal climb velocity arising due to the sensitivity of the equilibrium 
vacancy concentration to dislocation orientation: 

,
k th

k thV V V V
cT kV

V

Z D Z CV C
b Z

 < >
= − < > 

  (1.12) 

and VcI is the climb rate due to the effect of irradiation, 

,
k k

k I I V V
cI

I V d R

Z Z Z Z G GV
Z Z b Gρ

   − < > − < >
= − Φ   < > < >    (1.13) 
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Where: 
2

4
I V d

R I V
IV

D DG Z Z
q

ρ
=< >< >  

and ( ) 2 /(1 1 )x xΦ = + + . The thermal contribution to the dislocation climb velocity 
can be omitted in the range of irradiation parameters where the creep rate is determined 
by irradiation and is not considered below.  

The most important feature of equation (1.13) is the dependence of the climb rate on 
dislocation bias factors Zα for vacancies and interstitials. The irradiation leads to 
dislocation climb only provided the external load leads in some way to the "double" 
asymmetry of point defect absorption by dislocations. First of all, dislocation bias factors 
should depend on dislocation orientation with respect to external loads and, second, this 
dependence should be different for vacancies and interstitials. In other words, in the 
absence of alternative point defect sinks, such as cavities, the climb of dislocations occurs 
exclusively through the unbalanced partitioning of interstitials and vacancies between 
dislocations differently oriented with respect to the external loads. Having in mind 
relation (2.3), we restrict ourselves below to the simplest loading scheme of uniaxial 
tension with the applied stress σ. 

The climb-controlled contribution to the irradiation creep rate, I
ijε , is obtained by 

straightforward substitution of equation (1.13) into the first term in the r.h.s. of equation 
(1.5): 

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
i j I i j VI

ij
I V R

b b Z b b Z GG
Z Z G

ε
 < > < >  

= − Φ    < > < >   
 . (1.14) 

Using this relation, it is possible to analyse the dependence of the steady-state 
irradiation creep on irradiation parameters even not knowing which particular 
microstructural mechanism is responsible for the stress-induced anisotropy of dislocation 
bias factors.  

The dependence of in-reactor creep rate on the point defects generation rate G is 
markedly different for three temperature intervals. In the low-temperature region, where 
the point defect loss is mostly due to the direct recombination, I

ij Gε ∝  (cf. [46,6,7]). At 

intermediate temperatures the creep rate is described by the usual linear law I
ij Gε ∝ . 

Finally, in the high-temperature region the irradiation creep is negligible as compared to 
the thermal component of creep. It should be emphasised that such qualitative behaviour 
is quite general and is due exclusively to the variation of point defect annihilation regimes, 
but the transition temperatures T* and T** between the three temperature regions can be 
sensitive to details of point defect capture by sinks.  

The irradiation creep dependence on the load intensity can also be obtained from 
quite general considerations. As long as the applied stress σ is sufficiently low, the bias 
factors Z can be expanded to the first order in σ (or, more conveniently, in 
dimensionless parameter σ /µ): 
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0 1k kZ Zα α α
σδ
µ

 
= + 

 
,   (1.15) 

where 0Zα  is the stress-free value of the corresponding bias factor and k
αδ  is the first 

derivative of Zα  with respect to the normalised stress (σ/µ). Substitution of (4.15) into 
(4.14) gives 

I
ij ij

R

GB G
G

σε
µ

 
= Φ  

 


,   (1.16) 

where Bkl is the creep compliance (a tensor analog of the creep modulus) defined as 

ˆ ˆ ( )ij i j I V I VB b b δ δ δ δ= − − < − > . (1.17) 

Relation (4.16) demonstrates that the in-reactor creep rate dependence on the applied 
stress at comparatively small stresses is universally described by a linear law and only the 
applicability range of this law (that is, the upper threshold stress σ *) depends on the 
particular mechanism ensuring the anisotropy of point defect absorption by dislocations. 

When the bias factor anisotropy is due to the stress influence on the elastic interaction 
of point defects with dislocations, σ * is of the order of the elastic moduli of the material. 
Because so large stresses are well above the yield stress of reactor materials and are never 
used in creep experiments, the linear dependence of the creep rate on stress can be 
expected at any relevant stress. On the other hand, when bias factor modification is due 
to the stress effect on point defect energetics (e.g. diffusion barriers, energies of jog 
nucleation on dislocations, etc.), the critical stress is σ* ~ kBT/ω, which gives for σ* the 
values of about several hundreds MPa at typical reactor temperatures of 300-600oC. It is 
interesting to note, that for many reactor structural materials these values are of the same 
order of magnitude as the yield stress. 

The temperature dependence of irradiation creep rate is also little sensitive to the 
particular mechanism of dislocation bias modification by external stresses, being mostly 
determined by the temperature dependence of the function Φ entering equation (4.16). 
One generally meets two temperature ranges, separated by a certain temperature T*. At 
lower temperatures (T < T*) the basic mode of point defect annealing is their mutual 
recombination and the temperature dependence is dominated by the exponential term,  

exp
2

I mV
ij

B

E
k T

ε
 

∝ − 
 



,   (1.18) 

where EmV is the vacancy migration energy. On the contrary, at temperatures T > T*, 
where point defects are mostly absorbed by dislocations, Φ ≈ 1 and the temperature 
dependence of irradiation creep is that of the creep compliance, which is shown below to 
be relatively weak. Finally, at too high temperatures (above some threshold T**) the in-
reactor creep rate is dominated by the thermal contribution, which is not of interest here. 
Hence, the subsequent discussion is restricted to temperatures below T**. 

The transition temperature T* can be defined from the condition G~GR, which gives  
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≈  

  . (1.19) 

An estimate of T* at typical parameter values DV0 = 1 cm2/s (where DV0 is the 
prefactor in the vacancy diffusion coefficient), ρd = 3×1010 cm-2, qIV = 5DI/a2, a = 0.3 nm, 

0Zα  ≈3, and G ≈ 10-7 dpa/s gives  

kBT * ~ Emv/40. 

The vacancy migration energy is known to correlate with the material melting 
temperature Tm, falling as a rule within the range of (6.5 ÷ 8) kBTm [8] and hence the 
homologous critical temperature is T*/Tm ~ 0.16-0.2. 

It can thus be seen that the only factor in equation (4.16) which is really sensitive to 
the mechanism providing the 'double anisotropy' of dislocation bias factors is the creep 
compliance Bij. 

Three possible reasons for the dislocation bias factor modification by external stress, 
answering the necessary requirements, have been suggested in the literature, as already 
mentioned in Section 3.4. They are known under the generic name 'Stress-Induced 
Preferred Absorption' or SIPA mechanisms, though initially this name referred to only 
that based on the stress-induced elastic modulus anisotropy of point defect interaction 
with dislocations [149,150,9-11]. The other two mechanisms consider the effect of 
anisotropic external stresses on the point defect mobility (“elastodiffusion”) [151,152,12-
16] and on the efficiency of point defect accumulation in dislocation cores [155,18-20]. 
Let us discuss them here in more detail. 

a. Stress-modified modulus interaction of point defects with dislocations  

Historically, this was the first mechanism suggested in the literature. It treats point 
defects as spherical inclusions (isotropic centers of a dilatation) with elastic constants 
distinct from those of surrounding matrix. Strictly speaking, interstitials in metals have a 
dumbbell (or even crowdion) configuration and can hardly be considered as spherical 
objects, but for isotropic (or cubic) materials the model can still be acceptable, if one takes 
an average over possible interstitial orientations. The idea of the mechanism is that the 
external loading ‘polarizes’ point defects, (see Figure 1). As a result, the dislocations of 
different orientations with respect to the applied stress become non-equivalent in terms of 
their elastic interaction with polarised point defects.  
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Figure 1. A schematic representation of the stress induced bias in the point defect-dislocation 
interaction [149] 

 

The energy of interaction of a polarised point defect with a k-type dislocation, Uα
k, 

looks like [11]: 

sin ,
k

k d
B

RU k T
r

α
α θ=     (1.20) 

where r and θ are the polar coordinates related to the dislocation, and k
dR α  is the 

characteristic radius of dislocation interaction with point defects,  

0
k K k
d

B

bR e p p q
k T E

µ
α α α α

µω σ σ
π µ

 
= + + 

 
,  (1.21) 

Here E is the Young modulus of the material, while p α
K and p α

µ are the factors, 
expressed either in terms of the bulk moduli (K, K α) and shear moduli (µ, µ α) of the 
matrix and the point defects of type α [11], or in terms of elastic polarisabilities of point 
defects Pα

K and Pα
µ [21]. The dependence of the interaction energy on the dislocation 

orientation is given by the factor qk [22]: 
2 2ˆ3 ( ) 3( ) (1 ),k k kq ν ν= + − +t s b s   (1.22) 

where s is the unit vector in the direction of applied load. As follows from relation 
(1.21), the anisotropy of dislocation interaction energy with point defects is due to the 
differences of shear moduli of point defects and the matrix.  

Computer simulation of vacancy formation in α-Fe under the combined action of the 
external and dislocation stress fields [23] indicated no dependence of the vacancy 
formation energy on the stress direction. On the contrary, the dumbbell interstitial atoms 
that easily rotate on-site under the action of shear loads [24] are expected to be quite 
sensitive to the stress orientation. For the order of magnitude estimates one can usually 
assume pµ

i ≈ 0.5 and pµ
v = 0 [10]. The estimate of pµ

i and pµ
v using the values for point 

defect polarisabilities in Al [25] also indicate that pµ
i >> pµ

v, though the values of pµ
i are 

predicted to be one order of magnitude higher. 
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At the experimentally relevant temperatures the relation 0
k
d dr R Rα<< <<  holds, 

where r0 is the radius of a dislocation core and Rd ≈ (πρd)
-1/2 is the average distance 

between dislocations. With this in mind, equation (3.101) for Z can be expanded to the 
first order in small parameter σ/µ, providing the first derivative of the bias factor over 
stress in the form [152]: 

0

02
k kZ p q

e

µ
α α

α
α

δ
π

= .   (1.23) 

As can be seen, Z
k does depend on both the type of point defects and the dislocation 

orientation. The irradiation creep compliance is then given by 
0 0

0 02 2
EMA I I V V

ij ij
I V

Z p Z pB S
e e

µ µ

π π
 

= − 
 

,  (1.24) 

where EMA
ijS  is the structure factor determined by the distribution of dislocation 

orientations with respect to the applied load, 

( ) ( )2 2 2 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ3 ( ) ( ) 3 ( ) ( )EMA
ij i j i jS b b b bν= − < > + − < >ts ts bs bs . 

Using the estimates pµ
i ≈ 0.5, pµ

v = 0, 0
IZ  ≈ 3, and eI0 ≈ 1.2, one obtains 

~ 1EMA
ij ijB S≈ . 

This value of the creep compliance is very similar to the estimates commonly reported 
for the in-reactor creep modulus in experimental publications, which was considered for 
some time as an experimental support for this mechanism. However, later on it became 
clear that the point defect generation rate by fast neutrons, when estimated using the 
common standards, turns out to be nearly an order of magnitude higher than it really is. 
Correspondingly, the analytical prediction of the creep compliance value should be at least 
an order of magnitude higher in order to really fit experimental data. Such a value cannot 
be reached by varying parameters entering (1.24) within reasonable limits. Together with 
the above mentioned inconsistency in the prediction of limiting stress σ *, this rules out 
stress-induced elastic modulus anisotropy as a relevant mechanism of irradiation creep.  

b. Stress-induced anisotropy of point defect diffusion 

In this mechanism, the physical reason for the bias factor anisotropy is the 
modification of the energy barriers for point defect diffusion in the loading direction and 
perpendicular to it. In this case the diffusion is described not by a scalar diffusion 
coefficient but by a tensor of diffusion coefficients Dα,ij, which can be written down in 
terms of individual diffusional jumps as [26]: 

, exp ,
h

ij i j
B

ED h h
k T

α
α αν λ

 
= − 

 
∑ h

h
 (1.25) 

where να is the vibration frequency of point defects in the lattice, hi - the i-th 
component of a vector h, connecting an equilibrium point defect position with one of the 
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neighbour equilibrium positions, Eα
h - the energy barrier of diffusional jump in the 

direction h, λh - the factor that takes into account a possibility of the point defect rotation 
(for interstitial atoms), and summation in (1.25) is performed over all nearest neighbour 
sites to which the point defect can jump. If the material is under the action of elastic 
deformations eij(r), the energy Eα

h can be written down as: 

, ,
1( ) ( )
2

h m s s
kl kl klmn kl mnE E P e Q e eα α α α= − −h h , (1.26) 

where Ps
α,kl and Qs

α,klmn are, respectively, the force tensor and the elastic polarizability 
tensor at a saddle point of a diffusional jump. Both these tensors can depend on the jump 
direction. According to relation (1.26), the diffusion coefficient dependence on the 
external load and the dislocation orientation can originate from two sources.  

First of all, the strains ekl in equation (1.26) are given by the sum of external strains εo
ij 

and the strains created by a nearby dislocation εd
ij. Though these two strains enter 

additively in the second term in (1.26), their effect on the diffusivity is not additive 
because in the vicinity of a dislocation core s d

kl kl BP k Tα ε ≥  and hence the exponential 
terms in (1.26) cannot be straightforwardly expanded in powers of the total deformation 
[26]. Because of this, the resulting corrections to the dislocation bias factors turn out to be 
dependent on both the point defect type and the dislocation orientation with respect to 
stress. 

Second, the last term in the r.h.s. of Equation (1.26) depends on the strain products 
0 d
kl mnε ε , which include interference terms that depend simultaneously on the external 

loading and the orientation of the dislocation. The account of such terms results, 
correspondingly, in corrections to the diffusion coefficients and to the dislocation bias 
factors, which satisfy the “double anisotropy” requirement and can contribute to 
irradiation creep [27]. Having in mind, however, that this effect is of the second order in 
strains, it is possible to neglect it as compared to the first-order one. 

When the external stress is sufficiently low (i.e. σω /kBT « 1) and the crystalline lattice 
is cubic, the bias factors can be presented as [152]: 

0 (1 )1
2(1 2 )

k s k

B

Z Z e q
k Tα α α

ν σω
ν

 +
= − − 

,  (1.27) 

where ν is the Poisson ratio of the material, seα  - the point defect dilatation in the 
saddle point of diffusion jump, and the orientation factor qk is defined by the relative 
orientation of the unit vector of dislocation orientation, t k, the unit vector s in the 
direction of applied stress and the basis vectors ep (p = 1,2,3) of the crystalline lattice, 

3
(2) 2 (3) 2 2

1

( ) ( ) ( )k k k
p p

p
q d dα α

=

= + ∑st se t e , (1.28) 

where (2)dα
) and (3)dα  are the factors determined by point defect force tensors at the 

saddle points of a diffusion jump. Numerical values for d(2) and d(3), estimated using 
computer simulation values for copper and iron, are summarised in Table 1.   
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Table 1. Numerical estimates of d(s) for copper and α-iron [152] 

 Cu* -Fe 
 V I V I 
d(2) -0.62(-0.35) 0.20(0.13) 0.88 0.60 
d(3) -1.51(-0.85) -0.24(-0.16) -0.88 -0.60 
*)The values in parentheses are estimated with the data from [28], all other values use the data from [29] 

 

According to Equation (1.28), the stress-induced modification of dislocation bias 
depends on the dislocation orientation with respect not only to stress, but to the crystal 
lattice axes as well. In a monocrystal, the creep compliance has the form [152]. 

( ) ( )(2) (2) (2) (3) (3) (3)3
4

s s s s
ij I I V V ij I I V V ij

B

KB e d e d S e d e d S
k T

ω  = − + −  , (1.29) 

where (2)
ijS  and (3)

ijS are structure factors, defined as: 

(2) 2 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( )ij i j i jS b b b b= −ts ts     (1.30) 

and 

{ }
3

(3) 2 2 2

1

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( )ij p i j p i j p
p

S b b b b
=

= −∑ e s e t e t .  (1.31) 

An estimate of the creep compliance at T = 300oC using the point defect polarization 
data from [152] (see also Table 1) gives, 

(2) (3)20 7ij ij ijB S S≈ +  

and 
(2) (3)70( )ij ij ijB S S≈ −  

for copper and α-iron, respectively. The identical coefficients before structure factors 
constitute a general feature of bcc metals, where (2) (3)d dα α= −  due to the specific point 
defect symmetry at the saddle points of diffusion jumps [147].  

In polycrystalline materials the expression for creep compliance should be additionally 
averaged over different grain orientations (that is – over ep in (1.31)). Assuming the 
isotropy of grain orientations, one gets: 

(3) (2)2
5ij ijS S= , 

so that the dependence on the creep compliance on lattice orientation is completely 
lost. 

Since at temperatures up to 1000oC the relation µω/kBT » 1 holds true, the value of 
creep compliance for the elastodiffusion mechanism correlates reasonably well with 
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experimental predictions, making it the most probable mechanisms for SIPA-type 
irradiation creep [152,16]. 

c. Stress-modified efficiency of point defect absorption by dislocations  

Both preceding models implicitly assume that a dislocation absorbs any point defect 
jumping into its core. Actually, straight edge dislocations lying along low-index 
crystallographic directions have atomically smooth edges of extra-planes, divided by 
separate jogs and kinks, and the lengths of smooth segments considerably exceed the 
interatomic distance a [3]. A point defect entering the dislocation core on a smooth 
segment does not annihilate [30] and can diffuse along the extra-plane edge. Eventually, 
the defect either jumps out of the core back into the volume of material, or is absorbed at 
a dislocation jog, thus contributing to the climb of the dislocation (the direct electron 
microscopy observation of non-conservative movement of dislocation jogs was carried 
out e.g. in [31]). 

Even when the concentration Cj of jogs on a dislocation line is rather low (aCj << 1), 
the dislocation can act as a perfect sink for point defects, provided λαCj ≥ 1, where λα is 
the average distance traveled by a point defect in the dislocation core. However, in the 
opposite limiting case (λαCj << 1) the dislocation captures point defects on a discrete set 
of jogs and only provided these defects enter the dislocation core at a distance smaller 
than λα from the nearest jog. The total absorbing length of such a dislocation is 
proportional to λαCj [154,17], while the dislocation bias factors can be written down as 
[18] 

k k k k
jZ z Cα α αλ= ,   (1.32) 

where zk is the coefficient that depends on Cj
k and on the effective radius of elastic 

interaction of point defects with dislocation k
dR α , given by equation (1.21). An external 

load can influence the bias factors of a “discrete” dislocation by modifying both the 
defect diffusion in dislocation core and the linear density of jogs.  

The dependence of jog concentration on the external load can result from variations 
of the energy barrier that must be overcome for the nucleation of new jog pairs on a 
straight segment of extra-plane edge [18]. Indeed, new jogs are nucleated in pairs when a 
cluster of Λ atoms is added to extra plane or a row of Λ vacancies “eats out” the extra-
plane (Λ ≈ 2-3). The formation of such clusters on a dislocation with orientation k in the 
field of external loads σij requires additional work δAk = - Λσnnω or δAk = - Λσnnω, 
respectively, where ˆ ˆk k

nn i j ijb bσ σ=  is the stress acting normally to the dislocation extra-
plane.  

The mean free path of a point defect in the dislocation core, λα, is given by the 
relation [18] 
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  (1.33) 
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where ( ) / 2k k dkQ Q Qα α α∆ = − , while kQα  and dkQα  are the sums of point defect 
formation and migration energies in the bulk and in the dislocation core, respectively. The 
external load can change the values of both formation and migration energies of point 
defects in dislocation cores, [32]. Expanding dkQα  to the first order in external strains εo

ij, 
and using Hooke's law for εo

ij, the orientational dependence of λα can be represented as 

,1exp ,
6(1 2 )

k d
ij ijk

B

p V
k T

α α
α

σνλ
ν

 ∆+ ∝  −  
 (1.34) 

where , , ,3 / Trk dk dk
ij ij ijp P Pα α α=  and it is assumed that the relaxation volume of a point 

defect in the dislocation core, Tr /d dk
ijV P Kα α∆ = , is independent of dislocation orientation 

with respect to the applied load. 

In the linear approximation in σ, each of three multipliers in the r.h.s. of eq. (1.32) 
depends on the dislocation orientation with respect to the loading direction. However, the 
contribution to the creep compliance from Cj vanishes because this parameter is 
independent of the point defect type. The stress enhanced jog nucleation affects the creep 
compliance only through the dependence of the factors kzα  on the jog concentration [18] 
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where 2 2ˆ ˆ ( ( ) ( ) )EJN
ij i jS b b ζ ζ=< − < > >bs bs , ζk = 1 when a dislocation with 

orientation k climbs absorbing predominantly interstitials and ζk = -1 in  the opposite 
case. Taking zI ~ zV ~ 5, Λ = 2, 0Ie  ≈ 1.3, and 0| |Ve  = 0.5, one gets [18] 

0.03 EJN
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B S
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≈ . 

The contribution to creep compliance from the orientational anisotropy of point 
defect pipe diffusion along dislocation cores, Equation (1.34), is: 

, ,( )
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d PDA d PDA
ij I I ij V V ij
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KB e S e S
k T
ω

= − , (1.36) 

where /d de Vα α ω= ∆  and the structure factors are defined as 

, ,11 ,11
ˆ ˆ ( )PDA d d

ij i jS b b p pα α α= − < > . (1.37) 

Here ,11
dpα  is the component of polarisation tensor in the coordinate system with the 

axis 1 coinciding with the load direction. Information about polarization tensors of point 
defects in dislocation core is practically lacking in the literature. A very rough estimate of: 

0.03ij
B

B
k T
µω

≈  
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can be obtained using the data for the effect of external load on vacancy diffusion 
along dislocations in α-Fe [33] and assuming isotropic distribution of dislocations over 
orientations. That is, the contribution to the irradiation creep compliance from the stress 
effect on point defect absorption by “discrete” dislocation sinks is expected to be 
comparable to that from elastodiffusion. 

1.3. Steady-state irradiation creep: mechanisms based on climb-controlled 
dislocation glide 

Dislocation glide in perfect crystals starts when the resolved shear stress in the 
dislocation glide plane exceeds a certain threshold value (Peierls barrier [34,35]) and the 
glide velocity Vg0 is extremely fast (of the order of the sound velocity). However, in real 
metals the average glide velocity of dislocation, Vg, is usually much less than Vg0, due to 
the presence of various obstacles (impurity atoms, precipitates, voids, dislocation loops, 
other dislocations, etc.) in the dislocation glide plane. These obstacles serve as barriers 
hindering the glide. As a result, the limiting step in the dislocation glide motion is not the 
glide itself, but the barrier overcoming. A dislocation can come over a barrier either 
thermofluctuatively, or climbing into a parallel glide plane, where the current barrier is no 
more operative. For qualitative understanding of the physical picture it will be sufficient 
to restrict ourselves to the case, where the barriers of only one kind are present in the 
materials, because even in multi-barrier situation only the most strong barrier system 
limits the average dislocation slide velocity [34,35]. 

If the average time required for a dislocation to overcome a barrier is τb and the 
average distance glided by a dislocation between consecutive pinning barriers in the glide 
plane is Lg, then the average dislocation glide velocity is /g g bV L τ≈ . The time required 
for a dislocation to overcome a barrier can usually be defined as: 

b
c

h
V

τ = ,    (1.38) 

where Vc - the dislocation climb velocity and h - the barrier geometrical "height". As a 
result, the contribution to the irradiation creep rate from the climb-controlled glide of 
dislocations, as given by the second term in the r.h.s. of Equation (4.5), can be written 
down as: 

1 ˆ ˆ( )
2

gI
kl i j i j c

L
b b n n b V

h
ε ρ= + . (1.39) 

A similar relation (without the averaging over dislocation orientations) was first 
proposed for the description of thermal creep [36,37], but its derivation did not depend 
on the particular mechanism of dislocation climb and so it is equally applicable to 
irradiation creep [38-40]. 

As follows from relation (1.39), in order to find the irradiation creep rate in the 
framework of the climb-controlled glide model, one must know not only the dislocation 
climb rate, but also the "glide factor", Lg/h, determined by the type and the parameters of 
the barrier system that provides the strongest hindrance for the glide.  
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Various components of the defect microstructure of irradiated material can behave as 
obstacles for dislocation glide, including both those not directly related to irradiation 
(impurity atoms [35], network dislocations [41], secondary phase precipitates [42,43]) and 
those appearing as a result of irradiation (cascade depleted zones [39,44,45], dislocation 
loops [46-50], voids [44]). Each of the barrier types has its own efficiency of dislocation 
stopping, which can be characterised by the minimum shear stress, σy, necessary for the 
athermal break-through of a dislocation through the ensemble of barriers. In fact, σy 
characterises the maximum stress at which a given system of barriers can prevent the glide 
of dislocations. At stresses larger than σy this barrier system becomes inactive. 

In order to estimate the average glide distance of an unpinned dislocation before its 
recapture by the obstacles, let us consider a model, where a straight edge dislocation glides 
under the action of external shear stress τ in its glide plane, overcoming a grid of obstacles 
(see Figure 2). The gliding dislocation is considered as a flexible string with a constant 
linear tension γ (it is usually accepted that γ ≈ µb2/2 [51]). To simplify the discussion, let 
us assume first that the obstacles make a square lattice in the glide plane and the distance 
between the neighbour barriers equals Lb. This is shown schematically in Figure 2.  

Figure 2. A schematic representation of a dislocation (dark black line) gliding through the array 
of obstacles (gray spheres) under the action of shear stress τ 

 

In an unloaded material the dislocations are generally not fixed by barriers, but the 
application of shear stress τ sufficient to overcome the Peierls barrier which makes the 
dislocation glide until it reaches the nearest obstacles and bends forward between them. 
When the barriers are strong enough to pin the dislocation at the applied stress level (i.e. 
τ  < σψ ), no further glide in the same plane is allowed and the strains due to dislocation 
segment bending are recoverable. If the barrier system makes a square lattice in the glide 
plane and the distance between the neighbour barriers equals Lb, the average deflection 
∆Le of a pinned dislocation segment grows linearly with the stress level [52,53] 

2

4
b

e
LL
b

τ
µ

∆ = .  (1.40) 

Following [41], this average deflection ∆Le is often treated as the dislocation glide 
distance (see e.g. [40]). However, such an assumption is incorrect. Indeed, overcoming 
(e.g. by climb) the first chain of barriers, the dislocation hangs up on a similar set of 
barriers in the new glide plane, keeping, on the average, the same deflection. Hence, the 
dislocation glide distance is simply the average distance between barriers in the glide plane 
(Lg = Lb ~ Cb

-1/3, where Cb is the atomic concentration of the barriers) and does not 
depend on the load level up to τ = σy. 

Lb
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A more complicated situation arises, when the barriers are randomly (though 
uniformly) distributed in space. First of all, in this case the average distance between 
barriers at a dislocation, Ls, depends on the applied shear stress as [54-56]: 

1/ 323 b
s s

bLL µχ
τ

 
=  

 
, (1.41) 

where Lb is, as before, the average distance between barriers in the dislocation glide 
plane, and χs ~ 1 is weakly dependent on the stress (varying from χs ≈ 0.9. at τ → 0 to χs 
≈ 1.2 at τ → σy [56]). Second, the force acting on a barrier is sensitive to the positions of 
neighbouring barriers. As a result, the stresses necessary to overcome some of the barriers 
can be less than the critical one and the athermal unpinning of a dislocation from these 
barriers occurs even before the stress level σy is achieved. In turn, the released dislocation 
segments act with the increased force on the neighbouring barriers (since these forces are 
proportional to the length of the free dislocation segment), resulting in a series of 
correlated unpinning acts (“unzipping” effect [57]). Due to the unzipping effect, the 
dislocation unpinned from the obstacles can glide, on the average, farther than the 
average inter-barrier distance before it is re-captured by barriers in the new glide plane. It 
is clear, however, that this effect should be noticeable only for stresses sufficiently close to 
σy. Indeed, numerical simulations of a dislocation break-through through a randomly 
distributed system of obstacles [35,58] indicate that at low stresses the progress of 
dislocation is limited by the deflection of its pinned segments according to relation (4.40), 
whereas at sufficiently large stresses (τ > 0.5σy) the dislocation can cover distances 
exceeding Lb after a single unpinning act.  

Thus, the dislocation glide distance in the case τ < σy can be described by the relation  

g b
y

L L τ
σ

 
= Ψ   

 
, (1.42) 

where Ψ(x) = 1 at x ≤ 1 in the case of the ordered obstacle system. In the case of 
random obstacle distribution Ψ(x) = 1 only at x < 0.5, while for higher values of x the 
increase of Ψ with increasing x is predicted, as shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. The average dislocation glide distance as a function of the relative shear stress (σ/σy) in 
the dislocation glide plane [35]  
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The barrier height h is determined by two factors, namely the actual geometrical size of 
the barrier and the strength and extension of its elastic field.  

In the literature it is usually postulated that h for "forest" dislocations (extended 
barriers) is of the order of the average distance between dislocations, i.e. h ≈ (πρd)

-1/2 [41]. 
However, such choice is completely arbitrary. It seems more reasonable to assume that in 
this case h is infinite (or comparable to the grain size in real-life materials). However, as 
demonstrated in the final part of this section, forest dislocations are usually the weakest 
obstacles for the dislocation glide and can be overcome relatively easily even without the 
assistance of irradiation.  

In the case of three-dimensional obstacles, the barrier height can be limited either by 
the own size of the barrier, or by the size of its elastic field. The latter is more typical for 
barriers with small cross-section, but strong elastic fields, such as dislocation loops and 
some kinds of precipitates. The same situation is met when a gliding dislocation interacts 
with a parallel dislocation in a nearby gliding plane.  

In the case of stopping by elastic fields, the barrier height can be estimated according 
to the approach proposed in [41]. Let us assume that a dislocation glides in a plane located 
at distance h from the center of a barrier, such that h exceeds the characteristic barrier size 
Rb. The dislocation is under the simultaneous action of an external shear stress τ and the 
resistance force from the barrier, Fb(h), which changes as the dislocation moves in the 
glide plane. The stresses from a three-dimensional stress source fall as h-3 and act on a 
dislocation segment of length ~ h, so that Fb(h) ∝ h-2. Accordingly, the maximum force of 
dislocation pinning by the barrier can be written down as: 

2
max b

b b
V b

F A
h

µ ∆
= , (1.43) 

where ∆Vb is the volume misfit of the obstacles causing elastic stresses in the matrix, 
and Ab is the numerical factor determined by a particular kind of the interaction law 
between the barrier and the gliding dislocation. Figure 4 shows the simplest law of 
interaction of an edge dislocation with a point-size center of dilatation in an isotropic 
material. Here, as can be easily checked, 3 3 /8 0.2bA π= ≈ . However, the account of 
anisotropy of both the force tensor of a point defect and the elastic constants of material 
can result in much more complicated forms of the interaction law [230]. In such cases, the 
calculation of parameter Ab is a separate task requiring the application of numerical 
methods.  
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Figure 4. The force acting on an edge dislocation gliding past an isotropic dilatation centre 

 

The curve shows schematically the force Fb acting on the dislocation as a function of dislocation position x. The glide 
barrier is at a distance h below the dislocation glide plane. 

 

The minimum distance from the glide plane to the barrier that allows the dislocation 
to pass the barrier without being pinned (i.e. the height of the barrier h) is defined by the 
balance between the maximum pinning force Fb

max(h) and the force from the external 
loading, i.e. 

max ( )b bF h bLτ= .  (1.44) 

Combining relations (1.41) and (1.44) and taking into account that the average 
distance between the obstacles in a glide plane is given by 

1/ 2( )b bL N h −≈ ,   (1.45) 

where Nb is the volume density of glide obstacles, one gets 
1/ 5 2 / 53

0 ,b bN Vh
b

µχ
τ

 ∆  =      
 (1.46) 

where χ0 = (Ab
3/3χs

3)1/ 5. 

The relation (1.46) for the barrier height remains valid as long as the stress remains 
below a certain critical value σyh, which can be easily determined by substitution of (1.46) 
into the relation h = ξRb, where the factor ξ accounts for the relative orientation of the 
dislocation and the barrier (ξ = 1 for spherically symmetric stress sources and ξ < 1 for 
dislocation loops). For the most interesting case of point-size barriers (impurity atoms) it 
is possible to set ξ = χs = 1, Ab  = 0.2, Rb = b, and ∆Vb = ebω, where eb is the absolute 
value of the barrier dilatation, so that 

3/ 2 1/ 2/ 0.55yh b be Cσ µ ≈ .  (1.47) 

For τ > σyh the elastic fields of the barriers do not block dislocation glide and the 
dislocation can be stopped only by the barriers themselves, i.e. at high stresses one has 

 

τbLb

Fb

Fb
max

h

x
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.bh Rξ≈     (1.48) 

For stresses not too close to σy, it is possible to set Ψ = 1 in Equation (1.42). Then, 
taking into account (4.45), one gets 

3 1/ 2/ ( ) .g bL h N h −≈    (1.49) 

For the case of dislocation pinning by elastic fields of barriers (that is - at low stresses, 
τ   < σyh) one obtains for the glide factor the relation 

0.3 0.6
3/ 2 0.8

0 3
g

b
b

L b N
h V

τχ
µ

− −   
=    ∆   

. (1.50) 

A similar relation was first proposed in [46]. On the contrary, when dislocations are 
stopped by the barriers themselves and the load is not too close to σy, one has 

( ) 1/ 23/ 2 3g
b b

L
N R

h
ξ

−−= ,   (1.51) 

so that the glide factor is independent of the applied load.  

One can meet in the literature also other expressions for the glide factor, which are 
generally presented in the form of a power law,  

m
g

g

L
h

τϑ
µ

 
=  

 
,    (1.52) 

where both the prefactor ϑg and the power m depend on the particular considered 
system of glide barriers and on the possibility for gliding dislocation to form pile-ups. 
Most often m = 1 is suggested, though one can meet other values as well (e.g. m = 0.5 [47] 
or m = 1.2 [46]). 

The obtained expressions for the “glide factor” make it possible to estimate the 
contribution to irradiation creep from the climb-controlled glide (CCG), which is often 
alternatively referred to as “climb-induced” glide (CIG). Substituting (4.13) and (1.52) into 
(1.39), and using the general representation of bias factors in the form of (1.15), one 
obtains for the CCG contribution to irradiation creep 

1

,
m

I G
kl kl

R

GB G
G

σε
µ

+
  

= Φ   
   

   (1.53) 

where the creep compliance G
klB  is 

( )ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( )( )
2

mgG
kl k l k l i v i vB b n n b

ϑ
δ δ δ δ= + − − − ts bs . (1.54) 

The estimates of the creep compliance are not as trivial as in the case of climb-only 
creep mechanisms and the author is not aware of any attempts of their calculation 
reported in the literature. 
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The most important feature of the irradiation creep rate in the case of climb-
controlled glide is its non-linear dependence on the applied stress. Due to the relation 
σ/µ « 1, the CCG mechanism is weaker than SIPA type mechanisms at lower stresses. On 
the other hand, climb-controlled glide can dominate the irradiation creep at high stresses 
due to both the stress nonlinearity and the fact that the prefactor ϑg usually noticeably 
exceeds unity. This mechanism change is usually invoked to rationalise the stress 
exponents in the range 1<m<2, as observed at the stresses above a certain threshold σ* 
(see Section 2.3). An example is presented in Figure 5. 

Figure 5. Comparison of creep rate between theoretical values and the experimental ones, as a 
function of stress. The hatched areas indicate the experimental values for the alloy 7807 and type 
316 SS. The symbol σ* denotes the critical stress; the dashed lines are theoretical predictions for 

SIPA-type mechanism and solid lines – for climb-controlled glide mechanism [101] 

 

To conclude this section, let us discuss in more detail the relative efficiencies of 
different microstructural features as dislocation barriers. In a simple model of a regular 
square mesh of obstacles, as shown in Figure 2, the gliding dislocation is blocked at an 
obstacle, if the following condition is satisfied: 

b bbL Fτ ≤ ,   (1.55) 

where Fb is the resistance force of a single obstacle. The applied shear stress forces the 
free dislocation segments to bend forward. Treating the dislocation as a flexible string, it 
is easy to show that the curvature radius of the bent dislocation section is Rc = γ/bτ ≈ 
µb/2τ  [60]. Thus the force acting on an obstacle from two adjacent free dislocation 
segments is equal to 2 cos( / 2)F γ ϕ= , where ϕ is an angle between these adjacent 
dislocation segments. Then the critical stress for dislocation unpinning can be written 
down as  

cos( / 2)y b
b

b
L

σ µ ϕ= .  (1.56) 
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where the critical angle ϕb is defined by the relation Fb = 2γ cos(ϕb/2). When the glide 
barriers are distributed in the bulk randomly, Lb in this relation should be replaced with 
parameter Ls defined by Equation (1.41), so that 

3/ 2
3/ 2

1 cos ( / 2)
3y b

bs

b
L
µσ ϕ

χ
= . (1.57) 

This relation nicely correlates to the empirical law received in numerical simulations of 
dislocation break-through through a system of randomly located point-size obstacles [60]: 

3/ 24 1 cos ( / 2).
5 4

b
y b

b

b
L

ϕµσ ϕ
π

 = −  
 (1.58) 

It is seen that the random arrangement of barriers results in the reduction of the 
critical stress in comparison with the ordered arrangement for all ϕb and this reduction is 
especially pronounced for weak barriers (when ϕb → π). 

The critical angle ϕb differs for different barriers and can be considered as a measure 
of the relative strength of individual barriers. It is a common practice to separate barriers 
into three classes [61]: 

weak barriers (with cos(ϕb/2) < 1/4): network dislocations, impurity atoms in FCC 
metals; 

intermediate barriers (1/4 < cos(ϕb/2) < 1/2): coherent precipitates, interstitial 
impurity atoms in bcc metals; 

strong barriers (cos(ϕb/2) > 1/2): incoherent precipitates, Frank loops, voids. 

The values of critical angles for the dominant glide obstacles can be obtained 
experimentally because in this case σy is nothing but the yield stress. For example, for 
Frank dislocation loops an experimental estimate gives cos(ϕb/2) ≈ 0.5-0.8, while for 
voids cos(ϕb/2) ≈ 1 [62,63]. The estimate for voids correlates nicely with the numerical 
simulation prediction of cos (ϕb/2) ≈ 0.95 [64]. 

One should keep in mind, however, that when a material contains several different 
barrier types, the selection of the obstacle systems responsible for the dislocation glide 
blocking depends not only on the strength of individual obstacles, but also on the 
obstacle density in the dislocation glide plane. As follows from Equation (1.56), a large 
number of weak barriers can block the dislocation glide more efficiently, than a small 
number of strong obstacles.  

Let's estimate the value σy for the principal components of defect structure present in 
the material at various stages of irradiation creep. 

-For network dislocations Lb ≈ (πρ)-1/2, which gives σy/µ ≈ 10-3 -10-4 at typical values of ϕb 
= 5π/6 [35] and ρ = 108 - 1010 cm-2. These estimates correspond to the lower limit of 
loads used in irradiation creep experiments, so that the stopping of gliding dislocations by 
a dislocation "forest" is rather of theoretical interest. 
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-For three-dimensional barriers (point defects, small clusters thereof, second phase 
particles, voids, faulted loops, etc.), which are randomly distributed in the bulk of the 
material and have the characteristic size h and the volume density Nb, the average distance 
between barriers in a glide plane is given by Equation (1.45). For voids and faulted 
dislocation loops, which are strong barriers for dislocation glide (cos(ϕb/2) ≈ 1) and have 
characteristic number densities of Nb ~ 1015 cm-3 and sizes h ~ 10-100 nm, one gets 
σy/µ ≥ 10-3, i.e. at the relevant experimental stresses these microstructural features 
efficiently block dislocation glide only when they are sufficiently large. Indeed, the 
measurements of material hardness (the most direct indication of dislocation mobility) 
show that a certain increase of hardness in void-containing alloys occurs only at higher 
swelling levels [65]. 

-In the case of impurity atoms, h ~ b and σy/µ ≈ Cs
1/2 cos(ϕb/2), where Cs is the atomic 

concentration of impurity. If the barrier strength of the impurity is not extremely low and 
the impurity concentration is in the percent range, impurity atoms act as the principal 
barriers for dislocation glide.  

1.4 Primary (transient) irradiation creep 
At the initial stage of irradiation creep the strain rate is determined by the combined 

effect from the climbing network dislocations and the growing dislocation loops. The 
addition of dislocation loops to the defect microstructure can influence irradiation creep 
in two ways. First of all, the volume densities of nucleated loops can depend on loop 
orientation with respect to the loading direction. Usually this effect is described as [66] 

0 expk k nn

B

mN N
k T
σ ω 

=  
 


, (1.59) 

where 0
kN  is the volume density of k-type loops in a stress-free material, nnσ  is the 

component of deviatoric stress tensor normal to the loop extra-plane, and m = 2-3. Such 
dependence is observed in some electron microscopy studies [39,67-75], but not always 
(see e.g. [76-78]) and its explanation is not at all obvious. Initially this kind of stress 
dependence was ascribed to the effect of stress on the free energy barrier for loop 
nucleation. However, in the case of interstitial dislocation loops the formation of a critical 
nucleus (di-interstitial) involves no energy barrier. A more probable explanation seems to 
be the reorientation of very small interstitial clusters (of only several interstitial atoms) 
into an energetically more favourable orientation with respect to the applied load [79]. 
Such thermally activated reorientation of di- and tri-interstitial clusters was indeed 
observed in MD simulation studies [80-83]. 

The stress-induced preferred nucleation (SIPN) of dislocation loops was one of the 
first microstructural mechanisms proposed for the explanation of irradiation creep [84]. 
However, being considered as an independent creep mechanism, SIPN is a poor 
alternative to mechanisms of SIPA type. Indeed, the nucleation of extra loops with a 
preferred orientation with respect to external load weakly contributes to the strain of 
material [46,66]. The subsequent growth of these loops can result in a certain amount of 
creep [85], but the material creep rate in this model should depend only on stresses acting 
during loop nucleation, and not on the instantaneous stress values. The same is true for 
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any model based on the initial anisotropy of loop orientations, such as that where the loop 
anisotropy is a consequence of preferred unfaulting reaction of small Frank loops [86]. 
Because loop nucleation takes very short time, such models would predict no creep if the 
material is loaded after the onset of irradiation [85]. Also, load variations during 
irradiation (even the complete unloading) should have no effect on the creep rate. Both 
these consequences of the SIPN model contradict observations. In any case, the 
anisotropic nucleation of loops can have influence on creep only as long as the loops are 
being nucleated; i.e. SIPN can not operate beyond the transient stage of irradiation creep. 
In fact, the contribution from SIPN to irradiation creep can be noticeable only at small 
irradiation doses in well-annealed metals with very low initial density of other point defect 
sinks [87]. Much more productive was the idea to combine SIPN with SIPA-type 
mechanisms, which ensure the sensitivity of point defect absorption to the loop 
orientation and thus affect the growth of differently oriented loops.  

For the analytical description of dislocation loop kinetics at the early stages of 
irradiation creep it is necessary to modify the point defect balance equations (4.10) so as 
to include the growth of dislocation loops. Since the majority of loops nucleates at very 
short irradiation times, one can assume that the loop number density NL instantly 
saturates at a constant value and the distribution of loops over sizes is sufficiently narrow 
in order to assign approximately the same size Rm to all loops of the same orientation m. 
Then the rate of growth for dislocation loops can be written down as 

( )1
0 0 0( )

m
m m m th

l I I I V V V V
dRV b D C D C C
dt

h h−≡ = − − , (1.60) 

where hm
α is the bias factor for point defects of type α at the loops with orientation m. 

The balance equations (4.10) can be rewritten as  
2

0 0 0 0( ) 0th
IV I VG k D C C q C Cα α α α− − − = ,  (1.61) 

where 2 2d Lk Z N Rα α αρ π h= +  is the total sink strength for point defects that 
takes into account both network dislocations and dislocation loops. Because we are not 
interested here in the contribution of loops into thermal creep, the dependence of thermal 
vacancy concentration on the loop size and orientation is neglected. 

Combining Equations (1.60)-(1.61), the dislocation loop growth rate can be expressed 
as [88] 

( )2 2

( / )( )m m mR
l d l

I V

G G GV R A B
bk k

ρ ρΦ
= + ,  (1.62) 

where m m m
I V V IA Z Zh h= − , ( ) /m m m

I V V IB R R Rh h h h= − , 
2 2 / 4R I V I V IVG k k D D q= , ρl = 2πNL<R> is the total dislocation density in loops and 

function Φ is the same as in Equation (1.13). 

Eq. (1.62) implies that the loop kinetics reflects the competition of two processes: 

(i) diffusional interaction of loops with network dislocations, specified by parameter 
Am. Usually Am > 0 because dislocation loops interact with interstitials more efficiently 
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than network dislocations [79,89]. The preferential interstitial absorption on loops as 
compared to network dislocations contributes to the growth of all loops, independent of 
their orientation. 

(ii) diffusional interaction between loops of different orientations, specified by 
parameter Bm, which depends only on the loop bias factors. When the external load is 
absent, hα are independent of loop orientation and Bm = 0. Under the effect of external 
stress the loop bias factors become sensitive to the loop orientations and Bm becomes 
non-zero. As a result, there occurs a redistribution of point defects between the loops 
oriented "favorably" (at Bm > 0) and "unfavorably" (Bm < 0) with respect to loading 
direction. 

At the early stages of irradiation, when ρl is low, the first mechanism dominates and 
all loops grow due to their preferential absorption of interstitials with respect to network 
dislocations. For example, when the temperature is sufficiently high to neglect the 
recombination of point defects, the dependence of the average loop radius Rm on the 
irradiation dose ϕ is given by relation [88]: 

1/ 3(1 / ) 1 ,m
c cR R ϕ ϕ ≈ + −    (1.63) 

where Rc ≈ 0.1 ρd/NL ≈ 1-10 nm and ϕ c ≈ 102- 103ρd
2a/NL ≈ 10-5- 10-1 dpa at ρ d  ≈ 

108-1010 cm-2, NL ≈ 1015 cm-3 and a ≈ 0.2 nm. In other words, at small irradiation doses the 
loop size increases linearly with time, whereas at higher doses the growth rate slows down 
to Rm ∝ ϕ 1/3. Such qualitative behaviour of the loop sizes is very typical for the 
experimental observations of loop kinetics in irradiated materials [173,174,90]. 

As loops become larger, the redistribution of point defects between loops grows in 
importance. Accordingly, the unfavorably oriented loops tend to grow slower than those 
oriented favorably. This effect was also demonstrated experimentally [70,71], as well as in 
numerical calculations in the framework of cluster dynamics [91] (see Figure 6).  

Figure 6. Calculated dependencies of loop radius variation under the effect of uniaxial stresses of 
0, 110 and 220 MPa  

 
Solid curves are for well oriented loops, and dashed curves - for badly oriented loops. At zero stress the curves are 
superposed [91].  
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Moreover, as shown in [88], when the external tension exceeds some critical value σ∗, 
the defect redistribution between loops of different orientations can be so strong that at a 
certain dose the growth rate of unfavorably oriented loops becomes negative before these 
loops grow large enough to become a part of the dislocation network. As irradiation 
continues, these loops can dissolve completely, creating strongly anisotropic dislocation 
distribution over orientations. The characteristic doses of loop dissolution are of the order 
of ϕ R ≈ 10-9ρdσ 3/NLµ 3, while the maximum size of unfavorably oriented loops is Rmax ~ 
2×10-3 ρdµ/NLσ. The shrinkage of unfavorably oriented loops is possible, if Rmax < (πρd)

1/2, 
or, equivalently 

3/ 2 0.1L

d

N σ
ρ µ

< .   (1.64) 

This relation gives the estimate of  σ ∗ ∼ 5 ×10-3µ for the minimum stress required for 
the observation of the loop dissolution [88]. At ρ d  ≈ 108 cm-2, σ/µ  ≈ 5 ×10-3 and G = 10-

3 dpa/s the characteristic time of loop redistribution is of the order of 104-105 s. This time 
is sufficiently low to allow the observation of this effect in annealed metals subject to 
intensive irradiation (e.g. in High-Voltage electron microscopes or on fast particle 
accelerators).  

The re-solution of dislocation loops was indeed observed in annealed nickel samples 
irradiated in the electron microscope [90]. The rate of damage creation in that experiment 
reached 2×10-3 dpa/s and the loads were as high as 50 MPa (corresponding to 
σ/µ  ≈ 6 ×10-3). Though the volume density of loops was not reported, a rough estimate 
based on electron micrographs presented in [90] gives NL ≈ 1015 cm-3. In other words, the 
set of experimental parameters satisfied relation (4.64). The kinetics of growth of several 
separate loops is shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 7. The dependence of individual loop sizes in electron irradiated Ni on irradiation time  

 

Numbers at the curves indicate the loops shown in TEM micrographs [90]. 
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The first stage of loop kinetics, when loops grow mainly due to their diffusional 
interaction with dislocations, promotes the transient irradiation creep [88]. The character 
of the dose dependence of creep is highly sensitive to both the point defect absorption 
biases for loops and dislocations, and to the possible orientational anisotropy of loop 
nucleation. Figure 8 demonstrates some trends that are predicted by the theoretical 
investigation of irradiation creep at the transient stage. 

Figure 8. (a) The qualitative behaviour of irradiation creep modulus B (normalised per steady-
state value B0) as a function of time t at the transient stage 

 (a)  (b)  

Numbers on the curves correspond to different limiting cases: 1 - without preferential nucleation of aligned dislocation 
loops; 2 - with preferential nucleation of aligned dislocation loops; 3 – with the account of point defect absorption 
limitations in dislocation cores. (b) The initial stage of creep in a twisted Al wire irradiated with 2 MeV electrons at a 
rate of 1013 e-/(cm2 s) [92]. 

 

When the mechanisms leading to point defect absorption bias are identical for loops 
and dislocations and the orientational dependence of loop nucleation is neglected, no 
creep rate sensitivity to irradiation dose is expected. This is quite evident because in this 
case loops and network dislocations capture point defects in the same way (i.e. hα ≈ Ζα), 
while the variations of relative densities fm of dislocation loops and dislocations at the 
initial stage of loop growth is insignificant (even though the absolute values of dislocation 
densities, ρd and ρl, can strongly change).  

A sharp increase of the creep rate practically immediately after the switch-on of 
irradiation is predicted, when the loop nucleation dependence on stress orientation is 
taken into account (see curve 2 in Figure 8(a)). The rate of irradiation creep during some 
irradiation time (~0.1Фc) grows practically linearly with dose, and then gradually decreases. 
It is interesting to compare this analytical prediction to results of [92], where the creep of 
annealed Al was investigated at 40-150oC during irradiation with 2 MeV electrons (defect 
production rate G ~ 10-9 dpa/s). The authors of [92] overtly assign the observed 
irradiation creep to the interstitial loop growth (with loop density NL ~ 1015 cm-3) and to 
the climb of dislocations. It is easy to check that the experimental conditions allow 
neglecting point defect recombination. The general behaviour of the dose dependence of 
irradiation creep rate shown in Figure 8(a) resembles very much the experimental 
dependence shown in Figure 8(b). The measured time of the creep rate increase also 
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correlates well with the theoretical estimate, which for the specified values of G and NL 
and for dislocation density of 108 cm-2 (as typical for annealed metals) constitutes ~104 s.  

The irradiation creep rate noticeably falls with increasing dose also where the point 
defect absorption biases strongly differ for loops and dislocations. In particular, curve 3 in 
Figure 8(a) demonstrates the behavior of irradiation creep rate for the case, where the bias 
of loops is due to the point defect elastic modulus anisotropy effects, while the point 
defect capture by network dislocations is limited by the availability of jogs in the 
dislocation cores. In the latter case the asymmetry of loop nucleation changes only the 
magnitude, but not the general behavior of irradiation creep rate.  

1.5 Accelerated creep and the interrelation between irradiation creep and swelling  
The evolution of the dislocation system is often accompanied at the later stages of 

irradiation with the development of voids and/or gas bubbles that promote the volume 
change of irradiated material. The competition for point defects between dislocations and 
voids directly affects the dislocation climb rate and thus the irradiation creep. This section 
deals with the third stage of irradiation creep, which occurs in parallel with the swelling.  

The total strain rate of the material due to dislocation climb, ijε  (i,j = 1,2,3), is 
determined by the first term on the r.h.s. of equation (1.5). The irradiation creep rate 
should be deduced from the total strain rate by the extraction of the rate of volume 
change (swelling). If one follows convention (1.1) and assumes swelling to be completely 
isotropic, one obtains 

1ˆ ˆ( )
3

I
ij d i j c ij cb b b V Vε ρ δ= − . (1.65) 

It can be easily shown, however, that such a definition of irradiation creep can cause 
problems. Indeed, let us consider the case where no external stress is acting on the 
material. Then all dislocations climb at the same rate 0c cV V=  irrespective to their 
orientation, so that 

0
1ˆ ˆ( )
3

I
ij i j ij d cb b bVε δ ρ= − .  (1.66) 

When the dislocation structure is isotropic, the irradiation creep rate thus defined 
vanishes, as it should. However, if the dislocation structure is anisotropic, Equation (1.66) 
predicts a non-zero rate of shape distortion even though no strains are applied to the 
material. In order to avoid this problem, one can re-define the swelling rate S

ijε  as: 

ˆ ˆS
ij d i j cb b b Vε ρ= ,   (1.67) 

which is automatically reduced to the usual relation / 3S
ij ijSε δ=  , when the 

dislocation structure is isotropic. When an external load is applied to the material, it is 
reasonable to retain eq. (1.67) as a definition of the swelling-induced strain rate and write 
down the irradiation creep rate as [93]: 

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( )I
ij d i j c i j cb b b V b b Vε ρ= − . (1.68) 
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As shown below, two different definitions of the irradiation creep rate, eqs. (1.65) and 
(1.68) can give very different predictions about the irradiation creep behaviour at the late 
stages of irradiation. 

Let us restrict ourselves to a simple model, where only dislocations and voids 
constitute the defect microstructure of the material. As before, there are K different 
dislocation orientations and the corresponding partial dislocation densities ρd

k (1≤ k≤ K) 
are maintained at a constant level. All voids are assumed to have the same radius Rc, while 
the volume density of voids Nc is assumed to be constant because the void density 
saturation occurs relatively soon after the swelling onset. 

The climb velocity of a dislocation of the k-th orientation is given by equation (1.8), 
while the rate of void growth is described by the commonly used relation  

0 0 0
1 ( )thc

V V V I I
c

dR D C C D C
dt R

 = − −  .  (1.69) 

The mean-field point defect concentrations, Cα0, are given by the balance equations 
2

0 0( ) 0thG k D C Cα α α α− − = ,   (1.70) 

where 2 4d c ck Z N Rα α ρ π= +  is the total sink strength for the α-type point defects. 
In writing down (4.70) we neglect point defect recombination, which is of no importance 
in the temperature range, where swelling occurs. Also, the dependence of thermal 
emission of vacancies from sinks on sink parameters is neglected, since it gives no 
contribution to SIPA irradiation creep.  

Substituting the values of point defect concentrations, as defined by equation (1.70), 
into eqs. (1.69) and (1.5), one easily obtains from Equation (1.68) the relation between the 
irradiation creep and swelling rates that closely resembles Equation (2.1), that is 

2

2 2
I I V d
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I V

Z Z
B G D S

k k
ρ

ε = +  ,  (1.71) 

where the swelling rate is defined as 

2 2

4 c c d
I V

I V

N RS Z Z G
k k

π ρ
= −    (1.72) 

and the structure factors Bij and Dij are  

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
i j I i j V
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I V

b b Z b b Z
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Z Z
= −    (1.73) 

and 
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−
. (1.74) 
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Let us suppose now that the material is under the action of uniaxial stress σ (the 
discussion of the general loading case can be found in [93]). When these stresses are lower 
than the threshold stress value σ∗ (equal either to the material shear modulus µ [199], or 
to kBT/ω [16,19]), the bias factors can be expanded to the first order in stresses, see eq. 
(1.15). Substituting this expansion into Equations (1.73) and (1.74) and taking into 
account that the stress-free dislocation bias for interstitial absorption ∆Z = (Zi

0- Zv
0)/(Zi

0 

+ Zv
0) « 1, one obtains for the creep rate along the loading axis : 

,I BG σε
µ

=     (1.75) 

with the creep compliance B being equal to 

0
0 2

1 1 ,
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dSB B
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= + + ∆ 

 (1.76) 

where φ = Gt is the irradiation dose, 0S  is the stress-free swelling rate, 

0 2

2 ,
(1 )

c
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ZGrS
r

∆
=

+
     (1.77) 

rc = Rc/R* is the normalised void radius, *   4 /cR N Zπ ρ= , 0 0( ) / 2I VZ Z Z= +  and 
B0 is the value of creep compliance in the absence of swelling, which depends on the 
selected mechanism of stress-induced dislocation bias anisotropy and, in some cases, on 
the lattice crystallography. For example, in a completely isotropic material the use of 
equation (1.23) results in 

0 0

0
0 0

2(2 )
30

I I V V

I V

Z p Z pB
e e

µ µν
π

 −
= − 

 
, (1.78) 

which gives B0 ≈ 0.05 for typical parameter values. Alternatively, when the effect of 
point defect polarisation at the saddle-points of diffusion jumps is considered, the 
crystalline lattice of the metal is cubic and the material is polycrystalline, one can use the 
bias factor expansion over stresses in the form of equation (1.27) and use the averaging 
over all possible grain orientations, thus getting  

(2) (3) (2) (3)
0

(1 ) 2 2( ) ( )
45(1 2 ) 3 3

s s
I I I V V V

B

B e d d e d d
k T

ν µω
ν

+  = + − + −  
. (1.79) 

After simple transformations, equation (1.76) can be reduced to another form, 

0
0 ,c dSB B D

dφ
= +    (1.80) 

where the creep-swelling coupling factor Dc is 

0 (1 ).
2

c
c

BD r
Z

= − +
∆

   (1.81) 
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Note that the absolute value of the coupling factor thus defined does not exceed 
~100, while the factor itself is negative. 

Equation (1.76) reveals the advantages of irradiation creep rate definition according to 
(1.68). First of all, the creep rate thus defined is related to the stress-free swelling rate, 
which can be measured much easier than the swelling rate of a stressed material. 
Moreover, if the dislocation anisotropy during swelling is maintained only by SIPA-
induced point defect partitioning between differently oriented dislocations (or dislocation 
loops) as suggested in [94,95], the degree of dislocation anisotropy is proportional to 
external stress. Consequently, the anisotropy of dislocation structure can in this case be 
neglected. 

The dependence of B on the normalised void radius rc can be converted to the dose 
dependence wia straightforward integration of Equation (1.69) with point defect 
concentrations defined by Equation (1.70): 

2 3 44 1 4 ( )
3 2c c c inr r r Z φ φ+ + = ∆ −  (1.82) 

where φ =  ϕ/Φc is the normalized dose, φ in is the incubation dose for void nucleation 
and  

3

2 2

( )
64

d
c

c

Z
ZN

ρ
π

Φ =
∆

.   (1.83) 

At the typical values of ρd ≈ 3×1010 cm-2 and Nc ≈ 1015 cm-3 one gets Φc ≈ 5 dpa. The 
predicted dependencies of the creep compliance and the total material strain on 
irradiation dose are shown in Figure 9. It is seen that the SIPA-based mechanisms predict 
the reduction of irradiation creep due to swelling, which correlates to experimental 
observations of creep cessation at high irradiation doses [15,40,41,96]. 

Figure 9. Dose dependence of the normalised creep compliance B/B0 (a) and total strain (b) with 
(curve 1) and without (curve 2) account of the swelling rate enhancement by stress 

 
The dashed line in (a) is the stress-free swelling rate, the dotted line in (b) - the swelling-free trend [93]. 
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In contrast, when the creep rate is defined using equation (1.65) instead of (1.70), the 
creep compliance looks like: 

20 0
0 1

1ˆ ,
3

c dS dSdSB B D b
d d d

µ
φ σ φ φ

 
= + + − 

 
 (1.84) 

where dS/dφ  is the actual (i.e. stress-affected) swelling rate. As compared to (1.80), 
equation (1.84) contains an additional contribution, which can be non-zero for at least 
two reasons. 

First of all, the swelling rate in the loaded material can differ from the stress-free one. 
At relatively low stresses (<100 MPa) the swelling is known to depend on stress as (see 
Section 2.3): 

0(1 )sS S D σ
µ

= + ,    (1.85) 

where DS is a material constant. If DS is time-independent and the dislocation 
structure is isotropic ( 2

1̂ 1/ 3b = ), equation (1.84) has the form 

0
0 3

s
c D dSB B D

dφ
 

= + + 
 

.   (1.86) 

Equations (1.80) and (1.86) have the same functional form, but now the creep-
swelling coupling factor includes a correction DS/3, which can be of the same order of 
magnitude as the experimentally observed values of ~104. Figure 1.9 shows that equation 
(1.86) predicts both the increase of creep compliance and the growth of the total strain 
with the irradiation dose after the onset of swelling. 

Another source of the creep rate modification, by the last term in the r.h.s. of eq. 
(1.84) can be the anisotropy of the dislocation structure. According to both experimental 
observations [39,71,97,98] and theoretical predictions [70,88,99,100], such anisotropy can 
result from SIPA-induced preferential growth of interstitial loops. A detailed investigation 
of the anisotropic dislocation structure kinetics and its contribution to creep-swelling 
coupling was undertaken in [94,95]. Strictly speaking, some of the assumptions used in 
these papers do not fit in the experimental picture. For example, the enhanced growth of 
favourably oriented dislocation loops in the presence of voids is hardly probable, even 
assuming the continuous interstitial loop nucleation in irradiation produced collision 
cascades [101,102]. Nonetheless, if for some reason the SIPA-induced anisotropy of 
dislocation orientations arises at the steady-state swelling stage, additional contribution to 
irradiation creep modulus can be expected. 

To demonstrate this, let us assume that the relative density of dislocations with the 
Burgers vector along the loading direction is by ∆f higher than the otherwise isotropic 
dislocation density. Then, even when the swelling rate is not influenced by stress, 
Equation (1.84) provides an additional contribution to the creep modulus,  

2 .
3

g f dSB
dσ ϕ

∆
∆ =     (1.87) 
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The dislocation anisotropy factor ∆f can reach values up to 0.8-0.9 [97], so that at the 
stresses of the order of 100 MPa the expected contribution to the creep-swelling coupling 
factor is again of the same order of magnitude, as its experimental value. Since the 
dislocation anisotropy is the direct product of dislocation structure evolution under the 
action of external stresses, the contribution given by (1.87) cannot be eliminated by 
swelling measurements on unloaded samples. Moreover, if only one component of the 
strain tensor is measured, one cannot even check whether this systematic error is present 
or not.  
Summing up, the way in which the total strain is separated into contributions from the 
irradiation creep and swelling can crucially influence the correlation between these 
phenomena. When the irradiation creep rate is defined as the difference between the total 
strain rate and the stress-modified swelling, the swelling decreases SIPA irradiation creep 
rate with the increase of irradiation dose. On the contrary, when the stress-free value of 
swelling is subtracted from the total strain rate, the predicted correlation between creep 
and swelling is described by equation (1.84) with the creep-swelling coupling factor of the 
same order of magnitude as that observed experimentally.  

Finally, let us briefly discuss the effect of voids on the “climb-controlled glide” 
mechanisms of irradiation creep. 

In the absence of voids, the dominant mode of dislocation motion at the steady-state 
creep stage is climb and only at stresses close to the irradiation-modified yield stress of 
material the climb-controlled glide can noticeably contribute to irradiation creep. The 
situation becomes more complicated, when voids appear in the material. The 
accumulation of vacancies into voids is accompanied by large currents of uncompensated 
interstitials to all dislocations, so that the relative role of stress-induced misbalance of 
interstitial redistribution between differently oriented dislocations becomes less 
pronounced and a decrease of the SIPA-type contribution to irradiation creep is expected 
[93,100,103]. On the other hand, the absolute values of dislocation climb velocities 
increase, simplifying climb-controlled glide. It is a long-lasting tradition to ascribe 
irradiation creep acceleration by swelling to the action of CCG creep mechanism 
[41,46,104-106].  

Indeed, in the case when point defect concentrations are defined by Equation (1.70), 
the absolute value of dislocation climb rate is expressed in terms of the swelling rate dS/dt 
simply as: 

1
c

d

dSV
b dtρ

= ,    (1.88) 

where the dislocation bias dependence on the dislocation orientation is neglected. 
Correspondingly, the irradiation creep due to the CCG mechanism in the presence of 
swelling is given by: 

1 ˆ ˆ( )
2

gI
ij i j i j

L dSb n n b
h dt

ε = + .  (1.89) 
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Note that in the case of the climb-controlled glide it is not necessary to subtract the 
swelling contribution from the total strains in order to get the true creep strains, since 
dislocation glide is, by definition, volume conserving. 

The most striking feature of relation (1.89) is that the stress dependence of the creep 
rate is completely determined by the glide factor. Very often [41,46,104-106] a linear stress 
dependence of the glide factor is postulated and the resulting swelling contribution is 
reduced to the standard form. However, as discussed in Section 1.3, quite different stress 
dependencies of the glide factor can be observed. In particular, glide stopping by impurity 
atoms involves no stress dependence of the glide factor, so that no dependence of the 
CCG creep rate on stress should be expected in this case.  

On the other hand, the increase of the dislocation climb is not the only reason for 
void effect on the irradiation creep. At the same time, the efficiency of dislocation pinning 
by voids increases with the increase of the average void size and at a certain swelling level 
the voids become the principal obstacle set for gliding dislocations. In this situation 
dislocation segments terminate on voids [40,107] and cannot be detached by glide because 
the voids are strong obstacles to dislocation motion. The climb of pinned dislocation 
segments is also largely reduced due to pipe diffusion of point defects to voids along 
dislocations, so that the unpinning of dislocations from voids is expected to be practically 
suppressed when the swelling reaches ~ 30% [108]. Therefore, the acceleration of 
irradiation creep in the framework of the climb-controlled dislocation glide mechanism, 
even if observed, is no more than transient and should be eventually suppressed as the 
swelling increases. It is no wonder, therefore, that the irradiation creep cessation at high 
swelling levels is observed.  

2. Summary 

The safe operation of nuclear reactors requires dimensional stability of their structural and 
functional materials operating in heavy radiation environment. The radiation resistance of 
these materials is limited by such physical phenomena as swelling, irradiation creep, 
radiation embrittlement, etc. All these phenomena are caused by the production of 
primary radiation damage by external irradiation with fast particles, which in turn 
promotes the transformation of material microstructure, including nucleation and growth 
of defect clusters in the form of voids, gas bubbles and dislocation loops. 

This chapter summarises the main trends of irradiation swelling and creep reported in 
the literature and describes the available theoretical models developed for the explanation 
of swelling and creep behaviour of reactor materials. In particular, the influence of 
experimental conditions on parametric dependencies of irradiation swelling and creep are 
discussed and correlated to the underlying microstructural evolution, which causes both 
these effects.  

The ability of the existing theoretical models of irradiation swelling and creep to 
reproduce the observed dose, temperature, and stress dependencies of these effects is 
critically assessed. It is demonstrated that theoretical models are able to give a reasonable 
description of both swelling and irradiation creep in a broad range of material operation 
parameters, both in qualitative and often even in quantitative terms. 
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The knowledge of the main features of irradiation swelling and creep and of the 
microscopic reasons responsible for that or other mode of material response to particular 
experimental conditions (such as irradiation dose, flux, temperature, etc.) is helpful not 
only for qualitative predictions of irradiated material performance in nuclear facilities, but 
provides as well a reliable basis for correlation of experiments and measurements 
undertaken in strongly different conditions (e.g. in simulation experiments on fast particle 
accelerators vs. actual in-reactor behaviour). 
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Chapter 8. 

Nano-scale mechanisms in irradiation-induced strengthening 

Y.N.Osetsky1, D.J.Bacon2 
1Materials Science and Technology Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, US, 

2Department of Engineering, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, UK 

Abstract 

The microstructure of metals exposed to radiation in reactor cores contains 
defects such as cavities, dislocation loops, stacking fault tetrahedra and precipitates. 
These resist dislocation motion and give rise to changes in mechanical properties. 
The size and spacing of these defects are typically on the nanoscale, and so atomic-
level details of dislocation-obstacle interactions can be studied by molecular 
dynamics (MD). We present examples. To model at the coarser mesoscale, i.e. 
dislocations moving under stress in random arrangements of obstacles, the 
continuum approximation of elasticity theory has to be used. Older line-tension 
approaches are inadequate and this has led to dislocation dynamics (DD) 
computer simulation. For realism, parameters and mechanisms in DD codes can 
be validated by results from MD. Examples of this multi-scale modelling 
framework are presented. 

1. Introduction 

Structural core materials in nuclear power plant experience an intensive flux of energetic 
atomic particles and this results in primary damage in the form of displacement cascades, 
i.e. nanoscale regions (~few nm) containing high super-saturations of vacancies and self-
interstitial atoms (SIAs) – see Chapter 2. Depending on the material and temperature, the 
evolution of primary damage leads to a microstructure containing defect clusters, such as 
voids, dislocation loops (DLs), stacking fault tetrahedra (SFTs), gas-filled bubbles and 
precipitates and an increase in the total dislocation network density – see Chapter 3. The 
presence of this microstructure affects motion of dislocations, the subject of this chapter, 
and so changes mechanical properties, such as yield stress, ductility, creep behaviour and 
the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature – see Chapters 4, 5, 6, 9 and 10. Examples of 
the first two effects are provided by the stress-strain plots for Cu (face-centred cubic, 
FCC) and α-Fe (body-centred cubic, BCC) in Figure 1. Furthermore, if the density of 
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obstacles to dislocation motion is sufficiently high, plastic deformation requires operation 
of dislocation sources that are not active in the unirradiated state. The stress to operate 
them is high and this gives rise to new mechanisms such as yield drop, plastic instability 
and concentration of plastic deformation in narrow bands (‘dislocation channelling’) that 
are cleared of visible defects. 

Figure 1. Stress strain curves for (a) proton-irradiated single crystal copper and (b) neutron-
irradiated polycrystalline iron [41] 

 

   (a)      (b) 

A promising approach to understanding and predicting these effects is that based on 
multiscale materials modelling (MMM), in which phenomena are treated by computer 
simulation or theoretical methods appropriate for the length and times scales of the 
processes involved. The aim is to link the scales by either using parameters and/or 
mechanisms obtained for one scale in models for others, or validating assumptions used 
for one scale by calculations for another. The lowest level treats individual atoms by first 
principles, ab initio methods by solving Schrödinger’s equation for moving electrons and 
ions. Calculations based on electron Density Functional Theory (DFT) take into account 
local chemical and magnetic effects and provide the most accurate computational 
techniques for studying single point defects, small clusters of point defects (up to ~10) 
and dislocation core structure. However, they are limited to systems containing up to 
~1000 atoms, much too small for modelling properties of irradiated bulk materials, which 
involve phenomena acting over much longer length and time scales.   

Atomic-scale modelling provides the first step to plugging this gap. Modelling at this 
level uses computer methods such as molecular statics (MS) and molecular dynamics (MD) 
to simulate up to millions of atoms over times of nanoseconds (ns) to microseconds (µs). 
In MS, a crystal at temperature T = 0 K is simulated, i.e. atoms have no kinetic energy, 
and the equilibrium of the system is found by minimising the potential energy. Atoms in 
MD have mean kinetic energy determined by T, i.e. 3kT/2 where k is the Boltzmann 
constant and their trajectories evolve in a sequence of time-steps, in each of which their 
next position is predicted from the force on them using Newton’s second law 
(acceleration = force/mass). The atomic energy and forces required for these methods are 
calculated from empirical interatomic potentials, which are designed to produce realistic 
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descriptions of the metals in question. This is achieved in part in the MMM approach by 
fitting the empirical parameters to chemical, defect and structural properties obtained ab 
initio. Fortunately, the scales involved in dislocation-damage interactions in irradiated 
metals are ideally suited to MD and MS because the defect clusters are typically a few nm 
in size and their density is ~1022–1024m-3, i.e. spacing a few tens of nm.  MD can be used 
to investigate the influence of temperature and applied stress on these interactions. 

Mechanisms and parameters determined by MD modelling can be used in the MMM 
framework to inform dislocation dynamics (DD) models based on elasticity theory, for 
which the material is treated as a continuum.  DD codes can be used to simulate many 
more dislocation-obstacle interactions than is possible with MD and can model multi-
dislocation processes that occur over µm scales. They can also mesh at the next level with 
finite element methods for larger volumes of material.   

In this chapter, we concentrate on MS and MD simulation of interactions between 
moving dislocations and obstacles to their motion. The aim is to provide an atomic-level 
detail of the mechanisms involved and show by way of examples what this has revealed.  
We also review some recent DD studies. First, we summarise the methods.  
Comprehensive introductions to dislocations and methods for modelling them are to be 
found in [12,13,5,3]: two examples of defects studied by the ab initio approach are [8,19].  

2. Methods 

2.1. Atomic-level modelling  
The MS and MD models most widely used to simulate dislocation behaviour in metals are 
based on the periodic array of dislocations (PAD) scheme [3,22]. Periodic boundary 
conditions (PBCs) are used in the direction of the initially straight dislocation line so that 
it is effectively infinite in length. If the model also contains one obstacle, the length, L, of 
the model in the line direction represents the centre-to-centre obstacle spacing along an 
infinite row of obstacles. PBCs are also applied in the direction of dislocation glide, so 
that the dislocation is one of a periodic, two-dimensional array of identical dislocations. 
The success of PAD models is due to their simplicity and computational efficiency. With 
typically ~106–107 mobile atoms, it is possible to simulate dislocation interaction with 
obstacles of size up to ~10 nm and spacing up to ~100 nm, i.e. dimensions relevant for 
interactions in irradiated materials, using either parallelised or sequential codes on modern 
computers.  

MD with the PAD scheme allows external shear stress (or strain) to be applied and 
the resultant elastic and plastic strain (or stress) and energy of the crystal to be calculated.  
With PBCs in the direction of dislocation glide, the dislocation can move over long 
distance without hindrance from the model boundary. Details of model construction can 
be found in [3,22]. Figure 2 illustrates models for edge or screw dislocations with Burgers 
vector b interacting with obstacles in BCC and FCC metals. The dimension L is shown 
parallel to the edge dislocation: it would be parallel to the screw dislocation for glide of 
the screw under shear stress τ. There are two types of dislocation loop in the BCC and 
FCC metals: they have Burgers vector bL = ½<111> or <100>, and ½<110> or 
⅓<111>, respectively. The first three are perfect dislocations, and therefore glissile, 
whereas the ⅓<111> Frank loop is faulted and sessile. These loops are commonly 
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formed by SIAs in irradiated metals and most studies in the literature have therefore 
simulated interstitial loops. Radiation damage in FCC metals can also contain Stacking 
Faults Tetrahedra (SFTs). They are formed by vacancies and consists of six stair-rod 
partial dislocations bounding four triangular stacking faults on {111} faces (see [13] for 
more detail on these defects). 

Figure 2. Schematic of MD and MS models for screw and edge dislocations  
in (a) BCC and (b) FCC crystals 

 

   (a)      (b) 

The dislocations are dissociated into Shockley partials in (b). Examples of dislocation loops and an SFT, and sense of 
applied shear stress, τ, are indicated. 

 

Visualisation techniques for studying atomic-scale mechanisms are necessary. The 
important atoms involved are usually identified by having high energy (potential or kinetic) 
and/or an environment of high stress, and/or near-neighbour atom co-ordination that is 
far from perfect. Thus, many computational techniques have been developed for 
visualization [3]. The images shown in Section 3 mainly use deviation from perfect co-
ordination. 

There are limitations to what can be achieved with atomic-scale modelling.  One arises 
from computer CPU time available.  In MS (T = 0 K), the computation efficiency that can 
be achieved with energy minimisation codes limits model size to a few million atoms. In 
MD (T > 0 K), in which the real trajectory of atoms is followed, computing resource 
limits both the model size and simulated time, t. For the model size range described above 
and time-steps ~1-5 fs, t is limited to typically ~10-100 ns. This, in turn, limits the 
minimum strain rate, , that can be applied in order to attain a total strain  in time t. 
Consider a typical simulation of dislocation-obstacle interaction in an Fe crystal, for which 
b = 0.248 nm.  For L = 41 nm, a model containing 2x106 atoms would have a cross-
section area of 5.73x10-16 m2, the reciprocal of which is the dislocation density ρD = 
1.75x1015 m-2. If the model size in the glide direction is 120b = 29.8 nm, the height 
perpendicular to the glide plane is 19nm.  For the dislocation to travel across the slip 
plane once in 10 ns, say, its velocity vD = 2.98 ms-1 and the corresponding strain rate given 
by the relation   = vDρDb is 1.29x106 s−1. Thus, the lowest strain rate and dislocation 

ε ε

ε
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velocity studied by MD are ~6-10 orders of magnitude higher than those usually applied 
in laboratory tensile experiments and more than 10 orders higher than for the creep 
regime.  This, at the moment, is an unresolvable problem for atomic-scale modelling.  
Note, however, that whereas the average velocity of dislocations in experiments is much 
lower than 1 ms-1, their velocity in free flight under the levels of applied stress involved is 
compatible with that achieved in MD. What MD cannot replicate is the long time 
dislocations may wait for release from obstacles in real materials. 

The other important limitation is associated with the interatomic potentials used, for 
they determine all the physical properties of the simulated system. Ideally, a potential 
should accurately describe the energy and forces associated with an atom for any 
configuration it may encounter. It should also have a form that lends itself to 
computational efficiency. A reasonable compromise is achieved with potentials based on 
the widely-used embedded-atom-method (EAM), in which the empirical parameters are 
fitted to experimental properties such as crystal structure, lattice parameter and elastic 
constants, and ab initio data such as vacancy and SIA formation energy, alloy energy and 
stacking fault energy, e,g, [15]. Effects due to magnetism have been much harder to 
incorporate for magnetic materials [6]. Thus, although ferritic steels (BCC) and austenitic 
steels (FCC) are major materials for structural components of current and planned nuclear 
reactors, potentials that accurately reflect all their defect and alloy properties have not 
been developed as yet. Simulation to date has been dominated by models of α-Fe (BCC) 
and Cu and Ni (FCC), in order that mechanisms associated with crystal structure and, in 
the FCC case, effects of stacking fault, could be investigated.  Examples of these will be 
presented here. 

2.2. Continuum-level simulation 
In DD simulation, the discrete atomic structure of a crystal is neglected and the material is 
treated as an elastic continuum. The distortion created by a dislocation outside its core 
region is predicted with reasonable accuracy by linear elasticity theory and the force on it 
that makes it move in response to stress can be calculated in the same framework. 
Dislocations under stress bend when pinned at obstacles, but it is generally not possible to 
obtain analytic solutions for properties of curved dislocations in elasticity theory and a 
numerical treatment has to be used. The construction used in DD is illustrated 
schematically in Figure 3. Dislocations are represented by nodes (drawn as circles) 
connected to each other by straight dislocation segments. Each segment is characterised 
by its Burgers vector and direction in space between two nodes. Nodes move in response 
to forces on them from their own line, other dislocations and external stress. (The force 
per unit length is b times stress.) The stress due to adjacent and more distant segments is 
calculated in DD from linear elasticity theory. Force arising from core energy can also be 
included.  The computation involved is non-trivial and several computationally-efficient 
methods have been developed [5]. 

Several factors determine how well real dislocations are simulated in DD. One is the 
way in which the dislocation changes shape if the force on a node is unbalanced. This can 
be allowed for this by giving the node a velocity proportional to the force and inversely 
proportional to a drag coefficient. Realism can be introduced by setting the drag 
coefficient for climb (in response to a force component out of the glide plane) to be 
much larger than that for glide, and allowing the coefficient for glide to vary with line 
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direction between edge and screw orientations. Temperature effects can also be 
incorporated with a T-dependent drag coefficient and by probability-determined waiting 
times for thermally-activated processes. The density of nodes that define the dislocation 
line is also important. The number of nodes should be as small as possible for 
computational efficiency, but the node density should be large for accurate shape 
representation. Node density needs to be high in regions where line curvature is strong 
(see Figure 3). Thus, the code has to be able to add or remove nodes in response to 
dislocation shape change. Furthermore, segments on the same or different dislocations 
can react to either annihilate or form new segments, and again nodes have to be added or 
removed.  

Figure 3. DD construction of flexible dislocations represented  
by nodes (circles) connected by straight segments 

A dislocation loop is shown intersecting the glide plane. 
Thus, although DD is similar to MD in that objects (atoms or nodes) move in a 

chosen time-step according to the force on them, DD is more complex.  The number of 
atoms is constant in MD, whereas the changing number of nodes in DD requires that the 
inventory of nodes, nodal coordinates and segment b be updated after every time-step. 
The choice of boundary condition can also be problematic.  On the other hand, longer 
length and time scales can be modelled with DD and, as will be seen later, nanoscale 
processes can be simulated in much less time than with MD. 

3. Atomic-scale simulation of dislocation-obstacle interaction 

Obstacles induced by irradiation affect moving dislocations in a variety of ways and can 
be categorised for convenience into two types. 

• Inclusion-like defects, such as voids, bubbles and precipitates, have relatively short-
range strain fields and provide the simplest dislocation-obstacle interactions. 
Obstacles that are not impenetrable to dislocations are usually sheared and steps 
defined by b of the dislocation are created on the obstacle-matrix interface. 
Unstable precipitates, such as those formed by Cu in Fe, may also suffer structural 
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transformation.  These obstacles do not usually modify dislocations significantly, 
although they may cause climb of edge dislocations (see below). Inclusion 
resistance to dislocation motion is actually utilized in oxide dispersion strengthened 
(ODS) alloys by processing to produce a high concentration of rigid, impenetrable 
oxide particles: ODS materials may provide components in future-generation 
reactors. 

• New dislocation segments can occur when a dislocation reacts with dislocation 
loops or SFTs. These obstacles have dislocation character and their strength 
depends on the Burgers vectors involved, edge/screw character of the dislocation, 
and interaction geometry, i.e. obstacle position and orientation relative to the 
dislocation glide plane. In addition to causing hardening, the reaction can modify 
both dislocation and obstacle structure. SFTs are three-dimensional defects and 
have short-range strain fields, whereas loops have relatively long-range strain fields 
and interact with dislocations over distances much greater than their size. A further 
complication is that dislocation loops with perfect Burgers vector bL are glissile, in 
principle, and can move to, from or with dislocations, whereas SFTs and faulted 
loops are sessile. 

3.1. Inclusion-like obstacles 
Temperature T = 0 K 

Many simulations of dislocation-void interaction have been reported in the literature [23]. 
Examples of stress-strain curves (τ vs ε) when an edge dislocation encounters and 
overcomes voids of diameter D in Fe and Cu at 0 K are presented in Figures 4(a) and (b), 
respectively. For these MS simulations, shear strain was applied to the model 
incrementally and τ to maintain each strain was calculated after each energy minimisation 
from the force exerted by the mobile atoms on rigid crystal blocks on the top and bottom 
surfaces of the model. The four distinct stages in τ vs ε and the difference in behaviour 
between the two metals, which is due to core dissociation into Shockley partials in Cu but 
not in Fe, are described in [23]. 

Voids are strong obstacles and at maximum (‘critical’) stress, τc, an edge dislocation in 
Fe at 0 K bows out strongly between the obstacles, creating parallel screw segments in the 
form of a dipole pinned at the void surface, as seen in the visualisation of core atoms for 
voids with D in the range 0.9-5 nm in Figure 5. 
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Figure 4. τ vs ε  for edge dislocation-void interaction at 0 K  
in (a) Fe with  L = 41.4 nm and (b) Cu with L = 35.5 nm 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Values of void diameter D are indicated below the individual plots [23,24]. 

The screw arms cross-slip in the final stage when the dislocation is released from the 
void and this results in dislocation climb and a reduction in void size. In contrast with this, 
a Shockley partial cannot cross-slip. Partials of the dissociated dislocation in Cu interact 
individually with small voids (D ≤ partial spacing ~2nm), thereby reducing τc. Stress 
drops are seen in the plots in Figure 4(b). The first occurs at low τ when the leading 
partial breaks from the void and forms a 1/6<112> step on the exit surface. Breakaway 
of the trailing partial controls τc. For larger voids the two partials leave the void together 
at τc. However, extended screw segments do not form and the dislocation does not climb 
in this process. Consequently, large voids in Cu are stronger obstacles than those of the 
same size in Fe, as can be seen in Figure 6, and the number of vacancies in the sheared 
void in Cu is unchanged. 
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Figure 5. Critical line shape in the  glide plane for a dislocation passing a row of either 
spherical voids or Cu precipitates of different size in Fe at 0 K 

 
L is 62 nm and D varies from 0.9 to 5nm. Black line - shape for voids: grey line - shape for precipitates. The labels for 
each pair of shapes indicate τc for void, D and τc for precipitate, in descending order [2]. 

 

Figure 6.  Critical stress τc (in units Gb/L) versus the harmonic mean of D and L (unit b) for 
voids and Cu precipitates in Fe and voids in Cu [2,23,24] 

 

Cu precipitates in Fe have been studied extensively due to their importance in raising 
the yield stress of irradiated reactor pressure vessel (RPV) steels and the availability of 
suitable interatomic potentials for the Fe-Cu system [2]. The precipitates are BCC and 
coherent with the surrounding Fe matrix when small, and their interaction with an edge 
dislocation is similar to that for voids in Fe. The elastic shear modulus, G, of BCC Cu is 
lower than that of Fe and the dislocation is attracted into the precipitate. Stress is required 
to release it and form a step b on the Fe-Cu interface. τc is lower than for a void, however, 
for which G is zero and the void surface energy relatively high. Thus, τc for small 
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precipitates (≤3 nm) is insufficient to draw out screw segments (angle φc > 0 in Figure 5) 
and the dislocation is released without climb. Larger BCC precipitates are unstable, 
however, and their structure is partially transformed towards the more stable FCC form 
when penetrated by a dislocation at T = 0 K. Transformation of Cu increases the obstacle 
strength and results in a critical line shape that is close to that for voids of the same size 
(Figure 5). Under these conditions, a screw dipole is created and effects associated with 
this, such as climb of the edge dislocation described above for voids in Fe, are observed.  

MS simulation (T = 0 K) is comparable with continuum modelling of dislocations in 
which the equilibrium configuration is obtained by minimising elastic energy. An early 
example of the latter was the modelling of a dislocation under increasing τ overcoming 
impenetrable (‘Orowan’) particles and voids [1,30,31]. It was found that τc fits the 
relationship  

   ,    (1) 

where G is the elastic shear modulus and ∆ is an empirical constant; A equals 1 and (1 
- ν) for edge and screw dislocations, respectively; and ν is Poisson’s ratio. D and L are the 
obstacle diameter and spacing along the dislocation line (see Figure 2) respectively. In fact 
[1,30,31] used dimensionless size and spacing D/r0 and L/r0 (r0 is the dislocation core size) 
which is rather close to D and L values in unit b as it is presented in Figure 6. The 
interpretation is that voids and impenetrable particles are ‘strong’ obstacles in that the 
dislocation segments at the obstacle surface are pulled into parallel, dipole alignment (φc = 
0) at τc by self-interaction. For every obstacle, the forward force, τcbL, on the dislocation 
has to match the elastic tension of dipoles of spacing D and L, so that τcbL correlates with 
Gb2ln(D-1 + L-1)-1.   

The same correlation is tested for the MS simulations in Figure 6. Good agreement is 
seen for D down to about 2 nm for voids in Fe and 3-4 nm for Cu precipitates. The 
explanation lies in the fact that these obstacles are strong at T = 0 K and dipole alignment 
occurs at τc. The smaller obstacles in Fe are too weak to be treated by Equation (1). The 
effect of dissociation in Cu results in a change of dependence on D and L for larger voids. 
Thus, the atomic-scale mechanisms that operate for small and large obstacles depend on 
their nature and metal and are not necessarily predicted Eq. (1).  

The void and precipitate centre was placed on the dislocation glide plane in MS 
simulations above.  Readers are referred to [9] for effects of changing the distance of the 
centre from the glide plane. 

Temperature T > 0 K 

Modelling by MD provides the ability to investigate effects of temperature (and strain rate 
within the limits described in Section 2.1). Results for the T-dependence of τc for an edge 
dislocation and 2 and 6 nm voids in Fe and Cu, and Cu precipitates in Fe are presented in 
Figure 7. Obstacle strength decreases with increasing temperature, although the 
mechanisms involved are not the same in all cases. Cu precipitates in Fe are particularly 
interesting [2]. Small precipitates (D < 3nm) are stabilised in the BCC state by the Fe 
matrix and are weak, shearable obstacles. The resulting T-dependence of τc is small 
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(Figure 7). At T = 0 K (see above), larger precipitates are unstable with respect to a 
dislocation-induced transformation towards the FCC structure driven by the difference in 
potential energy of BCC and FCC Cu. The free energy difference between the two phases 
decreases with increasing T until a temperature is reached at which the transformation 
does not occur. Thus, large precipitates are strong obstacles at low T and weak ones at 
high T, as shown in Figure 7. Some experimental observations can be interpreted by these 
results [2]. 

Figure 7. τc versus T for voids in Fe and Cu, and Cu precipitates in Fe. D is as indicated, L = 41.4 
nm and  = 5x106s-1. [2,23,24] 

 
Other obstacles with inclusion-like properties have been studied less intensively. Cr-

rich α′ precipitates in α-Fe have the BCC structure coherent with the matrix. Unlike Cu 
in Fe, G of Cr is higher than that of Fe, and so an edge dislocation is repelled by Cr 
precipitates. It stops at the precipitate-matrix interface until it shears the precipitate at τc 
[36,37]. Only 2.8 and 3.5 nm precipitates in the size range D = 0.6-3.5 nm had τc 
comparable with values given by Equation (1): the others were much weaker.  

Helium-filled bubbles are common in irradiated metals but there is a lack of 
information on their equilibrium state, i.e. He/Vac ratio as a function of size and T, and 
their effect on mechanical properties. Interaction between an edge dislocation and 2 nm 
cavities with He/Vac ratios up to 5 in Fe at T between 10 and 700 K was considered in 
reference [32] simulated. It was found that τc has a non-monotonic dependence on the 
ratio He/Vac, dislocation climb increases with this ratio and interstitial defects are formed 
in the vicinity of the bubble. Recent works [33,34] with a new interatomic potential has 
shown that the equilibrium concentration of He is much lower than expected, e.g. 
He/Vac = 0.5 for a 2 nm bubble at 300 K which is quite close to experimentally 
estimated values of He/Vac ~ 0.6 for 1.3 nm He-bubble [42] and He/Vac~0.25-0.85 for 
bubbles of 2-5 nm in diameter [7]. Simulation of 2 nm bubbles with He/Vac in the range 
0.2-2 and T between 100 and 600 K [27] has revealed that edge dislocation interaction 
with under-pressurized bubbles is similar to that with voids, in that the dislocation climbs 
up by absorbing some vacancies on breakaway, and τc increases with increasing He/Vac. 
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In the interaction with over-pressurized bubbles, the dislocation climbs down, i.e. it 
absorbs interstitials in order to reduce bubble pressure, and τc decreases with increasing 
He/Vac.  Equilibrium bubbles (He/Vac ~ 0.5 for 2 nm bubble) are therefore the 
strongest.   

As noted above, impenetrable particles such as those in ODS alloys, are another 
important example of inclusion-like obstacles. Simulation of 2 nm particles in Fe has been 
carried out by Osetsky (2009, unpublished). The obstacle was constructed from Fe atoms 
held stationary relative to each other and moved according to the total force on it from 
matrix atoms. The mechanism observed was close to the Orowan process, with formation 
of an Orowan loop that either shrinks quickly if the obstacle is small and spherical, or 
remains around the obstacle or is elongated in the direction perpendicular to the 
dislocation slip plane when D is large (≥4 nm). This is quite different from earlier findings 
for rigid obstacles in Cu [10], but the modelling conditions were different in that work, in 
that the obstacles were fixed with respect to the surrounding crystal and did not move in 
response to it. 

Figure 8 compares τc for an edge dislocation to overcome 2 nm spherical obstacles of 
different nature in Fe at 300 K. A small coherent Cu precipitate is the weakest; a rigid 
particle is the strongest; and τc is higher for an equilibrium He-bubble than a void of the 
same size, as explained above. 

Figure 8. Comparison of τc for an edge dislocation in Fe overcoming different 2 nm obstacles at T 
= 300K, L = 41.4 nm and  = 5x106 s-1 

 
‘Orowan mechanism’ refers to a simulation when the rigid obstacle cannot be overcome via a screw dipole. 

 

We are aware of only one study of a screw dislocation interacting with an inclusion-
like obstacle, namely a void in Cu [11]. It was found that voids are quite strong obstacles, 
with mechanisms dependent on temperature. The screw dislocation keeps its original slip 
plane when breaking away from a void at low T, but cross-slip is activated when T is >300 
K. Changing interaction mechanisms result in τc increasing with increasing T. However, in 
a model with PBCs, cross-slipped segments on screws can propagate through the 

ε
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boundary and interact with the other side of the obstacle, and the effects of this require 
further study.  

3.2. Dislocation-type obstacles 
Simulations of interactions between moving dislocations and these obstacles have shown 
that favourable reactions between interacting segments follow Frank’s rule for Burgers 
vectors [13]. This rule was derived using elasticity theory, but has now been shown to 
apply even for nanoscale segments. The outcome of these interactions varies widely, from 
no effect on the dislocation or obstacle to complete disappearance of the obstacle and 
significant modification of the dislocation. Analysis of numerous MD simulations (T > 
0 K) for FCC and BCC models shows that reactions can be classified into five types [3,26]: 

R1: edge or screw  dislocation and obstacle unchanged 

R2: edge or screw  obstacle changed; dislocation unchanged 

R3: edge   partial or full absorption of obstacle by dislocation (superjog 
formation) 

R4: screw   temporary absorption of obstacle by dislocation (helical turn 
formation) 

R5: edge  drag of defect by dislocation 

We give some examples for illustration, but emphasise that the details presented can 
change with temperature and strain rate, and with the geometry of dislocation-obstacle 
contact.  This is particularly so for SFTs, for which the distance of the slip plane from the 
SFT base is important. 

R1: dislocation and obstacle unchanged 
The defect is sheared by b of the dislocation but is fully reconstructed after the 
dislocation unpins. This has been observed for both screw and edge dislocations with 
SFTs and Frank loops in FCC metals [3], and for edge dislocations interacting with large 
(331-SIA) ½<111> loops that have bL inclined to the glide plane in Fe at 100 K [4]. 
Figure 9 shows the interaction sequence of a ½<110> screw dislocation with an SFT in 
Cu when the dislocation slip plane is close to the SFT apex. ½<110> ledges form on two 
SFT faces but are mobile and disappear at face edges. The obstacle and dislocation thus 
remain unchanged and τc is low.  
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Figure 9. Sequence in shear of an SFT in Cu at 100 K by a screw dislocation  
(b = AC), followed by full restoration 

 
The inset in (a) shows the Thompson tetrahedron used to represent Burgers vectors. 

 

R2: obstacle changed; dislocation unchanged 
One example of this occurs when the screw dislocation slip plane above is a relatively 
long way from the SFT apex. Then, the ledges created on the SFT faces are stable and the 
obstacle is sheared into two by multiple reactions with dislocations on the slip plane.  
Another example is seen for some loops with bL = <100> in Fe. They are transformed by 
an edge dislocation into conjoined <100>/<111> loops, as demonstrated by the reaction 
in Figure 10. 

Figure 10. Sequence in the interaction between a ½[111] edge dislocation  
and a [100] loop in Fe at 300 K [37] 
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R3: partial or full absorption of obstacle by dislocation (superjog formation) 
The formation of superjogs transfers some or all of the point defects from the obstacle to 
the dislocation. An example of this occurs when SFTs with their base above the slip plane 
of a positive ½<110> edge dislocation are absorbed as a pair of glissile superjogs, as 
illustrated in Figure 11. 

Figure 11. Sequence in the partial absorption of an SFT by an edge dislocation with b = CA in Cu [26] 

 

It can also occur when the obstacle is a glissile loop with bL inclined to the dislocation 
glide plane, for it can be attracted to the dislocation by the dislocation stress field. For 
small loops (up to a few tens of SIAs), their bL changes on contact with the dislocation to 
become that of the dislocation itself.  They are weak obstacles. Large loops, however, are 
unable to change bL because of the energy required. As illustrated in Figure 12 for a ½

 loop in Fe, the favourable Burgers vector reaction ½[111] + ½  = [010] occurs 
between the reacting segments. However, the new [010] segment cannot glide on the 

 slip plane of the dislocation and so acts as a strong obstacle. As in the case of voids, 
a screw dipole is drawn out on the dislocation as τ increases. The dipole arms eventually 
cross-slip at τc, which is high, and the [010] segment moves on its (101) glide plane, 
transforming the loop into a glissile double superjog on the edge dislocation.  
Transformations in which a dislocation absorbs a loop after transforming bL to its own 
can also occur for <100> loops in Fe [37].  
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Figure 12. Visualisations of spontaneous glide and transformation of a 331-SIA ½ [111] loop in Fe 
at T = 300 K. A [010] segment formed in (b) slips downwards as the dislocation side arms in 

screw orientation glide down in (c) and (d) [4] 

 

R4: temporary absorption of obstacle by screw dislocation (helical turn formation) 
This is the most common outcome for screw dislocations and occurs when the obstacle 
has either the same Burgers vector as the dislocation or its vector can be transformed to 
that of the dislocation as the reaction proceeds. It has been observed for SFTs in Cu [26], 
Frank loops in Ni [28], and ½<111> loops and <100> loops in Fe [16,35]. In the latter 
case, shown in Figure 13, the screw dislocation reacts initially with a [010] loop ABCD to 
form a sessile segment AD by a reaction ½[111] +  = ½ , which pins it. As τ is 
increased, the pinned side arms slip round the loop and it is absorbed as a helical turn 
(Figure 13(c)). 

The ability of a screw dislocation to absorb defects in a helical turn is important 
because the turn can glide only in the direction of its b, i.e. ±x in Figure 13, and so cannot 
be carried forward with the dislocation.  The dislocation can only continue to glide if τ 
can force the turn to close, thereby releasing the line and leaving a loop behind (Figure 
13(d)). Such reactions are characterised by high τc. Furthermore, if the line on one side of 
the turn moves ahead of the other side, the turn is pushed along the line, which provides a 
mechanism for fast mass transport (see Section 4). Additionally, if a screw dislocation 
absorbs both vacancy and interstitial clusters, the helical turns have opposite sense and so 
annihilate when they meet (either totally or partially, depending on the number of 
vacancies and SIAs in each). This provides an efficient recombination mechanism for the 
two components of radiation damage. 

Expansion of a helical turn along a screw dislocation has a practical significance for 
MD modelling because of the PBCs employed to simulate bulk material. If a turn exits 
through one boundary (along the x-axis in Figure 13 say), it re-enters through the 
opposite boundary and can re-interact with remnants of the original obstacle.  Care has to 
be exercised in interpreting the result of dislocation-obstacle interaction with these 
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conditions [3]. This difficulty does not exist when free boundaries are used instead, as in 
the successful simulation of dislocation-SFT interaction in thin films [25]. 

Figure 13. Interaction between a ½[111] secrew dislocation and a [010] SIA loop, which is 
absorbed (b-c) and then reformed with b = ½[111] (d) 

 
The screw dislocation glides in the -y direction shown by the double arrow [35]. 

 

R5: drag of defects by dislocation 
An edge dislocation with dislocation loops in its vicinity interacts with them as a result of 
its strain field. As a result, loops with bL parallel to the dislocation glide plane can be 
dragged or pushed as the dislocation moves. The process dynamics have been investigated 
and correlations found between cluster and dislocation mobility [29]. The maximum 
speed at which a dislocation can drag a loop is achieved by a compromise between 
dislocation-loop interaction force and loop friction, and varies at T = 300 K from ~180 
ms-1 in Cu to >1000 ms-1 in Fe for loops containing a few tens of SIAs. An important 
consequence of drag is that a moving dislocation can transport glissile loops through the 
material. This does not contribute significantly to irradiation hardening but does assist 
recombination of SIA loops and vacancy SFTs in Cu by annihilation, for instance. MD 
simulation has shown that a loop dragged at speed by a gliding dislocation can annihilate 
the part of an SFT that intersects the loop glide cylinder. Such annihilation does not occur 
without the assistance of drag. 

Obstacle strength of dislocation-type obstacles 
As is clear from the extent of dislocation bow-out before release in the visualizations 
shown above, obstacle strength associated with loops and SFTs can depend strongly on 
parameters such as loop/SFT size, position relative to the dislocation slip plane, bL,  
and T. Unlike the situation for inclusion-like obstacles, a simple correlation between size 
and strength does not exist for loops and SFTs. Comparative strength data for particular 
sets of conditions for ½<111> and <100> loops in Fe are available and a comparison has 
been made with the obstacle strength of voids [37,38]. There are cases when loop 
strengthening is comparable to or even exceeds that of voids containing the same number 
of point defects, confirming the conclusion that dislocation loops are an important 
component of radiation-induced hardening.  

ε
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4. Continuum simulation of dislocation-obstacle interaction 

DD simulations provide a suitable vehicle to link the nano- and meso-scales in the 
framework of MMM. Its validity rests on the fact that linear elasticity gives a good 
description of the strain field of dislocations outside their core. One of the earliest 
applications of the technique to study dislocation obstacle interaction has been mentioned 
already in relation to Equation (1). This showed the importance of interaction between 
segments of the same dislocation (‘self-interaction’) in determining τc, but did not include 
dynamic effects, i.e. it was equivalent to MS.  Current DD codes incorporate dynamics (T 
> 0 K) with algorithms to model dislocation mobility and mechanisms such as 
constriction of partial dislocations, cross-slip and thermal-activation over barriers [5]. 
Applications to investigate dislocation-obstacle interactions relevant to irradiated metals 
have been less extensive than those at the atomic-level, but the following illustrate the 
scope for DD in this field. 

Carbides in RPV steels 
A dislocation mobility law is required for DD simulations and this poses a particular 
problem for BCC metals.  Mobility follows a simple viscous drag law in FCC metals, but 
mobility for Fe depends strongly on T and dislocation character. Edge dislocations and 
screws at high T (≥ 300 K) exhibit athermal viscous behaviour, but the motion of screw 
dislocations at low T occurs through nucleation and propagation of kink-pairs, which is 
thermally-activated, and so mobility decreases strongly with decreasing T. A multiscale 
approach was adopted to develop a mobility algorithm for Fe in [18]. Ab initio calculations 
were used to determine the Peierls potential of screw dislocations and thus validate the 
interatomic potential used in MD simulations to compute the velocity of dislocations as a 
function of τ and T. The mobility laws obtained in this way were applied in DD 
simulations to predict the effects of dislocation interactions with carbides particles on the 
flow stress of Fe at low and high T. Although not created by radiation damage, carbide 
particles are an intrinsic component of the microstructure of RPV steel.  They are 
incoherent with the Fe matrix and therefore impede dislocations by the Orowan 
mechanism. The average particle size (100 nm) is of the same order of magnitude as the 
average particle spacing. 

Impenetrable carbides were modelled as spheres with infinite shear resistance. In 
simulations of dislocations moving on their primary slip plane in the athermal regime (T ≥ 
300 K), it was found that carbide strengthening raises the flow stress above that for 
material without carbides, for which the principal obstacles are ‘forest’ dislocations on 
other planes. As T is lowered, the obstacle resistance experienced by edge dislocations 
remains almost unchanged because a screw dipole is drawn out as the dislocation 
overcomes the particle, as explained in Section 3.1, and the stress required to extend the 
dipole depends only weakly on T. This is clear from the data in Figure 14(a) for the 
increase in strength as a function of particle spacing, L, at 50 and 250 K. The data follows 
a harmonic-mean dependence on L and D, as in Eq. (1) developed by [1] and shown by 
the curve BKS. The obstacle strength for screw dislocations depends strongly on both L 
and T, as shown in Figure 14(b). It falls below the BKS curve even at 250 K and has a 
stronger L-dependence because the probability of nucleation and propagation of kink-
pairs increases with L. At low T, screw segments remain almost straight when L is large, 
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as is the case in the absence of carbides.  Thus, DD simulations predict that carbide 
strengthening is well described by Eq. (1) in the athermal regime and is of the same order 
of magnitude as forest strengthening. Furthermore, it decreases with decreasing T such 
that the effect of carbides on the mechanical properties can be neglected in RPV steel at 
low T. 

Figure 14. Orowan strengthening vs carbide spacing at 50 and 250 K for (a) edge and (b) screw 
dislocations 

 

    (a)         (b) 
The solid line is the prediction of the BKS model at 250 K [18]. 

 

Obstacle strength of SFTs 
D and DD were exploited in the MMM framework in a different way [17]. As noted 
earlier, SFTs are common vacancy-type defects produced by irradiation of FCC metals 
and alloys, and their interaction with gliding dislocations affects strength and ductility. A 
few examples of outcomes of this interaction have been presented in Section 3.2, but, 
bearing in mind all the possibilities, MD studies have not provided a systematic account 
of obstacle strength. Marian et al. addressed this problem by utilising the power of DD to 
simulate the interaction of a dislocation with a single SFT in a much shorter time than is 
possible with MD, thereby allowing a large number of interaction geometries to be treated. 
In order to validate the methodology of the DD code, a small number of MD and DD 
simulations were undertaken for the same interactions.   

One such is shown in Figure 15, which compares the sequences obtained by DD (left) 
and MD (right) of a screw dislocation encountering a face of a 4.6 nm SFT in Cu at 100 K 
and eventually passing it. τ was 300 MPa on the primary slip plane and 300/√3 MPa on 
the cross-slip (SFT face) plane. Despite model differences, including PBCs in MD and 
bowing line of a Frank-Read source in DD, the agreement between the methods is 
striking. The interaction proceeds in both simulations by mechanisms that involve 
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constriction and dissociation, and reactions between Shockley and stair-rod partials that 
enable Shockley partials to form and sweep across SFT faces.  The SFT is partly destroyed 
in the process. 

The relatively small amount of computer processor time required by DD allowed 
Marian et al. to carry out simulations for screw, edge and 60°-mixed dislocations, three 
SFT sizes and three dislocation line lengths, L, and for a range of distances of the 
dislocation glide plane from the SFT base. It was found that the obstacle strength is 
approximately inversely proportional to the distance between the glide plane and SFT 
base; the strength is highest for screw dislocations and lowest for edge dislocations; and 
the strength is higher when the dislocation first meets an SFT on a face (as in Figure 15) 
than an edge. Furthermore, the geometrical parameter that determines obstacle strength 
for a given L was found to be the area, A, of the triangle intercepted by the glide plane, 
resulting in the empirical relation τc = PA-Q, where P and Q depend on the character of 
the dislocation. Furthermore, τc varies with L as βGb/L (as in Equation (1)), where β 
depends on A and dislocation character. In this way, DD simulations, validated by MD 
runs, provided extensive data to enable empirical strength parameters to be extracted for 
better prediction of radiation hardening of Cu. Recent in situ nano-compression testing of 
proton-irradiated Cu has produced yield stress values consistent with this [14]. 

Figure 15. Visualisation sequences demonstrating good agreement between simulation by DD 
(left) and MD (right) of the interaction between a screw dislocation and a 4.6 nm SFT in Cu at 

100 K [17] 
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Clear band formation in FCC metals 
As a final example, we turn to the localization of plastic deformation into clear bands. The 
mechanisms that form and widen such bands have long been a mystery, but MD and DD 
simulations have provided details that were not available previously. MD studies have 
shown that edge dislocations can absorb loops as superjogs and screw dislocations can 
absorb loops as helical turns (see Section 3.2), but these observations do not explain the 
absence of damage in clear bands and the observed uniform band thickness. These issues 
have been addressed for Cu by a combination of MD and DD [21]. 

The loops were 10 nm Frank loops (bL = ⅓<111>) with 50 nm spacing, and the DD 
cell size was 0.6x0.6x0.24 µm3, the last dimension being that perpendicular to the (111) 
primary glide plane. MD simulations [20] have shown that sessile Frank loops remain 
faulted but sheared after interaction with an edge dislocation, but are unfaulted and 
transform into a glissile helical turn by interaction with a screw dislocation (similar to a 
perfect loop in Fe (Figure 13)). This was mimicked in the DD simulations by initially 
treating the loop sides as immobile. When interacting with a dislocation, the sides were 
freed if the dislocation was near-screw (angle between b and line <20°) and loops were 
observed to become helical turns. For other dislocations, loops remained immobile and 
dislocation unpinning was allowed to occur when the angle between the side arms reached 
φc = 100°, as found in MD studies. 

The interaction for a single screw dislocation (b = ½ [101] ) pinned at both ends and 
200 nm long is illustrated in Figure 16. Under increasing τ the dislocation bows and 
contacts a loop, which becomes free and transforms spontaneously into a helical turn 
(Figure 16(a)). This consists of two segments in (111) primary planes and three superjogs 
on  (111)  cross-slip planes. As τ increases further, the bowing line absorbs more loops 
and is pinned by the helical turns because the superjogs can glide only in the  [101]  
direction of b.  Unpinning at τc requires activation of the segment in the (111) plane 
above the original screw glide plane (Figure 16(b)) and as it bows out the superjogs are 
pushed towards the cell borders. As shown in [20], this pushing is important for clear 
band formation. 

Two sets of simulations were undertaken for a random array of loops. In one, the 
stress τnucl to nucleate a second dislocation from a source was chosen to be high (1000 
MPa), well above the loop resistance of the previous paragraph.  With that condition, the 
single dislocation glides through the loop array, shearing them or absorbing them as 
helical turns, depending on the character of its segments. It does not form a cleared band 
parallel to the primary glide plane because it is repeatedly re-emitted in upper (111) planes, 
as a result of which its effective glide plane is inclined to the primary (111) plane.  
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Figure 16. Interaction between a screw dislocation and Frank loops. (a) 60 MPa, 155 ps: the 
dislocation comes into contact with a loop that is absorbed as a helical turn; (b) 340 MPa, 680 ps: 

a segment in an upper (111) plane is activated and pushes the superjogs to the sides [21] 

 

    (a)      (b)  

In the other study, τnucl was chosen to be low (90 MPa).  For a constant applied strain 
rate, the first dislocation in that situation acquires helical turns but becomes pinned until τ 
rises to τnucl and a second dislocation is nucleated. The plastic strain due to its movement 
causes τ to fall until it too becomes pinned, so that τ rises again until a third dislocation is 
nucleated, and so on. The stress concentration at the leading dislocation due to the pile-up 
formed in this way allows the dislocations to move through the DD cell. The first ones 
clear a band by forming helical turns and pushing the jogs towards the cell borders upon 
unpinning. Later dislocations glide in the region already cleared and contain few jogs, but 
as members of a pile-up play a key role in magnifying the stress on the leading 
dislocations. The leading dislocations unpin in (111) planes above the original (111) plane, 
as in Figure 16, and so a cleared band of finite thickness develops parallel to the primary 
glide plane, as found experimentally. Details of several collective effects of the pile-up are 
presented in [21]. 

5. Other issues 

Computer simulation provides a powerful tool for investigating and predicting material 
properties that cannot be achieved by experimental techniques or other theoretical 
methods. The primary obstacles to dislocation motion in metals in a reactor core have size 
and spacing that are compatible with atomic-scale simulation. The examples of Section 3 
illustrate how detailed information on dislocation-obstacle interaction and obstacle 
strength can be gained by this. The mechanisms found expose a difficulty of using simple 
elasticity-based formulae for yield stress at the mesoscale. Even Equation (1) for the 
Orowan limit of strong obstacles, which has been demonstrated to be valid for low 
temperature, would have to be scaled to allow for kinetic effects and its use for weak 
obstacles such as small loops is not appropriate.   

Tensile test data for irradiated metals has often been used to validate a simple 
theoretical formula for yield stress: τc = αGb/L, which is based on the line-tension 
approximation [13]. The interaction between dislocation segments is ignored in this and 
obstacle strength (α) is proportional to cosφc. When the observed φc (Figure 5) is used 
with this approximation, the predicted value of τc is too large. Thus, α does not have a 
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firm theoretical basis and must be treated as an empirical parameter obtained by fitting τc 
to experimental data. The results reviewed here show that for a microstructure consisting 
of nanoscale defects, the line-tension approach is inadequate for predictive modelling. 
This problem can be overcome by continuum-based DD simulation, in which dislocation 
stress field and self-force are incorporated properly. However, as seen in Section 4, 
correct modelling of dislocation mobility, obstacle resistance and thermal activation 
requires a framework based on parameters obtained by MD studies. This is a challenging 
task, but real progress is being made. 

Despite the progress achieved to date, MD and DD face several challenges. One is 
associated with limits on length and time scales imposed by computing speed. This is 
particularly acute for MD and, although computer power is continually improving, it 
seems unlikely that this technique will supplant DD for mesoscale modelling in the near 
future. Another key issue for MD is concerned with the interatomic potentials used to 
calculate energy and forces. In order to maximise length and time scales of simulations, 
potentials have to be simple to compute, which is possible for metals because interatomic 
forces are short-ranged and the bonds are not usually strongly directional. However, 
metals used in many applications are complex alloys of numerous elements and there are 
many alloy systems for which suitable potentials do not exist. Other properties of metals 
that are difficult to capture with relatively simple potentials are phase changes and 
magnetism. This is an area where ab initio calculations are playing an increasing key role by 
providing information to validate potentials. 

Finally, there is another consequence of dislocation activity related to microstructure 
changes that occur. While this may be not important in post-mortem experiments on 
irradiated materials, it can be important in real devices operating under irradiation.  It is 
obvious that internal and external stresses can accumulate during irradiation of 
complicated devices due to high temperature, radiation growth, swelling and transition 
periods of operation e.g. shut down and restart. Creep is usually taken into account but 
microstructure changes due to dislocation activity during irradiation are not. This activity 
affects the whole process of microstructure evolution and should therefore be taken into 
account in predicting the effects of irradiation. The validity of this statement is 
demonstrated by recent in-reactor straining experiments on some BCC and FCC metals 
and alloys [39,40]. It is not possible at the moment to formulate unambiguous conclusions 
and more experimental work will be necessary for this. Nevertheless, it is clear that 
dislocation activity during irradiation directly affects the radiation damage process.   
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Chapter 9. 

Irradiation-induced embrittlement: Fracture mechanics under irradiation 

S.R. Ortner 
National Nuclear Laboratory, UK 

Abstract 

It is often not feasible to obtain sufficient mechanical property measurements on 
irradiated material, e.g. reactor pressure vessel (RPV) steels, to carry out structural 
integrity assessments based on such data alone, so a number of assumptions 
concerning toughness behaviour and the viability of surrogate measurements must 
be made. These are discussed briefly. Fracture modelling and prediction is 
desirable to support the use of assumptions and indicate the limits of their validity. 
A number of fracture models in current use/development in the field of RPV 
embrittlement are described, together with their advantages and limitations. Likely 
future progress in fracture modelling is then considered. 

Introduction 

The safe operation of a nuclear power plant (NPP), as of any engineering structure, 
necessitates an assurance of its structural integrity. It must be designed to resist flaw 
growth, distortion, plastic collapse and corrosion. In the case of the NPP’s reactor 
pressure vessel (RPV), proof of resistance to flaw growth is the major necessity. In a 
modern structural integrity assessment, such proof requires knowledge of the RPV steel’s 
toughness and flow properties as a function of relevant temperatures. 

It is particularly difficult to achieve such knowledge in the case of irradiated material 
because (i) RPV steels’ toughness and ductility decrease with exposure to radiation, while 
their flow stresses increase and (ii), there are limited opportunities for monitoring the 
changes in mechanical properties due to irradiation. The changes in the flow curve are 
related to the introduction of the hardening centres discussed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. The 
change in flow properties and the change in grain boundary segregation (discussed in 
Chapter 10) lead to a decrease in toughness at a given temperature (or increase in the 
ductile-to-brittle transition temperature, DBTT) as illustrated in Figure 1.   
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The monitoring of flow and toughness is carried out using samples irradiated in 
surveillance capsules held close to the inner wall of the RPV.  These are withdrawn 
periodically for testing. Fewer than five capsule withdrawals are likely within the lifetime 
of most reactors, so the number of exposure conditions characterised will be small (see [3] 
for a full description of different countries’ programme designs and standards). In 
addition, there will be limited space within each capsule, so the number of specimens of 
each monitored material which may be tested will also be small, and there is a strong 
driving force to test small samples. 

Figure 1. Sketch illustrating the characteristics of fracture toughness versus temperature curve for 
a RPV steel, and the effect of irradiation 

 

Valid measurements of uniaxial flow properties (tensile tests) may be made using 
small specimens and small numbers of tests.  This is not always the case for toughness 
measurements. Standardising bodies identify limits to the sizes and shapes of specimens 
which may be used to produce valid measurements of elastic-plastic stress-field-
characterising parameter J for the onset of crack advance [1]. Desirable materials which 
require higher values of toughness to initiate brittle fracture in the ductile to brittle 
transition (DBT) region require increasingly large specimens to produce valid 
measurements. High measurement variability in this temperature range means that using 
capsule space for a small number of large specimens rather than a larger number of small 
specimens is of little advantage. A particular source of concern to RPV operators and 
regulators has, therefore, been the extent to which data acquired using physically small 
specimens may be used to characterise toughness.   

Even if it were theoretically possible to fit suitably large fracture toughness specimens 
within a surveillance capsule, many capsules do not contain such specimens. At the time 
of the design of many currently-operating reactor surveillance schemes, embrittlement 
was characterised using Charpy impact testing. A second concern to RPV operators and 
regulators is, therefore, the use of surrogate measurements (Charpy impact, yield, 
hardness) to characterise embrittlement.   

In the face of these concerns, many test programmes have been set up to characterise 
the fracture toughness behaviour of RPV materials under irradiation, with the result that 
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certain assumptions have been found to be generally supported by experimental 
observations. These include: 

• The shape of the median fracture toughness versus temperature curve (K vs. T) in 
the DBT region, and the distribution of measurements about the median value, are 
both unaffected by the absolute value of the DBTT.   

With this assumption, it is necessary to test only sufficient samples to identify the 
location of the curve on the temperature axis (i.e. the DBTT), not the larger number of 
samples required to characterise the shape of the K vs. T curve for each condition. The 
most well-known of these curves is the Master curve [14,31], given in Equation (1), in 
which the characterising temperature is T0.  The Master curve relations define the value of 
KJ measured with probability, p, in a specimen containing a crack front of length, B, at 
temperature, T to be:  

 K = √(JE’) = ( )[ ]{ } ( ){ } 25.0
25.0

min0min 1ln
25

019.0exp7731 pBKTTK −−






−−++             (1) 

in which E’=E in plane strain; E/(1-ν2) in plane stress; E=Young’s modulus, 
ν=Poisson’s ratio. 

Equation (1) is considered appropriate for MnMoNi, CrMoV, CrMo and some 9Cr 
and 12Cr steels, at least for irradiation-induced shifts in T0 up to at least 100°C [16,20], 
although there is some question concerning the scatter description for bounds lower than 
~5% [34]. An illustration of radiation-invariant K vs. T curve with a flatter lower shelf and 
steeper transition, used for CMn steels, is given in (Wootton 2008). The reduced 
activation ferritic-martensitic Eurofer 97 steel may show a similarly sharper temperature 
dependence than Equation (1). All of the curve shapes mentioned are derived empirically 
from large numbers of measurements. The different curve shapes for different materials 
have been ascribed to: data misinterpretation; varying amounts of intergranular fracture; 
large variations in yield stress. 

• Consistent size corrections may be made when small specimens are used to 
determine fracture toughness (or when test specimen data are applied to large 
structures).   

The size effect in Equation (1) applies to the case in which fracture is dominated by a 
weakest link process (most likely in the lower transition region, and in components with 
moderate crack front lengths), where the material exhibits only small-scale yielding prior 
to fracture and the plastic zone is fully constrained within an elastic ligament.  There is 
discussion concerning whether the size/yield stress limits for measurement validity in 
various standards do truly ensure small-scale yielding (see [20] for more discussion).  

For measurements of upper shelf toughness, J-integral values at the onset of ductile 
crack extension can be measured.  If the measurements are valid according to the ASTM 
procedure, then no size effect on initiation J is anticipated [1,2,17].  

• Surrogate measurements may be used. 

Linear relations between the irradiation-induced shift in T0 (or the temperature at 
which the median K is 100MPa√m) and the DBTT shift measured using Charpy impact 
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tests (∆T41J) have been derived for a large number of materials [28]. Linear relations 
between the radiation induced increase in the lower yield stress, or the hardness [19,20], 
and the DBTT shift have also been measured, although the constants of proportionality 
may vary with material. Again, the limits to the applicability of the relations are unclear, 
and it is unclear whether the scatter in the correlations reflects measurement uncertainty 
or uncharacterised biases in different types of material.   

• It is possible to predict DBTT shifts using dose-damage relations 

Dose-damage relations (DDRs) or embrittlement trend curves (ETCs) take advantage 
of the assumption that only a DBTT shift is of importance, and correlate measures of the 
DBTT (or DBTT shift) against material and irradiation variables (e.g. material 
composition, irradiation temperature, neutron dose…). The form of the DDR may be 
based entirely on the statistical analysis of a large amount of surveillance data, or informed 
to varying extents by the mechanistic understanding of hardening and segregation 
processes as discussed in other chapters of this book. Different countries or Regulatory 
regimes utilise different DDRs [3].  

With a DDR applicable to the RPV steel and radiation conditions of interest, a 
confidence that the fracture toughness is describable by a constant curve shape, and that 
the DBTT is correctly identified by the available measurements, it is possible to perform a 
structural integrity assessment. Unfortunately all of the evidence supporting assumptions 
1-4 above is empirical.  There is always some doubt concerning the margin which should 
be associated with the use of the assumptions, and the conditions under which the 
empirical observations will cease to apply. It would, therefore, improve confidence in the 
use of these assumptions if a valid model of RPV steel fracture could be used to underpin 
the assumptions, or clarify the limits of their applicability.  

Modelling brittle fracture in RPV steels 

Mechanism of brittle fracture 
Fracture in low alloy steels at low temperatures requires little energy input, occurs 

extremely rapidly and results in a relatively smooth fracture surface. It is therefore 
described as brittle. It has, however, been known for many years, that the low temperature 
fracture of Fe and low alloy steels is consequent on yield. Steel fracture is thus not purely 
brittle in the manner shown by solids such as glasses or ceramics. The role of yield 
appears to be the redistribution of stresses that occurs when a polycrystalline aggregate 
containing a flaw deforms, and when a hard, elastic particle is surrounded by a deforming 
matrix. This latter aspect is important because brittle fracture in low alloy steels has been 
observed to initiate at cracked second-phase particles, e.g. carbides [15,23], nitrides, 
inclusions [8], pearlite colonies [7] and carbide aggregates), as illustrated in Figure 2. The 
very largest particles in the relevant particle population act as initiators.   
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Figure 2. Sketch illustrating a) particle cracking under loading from the matrix and 
b) subsequent extension of the microcrack into the matrix 

               

a)    b) 

While particle cracking is necessary to form a dynamic microcrack, it is not always 
sufficient to cause in overall fracture. Microcrack extension from the particle into the 
ferrite matrix requires a favourable balance between plasticity on the one hand and brittle 
crack growth on the other. If, as a result of a low yield stress, or a suitably-oriented slip 
band, plasticity can occur, then the microcrack blunts and slows down, the driving force is 
diverted, and cleavage is suppressed. The suppression can occur at the particle-matrix 
interface, within the first few microns of microcrack extension (i.e. within the first grain), 
or as the crack reaches a location at which either plasticity becomes easier or the loading 
on the microcrack reduces [15]. A high angle grain boundary is frequently cited as an 
example of the latter two conditions combining. It is also possible that the speed of the 
particle-sized microcrack affects the balance between plasticity and ferrite cleavage. 

Modelling low temperature fracture in steels has been carried out at different scales.  
Historically the most frequently used approach has been at the level of the homogeneous 
continuum. It has also taken as its basis purely brittle behaviour, as illustrated in the 
following sections. 

Continuum Modelling Of Brittle Fracture Using Stress Criteria 
Griffith’s analysis [12] leads to the criterion that, if a brittle material contains an atomically 
sharp flaw of half-length, r, then failure will occur under a fracture stress σF, given by 
Equation (2) 

 
r

E
F π

γσ '2
=   in which γ=material surface energy,    (2) 

  E’=E (plane stress) or E/(1-ν2) (plane strain, 

  E=Young’s modulus, ν=Poisson’s ratio  

Orowan suggested that this analysis could be extended to a material which was not 
truly brittle by replacing γ with an “effective surface energy”, γeff [21]. γeff incorporates a 
plastic work term, i.e. 

γeff=γ+wp where wp is the plastic work expended when a crack advances  (3) 
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These analyses lead to the formulation of a number of stress-based models of fracture 
in steel, of which the simplest is that due to Ritchie, Knott and Rice, RKR [26]. They 
found that requiring that a critical stress be exceeded at some location in a specimen did 
not lead to plausible predictions of macroscopic fracture behaviour. They therefore 
suggested that the critical stress (σ*) had to be exceeded over a critical distance (X*) if 
failure were to occur. By fixing σ* and X* as temperature-independent parameters, they 
found that they could predict a dependence of fracture toughness on temperature, 
induced by the temperature-dependence of the flow stress. Increasing the temperature 
decreased the flow stress, and so changed the relation between stress and distance within 
the plastic zone. Their predictions fitted their experimental data on 4-point bend 
specimens in the lower transition. As the test temperature approaches the DBTT, 
however, this analysis progressively underestimates the fracture toughness or cleavage 
stress. The same problem is encountered with more sophisticated treatments which utilise 
a critical area (A*) or critical volume (V*). The stress distribution in the applications of 
these models may be calculated using analytical methods for one- or two-dimensional 
calculations or, more commonly, finite element simulations for treatments of complex 
geometries. 

The Beremin Local Approach [4] uses the same basic stress criterion within a 
probabilistic description of a material containing a distribution of weak links. In this 
analysis, the overall probability of failure (Pf) in a stressed sample is given by 
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in which m characterises the distribution of weak links, σu is a normalising constant 
incorporating contributions from the weak link distribution, γeff and other material 
parameters, and σW is the Weibull stress. This characterises the stress in the sample 
according to 

( )m j
jmj
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V

∑=
0

1σσ           (5) 

In Equation (5) the summation is over volume elements, j, of size V0 in the plastic 
zone; j

1σ  is the principal tensile stress in the jth element. The two-parameter version of the 
model (Equation 4a) was the form originally developed. The three-parameter version 
(Equation 4b), incorporating a lower limiting stress, σmin, is sometimes used as a means of 
improving correspondence with data.  

As with the original RKR model, when the Local Approach in this form is used to 
predict fracture toughness, there is a tendency to under-predict in the transition region 
when the lower temperature data are well-described, i.e. the more sophisticated treatment 
of the stress distribution in the specimen has not solved the problem. The problem of 
under-prediction becomes particularly acute when this approach is used to describe 
radiation-induced hardening. If values of m and σu are derived by fitting to fracture 
toughness data distributions measured on an un-irradiated steel, and the role of irradiation 
is only to change the flow properties, then the fracture toughness of the irradiated steel 
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may be calculated readily. In this case, however, the under-prediction of toughness occurs 
ever closer to the lower shelf. 

The Beremin group correlated the under-prediction with an influence of plastic strain, 
and modified the stress in Equation (5) with a strain-related scaling factor 
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−=

2
exp 1

0
1

ε
σσ  in which j

1ε is the principal tensile strain in the jth 

element        (6) 

This correction is not generally used. It is more common to ascribe a temperature-
dependence to σu, although a mechanistic justification for this is rarely given. In essence, 
it is equivalent to making the γeff temperature-dependent. 

The WST model [29] was more mechanistically explicit than the RKR or Beremin 
models in that it correlated the weak links in the microstructure with the distribution of 
carbides in the steel under study, and applied a Griffith-Orowan type criterion to the 
probability of a particle-sized crack extending under the locally-prevailing principal tensile 
stress. As found previously, if the temperature-dependence of the flow properties 
changing the stress distributions in the specimen was the only effect of temperature, then 
fracture toughness at higher temperatures was under-predicted. WST dealt with this 
problem by explicitly introducing a temperature-dependence in γeff. Although it is 
plausible that wp (see Equation 3) should increase with temperature, there is no successful 
derivation of this parameter from first principles. WST found it necessary to ascribe an 
exponential temperature-dependence to γeff to obtain the necessary temperature-
dependence in fracture properties. While they could rationalise this form, they did note 
that data they considered relevant did not support it.   

Later development of the WST model [30] added a term describing the initial cracking 
of particles. Since the particles themselves could be considered brittle, particle fracture 
was treated with Weibull statistics. At this stage, the stress acting on the particle was 
related to the shear flow stress in the matrix. The prediction thus contains two separate 
stress-dependences. Even with this addition and the closer link to the microstructure, it 
remained necessary to ascribe an otherwise unsupported temperature-dependence to the 
effective surface energy. These models provide the basis for the distribution of K 
measurements at a given temperature used in the Master curve. 

For either σu in the Beremin models or γeff in RKR or WST, different temperature 
dependences are required to correlate predictions with fracture data from different steels, 
even within a given class. 

More recently, Odette and co-workers (see [20] for a summary) have used an RKR-
type critical stress over a critical area requirement, σ*-A*, to model fracture. They do not 
consider that σ* varies with temperature because of a requirement for a minimum plastic 
work contribution to crack extension. Instead they postulate that σ* should be 
temperature-dependent because of a relation with crack arrest. However, neither the 
direct transfer of data from crack arrest measurements on single crystals nor a correlation 
with the dynamic yield stress (derived from an argument based on the postulate 
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concerning crack arrest) provided predictions of fracture toughness with the temperature 
dependence required by the postulated relation.   

As a result of these difficulties, the required temperature-dependence of wp, σu, σ* etc. 
is usually determined by comparing the measured and predicted values of toughness. 
(There are also a number of scaling parameters in each of the models which must also be 
determined by comparison with fracture data.) This makes the use of the stress-based 
approaches descriptive of fracture rather than predictive. Thus they cannot be used to 
assess the conditions under which the empirical assumptions discussed in the 
Introduction will cease to hold. If the assumptions concerning fracture trends are 
applicable, however, these models can be used in the transfer of test data to conditions of 
different geometry or constraint such as a defect in the RPV [10,11,20]. 

In essence, all of the purely stress-based models are applications of a successful brittle 
fracture model to a system which is not purely brittle. The modifications required to 
incorporate the influence of plasticity involve adapting some significant stress value. In 
addition, experimental observation of fracture surfaces, however, shows that the 
separation between the pre-crack tip in a fracture sample and the brittle fracture initiation 
site increases as the DBTT approaches [22]. This suggests that the fracture process zone 
changes with temperature in a manner not fully described by stress criteria alone. The next 
stage in continuum fracture modelling has therefore been the treatment of plasticity 
effects as separate contributors to the fracture process.   

Continuum modelling of brittle fracture using stress and strain criteria 
Several models have been developed which incorporate strain explicitly, in addition to 

stress. In a series of publications beginning in 1990, Chen, Wang and co-workers 
investigated the characteristics of fracture in low alloy steels, chiefly CMn base and weld 
metals [7,8,9,33]18. They noted that the stages in fracture (particle cleavage, microcrack 
extension into the matrix, microcrack extension past grain boundaries) which appeared 
critical varied not only with material, but also with specimen geometry and temperature. 
This led them to the conclusion that fracture occurred when three separate conditions 
were fulfilled. The first condition was that, as in the models already considered, it was 
necessary for the principal tensile stress to be above a critical value. This condition was 
taken to govern only microcrack propagation across the first grain boundary. The second 
criterion was that the stress triaxiality, T, should be low, with the critical level (Tcrit) 
defined by critm TT >=σ

σ , where σm is the average principal stress and σ  the effective 
shear stress, or equivalent stress. This condition was taken to govern the extension of the 
particle-sized microcrack into the matrix.  Finally, the plastic strain was required to be 
above a given value for a particle to crack. The conditions εpl ≥ εcrit, T>Tcrit and σ≥σcrit 
define the limits to a fracture process zone. At low loads, there may be no overlap 
between the regions in which εpl ≥ εcrit and σ≥σcrit are satisfied in a notched sample, even if 
the region in which T>Tcrit overlaps each. With increasing load, complete overlap is 
possible, whereupon the probability of failure increases as the width of the process zone 
increases. The model has been used to rationalise trends in fracture stress or fracture 

                                                           
18 A representative selection, not an exhaustive list of these authors’ publications on this subject. 
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toughness, and initiation site locations with changes in specimen geometry, temperature, 
loading rate and prestrain. There do not appear to have been any uses of the model by 
Chen, Wang or co-workers for quantitative predictions of fracture toughness or the 
fracture stresses in notched bend samples. 

Although this model involves three parameters, it is not clear from the various 
illustrations of the process zone whether there are any situations in which the εpl ≥ εcrit, 
and σ≥ σcrit criteria are met, but the triaxiality criterion is not met.  In the EOH model 
[23], there are separate stress and strain criteria, but no hydrostatic stress criterion. In 
EOH, particle cracking (as in WST) is taken to be stress-dependent, but the particle stress 
is now considered to be related to the local matrix strain.  Microcrack extension is again 
governed by a Griffith-Orowan criterion, but γeff is taken to be temperature-independent. 
Introducing an independent strain term alone does not eliminate the under-estimate of 
fracture toughness as temperatures approach the DBTT. Within EOH, the problem was 
addressed by introducing an upper limit (rmax) to the particle size distribution (c.f. the 3-
parameter Beremin approach, Equation 4b). The upper limit was suggested to result from 
the likelihood that the thermal stresses induced during quenching would crack very large 
particles prior to material use/testing. In support of this suggestion, the values of rmax 
required to match predicted with measured toughnesses decreased with increasing quench 
rate.   

The EOH model has the advantage that γeff becomes constant not only with 
temperature, but also within similar classes of steel. Unfortunately, although trends in rmax 
appear predictable, absolute values have not been. Similarly, although εcrit, and σcrit are 
determined from fracture surface measurements, there are still some scaling parameters 
required, so the model cannot be considered fully predictive. The model has been used to 
describe the DBT behaviour of a number of MnMoNi steels. It has not, however, 
predicted irradiation-induced shifts in the DBTT. 

Bordet and co-workers [5,6] also concluded from their analysis of the literature that 
particle cracking was a function of strain, and that there should be a maximum to the 
microcrack size. The treatment of nucleation rates and microcrack extension is more 
sophisticated than in EOH, while within their formulation it is not necessary to specify 
whether the extending microcrack refers to a cracked particle, lath, lath packet or grain. 
They considered the probability of particle cracking to be proportional to plastic strain 
(εp), with the yield stress (σY) providing the constant of proportionality. Combining this 
with the Beremin description of microcrack extension produces: 

Probability of failure in a volume element experiencing stress σ1 and maximum plastic 
strain  
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Somewhat surprisingly, despite the introduction of the strain term and the maximum 
microcrack size, and the number of terms which may be varied (σY0, σu, σmin, m, εp0) to fit 
to low-temperature toughness data, this model still underestimates the temperature-
dependence of toughness, although it reproduces the strain rate dependence well in a low 
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alloy steel. A temperature-dependence must be introduced in εp0 and/or σu to reproduce 
the higher-temperature values of toughness or to allow for radiation-induced hardening. 

In summary, there are several formulations of continuum models of fracture which 
incorporate strain effects, and do so in explicit reference to the different observed stages 
in the brittle fracture of steel. Transferability from one material/geometry to another may 
well be improved over the simple stress-only models, but each model still contains a 
number of scaling parameters (not all mentioned explicitly in the preceding text) which 
must be derived by comparison with data. In addition, the modelling of irradiation-
induced shifts in the DBTT still requires the modification of parameters calibrated using 
unirradiated steel data. 

It is possible that the inadequacies in prediction exhibited by all of these models to 
date indicate that there is insufficient information at the homogeneous continuum level to 
describe the fracture process sufficiently. It is, therefore, worth considering insights 
gained from modelling at other levels of detail. 

Models of fracture at more detailed levels 

The investigation of low alloy steel fracture at levels other than that of the homogeneous 
continuum has involved the investigation of individual stages in fracture rather than the 
overall process. The redistribution of stresses and strains at yield has been studied by 
aggregate modelling [25]. In aggregate modelling, the representative volume (e.g. V0 in 
Equation 5) is taken to consist of a number of individual grains. The stress and strain 
distributions in the aggregate must, therefore, include strain concentrations caused by 
discontinuities of flow at grain boundaries or particles within the aggregate. The choice of 
grain shapes, misorientations across boundaries and particle distributions may all be 
informed by reference to the properties of actual steels. Early results of such modelling 
indicate that the ranges of stress and strain seen within a specimen may vary considerably 
from those predicted for a homogeneous continuum. 

The cracking of individual particles was studied by Laukkanen and Wallin [13]. They 
used Finite Element simulations to relate the stress in an elastic particle to the stresses and 
strains in a surrounding plastic continuum. The precise relation between the particle stress 
and the stresses/strains in the matrix varied somewhat with particle aspect ratio and 
loading, but the results could be reasonably summarised by the generally-applicable 
expression [32]: 

particlematrixmatrixp E⋅⋅⋅≈ εσσ 3.1     (8) 

in which σmatrix and εmatrix are the principal tensile stress and total principal tensile strain 
that would be present in the plastic matrix at the particle location in a particle-free sample 
(i.e. a homogeneous continuum) and Eparticle is the Young’s modulus of the particle. 

The use of Equation 8 permitted Wallin and Laukkanen to clarify the apparent 
temperature-dependence of particle cracking found in the literature. In addition, if a 
critical value of matrixmatrix εσ ⋅  is taken as the particle cracking criterion (rather than simply 
a critical value of εmatrix) in EOH, better convergence is found between the behaviour of 
different steels, improving predictability of the model parameters [24]. It is possible that 
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such a particle cracking criterion would avoid the necessity of introducing a temperature-
dependent value of εp0 (or its equivalent) in the Bordet model. 

The effect of lattice dislocations on the stress experienced by a crack or flaw has been 
studied by many workers. In particular, Roberts et al. [27] considered the emission of 
dislocations from sources close to a small finite crack when it is subject to a distant load. 
Dislocations generated from sources at each end of the microcrack were emitted onto 
planes above and below the microcrack. The stress experienced at each microcrack tip 
was, therefore, the sum of the stresses due to all the emitted dislocations (i.e. dislocations 
on all planes, and from both ends of the microcrack), and to the applied stress. In effect, 
the dislocation distribution shielded the crack tips from the external stress, reducing the 
stress intensity actually experienced at the microcrack tips. The degree of shielding was 
affected by the dislocation velocity i.e. by the activation energy for dislocation movement, 
the friction stress, the applied shear stress and the temperature. (These parameters may be 
measured independently of the fracture process). Overall, the degree of shielding (i.e. the 
difference in the K actually experienced at the crack tip and that which would be 
calculated from the crack length and external load alone) increased with increasing 
temperature. The crack extension condition was the achievement of the simple Griffith 
condition at the microcrack tip (i.e. Equation 1, using the independently-measurable, true 
surface energy, not an effective energy). The external load corresponding to the 
achievement of the Griffith condition increased with temperature, because the 
(quantitatively calculated) shielding increased with temperature, and a DBT resulted. The 
degree of shielding was also affected by the separation between the dislocation arrays at 
each end of the microcrack (i.e. the microcrack length, d).  The end result was that the 
external stress required to extend the crack (σF) did not follow a Griffith-type dF 1∝σ

(Equation 2) relationship, as used in many of the continuum models discussed above. 

Noronha et al. [18] extended the Roberts et al work to the situation in which the load 
on the microcrack was applied by the stress field around a macroscopic crack.  
Dislocations were also generated at sources around the macroscopic crack tip, shielding it.  
The extension force on the microcrack ahead of a macroscopic crack was, therefore, 
affected by dislocations at both the macroscopic and microscopic crack tips, as well as on 
the external load. Finally, Noronha et al. considered the attraction of some of the 
generated dislocations to the macro-crack, which produced macro-crack extension and 
blunting and, hence, altered further the stress experienced by the microcrack. It proved 
necessary to include all of these factors to predict the observed upswing in the externally-
measured fracture toughness with temperature. 

None of the insights into the fracture process discussed in this section could have 
been acquired by homogeneous continuum modelling. It is, however, possible to inform 
improved continuum modelling with those insights: an assessment of the strain 
inhomogeneities caused by microstructural features such as grain boundaries; a more 
soundly-based particle cracking criterion; a microcrack extension criterion more applicable 
to partly-brittle material than the Griffith-Orowan criterion; the necessity to include 
effects of crack blunting/extension during loading. 
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Conclusions 

Materials modelling is most informative when it is carried out at the correct scale (in 
length or time) for the process modelled. This is not necessarily the same scale as that at 
which the information must be used. Continuum-scale models are most readily usable for 
the transfer of fracture data from test specimens to structures. This chapter has surveyed 
the development of continuum models of fracture in low-alloy steels. The earliest, derived 
from descriptions of purely brittle fracture, incorporate only a single, characterising stress. 
Later models utilise information derived from microscopic observations of the fracture 
process in low alloy steels to introduce modifications to the characterising stress, or to 
define new strain parameters which may be incorporated into the models in 
mechanistically meaningful ways. As discussed, even the latest models remain descriptive 
rather than predictive. While this is useful, it does not provide the support necessary to 
underpin use of the assumptions currently made to produce RPV structural integrity 
assessments. Valid results on relevant materials in well-designed surveillance programs 
remain vital. 

The limited success of the continuum models suggests that modelling at finer scales is 
necessary to provide a true description of a fracture process which is not purely brittle.  
Examples of models describing fracture at the grain, particle and dislocation level have 
been given. While most of these models are still under development, they have already 
provided insights which could be incorporated into the continuum models. 
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Chapter 10 

Embrittlement without hardening: Grain boundary embrittlement 

M. Yamaguchi 
Center for Computational Science and e-Systems, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Japan 

Abstract 

The aggregation (segregation) of a small amount of solute or impurity elemental 
atoms along grain boundaries in metals causes cracking along GBs, which is 
sometimes called non-hardening (GB) embrittlement. Although a number of 
atomistic studies have been done for many years, the mechanism of the GB 
embrittlement is still controversial. Recent progress of computers and first-
principles codes has suggested that the change in the cohesive energy of GB 
caused by solute segregation may be a key factor controlling the GB cracking. 
Although the GB cohesive energy is only a small portion of the total fracture 
energy, the GB cohesive energy is considered to have a valve-like effect on the 
fracture energy that mainly consists of energy dissipation by plastic deformation 
due to dislocation activities.  

Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the embrittlement of metals caused by hardening is described. In 
this chapter, the embrittlement of metals that does not associated with the hardening is 
discussed. Among the non-hardening embrittlement, grain boundary (GB) embrittlement 
by solute segregation is considered to be the most important one, because it brings about 
the catastrophic failure of structural materials due to a substantial decrease of fracture 
toughness, which defines the resistance to brittle crack propagation. 

It is well known that the mechanical properties of structural alloy steels can be 
drastically changed by a small amount of solute (or impurity) elements which are dissolved 
in those steels. By exposing the steels to elevated-temperature and/or neutron irradiation 
environments for a long period, some solute elements diffuse and then segregate (become 
trapped) at GBs. From the analyses of Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) on the fracture 
surfaces of the GB cracking in steels, the segregation of sulphur (S), phosphorous (P), tin 
(Sn), Antimony (Sb), and some other elements in steels are known to cause the GB 
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embrittlement, while the segregation of boron (B) and carbon (C) is known to suppress 
the GB embrittlement [16]. It is considered that those segregated elements change some 
atomistic properties along GBs. However, it is not known why and how such elements 
change the atomistic properties in the grain boundaries, and why its change brings about a 
large reduction of fracture toughness. 

Many theoretical (computational) studies of GB embrittlement of metals by solute 
segregation have been done over 30 years. Losch proposed the idea that solute-induced 
changes in the electronic structure (or chemical bonding) could be responsible for the 
embrittlement in metals for the first time [10]. After his work, a large number of 
electronic structure calculations were performed and many kinds of atomistic mechanisms 
have been proposed as the origin of the GB embrittlement. However, whereas most 
works just pointed out the change in the atomistic and electronic properties caused by the 
solute segregation along GBs, those works do not explain the relationship from the 
macroscopic change in the mechanical properties of metals to the change in the atomistic 
and electronic properties of GBs. The considerations from atomistic (microscopic) to 
macroscopic fracture mechanics are necessary to understand the mechanism of GB 
embrittlement. 

In the following section, some introductory topics about GB embrittlement are 
described. Then, some theoretical works will be introduced. Finally, the author's 
understandings will be shown, which is obtained from the author's recent first-principles 
calculations and considerations based on microscopic and macroscopic fracture 
mechanics [7,8].  

Backgrounds 

Grain boundary segregation of solute/impurity elements and its energetics 
Most metallic materials are polycrystalline materials, which consist of many grains as 
shown in Figure 1(a). The grain is either a single crystal or has microstructure. The size of 
grain is usually more than several tens of micrometres. A GB is the interface between two 
grains, and in most cases the atomic structure of GB is severely distorted compared to the 
bulk lattice. For this reason, the GB has a positive excess energy (GB energy,  γgb) with 
respect to the perfect crystal (Figure 1(b)).  

Solute or impurity elemental atoms in grains are hard to dissolve when their atomic 
radius is much different from metal atoms. This is because the difference in atomic radius 
induces positive (unstable) elastic strain energy. The nature of chemical bonding for solute 
also affects its energetic stability in grains. When the solute/impurity elemental atoms in 
grains can diffuse owing to high temperature and/or neutron irradiation, those atoms 
tend to segregate (be trapped) along GBs, because they can be stabilised energetically by 
the release of the elastic strain energy at the GBs and/or by some chemical bonding 
effects (Figure 1(a)(b)). This stabilisation energy is called as GB segregation energy 
(ΔEseg

gb), which is inherently negative in value.  

When fracture occurs, two fracture surfaces are created. The energy of the two 
fracture surfaces (2γs > 0) is higher than that of GB. If the solute-segregated GB breaks, 
the segregated solute atoms appear on the fracture surfaces (Figure 1(b)). The fracture 
surface energy is also affected by the surface segregation energy (ΔEseg

s) of solute atom. If 
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the surface segregation energy (< 0) is much larger (in negative direction) than the GB 
segregation energy for a solute elemental atom, this atom can decrease the pure GB 
cohesive energy (2γint

0) as,  

2γint = 2γint
0  + (ΔEseg

s −ΔEseg
gb ) Γ.  (1) 

 

Here, the GB cohesive energy (2γint) is defined as the energy difference between the 
two surface states after fracture and the grain boundary state before fracture as shown in 
Figure 1(b). Γ indicates the coverage of GB segregation. The 2γint is considered to define 
the strength of cohesion (chemical bonding) of atoms along the GB, as will be more 
described later.  

Figure 1. Schematic illustrations for (a) solute segregation along GB, and (b) the relations 
between GB energy (γgb), fracture surface energy (γs), GB/fracture-surface segregation energy of 

a solute atom (ΔEseggb/s)  

 
 

Intergranular embrittlement (grain boundary embrittlement) 
Catastrophic failures in engineering materials can be caused by GB fracture. A well-known 
example of GB fracture is the rotor failure of the Hinkley Point Power Station turbine 
generator as shown in Figure 1 [6,16]. The broken rotor is reassembled as shown in 
Figure 1(a). The fracture occurs along prior austenite grain boundary path with little 
plastic deformation as shown in Figure 2(b). This fracture is caused by the thermally 
induced segregation of solute and/or impurity elements in the steel to the grain boundary.  
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Figure 2. (a) The reassembled 3Cr1/2Mo rotor that initiated the turbine failure at Hinkley Point 
[16] and [6] (b) Scanning electron micrograph of the fracture surface of the failed rotor  

(field view 200 microns [16] 

 

Nowadays, this kind of GB embrittlement can be suppressed by reducing of the 
concentration of embrittling impurity elements in alloy steels. However, the fundamental 
mechanism of GB embrittlement still remains unclear. Furthermore, neutron irradiation in 
the nuclear reactor induces GB segregation in the temperature range at which thermally 
induced segregation does not occur. It is still not known whether the GB embrittling 
effect by solute segregation is the same or not as thermally induced segregation and 
irradiation induced segregation.  

History of the study for the atomistic mechanism of GB embrittlement 
As briefly described in the Introduction section, the idea that solute-induced changes in 
the electronic structure of GB could be responsible for the GB embrittlement in metals 
was firstly proposed by Losch [10]. Then, the first study using electronic structure 
calculations was done by Messmer and Briant (Messmer, 1982). In this work, they 
calculated the electronic structure and chemical bonding in the small and binary metal-
solute clusters including several metal atoms (iron (Fe), nickel (Ni)) and a single solute 
atom (carbon (C), phosphorous (P), sulphur (S), etc.) surrounding vacuum environment. 
From these calculations, they obtained the conclusion that the strong embrittling element 
like S makes a strong bonding with metals, resulting in the reduction of electrons in metal-
metal bonds that may cause GB embrittlement.  

After that, different points of view were presented by some researchers by using 
similar cluster-model calculations. Eberhart et al. [82] pointed out from their Ni-S cluster-
model calculations the effect of solute on the cohesive and shear strength in the crack tip 
region. Their calculations indicated that embrittling elements may suppress the dislocation 
emission at the crack tip, leading to GB embrittlement. On the other hand, Painter and 
Averill [14] showed that from Ni-S and Ni-B cluster calculations the restoring force of the 
clusters against lattice expansion were enhanced by B while weakened by S. This is 
consistent with experimental observations that B is a cohesion enhancer and S is an 
embrittling element. These calculations indicated that B/S strengthens/weakens the 
chemical bonding along the GB. Since the computer and codes for electronic structure 
calculations had been not well developed in the 1980s, their calculations were limited 
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within such a cluster model and thus did not give an electronic structure of GB in 
polycrystalline materials. 

Other than the cluster-model calculations, the electronic structures of GB in bulk 
phase (under three dimensional periodic boundary condition) have been calculated by 
some researchers. Hashimoto et al. [4] calculated the electronic structure of a realistic bcc 
Fe Σ5(013) symmetrical tilt GB with/without P segregation, and supported the 
conclusion by Messmer and Briant; bond weakening (decohesion) occurs across the GB 
due to charge transfer by solute segregation. On the other hand, Crampin et al. [2] 
calculated the electronic structure of fcc Ni Σ5(012) GB with/without S segregation and 
suggested that the anisotropy of chemical bonds due to solute segregation inhibited the 
dislocation motion across the GB, leading to embrittlement.  

The above studies focused on the change of chemical bonding along GB by solute 
segregation and tried to get some insights on the GB embrittlement. However, these 
calculations cannot give physical understandings in connection to the reduction of 
fracture stress, fracture toughness, and the upward shift in ductile-brittle transition 
temperature, which define the phenomenon of macroscopic GB embrittlement.  

The theoretical model in order to understand the change in one of the macroscopic 
mechanical property, ductile-brittle transition temperature, by solute segregation along GB 
was proposed by Rice and Wang [15]. This Rice-Wang model assumes that the GB 
embrittlement is basically controlled by the cohesive energy of the  GB (or the ideal work 
of GB fracture in other words); the energy difference between GB energy before fracture 
and two fracture surfaces' energies after fracture (2γint), which are influenced by solute 
segregation as shown in Figure 1(b). They estimated the change of 2γint by solute 
segregation from experimental segregation energies, and found that the change of 2γint is 
correlated to the shift of ductile-brittle transition temperature experimentally observed in 
iron and steels.  

Several years later, Wu et al. [17] performed first-principles calculations for the change 
of ideal work of fracture for a bcc Fe GB by solute segregation of P and B. They found 
that B increases the ideal work while P decreases, which are consistent with experimental 
facts (B: cohesion enhancer, P: embrittling element). After this work, a number of similar 
calculations have been done for various embrittling and toughening elements along some 
kinds of metal GBs. Most of calculations support the Rice-Wang model; the cohesion 
enhancing elements (B, C in Fe GB) increase the ideal work of GB fracture, while 
embrittling elements (H, P, S in Fe and Ni GBs) decrease it. 

Although the Rice-Wang model has been supported by many calculations, the 
multiscale understanding of GB fracture from atomistic to macroscopic aspects is still 
lacking. It is not well known that the Rice-Wang model is based on a more fundamental 
concept (hypothesis) suggested by Jokl et al. [5]; the plastic work associated with brittle 
crack propagation must be dependent on the GB cohesive energy. In the brittle crack 
propagation in metallic materials, this plastic work is inevitable. This hypothesis has been 
not yet established sufficiently by theoretical [5] and experimental [13] findings. For this 
reason, it is still controversial as to the atomistic mechanism of GB embrittlement, and 
thus different and new mechanisms still continue to be suggested one after another [1,3].  
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In the next section, the author's understanding will be shown based on fracture 
mechanical consideration with the hypothesis suggested by Jokl et al.  

Understanding of GB embrittlement from fracture mechanical point of view 

Macroscopic/Microscopic Fracture Mechanics of GB cracking 

It needs a long story to explain why the reduction of the GB cohesive energy (2γint) 
controls a much larger reduction in the macroscopic fracture toughness or energy. One 
understanding is shown in Figure 3. The macroscopic fracture toughness is denoted by KIc 
that consists of macroscopic fracture stress (σfrac) and macroscopic crack length (amacro), 
and geometrical factor (F,f). This macroscopic crack can propagate if the KIc satisfies the 
crack propagation condition ((1- ν2)KIc

2/E = GIc in Figure 3), in which GIc is macroscopic 
strain energy release rate, ν is Poisson’s ratio, and E is Young’s modulus. The local 
fracture stress σlocal is the concentrated stress ahead of the notch in the specimen, which 
produces plastic deformation. If there is an inclusion along GB under the maximum σlocal, 
the pile up of dislocations or cracking of inclusions can nucleate an atomistic sharp 
microcrack, which can propagate if the microscopic crack propagation condition is 
satisfied ((1- ν2)kIc

2/E = gIc in Figure 3). In this condition, the microscopic strain energy 
release rate gIc consists of the GB cohesive energy 2γint and the plastic work term γp 
associated with the brittle crack propagation. This plastic deformation is produced by the 
stress concentration ahead of the microcrack.  

Macroscopic KIc (strain energy release rate GIc) is much larger than the microscopic kIc 
(gIc), and furthermore the kIc (or γp) is much larger than the GB cohesive energy (2γint). It 
is well known that solute segregation of the embrittling element along the GBs can cause 
a large reduction of macroscopic fracture toughness. It is easy to understand that the 
solute segregation can change the GB cohesive energy (2γint), because the segregation is 
limited along GB within a few atomic layers. However, an important question is why the 
solute segregation can reduce kIc and KIc? The volumetric size of the plastic work region 
for kIc(γp) near the fracture surfaces is a few microns in diameter, which is much wider 
than the segregation region (a few Angstroms). Furthermore, the plastic work region for 
KIc is much larger than that of kIc. For this reason, it is hard to imagine that segregated 
solute elements along a GB can affect the dislocation nucleation and motion far from the 
GB region.  

This question can be resolved if the size of the plastic work term (γp) depends on the 
size of GB cohesive energy (2γint). Theoretical evidence of this assumption was given by 
Jokl, Vitek, and McMahon [5]. They suggested that the plastic work term (γp) was a 
monotonically increasing function of the GB cohesive energy from the analysis using the 
Dugdale-Billy-Cottrell-Swinden model as shown in Figure 4(b). Their model suggests that 
a large decrease in the plastic work term is induced by a small decrease of the GB 
cohesive energy from the competition in velocity between bond breaking and dislocation 
emission at the microcrack tip region. This is also supported by the measurement of X-ray 
line broadening near GB fracture surfaces in which the residual lattice strain is reflected 
by the plastic deformation near the fracture path [13]. Similar dependence can be seen 
between the macroscopic KIc and microscopic kIc as shown in Figure 4(a), which is an 
experimental analysis in the embrittlement of Ni-Cr steel by P, Sn, and Sb segregation 
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observed by Kameda [8]. This is roughly explained from the strain-hardening behaviour at 
the macroscipic crack tip region. From these theoretical and experimental results, it is 
suggested that the GB cohesive energy 2γint has a valve-like effect on the much larger 
plastic work term γp, and γp (or microscopic kIc) has also a similar effect on the much 
larger macroscopic KIc.  

Figure 3. Schematic illustration for macroscopic and microscopic fracture mechanics of GB cracking 
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Figure 4. (a) A "valve-like" effect of the microscopic fracture toughness (kIc) on the macroscopic 
fracture toughness (KIc) [8], (b) A similar effect of the GB cohesive energy (2γint) on the plastic 

work term (γp) associated with a brittle microcrack propagation [5], because of (1- ν2)kIc2/E = 2γint 

+ γp, macroscopic KIc is considered to be controlled by 2γint from the above two relationships 

 

 
 

Ductile-to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT) 
Although the atomistic modelling of the mechanisms of ductile-brittle transition is still 
missing, a phenomenological understanding of DBTT can be shown as in Figure 5. The 
ductile-to-brittle transition is considered to occur at the intersection of the two lines of 
brittle fracture stress (σlocal) and yield stress (σY); the brittle fracture stress does not largely 
depend on temperature while the yield stress (σY) depends very much. As shown above, 
the decrease of 2γint causes the large decrease of 2γp. It results in the decrease of brittle 
fracture stress (σlocal) and then brings about the increasing shift of DBTT. In this way, the 
shift in DBTT is considered to be caused by the reduction of 2γint.  

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the relation of DBTT and local fracture stress 
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Recent Calculations of GB cohesive energy from first-principles 

In the previous section, the importance of the GB cohesive energy was described. The 
GB cohesive energy has a "valve-like" effect on the plastic work term (γp) and the 
microscopic fracture toughness (kIc), and similarly the kIc has the same effect on the 
macroscopic fracture toughness (KIc). Consequently, the GB cohesive energy (2γint) is a 
key factor controlling the GB embrittlement. Jokl et al. [5] tried to estimate the GB 
cohesive energy change by solute segregation using their theoretical model in the analysis 
of the experimental results of the embrittlement in the Ni-Cr steel with P, Sn, and Sb 
segregation. Nowadays, however, the GB cohesive energy can be easily calculated from 
first-principles calculations as stated below. 

Modelling of grain boundary structure 

The unit cell including bcc Fe Σ3(111) symmetrical tilt grain boundary is shown in Figure 
6 (a-b). The tilt angle is 70.5 deg, and the rotation axis is <1-10>. In the upper and lower 
regions of this cell, a vacuum region is introduced to allow the GB sliding along the GB 
plane. The calculated energy of this GB (γgb) is 1.52 J/m2, and the energy of its fracture 
surface (γs) is 2.69 J/m2. Thus, the calculated cohesive energy of the GB (2γint = 2γs - γgb) 
without segregation is 3.86 J/m2. This GB is chosen because the structure is simple but 
the GB energy is relatively high. 

Figure 6. Modelling of BCC FeΣ3 (111) symmetrical tilt grain boundary [18] 
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Calculations of segregation energy and tensile test calculations from first-
principles 
The details of first principles calculations are described in [18]. Here, a rough procedure 
of calculations will be explained below.  

1. The segregation energy of solute atom at each atomic site in the cell (Figure 6) is 
calculated (The calculated segregation energies are not shown in this article.) The 
preferable segregation atomic sites along the GB and fracture surfaces are found.  

2. The segregation energy of solute atoms with increasing segregation is calculated. 
Here, the most energetically stable  segregation configuration is found at each segregation 
concentration.  

3. From the tensile test calculations as shown in Figure 7(b), the GB cohesive energy 
is calculated as the energy  difference between solute-segregated GB before fracture and 
two fracture surfaces after fracture. Here, several  different fracture planes are used for 
tensile test calculations and finally the lowest GB cohesive energy is chosen.  

It should be noted here that the important physical quantity for the GB embrittlement 
may be not the maximum tensile stress but the GB cohesive energy. Many first-principles 
calculations have been done focusing on the maximum tensile stress. As stated above, 
however, the maximum tensile stress seems not to have a direct connection to 
microscopic/macroscopic fracture toughness. This is due to the fact that the microcrack 
propagation is dominated by the energy balance condition, not by the condition of stress 
criterion. The stress criterion is considered to be easily satisfied by a very large stress 
concentration at the sharp microcrack tip in atomistic scale. For this reason, one should 
be careful to distinguish between the maximum tensile stress that breaks the atomic bond 
at the microcrack tip and the local fracture stress that appears in the microcrack 
propagation condition as shown in Figure 7(a). The region on which the latter stress (local 
fracture stress) is applied is about the whole size of a microcrack.  

Figure 7. (a) Schematic illustration for the ideal stress to break atomic bonds at micro crack tip 
and local fracture stress. (b) Tensile test calculations from first-principles [18]  
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Calculated GB cohesive energy with increasing segregation 
In Figure 8, the calculated GB cohesive energy and the maximum tensile stress are shown 
for each segregation concentration (Nx = 0 to 8) from tensile test calculation. Nx (X=B, C, 
P, S) is the number of segregated solute atoms within the unit-cell area (A= 0.565 nm2). In 
the tensile test calculations, several fracture planes are tested and then the fracture plane 
that gives the lowest cohesive energy is chosen. In the case of no segregation, the fracture 
plane between the atomic site 0(1) and site 2 (Figure 6) gives the lowest cohesive energy, 
3.8 J/m2. The maximum tensile stress is about 22 GPa, which is an ideal strength of the 
iron GB. We can see that the maximum tensile stress is roughly proportional to the 
cohesive energy. 

For the S segregation case, the most likely fracture plane is the plane between the site 
0 and site 2 (Figure 6). For the P case, the most likely fracture plane is the plane between 
site 0 and site 2 for NP = 1 to 6 and the plane between site 0 and site _2 for NP = 7 to 8. 
This indicates that S and P are likely to appear on the fracture surfaces; these behaviours 
can be understood from the fact that the calculated surface segregation energies of S and 
P are very large in negative. In addition, the energetic stability of S and P on fracture 
surfaces are stronger than that at the GB, resulting to decrease the GB cohesive energy 
with increasing segregation as shown in Figure 8(a)(b).  

B and C are also likely to appear on the fracture surfaces after fracture in the tensile 
test calculations. For the B case, the most likely fracture plane is the plane between the 
site 0 and site 2(2i). For the C case, the most likely fracture plane is the plane between site 
1i and site 2. However, B and C can be more stable energetically at the GB rather than on 
the fracture surfaces. This leads to the increase of the GB cohesive energy with increasing 
segregation up to four atoms on the unit-cell area (Nx = 4). More segregation over four 
atoms is difficult to realize from the consideration of segregation energy (not shown here).  

Figure 8. Calculated GB cohesive energy (2γint) with increasing segregation, indicated by bars. 
The solid circles with line indicate the approximate maximum tensile stress that breaks atomic 

bonds at the crack tip, which corresponds to the ideal strength of grain boundary. (a) S, (b) P, (c) 
C, (d) B [18]  
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Correlation between GB cohesive energy and DBTT 
From Figure 9, it is found that the cohesive energy of the GB decreases for P and S cases 
(Nx = 0 to 8, X=S, P) and conversely increases for B and C cases with increasing 
segregation concentration (Nx = 0 to 4, X=B, C). These trends are in agreement with the 
experimental facts that P and S are embrittling elements, while B and C are toughening 
elements for iron GBs. The change in the GB cohesive energy with increasing segregation 
is considered to be correlated with the shift in the DBTT, as described in Figure 5. In 
order to show such a correlation, the rate of increase/decrease of the calculated GB 
cohesive energy with increasing segregation is estimated from Figure 9(a). In Figure 9(b), 
we compare these estimated data with the experimental shift of DBTT with increasing 
segregation for a high-purity iron [9]. A good correlation between calculations and 
experiments can be seen. This indicates that the GB cohesive energy plays a key role in 
the GB embrittlement of metals with solute segregation, as suggested by Rice and Wang 
[15]. 

Figure 9. (a) Calculated GB cohesive energy with increasing segregation [19], (b) Comparison 
between the rates of increase/decrease in the calculated GB cohesive energy with increasing 

segregation and the experimentally observed DBTT shift with segregation in high-purity iron [18]  

 

Origin of embrittling/toughening effect of segregated solute 
From the above results, it is considered that the difference of energetic stability of solute 
element between the GB and the fracture surface controls GB embrittlement; the 
embrittling solute is more energetically stable on the fracture surface than on the GB, 
while the toughening solute prefers the GB to the fracture surface. The difference of 
energetic stability is considered to originate from the two factors; the elastic strain energy 
and the chemical bonding energy of solute element. 

The elastic strain energy is induced from the mismatch in atomic radius between 
solute and metal atoms. This energy has a positive value, which means that solute atom is 
energetically unstable in the bulk lattice. If the radii of solute and metal are much different, 
the solute atom is hard to dissolve in metal because of its high strain energy. In this case, 
the strain energy of the solute can be released at the GB, because the structure of the GB 
is distorted compared to the bulk lattice. Furthermore, the strain energy is fully released if 
the solute atom appears on the fracture surface. From this consideration regarding only 
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the strain energy, all solute elements tend to be more stable on the fracture surface than at 
the GB, indicating that most elements are easy to become an embrittling solute.  

On the other hand, the toughening effect of C can be understood from its chemical 
bonding effect. Due to the electronic structure of C atoms, they have a strong tendency to 
have three or four covalent bonds with the surrounding metal atoms. The numbers of 
surrounding metal atoms around C in BCC Fe are eight in the bulk lattic, and one or two 
on the fracture surface. This number, called the co-ordination number, can be three or 
four at the GB because of the distorted structure of GB, which can be the most 
preferable environment for chemical bonds of C atom. Therefore, C can be a cohesion 
enhancer of the GB.  A similar effect can be expected for B, because the electronic 
structure of B is close to that of C.  

Conclusions 

Although the atomistic mechanisms of GB embrittlement of metals by solute segregation 
are not well understood over many years, recent calculations from first-principles have 
found that the cohesive energy of a GB may be a key factor controlling the mechanism of 
GB embrittlement. The author's calculations show that the toughening elements like 
boron (B) and carbon (C) in iron increase the GB cohesive energy while the embrittling 
elements like phosphorous (P) and sulphur (S) decrease it. The rate of increase/decrease 
in the calculated GB cohesive energy is well correlated with the experimentally observed 
downward/upward shift of ductile-to-brittle transition temperature in a high purity iron.  

From the fracture mechanical considerations and first-principles calculations, the 
correlation between the microscopic GB cohesive energy and the macroscopic mechanical 
properties (ductile-brittle transition temperature, etc.) can be explained. It is considered 
that the GB cohesive energy has a valve-like effect on the much larger macroscopic 
fracture energy. However, the atomistic modelling on this correlation is still missing. In 
addition, the irradiation effect on the segregation and the resulting embrittlement is also 
not clear. Further studies are necessary to understand GB embrittlement from a multiscale 
point of view.  

(Note added in proof) Based on the author’s idea shown in this chapter, the 
combined analysis with fracture mechanics experiments and first-principles calculations 
for an alloy steel were performed in a recent literature [Yamaguchi, 2014].   
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Chapter 11. 

Irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking 

C. Pokor1, A. Herbelin1, T. Couvant1, Y. Kaji2 
1EDF-R&D, France 

2JAEA, Japan 

Abstract 

Internal components of PWR vessels closest to the core (core barrel, baffle plates, 
formers, bolts, etc.) are exposed to a high neutron flux; the most highly irradiated 
zones of some of these components may be exposed to doses reaching about 80 
dpa after 40 years of operation and 120 dpa after 60 years. This neutron irradiation 
changes their microstructure and their mechanical properties: hardening, loss of 
ductility, loss of toughness, irradiation creep, etc. Furthermore, these variations 
appear to cause sensitivity to stress corrosion (irradiation assisted stress corrosion 
cracking- IASCC) which led to cracking of some baffle-former bolts. The purpose 
of this document is to summarise acquired knowledge about Irradiation Assisted 
Stress Corrosion Cracking of austenitic stainless steels under neutron irradiation. 

Introduction 

Irradiation Assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking (IASCC) is the term used to describe the 
intergranular cracking, with little or no sign of ductility, which can occur in the irradiated 
structure components of nuclear power plants. In the case of PWR power plants, cases of 
baffle bolt cracking are proven for the French CP0 type units and this type of cracking 
remains potentially damaging for the other PWR type. Ultrasonic inspections of the baffle 
bolts are performed periodically on all of the CP0 type units and on a sample of units of 
the other type.  

In a first part, the characteristics of cracking by IASCC encountered in power plants 
are discussed. Then the main experimental programmes concerning IASCC are described. 
A review of the IASCC mechanisms as well as the main influencing factors is done in 
order to propose an IASCC sensitivity criterion in the next part. 
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Definition of IASCC 

IASCC is a particular case of Stress Corrosion that may affect the materials exposed to a 
neutron flux. IASCC is a mechanism that can explain the intergranular characteristics of 
cracking seen on site and that can be reproduced in the laboratory. This is a complex 
phenomenon needing different parameters to occur: operating parameters (temperatures, 
stresses, etc.), the environment (chemistry, etc.) and the properties of the materials, with 
each of these elements experiencing changes under irradiation. A schematic diagram is 
proposed in Figure 1. In this figure, the three central circles are the factors traditionally 
necessary for stress corrosion sensitivity: the encountering of a material, an environment 
and a stress under particular conditions. In the case of IASCC, the outer circle represents 
the additional modifications by irradiation necessary of these factors. 

Figure 1. Diagram illustrating the different parameters necessary for IASCC 

 

Figure 2. Representation of possible crack tip interactions during IASCC propagation [8] 
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Reports on IASCC [69,78] describe the knowledge concerning cases of cracking by IASCC 
on site and for the laboratory tests. These summaries show the limited number of experiments 
with well-controlled test conditions conducted on well-characterised materials. No mechanism 
model is yet able to justify all cases of cracking, and the fine microstructural changes produced by 
irradiation that would control IASCC still remain partially unknown. In particular, the 
mechanisms for interaction between the environment and the material at the tip of the crack 
remain to be determined (Figure 2). 

The reproduction of crack cases in the laboratory on materials irradiated in a reactor 
indicates that the persistent effects of irradiation on the materials (change in microstructure) are 
very important for IASCC sensitivity, although specific effects of irradiation simultaneous with 
oxidation and load can also have a role in cracking in operation.  

IASCC phenomenology 

IASCC causes the intergranular (IG) cracking of stainless steel (SS) core components 
exposed to high-energy neutron flux and primary water environment (Figure 3). The 
cracking is similar to IG in-service cracking observed in the SCC of non-irradiated strain-
hardened material [18], adding irradiation effects to the susceptible material conditions.  

Figure 3. Cracked baffle-former bolt 316 SS from Tihange-1, after 17 cycles irradiated to 8.5 dpa [75] 

 

 

Crack initiating at the bolt-head/shank junction. SEM micrograph showing the IG crack and the deformation 
microstructure. 
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The main components affected by IASCC in EDF PWRs are baffle-former bolts; 
these bolts make the link between the baffles close to the outermost fuel rods, and the 
formers, maintaining the baffles and fixing them on the core barrel (Figure 4). 

The baffle-former bolts are made of AISI 316 austenitic stainless steel (Table 1). The 
bolts are machined in forged bars, so they have already undergone extensive cold work 
and as such have attained a significant hardness (typically 240 HV). They are also 
submitted to high stresses during the various stages of the cycles. Finally their position in 
the core exposes them to significant radiations without shielding from other components: 
their heads are submitted to the majority of the radiation dose. The relative thickness 
being higher due to the assembling, γ radiations induce a substantial temperature increase, 
raising the local stresses and changing the material reaction to neutron irradiation. 

Table 1. Composition ranges for AISI 316 and the available AISI316L SS (W%) 

Grade   C Mn Si P S Cr Mo Ni N 

316 
Min - - - 0 - 16.0 2.00 10.0 - 
Max 0.08 2.0 0.75 0.045 0.03 18.0 3.00 14.0 0.10 

316L Min - - - - - 16.0 2.00 10.0 - 
Max 0.03 2.0 0.75 0.045 0.03 18.0 3.00 14.0 0.10 

 

 

Figure 4. Baffle-former bolts location in the core 
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The first cracked bolts were revealed in 1988 in Bugey Unit 2 (PWR, France), during 
ultrasonic investigations (UT) in the baffle plates involved at that time in a water flow 
issue. After this discovery, several bolts were extracted for further evaluations 
[13,36,55,61,64] and a periodic inspection and replacements programme was set up in the 
affected reactor types. This regular assessment of the damage affecting the bolts revealed 
that significant differences in cracking behaviour exist between the various reactors. For 
instance, taking into account the number of cracked bolts, Bugey Unit 2 (100 bolts in 140 
000 hrs) and Fessenheim Unit 2 (46 bolts in 140 000 hrs) are the most affected reactors 
(mostly under 30 for the rest of the reactors); additionally, their bolts are made from the 
same process, pointing towards the influence of initial composition and microstructure.  

Based on these data, studies were conducted in order to correlate the location of the 
cracked bolts and the time to initiation to the corresponding operating parameters of the 
reactors. The main conclusions of this work are:  

• Results of the periodic inspections: 

– Cracked bolts are very localised; 96% are located in the four inferior forming 
plates. This points out that particular conditions are needed to initiate IASCC 
mechanism. 

– Inspection data analysis seems to indicate that a threshold dose can be defined 
for IASCC cracking, slightly above 4 dpa.  

– Significant differences in cracking behaviour exist between the various reactors. 
For instance, Bugey 2 and Fessenheim 2, that have bolts made from the same 
heat, are the most affected ones. 

– Cracks propagate relatively fast; a bolt detected with a UT indication during an 
inspection is detected cracked at the next inspection, resulting in an average 
crack growth rate of 3 10-10 m/s. 

• Evaluation of the influence of the operating conditions: 

– Neutron flux appears to have an influence on crack initiation: bolts exposed to 
higher flux, and thus reaching higher damage doses, crack earlier. 

– Using a simple calculation method on the case of the four inferior former plates, 
a correlation between the evaluated stress and the number of cracked bolts 
seems to stand out. 

– Time to initiation appears to be related to temperature by an Arrhenius type law 
(only in the case of the four inferior former plates). 

• Characteristics of the bolts: 

– Cracks initiate on the bolt-head/shank junction and tend to propagate towards 
the head. The cracks are clearly intergranular. 

– Cracked bolts do not show any anomaly of chemical composition and 
mechanical properties compared to unaffected bolts. 
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– The microstructures of bolts irradiated in the same conditions, cracked or 
unaffected, do not differ. No specific phase precipitation was detected in the 
cracked bolts. 

– No substantial deformation or mechanical damage due to the handling was 
observed on the bolts heads.  

This study, based on an empirical approach, gives qualitative elements regarding the 
cracking of the bolts. The individual influence of each parameter (material, temperature, 
stress or irradiation flux) is difficult to quantify and experimental data with well-controlled 
testing conditions are needed to confirm the pointed-out tendencies. 

Experimental programmes  

There are three major categories of tests for studying IASCC: tests in pile, tests after 
irradiation, and tests on non-irradiated materials having undergone treatments to 
reproduce some effects of irradiation. The first tests require very complex equipment, are 
very expensive, and consequently do not allow parametric studies. Tests after irradiation 
rely on the assumption that the permanent effects of irradiation are mainly responsible for 
IASCC sensitivity. These tests are also difficult to implement because of the high activity 
of irradiated materials, but they constitute the biggest part of the available tests. The third 
category of tests is made up of experiments simulating irradiation by using other particles 
(protons or ions) or using cold working or heat treatments. The difficulty remains in 
demonstrating the representativity of this treatment in relation to neutron irradiation. 

There is no unique indicator for IASCC sensitivity. The different indicators vary 
according to the laboratory and the type of test used (Table 2). Stress corrosion tests on 
irradiated materials for the study of IASCC mainly belong to three categories: initiation 
tests with load or displacement imposed on smooth specimens, propagation tests with 
load imposed on notched specimens and tests with imposed displacement rate (initiation 
and propagation). The choice of test types and their conditions are of great importance as 
part of the explanations of the slow progress in IASCC knowledge comes from the lack 
of well-defined data from tests on irradiated specimens well-characterised under well-
determined conditions. The use of complementary tests based on load is a bearing 
resource in this lack of data (for example, complementary constant load tests [42] and 
imposed displacement [43]. The different characteristics of these tests are reviewed: 

• Static initiation tests on smooth specimens. 

Constant load tests use tensile specimens (flat or cylindrical) or annular specimens (O 
ring tests). These tests make it possible to obtain time to failure curves based on the stress. 
Time to failure is a measurement of IASCC sensitivity. Time to failure includes both the 
time necessary for the true initiation of the crack and the time necessary for its slow then 
fast propagation. It is also possible to determine a minimum stress in order to obtain the 
cracking for a given type of environment. Imposed displacement tests allowing for the 
relaxation of stresses during the propagation of a crack and accordingly its arrest can be 
used to characterise the behaviour of a material for stress cracking. This type of test is not 
used very much for the study of IASCC, undoubtedly because of the possible long test 
durations. 
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• Static tests of propagation on notched specimens. 

For these tests, a constant load or a fixed crack opening is imposed on a pre-notched 
sample, most often a CT (Compact Tension) type, used for fracture toughness tests. 
Crack length is measured based on the time, thus allowing for the expression of a crack 
propagation rate based on the stress intensity factor. IASCC sensitivity is then expressed 
based on the propagation rate of the crack for a given environment. With this type of test, 
no information is collected on the crack's initiation. These tests make ipossible to have the 
behaviour of a material under different conditions (temperature, environment, intensity 
factory) during a single test. Note that electrical monitoring of the crack's development 
does not give an absolute value of the propagation and that some adjustments, sometimes 
significant, are necessary in order to cross-check with the true propagation of the crack, 
known once the test is over. 

• Slow Strain Rate tests. 

For slow strain rate tests in the environment, the load rates traditionally used are of 
the order of magnitude of 1.10-7 s-1. The strain rate test results are interpreted in terms of a 
percentage of the fractographic aspect of the fracture surface presenting an intergranular 
character or in terms of change in the ductility in comparison with tests in an inert 
environment. Strain rate test are severe tests, since stress and cold working increase during 
the test. This test makes possible a quick comparison of the stress corrosion sensitivity 
among different pre-irradiated materials. The use of these results to measure the lifetime 
of a component is difficult. 

It is also possible to use swelling mandrels [35]. Under flux, the B4C mandrels swell, 
thus imposing a deformation. The time to crack is then measured as an IASCC sensitivity 
criterion. In order to use the information of these tests, it is necessary to attain the 
development of stress in the tube being tested through complex modelling [31,32]. 

Table 2. IASCC sensitivity criteria and types of tests used 

Criterion Test type 
% Intergranular on the fracture surface Slow strain rate (SSRT slow strain rate test or CERT constant elongation 

rate test) 
Distributed elongation Slow strain rate (SSRT) 
Time to fracture Constant load, O ring 
Time to cracking Swelling mandrels 
Propagation rate Measurement of crack growth rate (CGR) 

Main elements of the IASCC mechanism 

In the absence of knowledge of a chaining of well-defined elementary events leading to 
cracking by IASCC, accepted by the international community, it is important to first 
describe and discuss the main elements of the IASCC mechanism. A diagram showing the 
interactions of the different mechanisms described in the rest of the chapter is provided 
(Figure 5). At a second stage, these elements will be connected with the different 
parameters of the triptych of the material/stress/environment IASCC.  
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Figure 5. Interaction of the different possible mechanisms leading to IASCC 

 

Water radiolysis 

Primary water absorbs ionising radiations produced by nuclear reactions (neutrons, γ rays); 
these interactions induce dissociation reactions of the water: H2O ◊ H2, H2O2, e

-
aq, H, OH, 

H+. These products interact in series of low activation energies reactions; thus, only H2, 
H2O2 and O2 formed by these interactions remain in the water. The stability of water 
regarding these interactions increases with increasing temperature, so yields of reaction 
product (H2, H2O2 and O2) are accordingly reduced.  

Radiolysis has an effect in boiling water reactors (BWR), where it raises oxygen 
concentration (up to 200 ppm). Formation of oxidising species in higher concentrations 
under irradiation increases the electrochemical corrosion potential. The potential controls 
the kinetics of corrosion reactions; therefore the effect is an increase of SCC rate (Figure 
6). However, in PWRs and specific BWRs operating under Hydrogenated Water 
Chemistry (HWC) the dissolved hydrogen suppresses the radiolytic dissociation [69]. As a 
result, shown in Figure 7, concentrations in oxidising species are greatly reduced and no 
increase of the corrosion potential is expected.  
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Figure 6. Shift in corrosion potential due to irradiation (BWR, 304 SS) [69] 

 

Figure 7. Steady state concentrations of several radiolysis products in PWRs versus the initial 
hydrogen concentration [69] 
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Local chemistry modifications 
Radiolysis is suppressed in HWC when nominal conditions are considered. There are 
situations in which ionising radiation could lead to a local change in the water chemistry, 
and thus influence corrosion: 

• Local boiling: γ radiations are a by-product of the fission reaction and can lead to 
an increase in temperature in exposed material; some components can undergo a 
temperature increase locally due to their design and induce water boiling on their 
surface. Boiling could modify local concentrations in boric acid and lithium 
hydroxide and cause an increase in pH. Temperature calculations have estimated 
the temperature at 360°C in baffle-former bolt heads: in this case, a local boiling 
cannot be dismissed. However, evidence of local boiling in cracked components is 
yet to be demonstrated, either at the surface or in the cracks.  

• Occluded environment: there are areas in the reactor design where the water flow 
is not present or at a too low level to insure exchange with the nominal primary 
water. In these areas, the water chemistry could develop under the effects of 
corrosion reactions with the surrounding components and by radiolytic 
dissociation due to irradiation, possibly further enhancing corrosion or causing 
different phenomena to operate. The design of the components has been adapted - 
namely in the case of baffle-former bolts - to avoid such confined environments to 
appear. Moreover, IASCC occurrence does not seem to require occluded 
conditions, as cracking is still observed in baffle-former bolts after the 
modifications and in other components. 

Figure 8. Local boiling in an enclosed space due to γ heating in the bulk of the material 
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Figure 9. Example of a possible occluded area under the bolt head,  
inducing a change in the local chemistry 

 

 

The issue of local chemical modifications only involves the CP0 type, for which there 
is a confined environment in the thread of the bolts. From the CPY type, this confined 
environment was removed for most of the baffle/former bolts. The fluid flow 
calculations show good flow in the CPY type bolts [68]. Beyond these theoretical 
considerations, not much is known about the local chemistry of the primary fluid in the 
bolts.  

Radiation Induced Segregation (RIS) 
An important consequence of neutron irradiation is the redistribution of alloy elements 
and impurities in the material. 

By analogy with the stress corrosion phenomena of the thermally sensitised steels, the 
search for a link between the evolution of the compositions of the grain boundaries and 
the IASCC sensitivity was checked in numerous studies [7,80]. A study was conducted as 
part of the CIR programme [19]. This involves a statistical analysis of a large set of 
cracking data. This analysis tends to show that dechromisation of the boundaries makes it 
possible to explain the cases of cracking observed in the BWR-NWC (normal water 
chemistry conditions oxygenated) environment but is not enough to explain the cases of 
cracking in the BWR-HWC (hydrogenated) environment or PWR environment. 

From an experimental standpoint, the role of dechromisation on IASCC sensitivity 
does not have a consensus: corrosion tests on 304 steel sensitised by thermal treatment 
confirm that there would be no corrosion in the hydrogenated environment [3], but 
materials with a chemical composition identical to the composition of the grain 
boundaries after segregation appear sensitive to stress corrosion in the primary 
environment even in the absence of irradiation [81]. 

In the case of BWRs, the development of the chemical composition of the grain 
boundaries could be linked to IASCC sensitivity in several cases [44,50]. In the case of 
PWRs, the situation is less clear. Post-irradiation annealing experiments made it possible 
to vary hardness through suppression of the irradiation defects while maintaining 
segregation with the grain boundaries [79]. In the studied cases, IASCC sensitivity 
decreases like hardness, while segregation does not develop (Figure 10). 
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These measurements, which remain qualitative, show that in the PWR environment, 
segregation with the grain boundaries is probably not the principal cause of sensitivity to 
intergranular cracking. Thus, Figure 11 illustrates the scattering that can exist between the 
chromium measurements in the grain boundaries and the IASCC sensitivity. However, 
these modifications of the grain boundary composition can only amplify the difference of 
behavior between the grain and the boundary and contribute to increase the grain 
boundary's load. In addition, the effect of segregation at the grain boundaries could 
become significant for high doses, which could explain the increase in IASCC sensitivity 
with the dose even if the mechanical properties no longer change with irradiation after a 
certain dose. 

Figure 10. Variation of segregation induced by irradiation, density of dislocations, and hardness 
based function of the annealing measured by the diffusion distance of the iron (DFet)1/2, for 

different annealing conditions [79] 

 

Figure 11. IASCC sensitivity measured by the percentage of intergranular rupture on a slow strain 
rate specimen feature in the environment based on the minimum rate of Cr in the grain 

boundaries measured by AES and FEG AAEM on power plant components [14] 
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Microstructures and hardening induced by irradiation 
During irradiation, high-energy neutrons create cascade displacements that lead to the 
formation of two types of point defects: vacancies and interstitials. In the range of power 
plant operating temperature, these point defects can develop: they are recombined, 
annihilated, and agglomerated on defect clusters already existing. These movements result 
in a modification of the microstructure and the creation of new microstructural objects of 
the dislocation loops (interstitial loops, Frank loops) faulted, sessile (not susceptible to 
sliding), created by recombination of interstitials. The development of the density is 
asymptotic with saturation between 10 and 15 dpa. 

The created defects cause great hardening of the material. The yield stress and the 
ultimate tensile strength increase quickly and become very close, near 800 to 1000 MPa 
according to the steel and the irradiation temperature. Irradiation also results in a loss of 
ductility with very high degradation of the uniform and total elongations. 

In the PWR reactors, hardening under irradiation by contributing to a significant load 
of the grain boundary is generally considered an important element of IASCC sensitivity. 
By analogy with other stress corrosion phenomena, work has been done to correlate the 
hardening of the material with IASCC sensitivity, mainly in the case of BWR power plants 
[27]. In the absence of irradiation, it is possible to correlate the stress corrosion sensitivity 
(measured by the crack propagation rate) with the yield stress. 

As a part of the CIR programme (Cooperative IASCC Research), the statistical 
analysis of a large database of available test results was pursued in order to determine the 
influence of hardening on the cracking sensitivity [20]. In the conclusion of this study, it 
seems that the dose parameter constitutes a better indicator of stress corrosion sensitivity 
than the hardening parameter. A yield stress greater than 600 MPa is generally required so 
that the material becomes sensitive to intergranular cracking. Hardening is undoubtedly a 
necessary condition for the sensitisation of steel, but it is not sufficient to explain the 
behaviour in the PWR environment of these steels. In fact, all of the attempts at 
simulating hardening under irradiation by cold working, or thermal treatments resulting in 
hardness similar to that of irradiated materials, do not make it possible to reproduce their 
behaviour in the PWR environment satisfactorily. The mechanisms for hardening under 
irradiation and by cold working are very different.  

In addition, IASCC sensitivity continues to increase with the dose of irradiation, while 
the hardening saturate towards 10 dpa, revealing the effect of other secondary 
mechanisms, possibly like segregation at the grain boundaries or on the dislocation loops, 
or even additional embrittlement by helium or hydrogen.  

Strain localisation 
In addition to the increase in yield stress, irradiation hardened SS undergoes a strong loss 
of ductility, as shown in Figure 12. The irradiation-induced microstructure greatly affects 
the mechanical behaviour: the hardening induces alternative deformation modes, in 
addition to the already complex behaviour of austenitic stainless steels related to their low 
stacking fault energy (SFE).  
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Figure 12. Stress-strain after tensile testing at 330°C curves for 304 SS irradiated to doses ranging 
from 0 to 3.4 dpa [62-64] 

 

Therefore, in addition to the tangled dislocations, dislocation pileups, stacking faults 
and twins, the presence of the Frank loops can induce channelling as an additional 
deformation mode, as seen in Figure 13. This mechanism occurs as the Frank loops 
impeding the movement of dislocations are locally disposed to stop a sufficient number 
of gliding dislocations (i.e. are able to induce a sufficient stress, by their impeding process). 
Under the stress loading, the moving dislocations can glide through the Frank loop, 
forming a channel and clearing it from the Frank loop: the “clear band” formed is 
therefore the stage of preferential deformation, drastically decreasing the ductility by 
reducing the deformation accepted by the total matrix to a limited number of clear bands. 

Each of the deformation mechanisms depends on the mechanical and dose conditions. 
A local situation strongly impeding movement has a stronger chance of inducing a 
localised deformation mode, should the higher stress requirement be met. Figure 14 
shows a map synthesising the results of tests and observations [11]. However, in the dose 
domains relevant to IASCC (>3 dpa), only channelling and twinning seem dominant in 
316 SS, and both result in the formation of a zone cleared from Frank loops. 

Another observation indicating the influence of localised deformation on GBs: intergranular 
cracking has been reported in an inert environment on highly irradiated steel: 304 SS, 1.2x1020 
n/cm², 290°C, 3.5x10-7 s-1 SSRT [57] and 304 SS, 30 dpa, 340°C, 700 MPa constant load [76]. 
Both indicated on the intergranular fracture zones the presence of linear features, identified by 
TEM as twins and channels (Figure 15). It is additionally reported [57] that lower- and 
unirradiated samples tested under the same conditions fractured in a ductile manner and showed 
no signs of localised deformation. Moreover, a potential effect of strain rate has been reported 
[76] in view of the various tests performed under various conditions. The results are reported on 
a schematic Strain-rate - Temperature map (Figure 16) indicating fracture morphology: IG 
fracture seems to occur under the lowest (constant load), indifferently at room and lower 
temperatures (100% IG in tensile and impact tests) and under the effect of PWR environment; 
complete dimple fracture occurred in the tensile tested sample at 300°C (moderate strain-rate, 
high temperature). 
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Figure 13. TEM observations in 316 SS after irradiation and deformation at room temperature [11] 
(a) Dislocation tangles in unirradiated material after 10% bend deformation. (b) Stacking faults in 
0.15 dpa irradiated material after 10% bend deformation. (c) Channels (clear bands) and twins (in 
dark) in 0.15 dpa irradiated material after 10% tensile deformation. (d) Twins in 15 dpa irradiated 

material after 10% bend deformation 
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Figure 14. A deformation map of 316 SS in the true stress–dose space [11] 

 

Figure 15. SEM observation of the intergranular fracture zone, on the constant-loaded specimen 
at 340°C in Argon atmosphere [76] 
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Figure 16. A schematic map of strain rate - temperature - fracture morphology dependencies [76] 

 

The influence of localised deformation mode on IASCC would be an increase in local 
stress concentration on grain boundaries. As seen in crack-tip observations, the various 
shear bands intersecting cracked boundaries (mainly twins) create steps on the interface 
and show a minor preferential corrosion attack (Figure 17). This means the corrosion 
occurred after the deformation and suggests that the presence of steps promoted the 
oxide penetration across the boundary.  

Figure 17. Schematic diagram of the interaction between positioned deformation bands and 
rupture of the oxide film 

Helium and hydrogen 
In operation, different mechanisms may result in the presence of hydrogen and helium in 
the austenitic steels of the pressure vessel internals. The major source of helium for high 
doses comes from the transmutation of nickel, and its rate of production is proportional 
to the nickel composition. The production of helium from the boron occurs quickly and 
also saturates quickly based on the thermal neutron flux. The hydrogen coming from 
transmutation of the nickel depends on the composition in this element and the ratio of 
thermal neutrons and fast neutrons [37]. The hydrogen also comes from environmental 
sources, particularly in the PWR environment because of the excess hydrogen pressure.  
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The hydrogen's mobility is elevated at the temperatures of the PWRs. Also the 
amount of hydrogen that actually remains in the steel is difficult to estimate, as it depends 
on the effectiveness of the trapping, particularly through the defects created under 
irradiation (bubbles, dislocations, possible martensitic phase created under deformation, 
etc.). The hydrogen and helium measurements in the irradiated austenitic steels are 
difficult and the existing data are scattered. Nevertheless, recent results [30] show that the 
hydrogen concentration in the steels can be much greater than predicted by the balances 
with the partial hydrogen pressures in the environment (Sievert's law). The hydrogen can 
be stored in the cavities and bubbles that form under irradiation. 

Under some conditions, the hydrogen can have an embrittling effect which could 
contribute to a possible stress corrosion mechanism (embrittlement by hydrogen is 
encountered particularly in martensitic steels; in the case of austenitic steels, this 
embrittlement could occur if martensite created by deformation appears). This effect is 
significant primarily at low temperatures for austenitic steels (less than 100°C). Cracking 
associated with embrittlement by hydrogen would only be encountered during reactor 
shutdowns. However, it is less likely that the cracking of bolts will occur at this time 
because of the lack of stress. To date, considering the little experimental work on the 
topic, there are few objective elements making it possible to accuse embrittlement by 
hydrogen of being an operating mechanism of IASCC in PWRs. 

With the difference of the phenomena of segregation under flux, hydrogen and 
helium production is linked to the irradiation spectrum (Figure 18). Also, a method for 
studying the effect of these elements constituted a comparison of the IASCC sensitivity of 
irradiated materials in the fast spectrum reactor (fast breeder reactor, low production of 
helium and hydrogen) and in the light water reactor (PWR, BWR, high production of 
helium and hydrogen). 

The summary of available studies seems to suggest two stages of spectrum sensitivity: 

• For low doses (< 10 dpa), the Slow Strain rate tests in the environment of material 
testing reactor specimens do not show any different behaviour between the 
specimens with high or low rates of hydrogen and helium, the other conditions 
(temperature, materials, flux) being equal (Figure 19). 

• For higher doses (> 10 dpa), several elements seem to indicate a higher IASCC 
sensitivity of irradiated materials in the mixed spectrum compared to the fast 
spectrum. First, tests on materials irradiated in the reactor then loaded with 
hydrogen make it possible to show a possible influence of hydrogen, particularly 
for crack initiation. The IASCC sensitivity measured by the percentage of 
intergranular fracture surface after Slow Strain rate tests in the environment is 
highly decreased for materials irradiated with fast spectrum conditions (Figure 20). 
This difference in behavior is attributed to the presence of bubbles at the grain 
boundaries appearing for doses higher than 40 dpa [26]. 

The presence of bubbles can be due to the boron, an element present in the form of 
impurities, preferentially located in the grain boundaries. Under flux, transmutation of 
boron into helium is possible and can lead to an accumulation of helium in the grain 
boundary. This hypothesis remains to be validated, particularly because the significant 
recoil energy could disperse the helium atoms far from the grain boundaries. 
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This difference in behaviour between materials coming from different reactors is 
found in the results of tests on O-ring specimens conducted by Westinghouse on 
irradiated materials in PWR (Thimble tube) and in the BOR 60 fast neutron reactor. For 
the same test conditions, all of the specimens coming from the Thimble tube crack, and 
those coming from the BOR 60 reactor do not.  

The role of hydrogen and helium on IASCC sensitivity could explain the increase in 
IASCC sensitivity after the apparent saturation of the mechanical properties [16] beyond 
65 dpa [25,72]. 

Figure 18. Relationship between the dose and the hydrogen and helium contained in the 
materials for irradiation conditions in the PWR reactor and fast breeder reactor (the graphic's 

references are: “this study” [11,25,26] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19. Air tensile curves and slow strain rate curves in the PWR environment for SAMARA 
experiment samples with various H and He levels a) CW 316 b) SA 304. No effect of helium and 

hydrogen on IASCC sensitivity has appeared for these specimens around 5 dpa [54] 
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Figure 20. Comparison between the IASCC sensitivity of the materials irradiated in PWR 
and in the fast breeder reactor (FBR) [26] 

 

The experimental points of "This Study" correspond to reference [26], those of [8] in [72], and those of [9] in [28]. 

IASCC sensitivity parameters 

In this chapter, the different variable parameters that can undergo a measurement or 
calculations (composition of materials, temperature, stress, primary chemistry, irradiation 
fluence) are reviewed with a view to quantifying their influence on IASCC sensitivity. 

Materials 
The evolution in the materials under flux constitute the main element of IASCC 
sensitivity [26]. The strain localisation, segregation under flux, and hardening could 
constitute elements of the IASCC mechanism and all depend on the components of the 
materials and their thermomechanical conditions. The differences in sensitivity to cracking 
between the different inspected units and the significant dispersions of the irradiated 
material stress corrosion test results are often attributed to possible “material effects”. 
The influencing parameters (elements of chemical composition, thermal treatment, etc.) 
are rarely identified. The objective of the following paragraphs is to review the knowledge 
on these various parameters. 

Thermomechanical treatments: solution annealed and cold working, and 316/304 differences 

In the absence of experimental proof without ambiguity, there is no consensus on the 
effect of cold working during manufacture on IASCC sensitivity.  

Proton irradiation tests for low irradiations show that cold working hinders IASCC 
sensitivity with regard to irradiation [10]. This result remains contradictory with the 
relationship between the yield stress and IASCC sensitivity, which is sometimes advanced 
for the initial stages of irradiation, while the cold worked steels systematically have a yield 
stress higher than that of solution annealed steels. The effect of cold working on IASCC 
for low doses (3-5 dpa) could be due to the restoration of the cold working dislocation 
network. An initial high density of dislocations first limits the formation of interstitial 
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loops but does not prevent it. These dislocations go up and self-destruct under flux, and 
above around 10 dpa, the cold working dislocation network seems to be completely 
restored for the operating temperatures of the PWR internals (330°C) [62,63].  

On average, the 316 cold worked, 304 solution annealed, and 347 solution annealed 
materials behave in rather similar ways [48]. This is the conclusion that also comes from 
the crack propagation rate measurements under the CIR programme, although it is often 
difficult to compare the tests (variation of stress intensity factors, dose, etc.). In Figure 21, 
there is a summary of the crack rate measurements as a function of the stress intensity 
factor for different doses and irradiation conditions: the results for 304 and 316 steels are 
not distributed in a differentiated manner. 

Although, as has been seen, not much is known about the effect of cold working and 
solution annealing on IASCC, it must be noted that proton studies on 304 and 316 steels 
as well as tests in the BWR environment of neutron irradiated specimens [45], show 
greater IASCC sensitivity in the SA 304 compared to the CW 316.  

The cracked bolts of the baffles of the CP0 type units are made of cold worked 316 
steel, but some of the stress corrosion tests on irradiated materials were done on 
specimens made of solution annealed 304. The elements presented in this paragraph do 
not significantly call into question the representativity of these tests with regard to cases 
of cracking on site. 

Figure 21. Comparison of cracking rates based on the stress intensity factor for solution annealed 
304 and 307 steels and cold worked 316 [46] 

 

Effect of heat and alloy contents 
Following the controls of the baffle/former bolts of the CP0 type units, analyses of the 
chemical compositions of these bolts were conducted. These analyses tend to show an 
effect linked to the heat of the bolts [53]. For the six CP0 units, it is possible to 
distinguish different trends (Table 3): the bolts of the units most affected by cracking 
(group A) come from heat prepared in the air (in a high-frequency furnace) showing lower 
levels of chromium and phosphorous than the others (group B). Nevertheless, the lack of 
statistical data does not allow for a complete conclusion on this point, all the more so 
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given that the recent Bugey 3 measurements (group B) show a less stable behaviour than 
Bugey 4 and 5, which are not part of the presented analysis. 

Table 3. Chemical composition of the cracked bolt heats of the French CP0 units 

Groups Units Mass levels in chemical elements of heats (%) 
  C Cr Ni Si Mn S P Mo Co 
Group A BUG2 and FES2 0.028 16.90 12.20 0.62 1.77 0.013 0.015 2.60 0.07 
 FES1 and TIH1 0.026 16.80 12.10 0.64 1.81 0.016 0.017 2.56 0.05 
Change from A to B          
group B BUG3 0.030 17.40 11.75 0.50 1.66 0.017 0.023 2.46 0.10 
 BUG4 0.025 17.40 11.63 0.47 1.64 0.017 0.030 2.48 0.13 
 BUG5 0.033 17.55 12.18 0.62 1.65 0.010 0.032 2.51 0.14 

 

Attempts to identify this material effect have been undertaken as part of the CIR 
programme [9], for which high-purity model materials with controlled addition of solutes 
(Si, Ni, P, Mo, Ti, Nb, etc.) have been prepared and irradiated and will be tested for their 
resistance to intergranular cracking. The somewhat systematic studies for determining the 
influence of particular chemical elements on IASCC sensitivity, pertaining to, above all, 
the BWR conditions and therefore the influence of the elements, is considered mainly in 
terms of segregations at grain boundaries. The main conclusions are rather scattered. 

• Ti: This is an element that is placed as a substitution in the crystalline lattice; it 
limits the amplitude of the segregation under flux and may decrease IASCC 
sensitivity [51]. 

• Nb: This is also a substitution element. In the conclusion of the work performed 
on swelling mandrels tested in reactor and in environment [35], it is recommended 
to have a ratio of niobium to carbon of around 20: 1 in order to limit stress 
corrosion in the BWR environment of pre-irradiated materials.  

• Mo: A statistical link between IASCC sensitivity and the stability of austenitic to 
martensitic transformation is noted in the reference [1]. This link could result in 
better resistance to sensitivity of 316 steel compared to 304 steel. 

• Cr: The influence of chromium outside of its depletion in the grain boundary is not 
known.  

• Si: can have a beneficial effect [17] but work in the PERFECT project shows that 
Si can be considered an element with a negative effect. In this project, the alloys 
contain more than 2.5% Si and are therefore within a completely different 
composition range from that of the steels of the internals [49]. 

• C: In the range of steel concentrations for pressure vessel internals, the increase in 
interstitial carbon could have a beneficial effect in the BWR environment [14]. This 
point is illustrated in Figure 22: the rate of intergranular cracking in the BWR 
environment for slightly irradiated specimens decreases with the rate of interstitial 
carbon. There is not sufficient evidence to transpose this effect in a PWR 
environment. 
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In conclusion, there seems to be a material effect, but the direct link between the 
material characteristics of a heat and its IASCC sensitivity remains to be examined more 
in depth. 

Effect of the grain size 
Among the different processes by which the grain size could have an influence on IASCC 
sensitivity, two main mechanisms can be considered: 

• The segregation of elements that decrease the IASCC resistance in the grain 
boundaries is all the more important since the grain is large.  

• When the grain size decreases, the irradiation creep rate should increase, so the 
applied stress has more possibility of relaxing. In this case, the decrease of the grain 
size has a beneficial contribution for IASCC resistance. However, in the case of 
stress corrosion of cold worked stainless steels (not irradiated) in the PWR 
environment, it is known that a decrease of the grain size leads to the increase of 
intergranular cracking sensitivity. This was also observed in cases of austenitic 
stainless steels exposed to the BWR oxidising environment. This phenomenon 
probably results from the increase of plastic strain incompatibilities caused by the 
decrease of the grain size. 

The polarization curves of sensitised 304 and 316 steels show that the passive current 
density is larger when the grain is small, which constitutes another assumption on the 
beneficial effect for stress corrosion of a large grain size. 

To the knowledge of the report's author, the only available result in the literature on 
the effect of grain size on IASCC involves swelling mandrel experiments in the PWR 
environment. These complex tests, putting into play a large number of variable 
parameters, seem to show a beneficial link between low grain size and IASCC resistance.  

Considering the various contradictory qualitative analyses, and in the absence of clear 
experimental results, it is therefore not possible to reach a consensus on the effect of 
grain size on IASCC. 

Figure 22. Link between carbon and intergranular crack sensitivity (Slow strain rate tests) [14] 
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Environment 
PWR and BWR primary environments 

Cases of IASCC cracking are encountered both for BWRs and PWRs. It has previously 
been seen that the influence of chromium depletion was often the main cause of IASCC 
in the case of BWR reactors. Nevertheless, the evaluation of the fracture surface shows no 
difference due to either of the environments. Studies show that there is indeed a link 
between the dissolved oxygen (characteristic of the BWR environment in normal 
chemistry) and IASCC sensitivity [15], but decreasing the rate of dissolved oxygen is not 
enough to completely eliminate IASCC sensitivity [52]. One of the conclusions of the CIR 
programme [60] is that in the laboratory, propagation by SCC in the PWR environment 
and the BWR environment of pre-irradiated materials is phenomenologically continuous 
without fundamental change of the mechanisms between the two environments but with 
a change in the response kinetics to the changes of chemistry of the environment and the 
potential. 

Primary environment 

Beginning with the first cases of cracking on site, there has been a question as to whether 
a purely mechanical phenomenon was involved or stress corrosion.  

For a long time, the possibility of purely mechanical intergranular cracking in the 
neutral environment for irradiated materials was debated, and some teams have been 
unable to have cracking other than ductile in the neutral environment for irradiated 
materials [15,48]. Several recent studies still make it possible to define the possibility of 
obtaining, under low slow strain rate (less than 10-7 s-1), an intergranular cracking in the 
neutral environment and at the temperature of 330°C on highly irradiated materials 
[26,28,29,57]. A constant load specimen in the neutral environment on a Chooz A corner 
sample (30 dpa) developed an intergranular crack without completely break in 1000 hours, 
while the same test in a PWR environment cracks in five hours [76,77]. It appears that the 
environment accelerates the cracking. 

Operating conditions 
Irradiation conditions 

Observation of the UT inspection results of the baffle/former bolts shows the existence 
of a cracking threshold dose that is slightly greater than 4 dpa. This dose is identical 
regardless of the former and it does not seem to be influenced by how long it stays in the 
reactor. This value is slightly higher than the value determined by laboratory tests around 
2 - 3 dpa [72]. This threshold value can be approached with some developments of the 
microstructure, such as significant hardening and a change in the deformation modes. In 
the BWR environment, this threshold value is lower, on the order of 1 to 2 dpa [8,58,69]. 

After this threshold, IASCC sensitivity increases with the dose [72]. This increase 
continues beyond 10 dpa, which marks the saturation of the development of the 
mechanical properties with the dose. Tests on Thimble tubes show this increase in IASCC 
sensitivity at least until 65 dpa [26,28]. 
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Temperature 

By analogy with other stress corrosion mechanisms, attempts have been made to express 
the influence of temperature on IASCC sensitivity through an apparent activation energy 
of the phenomenon.  

Data from the literature [72] indicate a reduction of the critical dose of intergranular 
cracking sensitivity when the temperature increases from 290 to 340°C. (this critical dose 
is supposed to mark a threshold under which there is no intergranular cracking 
characteristic of IASCC: an estimate of this measurement is obtained through slow strain 
rate tests and by measuring the rate of intergranular fracture on the fracture surface; the 
critical value is reached when the intergranular fracture rate becomes significant, i.e. 
measurable). These tests help determine an apparent activation energy for the 
phenomenon of around 70 kJ/mol (between 40 and 140 kJ/mol). The determination of 
the apparent activation energy on the fracture time was also performed on samples from 
the Chooz A corner [66]. The estimation is based on two tests which were both carried 
out with a stress of 700 MPa but at temperatures of 290°C and 340°C, respectively. The 
difference in time to failure indicates an activation energy of approximately 86 kJ/mol. 
There is only one test datum, so the uncertainty on the activation energy is significant. 
The order of magnitude for these estimates is comparable to the value of the activation 
energy for the crack growth rate measured for K constant on specimens of cold worked 
316 (non-irradiated), 90 kJ/mol [6]. This result is consistent with the field experience: the 
cracked bolts are preferentially the hottest and the most irradiated [53] (Figure 23). 
However the range of values obtained is lower than the one coming from the field 
experience analysis: the activation energy was more likely to be between 100-180 kJ/mol 
taking into account inspected PWR.  

This point remains to be confirmed by complementary tests and the resumption of 
the field experience analysis based on the temperatures calculated with better accuracy on 
the entire baffle assembly. In addition, in cases of cracking on site, it is difficult to 
separate the temperature effect from the irradiation effect (the temperature being linked in 
large part to the gamma energy deposit) and also the purely mechanical effects, since 
some of the stress on the bolts is linked to the differential thermal expansions between 
baffles and formers. 
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Figure 23. Empirical relationship between the temperature of a bolt in a former and the rate of 
cracking of this bolt for the CP0 type [53] 

 

Stress 

In the studies on the life-time of pressure vessel internals, particular effort has been put 
into determining the influence of stress on IASCC sensitivity. In fact, the quantification of 
this influence is necessary for any engineering analysis on the resistance of internals. The 
existence of a threshold stress below which cracking by IASCC is not encountered was 
still recently debated in the scientific community. The recent results of constant load tests 
make it possible to specify the existence of this limit.  

The available PWR environment O-ring tests on Thimble tubes and constant load 
tests on sampled pieces of the Chooz A corner are represented in Figure 24. The constant 
load tests (Chooz A) and O ring tests (noted Beaver Valley, HB Robinson, and Ringhals 
in Figure 24) are mainly initiation tests. All of the tests were conducted between 290 and 
340°C. The threshold stress is brought to the yield stress of the material at the test 
temperature and at the dose in question in order to be able to compare materials with 
different tensile properties.  

There are three different sensitivity regions: 

• Between 0 and 10 dpa, some available results seem to show low IASCC sensitivity 
below a lower applied stress at least at the yield stress. 

• Between 10 and 25 dpa, the IASCC sensitivity region seems to extend for ratio of 
stress to yield stress decreasing with the dose. 

• Beyond 25 dpa, the threshold stress seems to stabilise around a stress value of 40 
to 50% of the yield stress of the material at the dose in question.  
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There is good consistency between the results of the Chooz A corner (solution 
annealed 304) and those on the Thimble tubes (cold worked 316). 

The exploitation of the relationship between time to rupture and stress for a single 
irradiation dose shows that the greater the stress, the faster the cracking (Figure 25). The 
cracking times are very short, and cases of cracking beyond one thousand hours are rare. 
However, inspections of the bolts show cracking after several years of operation. Also, 
efforts are currently being put into better interpretation of the representativity of 
laboratory tests with regard to the position of bolts.  

Figure 24. Summary of the O Ring test results (316 CW Thimble tubes H.B. Robinson, Beaver 
Valley, Ringhals [24]) or constant load tests (304SA Chooz A corner [77]) conducted in the PWR 

environment at 330°C) 

 

 

Figure 25. Constant load tests conducted at 340°C on Chooz A corner specimens (304L - 30 dpa) 
[66] 
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Criterion for IASCC sensitivity of austenitic steels in a PWR environment 

Considering the various elements available on IASCC, no complete mechanism appears to 
explain and anticipate cracking by IASCC. Nevertheless, some IASCC sensitivity criteria 
have been proposed [60,65] that rely on the different thresholds shown experimentally 
and that is based on data combinations of neutron dose and stress leading to IASCC of 
austenitic stainless steels in PWR primary water.  

Therefore, a single cracking criterion, which depends on the yield stress of the 
material, is proposed for solution annealed 304 and cold worked 316, independent of the 
possible variations of chemical composition of these steels within their specifications. 

An IASCC sensitivity region is defined by EDF [65] based on the ratio of the stress 
applied to the yield stress at the temperature in question and the dose. The sensitivity 
region  is defined in part in the stress/dose/temperature space as follows: a bolt with the 
operating conditions (σx, dosex, Tx) with σx the applied stress - by simplification the 
Tresca stress (MPa) is be considered (that is used to characterise the O ring tests) - dosex 
the dose (dpa) and Tx the temperature (°C), this bolt belongs to the IASCC sensitivity 
region if: 

• dosex < 4 dpa and )d o s,( T xxP 0 . 2R
xσ

> 1 with RP0.2 the yield stress of the material at 

temperature Tx and at the dose "dosex" 

• or 4 ≤ dosex < 25 dpa and )d o s,( T xxP 0 . 2R
xσ

> -0.024* dosex + 1.095 

• or 25 ≤ dosex and )d o s,( T xxP 0 . 2R
xσ

> -0.0025* dosex + 0.545. 

A representation of the IASCC sensitivity area is given in Figure 26. Before 4 dpa, 
IASCC sensitivity is not expected. However, Stress Corrosion phenomena, independent 
of irradiation, remain possible above the elastic limit. This is why it was chosen to define a 
corrosion sensitivity region above the yield stress when the dose is less than 4 dpa. The 
decrease from 4 to 25 dpa corresponds to the increase in IASCC sensitivity. The 
parameters of the IASCC sensitivity region have been chosen in order to be consistent 
with experimental test results considered (Figure 28). The change in slope above 25 dpa, is 
due to the presence of a point corresponding to a test on a C ring specimen at 70 dpa 
presented in [73]. This is the only point that shows cracking at 40% of YS for a high dose. 
This point is somewhat atypical and must be confirmed by further tests. 
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Figure 26. Definition of the IASCC sensitivity area [65] 

 

A similar criterion is used by the Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI) [60] that 
is represented in Figure 27, based on mainly the same data points.  

Figure 27. IASCC Flaw Initiation Stress vs. Dose – Constant Load Tests [60] 

 

A comparison between both criterion is presented in Figure 28. The main differences 
are that for low irradiation doses, the EPRI criterion is more conservative than the EDF 
one. For high doses, the EDF criterion takes into account a change of the sensitivity to 
IASCC with the dose different to that of the EPRI criterion. This difference is due to two 
factors: 

• the first is based on the hypothesis made by EDF that the increase of sensitivity to 
IASCC with the dose (measured through the percentage of intergranular fracture 
surface after slow strain rate test in environment) leads also to the diminution with 
the dose of the required stress for cracking due to IASCC. This origin is based on a 
hypothesis and has not been validated by experimental measurements.  

• the second origin is the integration in the EDF criterion of an experimental point 
presented in [73], that was only available after establishing the EPRI criterion.  
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Figure 28. Comparison of the IASCC sensitivity area with the experimental points 

 
Additional testing and data are necessary to verify this apparent saturation of IASCC 

susceptibility for a PWR end-of-life dose up to approximately 125 dpa (including the 
license renewal period or up to 60 years). More data are needed to define IASCC 
susceptibility more precisely, especially at higher dose and longer times. Nevertheless, the 
results from this study can currently be used by the nuclear industry to assess the effects 
of irradiation on austenitic stainless steels in PWR systems as an indicator of the 
combination of stress and neutron dose at which IASCC could occur. 

IASCC propagation behaviour in a BWR environment 

As BWR plants age, certain locations in the mid-plane of the core shroud experience 
fluence levels at which the materials become susceptible to IASCC. The BWR Vessels and 
Internals Project (BWRVIP) has developed crack growth disposition methodologies for 
evaluating intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) in the internal components of 
BWRs. The focus of these efforts has been the austenitic stainless steels used in the core 
region [12] and the Alloy 600/Alloy 182 materials used in the construction of the shroud 
support and the reactor pressure vessel attachment welds [59]. Figures 29 and 30 display 
the summary plots of the crack growth rates (CGRs) determined to be relevant for each 
of the two key environments – normal water chemistry (NWC) and hydrogen water 
chemistry (HWC). The fluence range of the specimens is 5x1024n/m2 to 3x1025n/m2. 
These figures also show the proposed CGR disposition curves for irradiated materials up 
to a fluence of 3x1025n/m2. Figure 31 compares the field determined CGRs as a function 
of depth against the predicted CGRs based on an assumed stress state of 1.6ksi 
membrane stress and weld residual stresses relaxed 30% due to irradiation in conjunction 
with the K-dependent crack growth curve for NWC. The figure establishes that the crack 
growth predictions are bounded very well with the membrane stress and weld residual 
relaxation assumptions. 

The Japan Nuclear Energy Safety organization (JNES) has been conducting a project 
related to IASCC as a part of safety research and development study for the aging 
management and maintenance of the nuclear power plants. The CGR tests has been 
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carrying out with neutron irradiated compact tension (CT) specimens under constant load 
and crack growth was measured using the reversing dc potential drop (DCPD). Irradiation 
was conducted in the core region of the Japan Materials Testing Reactor (JMTR) in 
simulated BWR water environments. The specimens were irradiated to fluences ranging 
from 5x1024n/m2 (0.7dpa) to 1x1026n/m2 (E>1MeV)(14dpa). CGR of Type 304L and 
Type 316L stainless steels (SSs) were formulated as a function of fluence and stress 
intensity factor. The CGR data showed that the CGR data tendency is influenced by the 
amount of the dose, stress intensity factor, water chemistry as shown in Figures 32 and 33. 
The CGRs in NWC increased with increasing fluence in the range of about 0.7-2dpa for 
Type 304L SS and 0.7-4dpa for Type 316L SS. Slight K dependence on the CGRs was 
observed in NWC. Clear reduction in the CGRs were measured with decreasing 
electrochemical corrosion potential (ECP) levels from ECP>+140mVSHE to ECP<-
200mVSHE level. 

Figure 29. Summary of screened crack growth data under NWC binned by fluence and proposed 
disposition curve for irradiated materials [60]. 
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Figure 30. Summary of screened crack growth data under HWC binned by fluence and proposed 
disposition curve for irradiated materials [60] 

 

Figure 31. Comparison of calculated K-dependent rates as a function of average normalised depth 
with the field data plotted against average depth [60] 
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Figure 32. K dependence of CGR for Type 304L and Type 316L SSs [74] 

 

Figure 33. Fluence dependence and effect of ECP on CGR for Type 304L and Type 316L SSs [74] 

 

IASCC modelling and simulation 

Andresen and Ford proposed a prediction model for SCC growth rates for austenitic 
alloys, including sensitised Type 304 SSs in simulated BWR environments by considering 
the slip/oxidation mechanism and crack tip strain rate [2,23]. For slip-
dissolution/oxidation mechanism, the CGR equation has been proposed as shown in the 
next equation: 

𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= �
𝑀𝑀 ∙ 𝑁𝑁0

𝑧𝑧 ∙ 𝜌𝜌 ∙ 𝐹𝐹 ∙ (1 −𝑚𝑚)� �
𝑑𝑑0
𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓
�
𝑚𝑚

{𝜀𝜀̇}𝑚𝑚 

where a: crack length, M: atomic weight, i0: reactive surface oxidation current density, 
z: change in charge due to oxidation, ρ: density of the material, F: Faraday’s constant, m: 
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slope of the oxidation rate decay curve, t0: time for the onset of current decay, εf: fracture 
strain of the protective film, ε: strain. 

Shoji et al. reformulated a theoretical equation for stress corrosion crack growth rate 
of austenitic alloys in high temperature water based on crack tip asymptotic fields and 
crack tip transient oxidation kinetics [71]. The calculated results are compared with the 
experimental CGR data, which shows some consistency between the calculation and the 
reformulated theoretical CGR equations based on the asymptotic fields proposed by Gao 
and Hwang [33], Gao, Zhang and Hwang (GZH) [34] and that proposed by Hutchinson, 
Rice and Rosengren (HRR) [40,67]. For an example, if the transient oxidation follows a 
power law solid state oxidation mechanism, a theoretical CGR equation (Fracture 
Research Institute Theoretical Stress Corrosion Cracking, or FRI, model) based on HRR 
crack tip field can be derived as the follows: 

𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= �(𝑘𝑘1)(1−𝑚𝑚) ∙ (𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑)(−𝑚𝑚)� × �𝛽𝛽 �
𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦
𝐸𝐸
��

𝑛𝑛𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺
𝑛𝑛𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 − 1

� �ln ��
𝜆𝜆
𝐶𝐶0
��

𝐾𝐾
𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦
�
2

��

1
𝑛𝑛𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺−1

��
2
𝐾𝐾
� �̇�𝐾 +

�̇�𝑎
𝐶𝐶0
��

𝑚𝑚

 

where k1: oxidation rate constant, εd: threshold strain for degradation of the protective 
film, β, λ: dimensionless constants in plastic strain calculation, σy: yield stress, E: elastic 
modulus, nGH: strain-hardening exponent defined by Gao and Hwang, r0: characteristic 
distance for formulating crack growth, K: stress intensity factor, �̇�𝐾: change in K with time, 
�̇�𝑎: CGR. The general schematic of the oxidation/mechanics interactions for SCC in high 
temperature water is shown in Figure 34. Depending on combinations of 
material/environment/loading conditions for SCC systems, the transient oxidation can 
take different kinetic laws, and the enhancement of crack tip oxidation can be realised via 
either a physical degradation mode, physical-chemical degradation mode or both. 
Experimental [2] and calculated CGRs with the FRI theoretical CGR equations based on 
the solid state oxidation mechanism and the HRR crack tip asymptotic field, for sensitised 
Type 304 SS in oxygenated pure water at 288oC are shown in Figure 35. The calculated 
CGRs are in generally agreement with the experimental data. More fundamental data for 
oxidation kinetic laws and crack tip mechanics are necessary to improve the accuracy of 
the input parameters in the CGR equations. Furthermore, Shoji et al. developed a 3D-
finite element method (FEM) code for evaluation of environmentally assisted cracking 
(EAC) crack growth based on the crack tip deformation/oxidation mechanism in 
conjunction with a nodal force releasing technique that simulates the metal 
dissolution/oxidation mechanism [70]. Hashimoto, et al. modified mathematically the FRI 
model to eliminate the numerical divergence that occurs when the exponent of the 
oxidation current decay curve approaches 1 [38]. The procedure was applied to the 
IGSCC growth data obtained in a cold-worked Type 316L stainless steel and also the 
IASCC growth data obtained in a irradiated Type 316L stainless steel [39]. Crack growth 
calculations for a CT specimen under constant-load condition exhibited good agreement 
with the measured responses. Eason et al. presented a hybrid model of PWR primary 
water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) in unirradiated Ni alloys [21]. The overall form 
of the hybrid model is shown in the following equation, with the exponent m=1 and a 
model parameter A that is a function of material, test conditions (laboratory and test 
series) and environment (T, dissolved hydrogen): 
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Figure 34. A schematic of the SCC sub-processes of austenitic alloys in high temperature water [71] 

 

Figure 35. Experimental and calculated crack growth rates with FRI theoretical equations based 
on the solid state oxidation mechanism and the HRR crack tip asymptotic field for sensitised 

Type 304SS in oxygenated pure water at 288oC [71] 
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The coefficient on the hybrid model, Ci is different for each model calibration data set 
with a different heat, different laboratory, or substantially different test conditions. 
Variables that were considered for explicit modelling, such as T, K, and H2 concentration, 
were not assigned separate overall coefficients Ci. 

The model shows significantly reduced scatter and reasonable agreement with Alloy 
600 and Ni alloy weld metals data sets. The hybrid model has been extended to irradiated 
stainless steels in PWR primary environments [22]. The IASCC model is an 
empirical/theoretical hybrid strain rate model and the major differences from the PWSCC 
model include using the Rice-Drugan-Sham (RDS) theoretical expression for strain rate 
near a growing crack in elastic-perfectly plastic materials and including an empirical dose 
function. 

Jivikov et al. developed a meso-scale mechanical model for intergranular stress 
corrosion cracking to investigate crack bridging and its effects on crack propagation in 
microstructures with different fractions of special boundaries [47]. The calculated results 
showed that both grain refinement and increase in the fraction of special boundaries are 
important for improving microstructure resistance. Itakura, et al. investigated the process 
of slow intergranular crack propagation by a three dimensional finite element method 
model and showed that branching is induced by partial arresting of a crack front owing to 
the geometrical randomness of grain boundaries as shown in Figure 36 [41]. 

Figure 36. Geometry of a simulation cell and fractured surface observed in the simulation 
projected onto the X-Z plane [41] 

 

Aoyagi et al. proposed a crystal plasticity model expressing IGSCC by considering 
information about the oxidation along the grain boundaries and the failure of an oxide 
film caused by the localization of a deformation [5]. Introducing the oxygen reaction-
diffusion model, the local criterion of crack propagation, and the oxide film failure model 
into a crystal plasticity model makes it possible to numerically reproduce the generation 
and propagation of cracks assuming the occurrence of IGSCC as shown in Figure 37. 
Although the crack propagation stops at one point, the crack propagates again as a result 
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of the oxidation corrosion of the grain boundary. They also conducted crystal plasticity 
simulations for a copper single crystal under simple tensile condition and investigated the 
effect of radiation defects and dislocation behaviour on the processes of strain localisation. 
In this study, considering information of radiation defects and disappearance of radiation 
defects due to dislocation movement, the macroscopic stress-strain responses of 
irradiated material such as increase of yield stress and decrease of work-hardening ratio 
can be numerically reproduced [4].  

Figure 37. Distribution of (a) equivalent stress and (b) equivalent plastic strain (t = 49.84 Ms) [5] 

 

Conclusion 

Internal components of PWR vessels closest to the core (core barrel, baffle plates, 
formers, bolts, etc.) are exposed to a high neutron flux; the most highly irradiated zones 
of some of these components may be exposed to doses reaching about 120 dpa after 60 
years of operation. This neutron irradiation changes their microstructure and their 
mechanical properties: hardening, loss of ductility, loss of toughness, irradiation creep, etc. 
Furthermore, these variations appear to cause sensitivity to stress corrosion (irradiation 
assisted stress corrosion cracking- IASCC).  

IASCC is now the main mechanism capable of causing cracking with intergranular 
surfaces that has been reproducibly established in laboratory tests. 

Even if no complete mechanism has been found to explain and anticipate IASCC 
cracking, considering the various available elements, some criteria for sensitivity to IASCC 
have been proposed based on the different thresholds put forward experimentally and 
that have been partly confirmed by operating experience (appearance of materials, 
operating conditions, environment). These criteria must be interpreted as indicators 
capable of identifying trends on the risk of cracking of bolts and not as an absolute 
threshold to predict cracking.  

(a)

600 MPa0 MPa

(b)

0.0050.000
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In aged BWR plants, certain locations in the mid-plane of the core shroud experience 
fluence levels at which the materials become susceptible to IASCC. BWRVIP (Boiling 
Water Reactor Vessel Internals Program) has developed crack growth disposition 
methodologies for evaluating intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) in the 
internal components of BWRs and JNES has been conducting a project related to IASCC 
CGR data as a part of safety research and development study for the aging management 
and maintenance of the nuclear power plants. 

Although many investigators proposed prediction models for SCC and IASCC growth 
rates for austenitic stainless steels and Ni alloys, even more improvements of models are 
necessary as compared with the detailed experimental results, because these models are 
still preliminary models. 
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